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\INTRODUCTION
u

; There is. a widespread feeling of renewed' vitality in language
teaching and bilingual education today, largely inspired by new dis-
coveries in the language classidom, new insights froW reFearch, and
new trends in educational" policy thAt have been accumulating rapidly
over the last decade. Whet er we are undergoing a "revolution,"
or are simply experiencing at. inevitable spurt of growth all' ac-

tive disciplines undergo re rly, there is no doubt that significant
changes in the field are him nent. It seems timely .and necessary,
therefore, to bring together e new-discoveries, insights, techniques,
and pglicies that are contrib Ling to new directions, in second Ian-

guage learning, teaching, an 'lingual education. The 1975 TESOL.
Convention provided an rote atonal 'forum for the presentation and
dipassion Of these new.trends; this volume is an attempt .to capture
their essence. .,

It may be presurhptuous.to attempt to extract the "major theme"
running through a collection of articles on topics 'as diverse :as 'non-
verbal communication and teaching the passive voice. Nevertheless,
it is impossible not to notice' that every suggestion, insight, ap-
proach preSented in this volume is inspired by a 'fresh look at the
contributions of Pie learner to the learning processbe it an apprecia-
tion for the complexities of the human mind, a respect for the partic-

__-:. ular needs and feelings .of individuals, or a"senSitivity to the variety

of soclarfaCtorsthut may influence learning outcomes. For example,
experienced language teachers know that real communication is ex-
tremely difficult to bring about in a language classroom; It is easy to
.ask artificial questions such as "What am I doing?" and to train stu-
dents to respond to them. However; it has taken extreme sensitivity, to

create situations in the clessrooin that guarantee spoilianeong* com-

munication among students and teachers. The sections. on "Human
Relations, Affect, and Communicative Competence" and "General
ESOL Teaching Techniques "'offer a variety of simple techniques to
accomplish this difficult task. The section on "Nonverbal, Commu-
nication" highlights the important, yet rarely mentioned, other half

of the communication ptocessthe gestures and other unspoken mes- :

sages that mean so much: At the other end of the spectrum, the sec.:

= tion on ".SeconA Language Acquisition", presents the results of a
close examination of the developing speech"` of both children and adult
language learners from different language backgrounds. Common

sequences of acquisition for certain grammatical structures were dis-
covered, suggesting that both children and !adults ifse certain learn-

ing strategies which have their base in innate cognitive mechanisms.'
These findings,' together with error analyses, also indicate that adult

second lanomage learners still have access to those cognitive strate-
gies that have proven so, successful for, young second language learn,

ers. Other investigations of student-teacher 'behaviors presented in

xi
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the section on "Research on Teacher BehaVior- and Curriculum)'
have resulted in a more meaningful imp'lementation of the listening-
before-speaking principle, 1111 well as guidelines for more sensitive
correction techniques. "Regional Dialects in Bilingual Education
ESOL" presents analyses of the speech varieties and thelangu'age-;
environments of different groups of second.language learners. These
analyses -show that, a seleCtion process, 'controlled -by tip learner--7
rather than; the teacher, determines which . target language dialect
:will be, learned. Peer. group dialect, Ili& -dynamics of languags in
contact, as well as social mobility, .significantly influence the shape
of tbetarget-janguage produced by learnets.

In reading through this volume, it iS obvious that .while the au-
thors draw on the insights offered by the major digciplines of psy-
chology, linguistics, anthropology, and sociology, these -are subordi:
nate to insights gained by direct observation 'of, interaction with,
and concern for language learners in diyerse settings,. For example,
various micro-analyseS of both reading and writing siyles of univer-
sity ESOL -Students-, Presented hi "Teaching Reading Skills" and
"Teaching Writing. SkillS," suggest new teaching techniques spe-
cifically tailored to these students. Likewise, difficulties encountered
by second language learners motivate the presentation of certain
"oddities" of the English. language and corresponding teaching tech-
niques Teaching Specific Aspects of English"). The two articles
on "New Developments in Testing" refine existing psychometric pro-
cedures -such as the semantic differentfal. and doze techniques, and
tailpr them to the needs, ofAESOL and bilingual students. Finally,

general Polley statements at the .begintiing of this volume, as well
. as the suggested-guidelines for . bilingual program design (" Bain-

f,:ual Education: Issues in Program Planning"), reflect a deep con-
cern for the needs of students whose native languages and cultures
are not English or " Anglo," a concern which transcends potentially
divisive theoretical or political issues in the field.

The new directions presented in- this volume engompass both.gen-
eral theoreticat guidelines and specific teaching techniquesthe first
ildif of this book focusses on general guidelines and research on
language learning and bilingual' education, while the second half em- ,

phasizes classroom techniques written by 'teachers for teachers. It
is 'extremely encouraging that the teaching techniques, most of which
resulted "frofn many years of classroom experience, are strongly, sup-
ported by the .research findings on the language learning process.
This complementarity of the new directions in theory and practice
attests to the reality of a new era in the education of children and
adults who are learning, English as a. second language.

Marina K. Burt and. Heidi C.' Dulay
Editors
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The Compatibility of TESOL and Bilingual Education'
JAMES E. ALATIS
Georgetown University, Executive Secretary, TESOL

When I wads asked to .speak at this Convention and-learned that my

paper would be part of a "dialogue" with Albar Pena, rwas delighted

and encouraged. I have known Dr. _Zola since he first came _to Wash-.

ington, to head the Division._ of Bilingual' Education, and I afri con,
fident. that this "dialogue"..wilThe an exchange of ideas between two

friends and .colleagues, with a view to reaching a productiVeStatement.
With the recent resurgence of governmental interest and. activityin

bilingual education, both in legislation; court actions, and even..White

House Conferences, the following question is often. asked:. Does
TESOL have a role in bilingual education? My immediate answer to
that question isi Yes,.. of course! TESOL has always had -a role in

bilingual education, whet ler by "ITESOL'7. we mean simply, the held

of teaching Englgh to spe kers of other languages,.or the professional

organization from _whose name( the acronym derives.- TESOL . in-

-wolves, almost by clefinitio , bilingual educationcertainly one part

.,. of .bilingual education, and'a -very important part, at that. We are,
after a11,- "Teachers of Speakers of Other Languages." Thus, in

the very name of the association there is. recognition of the fact that

there are at least two languages involved. 'Indeed, some people con-

. sidef TESOL and bilingualism to be synonymous. 'Vol'. exanAle,.. Mary.

--Finoechiaro (1971': 3) begins one of her articles. in lieLTESOL-
--

Quarterly by identifying what she :considers to. be the fwo 'desired
terminal objectives of most TESOL courSes-L-bilingualism and -bi-

Tlius.to Mary Finocchiaro and other leaders in the field

of ESOL, ,bilingualism is one/ of ,..the two .major `terminal behaviors'

that ESOL teachers strive:to produce in their students. .

The Bilingual Education Act defines bilingual =education as followS:

. . bilingual education involves the use. of two languages, one of which is

English (emphasis supplied), as a medium of instruction. Both languages

are.usek for the,sartie student populationnot as an isolated effort. but as a

key component of a program embracing .a total curriculum. (Cranston

1974: 38)
-1

It is clear that TESOL and bilingual education cannot be sepa-
.ratecL as Re,rmird Spolsky has said,

. . any bilinguiil education program in the 'United States must include an
effective.ESOL cOmpanent, and any ESOL program that ignores the Children's

first language is likely to be ineffective. .(1970:327)

Plenary addrial delivered at the 1975 TESOL Convention, Los Angeles.

3
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4 On TESOL '75: New Directions . . .

ESOL provides a strategy, Spolsky contends; for the teaching of stan-
dard English to children. for whom there is a language barrier to
education. Bilingual education encourages the provision of a transi-
tional or maintained education in the child's language. Now, transi-
tional education introduces ".. . some degree of training in the native
language(s) . . . into the ,early grades in the. hope of reducing the
children's sense of alienation in an English-speaking world., (How-
ever,) its foals go no further than to produce what is called 'transi-
tional bilingualism,' a step on the way to integration into the English-
speaking world . . . it is hardly less discriminatory than earlier
(assimilation) policies, since it does not provide for advanced training
in (the native language) and does not give communities any hope of
continuing to exist, as ethnic identities within our country." (Haugen
1974: 36). Maintained education, on the other hand, encourages the
maintenance of the mother tongue; and language maintenance, in fact,
has never been discouraged by specialists in the field of English as a
second language. Instead, it is the thesis of this paper that TESOL
and bilingual education, although not absolutely synonymous, are
certainly and thoroughly. compatible.

However, there ,is an unfortunate polarization which seems to be
developing between teachers of English to speakers of other languages
and their bilingual education colleagues. As Bernard Spolsky has ex-
plained it to me, the argument goes something like this f A particular
ethnic group will say,

"In the beginning you did nothing for us.. First, there was the
Direct. Method, and that prohibited the use of the native lan-
guage. You ignored us and our language. And then, seeing
that people didn't know. English, you decided that you have to
teach them prOperly. And the method of teaching them En-
glish was called TESOL. It is a method and it comes out of
Washington,. and,it's linguistics. Then there needs to be
an advance over that-because that ignores the students! native
language, and so The next stage is 'bilingual education, and
that's- another method that comes out of somewhere else,
maybe Mihnii, or Texas. Then there's an even higher stage,
and that's bicultural education. One, begins to wonder what
the next `method' is, and learns that next in the sequence is
bilingual/bicultural education, and that that is the new
`method,' which is going to supplant that which came before
and which in turn supplanted what came before that, and 'so
on, ad infinitum. TESOL, 'in that progression, is the thing
that preceded bilingual, education; it is now out of date, and
has to .be replaced.g'

1.i



J. E. Alatis

The.. sad part about all this is that such misconceptions have been
perpetuated in some supposedly "scholarly". publications. For et-
ample, :take the folloWing: ". . . any method .of teaching a second
language that stresses only skills, e.g. the Teaching of English to
Speakers of Other Languages ( TESOL), is not going to produce a
bicultural individual." (Ulibarri 1968: 231, emphasis added) Or the
following: -. when the TESOL ptovement came into prominence,
many ,people were hopeful that this Would alleviate the problem(s)
of underachievement ." (Ulibarri 1968: 243-44; emphasis:added).
What is not understood is that TESOL is'not a method, nor a. move-
ment. It- is either the field; or the' professional .organization, both of
which are in a state of .dynamic, relevant, ever-changing development.

,.These arguments from false assumptions, this penchant for stereo-.
type, are simply reflections of an -immature search for panaceas and
easy solutions to deep social and educational .problems..: There is, of
course, something; artificial in this "freezing" of , "methods" or
"-movements" in an attempt to understand. history." The freezing
proceduze is something like taking-a. single frame of a movie film and
studying it. It gives a photograph, with all the virtues andWeaknesses
of a photograph, as a representative of changino- and developing -insti-
tutions or organisms. We try to make our subject manageable, but
we have to buy manageability at the cost of losing complete .realism.

People who try to "freeze" history and argue from stereotypes,
act as though TESOL has been asleep, like Rip Van Winkle, for the
past thirty-five years. They are Wrong! They are engaging in a not-
so-subtle form of _bigotry. A.s someone once- said, those who fan the
flarn,e.s of bigotry are building a fire under their own house. Their
arguments are simplistic; confusing, abysmally -igndrant, pernicimis,
malicious; insidious, and mischievous. They -create a divisiveness
that does not help any of us.- `.TESO-Ii is bad. Bilingualism is good:.
But all this depends on -how we understand these terms, andhow we
define them. A very solid professional colleague in ESOL and bilingual
education was quoted not too long ago in a Canadian newspaper as
saying, that "Bilingualism is a. danger." What this person meant, of
'course, was that fording all French speakers in .Canada to' learn En-
glish, presented .the danger of subordinating the mother tongue, caus-
ing'assimilation, and eventually eradicating French. 'What his colleague
was 'advocating was the suhordinafion'of English to the pOsition of a

second secondary) language, and the maintenance of French as
the .'Privary, or.doininant language. Yet, in the U.S., the 'statement
that "bilingualism is dangerous" would be taken' to mean the exact
oppOsit : i.e., that native language maintenance is not, a good, thing.
Thus, i we are not careful of our definitions, and of the sociocultural
settings in which we cast them, everything we believe in and agree

t)E"
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On TESOL '75: New Directions . . .

about, may turn out to be "bad." We must keep our own lines
straight and keep the people who make our laws, implement them, and
interpret them, straight in their. thinking.

I should .like to dispel some of the misconceptions that may be
contributing to the polarization about which I have been speaking.
First, we must not lose sight of the factjhat among the main char-
acteristics of the teaching of English as a second language in the United
States, haS been the fact that this field has from its inception. been in-
extricably intertwined with the field of linguistics. Itis natural, there-
fore,Abat following our colleagues, the linguists, we iii the field of.
English as a second language have Placed great importance on the
pritnacy of languageand of spoken language at that! However, it
must be remembered that the first linguists were also anthropologists
and that. by definition (or rather, by profession) were also 'interested in
the culture of any language that they might be studying. Further, the
linguists contributed to our view of language-their scienfrific attitude
which insisted upon the objective observation of facts and .began with
the dispelling of myths, Misconceptions, and prejudices about language
which had' often been used by insecure people, who were in important .

/positions, to assert their superiority over 'those' less, fcirtunate than
themSelveS: These self-styled shamans used inaccurate information
about the nature of language as a weapon for discrimination-against,
their fellow human beings. What is most Unfortunate is that these
human beings were often defenseless young children. The linguists, on
the other haiid, felt that all languages were worthy of study in and of
thethselves,npd that each language was specifically well suited to carryi
on the business of the culture whose vehicle of communication it was.

Among the most important contributions that linguistics. has made
,to the teaching of EngliSh as a second language is the concept_ of
contrastive analysis, and we must emphasize here. that the linguists
and those who follow them insisted upon both a contrastive linguistic
analysis and a contrastive cultural analysis of source and target lan-
guages and cultures.

TESOL, the field and' the organization, is founded upon the
philosophy of language teaching enunciated long ago by Charles C.
Fries. It is 'designed to break the shaekles of monolingualism and
bring about mutual respect and Understanding among people of diverse
linguistic and cultural backgrounds. As far back as 1955, Fries wrote

. . the fundamental purpose . . . of ,.language teaching is to achieve an
understanding, as complete as possible, iietween people of different linguistic
backgrounds. (p. 10) . . . To deal with the culture and life of a people is
not just an adjun'et . . . but an essential feature at every stage of language
learning. 14, emphasis added)

In view of statements made by Fries, one of the acknowledged

(-
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leaders of the field of TESOL, it is somewhat surprising to hear people
who should know better, accuse teachers of English as a second lan-
guage

-
of "linguistic imperialism" and "cultural aggressiveness."

These accusations are simply not well-founded. Taking' the lead from
the linguists, teachers of English as a second language have "always
held an "additive" rather than a "replacive" philosophy when tbey
have taught standard. English as a second language or second dialect.
(See Robinett 197:.204) That Fs, they have attempted to add a new
variety of language to a student's reperroire- rather than-IO-eradiCare.
or replace one which he or she already possesses. ESOL teachers
have hoped to impall to their /students the ability to switch codes
instinctively so as to use that language or that dialect which is most
appropriate and which evokes the greatest amount of qooperation and
the least Amount of resistance in any given situation. From- the stand-
point of culture, this philosophy views differing cultures as comple-
mentary .rathe'r than contradictory ways of organizing the social

.A.majority of leachersOf English as a second language have beeri,
and still are, bilingual. and bicultural individuals tlremselves. A large:
number of them. have been Fulbright scholars.whose success depended
on synipatby fo empathy with, and a knowledge of, the language and.
culture of- the country to. which they were sent to teach._ Fulbrighters
who did not believe that they had as much to learn-from the people of
the host country as they had to teach, were not worth their salt, and
freouently failed in their assignments. The truly successfUl Ful-
brighters were those who really believed. that they-,were embarking
on a reciprocal.; 'hence mutual, educational exchange experience. And,
all the while, we were teaching ESL to large'numbers..of foreign stu-
dents on American university campuses, often ridiculed. by our col-
leagues in other departments because we felt it Was as importaiit to
know -other-people languageS and cultures as it,was for them to learn
about ours: Tam convinced that it is these early leaders .111 ESL who

made such a great contribution to the exploding-of,the "melting pot"
myth and the 'replacing of it by the idea of cultural pluralism. .Cer-

, tainly a profession which has had'snCh leaders as Charles C. Fries and.
Mary Finocelliaro cannot be accused of tryirig to impose linguistic
and cultural patterns of -au one group upon any Other. Teachers of

English as a. second language have always recognized the dual:lan-
guage and dual cultural' basis of.hilingualism!

Yet, these same teachers have. arso been Accused of going about
their work in a mechanical and unfeeling manner. They are accused
of .over.emphasizing drills, mimicry, and memorization to the 'denigra,
tion of .eultural, literary, and humanistic aspectS of the language they.
were teaching, or to the 'exclusion, of considerations of student motiva-
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tion and aptitude. One such accusation goes as follows: "The sole
objective of English as a second language is to make non-English
speakers more competent in English." (Cranston 1974:59, emphasis
supplied) This criticism, too, is unfair. and ill-founded. The passage
from Fries which I quoted a moment ago bears repetition: Remember,
he said that." . . culture.and the life of a people is not just an
adjunct . . . but al. essential feature at every .stage of language learn-
ing." (Fries 1955: 14).11Ve, must also remember that another leader
of the TESOL field,, Robert Lado, wrote a -book called Linguistics
Across Cultures, published in 1957, in which" he advocated linguistic
as well as cultural contrastive analyses. As 'Fries said in the Fore
word to Lado's book:

His comparisons demanded more and more complete descriptions, including
not only. the narrowly linguistic features but a wide selection. Of the social-
cultural (emphasis supplied) e tures in which the languages operated. He
found similar 'blind spots' that must he overcome if sound intercultural
understanding (italics mine) was o be achieved the fundamental objective
of all language teachingzip.

Another acknowledged leader of TESOL, Albert H. Marckwardt, says:
It may he -reasonably maintained that contrastive cultural analyses Are
equally important in terms of the "aims of language study . . (1961: 153)

Clifford Prator, RoberfKaplan, and other leaders in the ,field. have
repeatedly affirmedthe importance of 'cultural spects in the language
teaching curriculum.

I believe that people who make unfounded accusations against the
TESOL profession have not read any of C. C. Fries' writings, or
Mary Finocebiaro's, or those of any of our other - acknowledged
leaders, and do not know the first thing about TESOL..

7 I must confess- that.
.rationale

have. it 'very difficult to understands
the Source of these accusations and 'the ationale behind them. A

'possible explanation has been provided by Heidi Dulay and Marina
Burt. It seems that, someWhere the. development of TESOL as a
field and as an organization, it :.bas become associated with "com-
pensatory" rather than with. -"equality education." This association
is, in turn, related to" specific pieces of Federal legislation such as
Title I of the ESEA and the Head Start Program. °As Bruce Fraser
has said in another context,

"Many of (these) programs contained a language intervention component
designed to 'improve' the language of the children in the programto im-
prove the language so that the children could eventually acquire the language
of the educated white middle classStandard English. It was psychologists
such as 'Bereitcrn and, Englemann who argued that many 9ninority children
. . had an inferior, deficient, language, and thus needed special cornpen-
;atory education." (Fraser 1974: 94, emphasis added)
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We in TESOL, on the other hand, have spent a good part of our
lives, our entire careers, in fact, in trying to convince the public that
the children-we wish to teach are not. backward, not mentally inferior,
nor stupid they are simply spiakers ofother languages.

As. William Labbv (1970) has written regarding the genetic
eriority and verbal deprivation theory: "That educational -psy-.

chOlogy--should. be strongly influenced .by a theory so false to the facts
of languagels-unfortunate; but that children should be the victims
of this ignorance is-intolerable." He condemns this view as "bad
observation, bad theory, and bad practice.'.' (p. 34) At the -20th:
Georgetown University RoundTable_in 1969, I believe we succeeded in
exposing these theories.. But perhaps this -is where I made my mistake.
I assumed the job was finished. This is probably...why I could n(A

understand- how anybody could poSsibly associate TESOL..with com-
pensatory, education. TESOL has steadfastly rejected the notiOn.-tbat

,non- English- speaking children were cultUially disadvantaged.'
have specifically rejected the theory that these children are victims of
inferior culture, or-inferior socialization by -inadequate parents, or a;
stifling, of cognitive stimulation in the preschool years, or, an inferior
intellectual endowment. We have opposed the ,isolation of these chil-
dren in special ,classes for the socially and emotionally disturbed.
We have insisted that teachers must be educated, rather than merely
trained, to respect the potential strengths of the linguistically different
rather than- be armed by a set of mythologies, masquerading as
theories of social science, which only discourage the youth of ethnic
minorities from investing in education. We have insisted that ESOL
is not synonymous with ".remedial English" or "remedial reading,"
but consists":of a :highly specialized form: of English instruclion.
(Caution As histoiian, I note a parallel development of false accusa-
tions and attacks being levied againsf bilingual education.)

There may,. indeed, be a handful of people who teach ESOL and
who are in fact perpetrating the kind of abuses- of which the whole
profession has been accused. There are some who .would reduce the

-training of teachers to tlx6 development of teaching skills used in a
replicative sense; But, these ,people are not the qualified, educated,
experienced, and dedicated 'TESOL experts whom the profession rec-
ognizes as leaders in the field. -We have insisted that to be a qualified ,

member of the TESOL' pt.ofession reitUires a considerable amount of
rigorousqlzukhighly specialized preparation.

In -Afily Of 1970 a conference was held. during which a statement
of qualifications and guidelines for preparation of teachers.of English
to speakers of other languages was developed. Eight broad guidelines
were adopted regarding the minimum requirements in the preparation

1
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of a specialist in TESL/TEFL. Among these eight, three in par-
ticular are relevant to the matter at hand r:

1. (The teacher of English as a second language should) have personal
qualities which contribute to his/her success as a classroom teacher, in-
sure understanding and respect for students and their cultural setting, and
make the teacher a perceptive and involved member of his/her comMunity.

'3. (The teacher of English. as a second language should) have had the expe-
rience of learning another language and acquiring a knowledge of its struc-
ture; and have a conscious perception of another cultural system: If
possible, the language and cultural system should be related to that of the
population with which he/she is to work.

8. (The teacher. of English' as a second language should) have a sophisticated
Understandinr, of the factors which contribute to the life styles of various
peoples, and which determine both their uniqueness and their inter-
relationships in a pluralistic society. (Statement of qualifications, 1975:
73)

The preface to these guidelines, written by Albert L Alarckwardt,
states thaPthey were not specifically designed for teachers in bi-.
lingual :schools, but admits that they would clearly have many elements
in common with the preparation:tut' such teachers. (Cf. Statement of
qualifications, p. 72.), What we are saying that TESOL and bi-
lingual education- are inextricably intertwined: They are mutually
supportive and natural allies. The TESOL guidelines demonstrate

the field of English as a second language and bilingual and -bicul-
turalek ucation are thoroughly compatible. Indeed, I believe- we ca'i
all agree t i t-English as a second language is an essential component
of any good bili:;41Val_education program. The mother language and
culture' are equally essential, and I believe we can all agree that it is
better to teach children to readand write in their native languages
before introducing them to the seconCtlanguage, .and that instruction
and literacy in thehome language is an .effeelive eans for teaching

°children both .subject matter.and-content and English. .1believe we
can also agree that teacher'education is in the-heart of the matter

many, many more opportunities for- teacher education, 'as well
as gducation for teacher trainers, is the prime desideratuth for TESOL
and bilingual education..

What we need is more cooperation between, and a coalition of,
teachers of English as a second language and specialists in bilingual
edu-cation who would work together. toward a common purpos,e, and.
that purpose is to help thousands of children throughout the United.
States to reach their full potential,as citizens of our increasingly com-
plex and troubled. society. Such cooperation will contribute to the
solution of Our most pressing national.problemsthe problems of our
poverty-stricken minorities ; the crowded urban ghetto, the beleaguered
ethnic barrio, the alienated immigrant. colony, and. the Isolated Indian
reservation. No less pressing is the task of sensitizing the middle
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class majority, to th6 valuable roles and the rights of minorities in

our -society.
There-are those who are fearful that the Bilingual _Education .Act

has sounded the last note of doofit for TESOL. Some people find
cause for- despair in this prospect, while others may 'even rejoice in .

it. But if that gong should sound, :ask-Rot-for Whom-the bell tolls, for--
it tolls for all of us. But there is no cause 'for despair, for TESOL
has never been stronger. It is strong because it has been relevant and
responsive :throughout its existencei as reflected in the developthent
of its "domains." TESOL, the field and the organization, has great,
vitality and a sense of youthful idealism and social mission that
distinguishes it from all other professional organizations. TESOL
is built on an idea, based on a humanistic approach _toward removing
the so- called' "curse of Babel." Our abiding belief in cultural and:
linguistic pluralism And in equality of eduCational opportunity seems
to unite us and to give us that :415.0cial excitement and relevance that
no other organization or fieldhas.

. The idea .of- multilingualism and' Multiculturalism dates back much

farther 'than the passage of .the Bilingiiai Education Act.of 196S:
There Ss, in Genesis, an intriguing tale about the origin of language diversity,
well -known as the 'Tower of Babel' story.. We are told, in the King James
Version, that 'the whole 'earth was of one language, and of-one speech.' But.
then pride fills the hearts of men, so that th., are misled into trying to
build 'a city and a tower, whose top may reaeli unto heaven.' The Lord
Jehovah comes down to earth and decides to punish this presumption, Per-
haps worried that men might usurp His omnipotence, for 'now nothing will
be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do! In His infinite'
Wisdom He proceeds to 'confound their language, that they may nut under-
stand one another's' speech.' They. "ate no longer able to cooperate in the
building of their tower, and are 'scattered abroad upon the face of all the

. earth.' (Hangen 1974: 33)

Wish I Were so eloqUent as to have written that last '.passage.
was written by Einar'Haugen, autlia. of Bilingualism ikflu' Americas.

and many other works on the 'subject. Linguistic .diversity, Haugen
explains, was a curse laid upon men for their, sinful pride. But, he'
continues:.

Those of us who love- languages and hhve devoted their lives to learning and
teaching them, and-,who find. language a source of MITI delights and subtle
experience, find it hard to put ourselves in the right frame of Mind to under-
stand the conception of language, diversity as a curse.

Ilat-k argues that bilingualism offers the most humane way to bridge
the coma unication gap and "mitigate tho,ctirse of BABEL."

Languagis not a problem, Haugen says, unless it isnsed as a
discnation. Attimpts at'removing God's ''curse'' have

ranged from neig.11 rly tolerance to. rigid isolation: from eager ac-

21
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ceptance of a new language to 'brutal supprc_ITaion_of..its_speakers.
WaiTgue that language differences stand in the way of progress

and should be eliminated by a ruthless policy of assimilation; others'
wish to preserve language enclaves in the.nameof ethnic variety and
the-sacredness-of mother tongues. Some extremists, for example,
would.go as far as to advocate the abolition of .English and the sub-
stitution of some other language as the national language of the U.S.
This would be like my advocating Greek as the -.national language.
In-fact, there was a time when Greek was proposed, as was Hebrew,
to be the *national language of this country!

William Gifford, the bitterly anti - American editor of the Quarterly
Review, is authority for the story that at the close of the Revolution
certain .members of Congress proposed that the use of English &
formally prohibited in the -United States, and Hebrew substituted for
it. Bristed, in 'his-essay, The EngliskLanguage in America, makes
the proposed tongue Greek, and reports that the change was rejected
on the ground that 'it wouldbe more convenientfor us to keep the
language as it is, than make the English speak Greek.' (Mencken 1937:
79.) (Iniagine what would be happening today if I were speaking in
Greek!)

Haugen proposes two humanistic solutions to the "curse of Babel"
by men of good will:

(1) deribeitately toinculcate, and to promote by means of educa--
tion, a spirit in 'the general population of interest and under-
standino. of minority peoples, and

(2) to make sure that people who speak differently understand
and are understood, if necessary by making them bilingual.

The members of TESOL .are umanists, and 'pe.ople of good will:
These two solutioith,have been the mission of TESOL since its incep;
tion.

As one scholar has written, linguists believe that:
Language is perhaps the most specifically human of mankind's.facUlties. In
striving towards 'tile understanding and knowledge of language, man has,
throughout his inellectual history, been seeking more fully to attain self-
knowledge, and to obey the injunction that faced the visitor to Apollo's
temple at Delphi, the center of the ancient Greek world, where our civilization
,finds its source. The injunction was:

rNtioi ZEAYTON . (KNOW THYSELF) "(Robins 1967: 233)

LinguistS believe that ,language is the one thing that separates
humans from the lower animals. It is the-Vehicle through which we
make known our most :vital needs. It is that most peculiar and typical
attribute of the very. amusing being that we Call huirian. A

andconsiders Tanguage, to be . paramount in all intellectual- and :human
-endeavors.
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There are those who tend, in their pronouncements, to polarize,
polemicize, and politicize the field of language. study at' a time when -

we should all best
of

together." I would advise such people to
amelioiate some of their rhetoric, their "yhetorical overkill," as it
were, so that we may all be able to present ,a united front to the Con-
gress, to the general public, to out colleagues in the U.S. Office- of

Education, and to those ethnocentric, xenophobic, chauvinistic admin-
istrators "who are ,congenitally and professionally hostile to language
minorities" ('Haugen 1974:41) and whose ultimate aim in life is to
homogenize all of l'humanity,

But first we.m put our own house in order. We must strive to
"know ourselves" as rofessionals and as a profession. -We must be

a unified profession and masters of its fate. The TESOL and bilingual
education segments of the profession must learn to live together in a
new symbiotic relationship.

It is not uncommon for two fields such as TESOL and bilingual
education to have a common 'stated goal but, because of the pro-
cessional anarchy, which prevails, for one group to neutralize the
other. The ptoliferation, duplication, and internecine' conflict among .

organizations consumes energy and displaces constructive programs
needed for development of an effective profession.. We need planned
integration of interrelated language groups, ATESL, TESOL, /CABE,.
LSA, ACTFL, NCTE, MLA, and CAL, each with specialized functions,
all directed toward common purpbses. .

Unfortunately, teachers at...411 levels and in all fields have habitually
reflected, not led, the forces of society. If the language profession is
to acquire and maintain the intellectual strength and political power
necessary these troubled times, a new concept of the professional,
and a new concept of a. unified professional entity. must bey- created.

We must recognize that juriS-dictiOnal battles are a waste of energy
and. that they frustrate the realization of our common goals. It is we
who are being weakened, not the laymen who do not 'know our history
or understand our mission. We often allow laymen to make decisions

of a professional nature about our own profession. This control of
our profesSion by laymen' becomes more and.. more entrenched if. we

fail in what perhaps our most important educational mission, and
that is the ediwation of those Congressmen, lawyers, and, Supreme
Court JustiCes who. 'conduct the important affairs of our nation. We
must learn to control ourselves and govern onr own profession. Those
organizations which-use their energies to produce such a unified pro-
fessibnal entity will ultimately receive tho'backing"of the majority of
teachers, of the American people, and of the Government which rep-
resents .them. And, while "we must develop programs that are clearly.,
influenced by social imperatives, which reflect the urgencies of our

2
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times, which relate -directl: to the primary issues of our times, we
must emember that -governments do not fiindprograms to overthrOw
themselves. We Must eduCate the general ,public- about our profession;
we nvis.t have the final word on teacher :educat- 1, we must establish
and. maintain ...!,nachinery for -protection of cOmpelei and ethical
teachers; we nnist aimi-elgu our own. petty 'provincialisms; and we
must maintain and'support only the most effective, and .honest, pro-
-'essionfil organizations: Our -teaching-will- never be as 'effective- .as it
should be until we Tarn to govern our own profession. The very
nature of Successful teaching derives from the involvement which
provides the dynainics of self-fulfillment, improvement, productiye
change, and intellectual. lil2eration.



Cooperation Between Bilingual Education and
English as a Second Language: Our Children's Legacy

ALBAR PENA
University of Texas at San Antonio, President, NABE

I am .glad to have the opportunity to come before you as the.

president of the recently organized National -AssociatiorYfor Bilingual

EdUcation to establish a dialogue between the two areas Ijich are

vital to each organization,. namely, Bilingual Education and Efiglish-

as a Secopd Language.
I knda that in the past, rightly Or wrongly,- there has, existed some.

rivalry between the two area simply- because. there was little knoWri

or a lack of understanding of the whole .concept of bilingual education'

and its relationship to ESL. On the one hand, ,there were those who.

felt. that the "only". solution to the educational Problems of linguis-

tically different children. was a massive dose:of PngliA as a- second.

language, and. presto!these problems would be resolved: On .the

other hand, there were those who further confused the issues by be-

lieving that teaching English as a second language to "non-English

speaking children,". was indeed .bilingual education.".
I believe that at this point in' time, the many projects that are now

being implemented to try Out different 'approaChes in bilingual .educa-

tion, and the tremendous amount .of information froi'n the research

conducted to date, bears out the importance of complete cooperation

between ESL and bilingual educatidn. Ii 'one is serious about trying

to educate our children in the best way possible and wishes to obtain

Maximum results,' both -English as a second' language and bilingual.°

education must co-exist.
If) we, the professionals in -both 'fields; can articulate clearly the.

practical i plications of cooperation, teachers, will he able. to make

.'the best i sructional decisions on behalf of the children they are .

teaching. .

We in bilingual education have maintained; and will continue to
maintain, that ESL is a vitalpartof any education program for

dren whose dominant language is not English. In his paper, Dr. Alatis

(this volume) clearly delineated the objectives and functions of ESL

in bilingual .'education. _I believe that without ESL; as defined by Dr.

Matis, our bilingual education, progUarns will not succeed.
However, the teaching of ESL with abidultural 'perspective is not

enough. We must insure that our children receive adequate subject'

matter instruction while they are learning English; we must insure 'i
a*

*Plenary address delivered at the 1975 TESOL Convention, Log Angeles.
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that they are given the. opportunity to continue developing their own
lang,uage; we must insure.that the school e-ncvironment does not ero
the self-esteem and cultural pride our children bring with them
school. These priorities, require different expertise than ESL training
alone provides.

The task of '11inZ13 al'educators today is, therefore, pot a "duplica-
tion of; nor in competition with, the work that is being done'iri TESOL.
It is, 'rather, a complementary endeavor. We in bilingual education
must develop and refine approaches and methods of subject matter
instruction through the native languages and cultures of our Children:
So far, we have accomplished a great deal in making bilingual .educa-
tion a national priority. We have the Bilingual Education Act Tand the
Supreme Court decision in favor of Lau in the 'Laic v: Nichols case,
as well as the Aspira v. New York City Board of Education settlement.
We have federal funding that is relatively generous in .times of eeo-
nomic austerity. And we have legislation. mandating or encouraging
bilingual education in, almost half of the states in the country. Nolict,
the presking need is to make sure that bilingual education retnains1t..
-national priority-aud becomes an .integral part of Americ4.9.n education
we must also attend to the difficult and often thankless/tuk of imp/e-,
nientillg the objectives of bilingual education. TO do this, we need a
sound research ,prograni to answer the many questioN.raised by prOT,
gram, planneis and curriculum developers. Take, for example, the fol-
lowing questions; What effect, if any, does bilingiml instruction .haVe ?

on the 0.cquisition of English? Given the goals of a communitY, how
can bilingual instruction best be effeeted: through personnel *"division
of (labor" in' team teaching. (one Spanish instructor, one English in-
structor for the same;,:group-,of students), through subject matter di-
visions, (some subjecti' taught. in the dominant language, some 'iu . -z

English), time divisions. (mornings in one language, afternoons in the
other), etc., What are the dynamics of concept transfer from one Ian-.
guage to another? How can we make testing and evaluation ;meaning-
ful for minority groups? The,:list of questions for which. no definitive
research is available could go on endlessly. I hope only to inspire you
to channelyour -energies, towards activities that. will be productive '

and meaningful fo? bilingual 'education. .

It is clear that there is enough work to do for all of us; either:in .
any of the areas I mentioned, or in ESL. I shall not take a stand here
about which area deserves highest priority. After all, we are not a .

homogeneous group, nor should 'We be.; and in the end we are all
serving the same.PopUlation. Rather, T earnestly hope that each Lind
everyone of 'us attending this. Convention will consider our shared.
responsibilities as educators. Let Me 'repeat that we are basieally.
serving the same populationthe linguistically and culturally different' .

. ,60
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°Chi Wren. It is obvious...that. these children have unique educational
needs that must be met if they are to Succeed,. Therefore.what concerns
us here is making the apkopriateinsfructional. decisions for each of
trae.children will be teaching: .

As. I stated before, both English as a Second Language and Bilin-
gual Education, go "hand in .hand together." So_once again,_-Iinuist-:-.2
urge everyone-concerned with theeducation of these children to work
together, cooperatively, to insure that the best "package", is designed
to educate our children to their fullest potential.- This is .what con-

co -7.--

con-

cerns usmaking the best instructional decisions rekardleSs of per-
sonal preference, as long as the children. are the beneficiaries of.:the
-best possible educational pr-cesS, We .must tcapitalize on' those na
tio.nal resources that are part and pardel of each individual's
lectual make -up:

One could go on arguing- back and forth about the `'merits and
.demerits of each field being talked about here todayESL and Bi-
lingual EduCation. 'However; we all know that within the-whole edu-
eational -spectrum, each has its rightful place when it Conies to educat-
;up; -our .children to their'. fullest Potential:

Let us, today, decide that as TESOL and (1qatienal Associ-
ation for Bilingual Education), Wt shall sincerely, earnestly,.. and con-
tinuously

,tinuously strive. to alWays ,work cooperatively and to assure.. that
future geherations. of linguistically and culturally different Popula-
tions Will succeed, because these two national "organizations put' aside
Whatever petty differences_eisted and are now working .together for -..

tlae benefit and success of all our children undergoing our educational
process.

0
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INTRODUCTION
,) Those of you who have taught English for many .years know a

great deal about how a second language islearnedi probably far more
than research to date has been able to confirm. In fact, research in our

field; as in most other educational fields, is in the peculiar pOsitiOn of
catching- up to what perceptive teachers have. already intuited from
their teaching experience. This may be in part responsible for One
of the frustrations most frequently expressed. by teachers todaythe
laCk of adequate language:teaching 'materialSthat is, materials that
fire consistent with what teachers feel students need to learn a lan-
guage.. There is probably not an experienced teacher who has not
significantly modified available language curricula in recent years;
or who, lacking the. extra energy, has not gone through many lessons
halfheartedly, knowing deep down that they won't. work anyway.

Too often we teach our hearts out to no avail. Even students who
participate actively in class drills and 'exercises seem to 'forget what
they did correctly in class when they're outside of class, and for some
reason revert back to the imperfect English We're all so familiar with.'

One of Sue Ervin-Tripp 's favorite anecdotes about her ESL
experiences illustrates thisvery clearlY. One of her students asked
her to give a lesson on. the pattern "What does X meant", as the
"student was having trouble formulating' that question. ,Sue very en-
thusiastiCally gave a substantial lesSon on it in class, making use of
all the available drill °techniques. A few minutes after the class, the
student stopped her in the hall and, pointing to a newspaper headline,
asked`"Ms. Ervin, what means this?" ! As the student was obviously
sincere about the question, all she could do was answer it, 'trying not
to show the utter .disniay and frustration she felt. (It is not surprising
then, that she is one of the pioneers in second language acquisition re-
search!)

Not only do -students not use structures they have just practiced
successfully) in class drills, they also use structures they 'haven't been
taught yet. 4t is not' uncommon- to hear sophisticated' phrases like
"Go on, get out of here" or "He did it!" from children who are
just beginning to. learn EngliSh. 'To the detriment ;of the teacher's
ego, she/he cannot take the credit for that learning.

I Plenary session address presented by Heidi C. Dulay at the 1975 TESOL. Convention.
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Tt often .seems -that\-tildents learn despite the method and deSpite
the materials. Indeed, in recent yea-rs we have begun to realize that,.

the inadequacies of curriculum materials, are not trivialthey are not
due merely to random i. dividual differences in the personalities of
teachers or students.L T1 e problem is more pervasivenamely, that
available materials do ,not. reflect what we now know about how a-
Second language is learned...

--- These observations aie not intened to fault second language
educatos who -must resp-o0 to needs when they arise, with whateVer
means are available.. If we find students in our schools who- need to
learn t6 speak English, then we 'must do all we 'can to help them learn
it. After all, we cannot ask, he *U.S. Immigration Bureau to close down,
while we're doisng research- nsecond language learning. Nor can we
ignore the millions of Amer can citizens who speak a language other-
than English. Neither.ean w ask countries abroad to wait to de'Velop
English programs until the -iecessary research on language -learning
is done.. Anyone in education\ must act when the need arises, and .We.
have done so.

. .

The national and internati nal demand to respond immediately to
the large Scale need for oral A nglish instruction is not,-'however, the
only reason for the less-than-p rfect state of the art of ESL. In the
rush to respond to the needs of illions of children-..and adults needing
English second language instr7tion, teaching methods and curricula
were developed, based on the, linguistic and psychological theories of
the day. However, as rris) of t On already know, these principles..:
the principles underlying ,strue, ural linguistics, and those of habit
formation -have slowly but syst matically been eroded by ChomskY

, . and his colleagues in generative linguistics,' and by get and his
colleagues in cognitive deVelopme tal psychology. Today we are reap-
ing the benefits of their insights nd theoretiCal advances.,

li-Ve have also learned that we cc nnot borrow learning theories that
have been developed for other fields-, such as the cionditioning of animal ..

behavior (on which the habit fo mation .theory of language learning
is based), withOut first verifying t ei. applicability. to second language.L
.learning. That is, the principles ha pvp.rn how rats -learn to push ' '
a lever, or hoW a pigeon-learns to ms1 a. button to release-a missile, do
not 'necesSarily govern how huma b ings leafn a language. Animal
studies may provide- chies, as n ay earning theories developed to,
.aeeount for various areas of hum, In b haVior, but it' is essential that
we conduct rigorous :and systema ,ic.,o j) servations of the speech and
environments^ of children and ad 'Its earning a' second or .foreign
language before we adopt any lea ning theory;for application in the
language- class-room. Linguistic escri lions alone are not enough
either; because although.. they systematic lly describe the language to
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be -learned, they do not tell us how 'a language is actually .learned.
--The- search for the- particular principlesthat govern SeCondlan.--

guage Yearning is ore of the major tasks of our profession. It is'not
the responsibility of theoretical linguists or psychologists, whose
major focus'is not the language classroont.It is our responsibility be-
cause we are ultimately responsible: for the learning theories used .in
the language classroom. It is therefore with great pleasure" that we
take this opportunity to share with you some excitingrecent dis-
coveries, about the process of second language learning, and their im-7-
plications for -classroom practice.

. RESEARCH' !AND THEORETICAL ISSUES
The most productive research in second language learning during

the last decade bas -included research on .both, children and adUlts).
The investigations have focused on three general areas: first, .the
affective domain for adults, that is, the .attitudes and motivation, :and
soctocultnral factors that influence -adult second language learning;
second, adult error analysis,. the purpose of..which haS been to dis-
'cover systematicity and universality in the speech of adult second
language learners; and third, the investigation of the creative. con-
struction -proceSs in children, where the major effort has been to
develop.a. theory or account of child seconaplangnageacquisition which-.
is consistent with obServations and analyses ,of the developing speech .
of children .learning a second- language. The tbird area is the focus
of this paper. ;

. Let us begin by stating the basic:premise _that' underlies most of -
the research that has been done on child second language acquisition:
that the cognitive structure which all normal children possess plays a ,
major role .in thew way they learn a second language. Given . this
premise, the basic research questions is NOt: -how can we best fill up .

a child's head with anew language?. rather, it. is: what is in the child's
head-that governs or guides what he learns? This view of learning is.
'obviously not new. It is the basis of Chomsky 's work in linguistics, .-
of..Roger :Biowii."s 'work in first language acquisition, and-.basically of

-Piaget's work in developmental psychology. An illustration of thi.S.
framework (Figure 1) will help put into perspective the -r esearcb we
will discuss today.

Given that-we cannot look inside the learner's Bead (PROCESS), we
study the learneg'S developing. speech (PRODUCT : errors,' sequences
of acquisition, etc.), in combination with the type of verbal and
relevant no-verhal environment the leainer is exposed to (e.g.-is.the

I For the purpose of this paper, by children we "mean le9.ners four or five to about
eight or nine years old, and by adults we mean learners over twelve or thirteen
years old.

3i.
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FIGURE-1

PROCESS

Affect Cognition

universals

non - universals

ENVIRONMENT-

Verbal :

NOn-verbal
, ---

PRODUCT

Learner speech
(fide:language)

learner" exposed to natural speech, or formal instruction; is he/she
exposed to. Standard English or another dialect, to peer _speech or
-adult speech?) From these observ'ations we should be able. to infer
the nature of the cognitive structures responsible for language
learning.

Most of the work that has been done so far has focused on syntax
acquisition. Therefore, the comments we will make today- refer to
syntax acquisition and not to phonology, vocabulary, discourse rules or
speech. styles, the acquisition of which may be the' result of processes
different from those that may account for the acquisition of syntax.

O

THE COMPARISON OF L2 AND L1 ACQUISITION
The early work in child second language (L2) acquisition ("early"

Meaning four to six years ago) empha,sized the. comparison of the
developing structures children produced in first language (LI) ac-
quisition. For example, Ravem (1974) at the University of Essex
studied the acquisition of English wh,questions by his Norwegian-
speaking son and daughter over, a period of four months. He found
that. the intermediate Steeps his children went through in the acquisition
of wh4piestions were the same as those that BroWn's L1 research
.children Adam; Eve and Sarah went, through. That is, the" children
used structures like Where Daddy gOl and Where Daddy is going?
before they proiluced the Mature form Where is Daddy going? Anion
(1974) in HaWaii studied, the acquisition 'of English negation by a
Japanesszspeaking child named Ken- over a six month. period. Like
Ravetn, he found that Ken used basically the same sequence of struc-
ture types that ,Adam, Eve, and Sarah had used in the acquisition of
EngliSb negation. Ravem also mentioned that the trausitional struc-
tures used by his children while they were learning English did not
reflect interference from theirnative .Norwegian. Had the children
used Norwegian, they would have said -Where go Daddy? Instead, they
produced Where Daddy gO?, just like first language learners. The same
is true for Milon's Japanese child. Although Anion did not analyze his

'.' data in terns of interference from Japanese, a comparison of Ken's
transitional negative structures to Japanese negation also showed that

32'
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/
they had no resemblance to his native Japanese..(Dulay and Burt 1972
and 1974a)

These findings provided the first bits of evidence that the process
of child second language acquisition is similar, in important respects.to
the general proceSs described by Brown, Cazden, Slobin and others
for first language acqUisition Milon and Ravem looked at the speech
product of their subjectsthe' aeveloping'wh-questions and negatives
and suggested that the L2 acquisition process may well be similar to"
that of Ll. This h: also been suggested by Su.san Ervin-Tripp (1974),
Vivian Cook (1969) and others.

INTERFERENCE
Developmental structures, by definition contain errors. If, as we

have seen, the developmental structures of first and second language
learners are similar; it implies that second language learners are mak-
ing the same kinds of errors that/ first language learners make. This
is quite .different from the types of errors that traditional Second
language learning theory predicts. The major source of errors is
supposed to be due to the differences between the first and second
language as specified by a contrastive analysiS of both languages..
Thus, when learning the syntax of a second language,. the learners
should tend to use the structures of their native language wheh they
are trying to speak the second languagethat' they should suffer
from first language interference. But Ravem and Milon's data do not
show El syntactic interference. Instead, the second lafiguage errors
of the children are similar to first language errors, and we know that .
first language errors cannot be due to interference from another lan-
guage, because there Was no previous language learned.

When we think about second language learners howevei., it is
natural to expect that the experience of havjng learned one language
already must in some way affect the learning of a, second language.
After all, past experience ;is always used,Jor better or for worse, in
new situations. There, have been. other studies that have investigated
this issue. Natalicio and Natalicio (1971) .studied the acquisition of
English plurals by native Spanish speaking children in Grades 1, 2,

3 and 10. They studied 144 males, 36 in each irrade, half native En-
glish speakers,, and half native. Spanish :speakers, .using a test sim-
ilar to the Berko (1958) "wug" test. Spanish .plurals are. formed by
adding /s/ (casas) and /es/ (mujeres), and English plurals.are formed
by adding Is/ (rats), /z/ (dogs) and /iz/ (judges). If transfer from
Spanish were operating, on.e would expect the order of acquisition
to be:

/s/ only first
then /z/ and /4z/ together

3 is
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because Spanish plijralg are all voiceless, and voicing is the new feature
English requires. .What Natalicio and Natalicio did find was that /s/
and /z/ were learned first, and /4z/ was learned last.2; Thus, the
children did not transfer Spanish ,pluralization rules whenthey were

learning'.English, otherwise,. they would have learned /s/ alone first.
In a study that we (1974b) conducted we also found that syntactic

interference. from the first language was almost non-existent for
Spanish Children learning English in the United States.. Out of -513_
errors made by 179 ol)ildreni.less than 5% could be classified asinter.::
ference errors, while 86% were the same type of errors that'first.
language learnerS make. Similar findings were reported ,by E. Price
(1968) who studied 21 English speaking children learning Welsh in
Wales-. Although Welsh word order is different from English in
adjective and posSessive constructions,: English' speaking children did
not make word order errors while learning these constructions. in
Welsh. (See Dulay and Burt 1974a for a more complete treatment of
the interference issue.)

Studies such.as these make it clear that the shape of the surface
structure...i.of the .first, language, (the patterns' of that language) is
NOT .automatically used ,w,vben .tbe.child attempts to speak a new lan-
wive. That is, interference defined as,the automatic transfer, due to
habitiof the surface.structure of the first language onto the surface. of
the target language is virtually non-existent in child second language
acquisitiorL.

. .

There are other phenomena that occur in. second language learning
which are often labeled .inteffM.ence,but which are iR fact -qualitatively
different from the notion of interference just defined. For example,
the use of-a.Spanish vocabulary'N'vordin an English sentence, .sucli as,
I got a quarter for leche, or:Tres more dial and 'we're going to the zoo,
(Catheart, reported in E. Hatch 1974) does not shoW the transfer of
Spanish structure onto English, since the syntax of English is..main-
tained. Such "borrowing''. of vocabulary items ana phrases. by bi-
lingual or near bilingual speakerslas been extensively documented by
Weinreich (195:3)' and Flaugen'S(1953) work on the speech of bi-
linguals. The critical point here is that such borrowing is, not auto-
matic habit, lwr is it uncontrollable by the speaker. )Weinreich takes:
greet pains to point out .that such borrowing, together with the
switching. of language in mid-sentence,. called eode-switching, are
phenomena that occur only when tile 'speaker knows that the listener
is also bilingual: Furthermore, ,speakers tend to inhibit code switching
and borrowing. when they know. the listener- is monolingual. A.,:.similar

rephenomenon which is also thought of as interference, is the.use of

This was true for both native Spanish and native English speakers. (Berko 1958
and Anisfeld and Tucker 1967).

3 4
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mixed dialects (based on any two languages), _Snell as .Finglish,
Chinglish, American Dutch, Italo-American, American Polish and
Spanglish. Languages of a linguistic minority tend to undergo chpnge ;,,
when they are incontact with a majority language, and in the United
States, they are-influe»ced by English. Children Who are exposed to
a language whichiis undergoing or has.undergone such *change cannot

ing the language or dialect to which flip: are exposed. (See Acosta--;
be said to be Isuffering from interference, .since they are simply learn-
ing
Ilelen, 1975 and this voluine..) /

.

. Thus, althoUgh these -phenomena have been labeled interference,
we can easily see that they are entirely different from interference as
defined by the habit -formation account of second language learning,
that is, that interference simply reflects the speaker'S uncontrollable
tendency to use first language habits in second language speech.

If Not Ll Surface .Structure,'What Transfers? ..-.
.. .,

Interference is onapredicted result of what is kuown in the psy-
chological jargon as "transfer." Transfer in its most general sense
simply means the .usc of what one already kneWs in new learning
tasks: Traditional second language learning theory has defined "what
one already knows" as the patterns. of The language "the learner
already speaks. In . other words, the , actual patterns of the first lan-

:gnage should be transferred to the second language in. the process of
learning the second 4anguage-----when the patterns of LI. and L2 are
different, the prediCted result is interference or negative -transfer;
when they are the same the predicted result is immediate learning
(positive transfer). In terms of the diagram above it is, in this view,
the speech product that should transfer from the'first to the second
language. .

As we -have jUst.:seep,liowever, this type of transfer does not occur
in the process of .child second language syntax acquisition. Structures
.that are the same in both native and target languages are not neces--
sarily learned first, as We saw front the Natalicio and Natalicio stu-dy..T,
(also Hernandez 1972, Dulay and Burt 1974c, Wolfe 190) ; nor tlo
differences in structures result .in .significant first language inter-

;`ference, as we. have seen from the studies:of Milon, Ravem and others,
;

.

.

as well as our own. .
, -;

All o" f this 'does not mean that transfer does pot occur in second
language acquisition. .0ather, the research shows only that transfer'
of 14. syntactic pattern's (product transfer) raiely occurs. ,If, how-
ever, transfer is defined in terms of leai.ning process, then transfer iii-
deed occurs in L2 acquisition. That is,. the general .principles of re-
constructing primary linguistic data used. in 41 .acquisition are also'%,
evident in12 acquisition. For example,. several basic similarities app,
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Pear in the speech of children learning English as a first and second
language: 1) They keep the gradanatical frills to a minimum. That
is, they omit grammatiCal morphemes such as verb endings, noun in-
flections, articles,, auxiliaries and so forth, e.g., He eat too much, That
two dog. 2) They use only Minimal -cues to signal different sentence
types, e.g. What you are doing? 3) They overgeneralize, that is, they
disregard exceptions' to rules and use the regular forms of syntactic
and morphological rules, e.g. He eated too much; two 'mouses; She
made me to come. 4) They use double Markings, e.g., I didn't went.

Process transfer does. not imply that the speech product is identical
for first and second -language learners. In fak, children learning
English as a second language create somewhat different and more
sophisticated rules than those created by first language learners. For
example, second Janguage learners probably know that a language
'requires certain frills, such as grammatical morphemes. It is natural,
then, that when learning a second language, they should tend to overuse
or misuse some of these frills, since their past experience tells -them
that a language requires frills. This results in error types not typically
made by first. language learners. For example:

He nots eats.
She's dancings

Such examples merely reflect the learner's effort to pay tribute to
certain language requirements, a principle learned through the first
language learning experience or if you will, the inetalinguistic aware-
ness. that comes with aCquisition experience. The fact that second
language learners are able to pay this tribute, that is, that they are
able to use grammatical frills, albeit incorrectly, is simply a function
of their age. Second language learners are older; more cognitively
developed, and have a longer mcmoiy span than one and two'year old
children learning a first language. Thus, we 'should expect the use of
some developing constr,uctions that -are more varied and, in some
ways, more sophisticated than those used by, first language learners.

An ongoing study en second language acquisition reported by Can-
cino, Rosansky arid Schumann (1974) noted that more than one type
of developing negative structure was produced by their three. subjects
at the early stages. of English acquisition, while only one general type
was found by Klima and Bellugi (1966) in their study of negative.,,
development for Ll. learners. Cancino et al. considered their. finding
'to be evidence for a difference in the basic process of Ll and L2 acqui-
silicon. However, such data simply confirms that older seco -(1 language
learners are more sophisticated, more experienced, and hav a longer
memory span than 1-4 year old first language learners.
. Differences in the actual order of-acquisition of certain eleme tary

.
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structures by L1 and L2 learners also reflect their differences in
developmental stage. Although a, common English acquisition order
for nine grammatical morphemes was found for. Spanish- and - Chinese
speaking children, the order was different from that found by Brown
(1973) and the De Villiers (1973) fOr their' English Ll learnerS .(,Dulay
and Burt 1974 c and d).

In sum, we have now arrived at a point in child L2 acquisition
research where we can place L1 acquisition in proper perspective,
where we can say with confidence that child. L2 acquisition is a creative
construction process as is L1 acquisition, but that the creative eon-
struction process in L2 acquisition has unique characteristics. The
beginnings of the search for these characteristics is the focus -of much
-of the-present research' effort in. L2 acquisition.

HIERARCHICAL ORDERING IN CHILD L2 ACQUISITION

We would -like now to bring you up to date on the latest findings in
our on-going investigation of the universal"aspects of the creative
construction process in child L2 acquisition, by very briefly synthe-
sizing the results of a series of studies we have conducted on the
acquisition orders of certain English grammatical structures of Span-
ish and,,Chinese-speaking children. The data was collected using an
expanded .version of the Bilingual Syntax Measure (Burt, Dulay and
Hernandez 1975), which is primarily a testing' instrument but, because
it elicits natural speech from _children, can also he used for the effi-
cient gathering of speech data for basic research of this type. The
speech data was analyzed using an exciting new analytical method for
determining hierarchies, sometimes called the "tree method" (Bart
and Krus 1973). There is no time here to describe the method in
detail (See Dulay and Burt- 19744 Essentially, it reveals ordering
relationships between items where no more than 5 or V371. of the sub-
jects in a sample disconfirm the relationships. Tba tree method has
been the most reliable and productiye we have found for cross-sec-
tional research on second language acquisition. It prOvides' a tool
for discovering both universality and variability in the learner's Pro-
duction of syntax.

Our major findings using the tree'analysis are illustrated in Figure
2. Figure 2 represent§ an English acquisition order, obtained for over
500 children in the process of learning English as a second language:
60 Spanish and 55 Chinese-speaking children in New York State (one
sample), and 421 Spanish-speaking childten in bilingual programs in
ten states across the United States. The arrows connecting the boxes'
indicate the acquisition hierarchy, that is, the items in the box labeled
Group I' are acquired before the items in Group II. The items in
Group I and II are acquired before those in.diOup III. Group IV items
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FIGURE2
Hierarchy of Child L2 Acquisition

GROUP I
CASE o WORD ORDER

ative/Accusative)

GROUP II

SINGULAR COPULA SINGULAR :AUXILIARY
COO Ce is)

PROGRESSIVE
(=ing)

PLURAL AUXILIARY
(are)

GROUP III
PAST IRREGULAR CONDITIONAL L

would
POSSESSIVE a LONG PLURAL`

('a) (-a)
3rd PERSON SINGULAR

(.8)

GROUP IV

PERFECT AUXILIARY I.
(have)

PAST PARTICIPLE
(-en)

are acquired list. No more than 6% of all the children studied 'dig-
confirm the hierarchy in Figure 2. (Structures that were not "uni-
versally" ordered are discussed in Dulay and Burt, 1975). Each of
the items the diagram' is very narrowly and precisely defined.
linguistically (see Burt; Dulay an Hernandez, ,Bitinyual Syntax
Measure Rationale and Technical ReiTOrt, 1975 for detailed definitions).

0 However, the items themselves are not of primary "importance. The
significance of this acquisition order is riot which items are ordered,

but that there is an order which is. common to so many children of
Paverse .backgrounds.

144, Findings such as these pl.ovide the kind . of support we need to
tt'affirm with confidence the major role' of the creative construction

Process., in second language learning, that is, that children gradually
reconstruct rules fOr the Speec.h they hear, .guided by innate mech-

Ianisms Which cause them to use certain strategies to, organize lin-.
guistic input, until the mismatch between, the language system they-
are exposed to and what they produce is resolved. :

ti
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A question that often arises is.: Does this also apply to. adult

1L2 learning Although there is no time to address this issue, let us-,
just mention that there are some recent studies on acqnisitiOn order

for adults learning a,second language--studies Krashen, Madden I

and Bailey (in this volume), B. Taylor (in this volume), (Lar.sen-

Freeman 1975) and others, .which§suggest that adults too, have'access

to the creative eonstrUction Gprocess. To the extent -that this turns
Out to be true, it would support Jespersen, Pia-hper and Sweet, who, as.

early as 1899 sugg,ested.a similar process of language acqUisition for

adults and children.
CLASSROOM IMPLICATIONS v

31

Most second lan_.guage, curricula have not reflected the process, of

second language acquisition, simply because until recently, virtually
nailing was known about the process. Most curriculum materials are
based- on general learning theory be .wed from behaviorist psy-
chology. We now no longct need to borrow,* as there is :Pnough
empirical research on how a second language is actually. learned 'to

suggest the general framework .of the: process. We know now, that the

shape of the learner',s' cognitive structure guides the second language
learning process in important ways. We know that, children in par-

ticular have the vonderful ability to extract' the- granunar of a lan-
guage from the . trings of unfamiliar words that make up a foreign
language. It is t le role, then, of the ESL teacher, to enhance ,ereati,ve

construction. TI is in no way undermines, the role of the ESL teacher: -

On the.; contrar, , to the 'extent that hinguage learning is a creative-

construction process, curriculum materials and.. techniques. must- be'

revised to retie 4 it. : , .

Creative co) struction'in,the language classroom means that dUring.

at. significant p; r of the language-clasS. natl. .al communication situa-

tions are-proyi led which allow learners to we their creative construe,. -.

tion abilities t ) the fullest.' A natural,rePmmunication situation is not.

one where di clogues are memorized, or where- students are asked
unreal questi ns such as-i'What am I doing'?" These kinds ofactiv-
ities and not appropriate because'a .naturalcommunication situation

is one; where the focus of both time speOer 'and the listener is on the

'message boil) v conveyed, not on the forM of that message: This kind
of situation 's perhaps what is most conspicuously absent from most
ESLrriate-rials, and the reason is simple: ESL lessons are intended to

teach' the 'fotnis of-the English language, not to convey 'information,

about the real world. The message;. therefore,is secondary and a look
thrOugh most ESL lessons reveals that most earry.no Message at all, '
Much less focus on our. If we wish to provide natmalcommunication
situations in the .Classrooni, we must focus on the message, not on the

form of 'the message. This does not mean we should not focus on the .

- ,
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form of the language at all, but simply that when we wish to provide
a natural communication situation, in a particular lesson, form must

7 take aback seat, which means we would not stop and .correct children's
speech .during this activity in the ESL classroom ; we would instead
respond to the content of their utterances.

The problem that.now arises is, if we don't foCus on the form of the
.

paliguage, what should. we do or talk about to provide natural corn;
! munication situations! We believe" that the criterion for a productive

./ natural communication situation in an ESL (or any L2) classroom,
.H at least for beginning Students; is that the material to be presented

be visually denionstrable. That is, thestudentwshould not need to rely
on the verbal instruction or comments to "get the message.", If they
,get the message visually, they can infer the correspondence between
the 'form of the language Used and the message. This 'condition; of
course ,excludes a great number of topics, that require verbal ex-
planation to understand, such as the definition of linflatio.n. However,
it does include a variety of topics, for examplecience experiments,
games, or arts and crafts which are ,activities where principles can
be demonstrated without having to rely on verbal communication.

' For example, principles of gravity or -growth can .be understood by
children Through simple demonstration. Any explanation by the
teacher' .which accompanies such denionstrations provides the child
exposure to natural 'speech. This kind of exposure is what is required
to activate the language learning process in the thild. And even if at
first the children do'. not understand much sof.What the teacher is saying,
they will understand what is -going on, and gradually, as if by magic,
the child will learn the syntax of thelankuage. We believe that teach-
ing something through the second language, specifically; demonstrable
'principles or activities, will enhance the creative construction process
of,secOn.d langu,.4e learning.

The job of creating naturar communication situations in the ESL,
class provides an 'opportunity for: meaningful interaction between the.
ESL teacher, and subject matter teachers, The ESL teacher might
browse. through some .of the subject ,matter materials, which can sug-

,.gest topics for .the_laniTintge ,class, that is, toPics. that are visually .

demonstrable. Vie uselaf such topics would supplement and reinforce'
subject matter presented, in a different manner in the subject matter
class. There are, of course, other techniques Which. provide the oppor-
tunity. for natural' communication that ESL teachers use already such
as games, greeting, role playing and .storytelling via pictures and
films,

. We believe that these kinds of Nivities will be pleasant and
rewarding for the language teacher, and will ensure a'more productive
and happier second language learner. *
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Language Background, Age and the Order of
Acquisition of English Structures

ANN K. FAI'HMAN
Stanford University

BACKGROUND
Investigators have -for years attempted to identify which element§

are ,necessary. for successful second language learning. Studies have
primarily! fbcused upon the analysis of methods, -materials, and pro-

grams to determine which seemed to be most effective in teaching ,a

foreign language. Recent studies in second language learning have
focused, however, not only on the learning .enyiroiT)ent; but also on

the individual characteristics of the learner and how these character-

Wtics affect.th- strategips, he uses in learning a second. language.

means of determining how an individual learns a foreign language
,to study the order in which he acquires the structures of that language,

as has been done by Diday and Burt (1973, 1974 c and d), kilon (1974),

Hakuta (1974) ; Bailey, Madden and Iirashen (1974). -In these studies,

the analysis of the order of acquisition was based Upon the correct

usage of certain structures in natural speech.
The study reported in this paper also examined the sequence of

acquisition of certain. -structures:by children learning a second lan-

guAge. However,.more-eontraed.Methods of elicitation' have been used

and a larger .number of structures have been analyzed than in most

previous studies:. .

The relationship between. age; .1-Linguage background, learning en-
vironment. and the order- in which the -Structures 'studied were learned

has also been examined...The examination of the order of learning
and the effect that certain individual and environmentallaCtors have

upon this order cah tell its more about the types of yariablesthat seem
.,to most strongly influence second language learning. This in turn may
have implications for the types-4.classroom ..situations and teaching

materials which should be provided for individual learners, in addi-

tian to providing information about the general nature of the second

language acquisition process.

_METHOD

Approximately 500 foreign'. students enrolled in schools in the
Washington, D.C. area were given an oral.prodUction test (the SLOPE

Test, sep below) over the past year as part of an ongoing study of

the second language acquisition process.
In `this paper, the results of the testing of 120 Korean and Spanish .

students, aged 6-14 years, have been examined. These students were
33
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,..t..,
,.: . .all from lower socio-economic homes where only their native language

was sPolcen. They all had been enrolled in American public schools
'i .:,for approximately one year and had had no previous English iiiiit-r-ue-,:---

tion before coming to the United States. In all of the schools from
-,.:AybichthisTopuldtion was drawn, the children were learning English

primarily through:immersion ip the verbal environment of the school
. where all communication was in English. There was some variation

in-the programs as well as in the number of foreign Stiklents in these
schools. -

(I;
.... . .'" - .- .

.

The Second Language Oral Production English Test ..(SLOPE
Test), administered to these stUdents, was designed. to assess the abil-
ity of nom-native English speaking children to prOduce standard.En-,
glish morphology and syntax. This test consists of twenty subtests ,- -

with three items per.subtest. The subtests Which are listed in Table 1-
<, in the order invhich they appear. in the test, have been selected to

represent specific morpheme categories and syntactic patterns. These
12atticulat structures were selected for various reasons :J.) they can .

be elicited in an obligatory context, 2) many are consistently difficult
for non-native English speakers,. and 3) somebaye been studied in
previous -first and second language acquisition research (Brown 1973,
Duldy and Burt 194e and d). .. .

.

..

The items within eacb.subteSt of theSLOPE-Test represent certain
-_,- 'phonetic, syntaptic and semantic Variants of the structure or pattern

being tested. For---example;. the Affirmative-Declarative subtest -con-
sists of items representing three sentence patterns: subject + verb,
subjeCt + verb + object, subject + verb + object + indirect object; the
Possessive and Plutal subtests include items testing the three phOno-
logically conditioned allomorphs. /-s. oz, -z/ ; the Pronoun .subtests in-
ClUdeitems representing the masculine, feminine and plural pronoun
forms.

. -

- Each of the sikty items on the test is represented by pictures. The
, questions .are.structured.similarly to these on Berko's morphology test

(1958) and -the Gramniatic Closure subtest of the ITPA (1968). This
. test takes approximatel-y ten minutes ro administer to individual chit-

. .dren. Most items consist of two picures on a ,page. The examiner
TABLE 1

Sub-tests of Oral Production Test
1 AffIrmative-Deelarative
2 Articles
3 Present Participle
4 Possessive
5 Present Tense-3rd Reg..
6 Comparative

,7 Superlative
8 Present Tense-3rd Irreg.
9 Preposition

10 Past Partieiple-Reg.

11 Negative
12 Pat Participle-Irreg.
13 Subject Pronouns
14 Object Pronouns
15 Possessive Pronouns
16 Plural-Irreg. -17 Imperative
18 Yes/No Question
19 Wh-Question
20 Plural-Reg.

tl
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points at the first.pictiure and describes it. He then points at the sec-

ond picture on the page and has the child complete the description

of .this picture by supplying the omitted words or phrases. For ex-
ample, to elicit the plural; picture of one man- and a picture of two

men are shown. Pointing at the first picttire the examiner says, 'Here

is one man.' and pointing at the second picture the examiner says,

`Here are jwri ' (requiring the child- to complete the descrip-

tion with 'men'):`
Each item is scored. as correct (1 point) or incorrect (0 points).

Thus, the total pos'sible forlthe:entire test is sixty points. The items

have been designed in such ia way as to-elicit the spe6fic fornis being.

tested; however, if variant; responses are giVen, they are noted and

rated individually,
A reliability study found that the proportional variance contributed

by exarniner and occasion, as sources of errors of measurement, was
negligible. The reliability coefficient was .95, indicating that this test

is a reliable means for- testing this population of .non native English

speakers.
'Each of the 120 subjectsjneluded in this study was administered

this test and giVen a score on each subtest (0-3 points) and a score

on the total test (0 -60 points). The ,mean scores on the subtests were

used as a means of establishing an order of acquisition for the stale;

tunes tested.,
RESULTS

The mean scores on each subtest for the total pOpulation (N=
120) are given in Table 2. The subtests have been-ranked according

TABLE 2

Sub-Tests of the Slope Test Ranked by Mean Scores for the Total Population (N = 120)

Sub-Test
Mean Score ,-7,,

Imperative (1.7) 2.97

Affirmative-Declarative (1) 2.43

Subject Pronoun (13) 2.11

Plural-Regular (20) 2.03

Present Participle (3) 2.02

Negative (11) 1.97

Preposition (.9) 1.92

Article (2) L88

Wh-Question (19)
Present Tense-3rd Irregular. (8) .

1.55
1.38

Yes/No Question (18) 1.34

Possessive (4) 1.03.

Possessive' Pronoun (15) 1.02

Object Pronoun (14) 0.93

Plural-Irregular (16) 0.72

Comparative (6) 0.69

SuperlatiVe (7) 0.63

Pa.st Participle-Regular (10) 0.62

Present Tense-3rd Regular. (5) 0.23

PaSt Participle Irregular (12) 0.20

4
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to mean score, thereby giving an indication of the general sequence
that the structures tested appeared to be learned by this population,

The correlation between each of the subtests was examined' to
determine if groupings of related subtests could, be identified. A
20 X 20 correlation matrix revealed that the only correlation coeffi-
cients with values above .5 were between: the Comparative and Super-
lative subtests (r = .7535), the Object Pronoun, and Yes/No Question
subtests (r .5447), the Possessive Pronoun and Yes/No subtests
(r = .5074). Thus, almost all of the structures tested seemed to be
acquired quite independently of the others.

The order in which the three forms within certain subtests were
acquired was also examined by item ainalysis. Some of the general
observations made from these tabulations are reported in Table 3:

To examine the ,effect that language background and age have
upon the order, the subtest scores- were analyzed for the two language
backgrounds: Korean (ri =--- 60), Spanish (n = 60) and for three age
groups : 6-8 years (n = 40); 9-11 years (n==40)'= and 12-14 years
(n 40).

The mean subtest scores for the Korean and Spanish groups are
shown in Figure 1.

A comparison of the scores .indicated that the order of acquisition,
based upon these subtest scores, was very similar for the ,Korean
and Spanish groups. The. Spearman rank correlation coefficient was
.84 (p -005y.

The only subtest where there was a significant difference in mean
scores between groups was the Artiele subtest (t = 27, 13\5. .01). A
slight but statistically insignificant difference appeared between the
Possessive, Comparative, Superlative and Plural-irreg. subtest scores
for the two language groups. Thus it appeared that the Sequence of
learning of these structures was constant despite the fact that the,
individuals tested spoke native languages which were quite dissimilar.

The mean subtest scores for the children of the three different
age groups (6-8 years, 9-11 years, 12-14 years) are shown in Figure 2.
The sequence of learning was, similar for these three age groups.
Spearman rank correlations demonstrated that the sequencing - was
significantly correlated between all age groupS. The correlation co-

TABLE 3
Sequence of Legrning Or Items within Selected Sub-Tests

Sub-Test Order. of ACquisition

Affirmative.Declarative
Possessive, Plural, Present
Preposition
Subject Pronoun-
Past-Regular
Wh-Question

S+V before s-f:v+o(s/ /z/ before /ae/
before

4* before .'they./d/ /t/ before /0d/
'where' before

4 4
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efficients were: .94 (p ,005) for the 6-8 and 9-11 year old sequences;
.93 (p < ,005) for the 9-11 and 12-14 year old sequences and .89 (p <
.005) for the 6-8 -and 12-14 year old seqUences. These high .levels

of, significance. suggested that the ordering was similar for all the
children studied, despite the age of the .child.

The only subtests for which there' were detectable differences in
mean scores between the difference age groups were, the Object Pro-
'noun, the PosseSSive` Pronoun and the Plural- irreg. subtests. The

group of older children performed slightly better on these subtests
than did the younger; however, none of the differences, were found
tobe significant at the 95% level.

The possibility that differences, in the language learning environ-
ments might effect the order in which' structures were learned was
also analyzed. A eompari'ion of the sequence of learning of the 'chil-
dren from two different types of school programs in"four 'schools was
examined.

Two of the schools had a program where the children had many
-teachers during the day, including one leacher who provided some
special English. instruction (School Program 1). The other two schools
had self-contained classrooms where the students were taught by one
teacher for the entire day and received no special English instruction
(chool Programk 2), The mean scores from the children in Program 1
(n =-- 26) and ProonTam 2 (= 18) are shown in Figure 3.

The sequence, of learning was found to be ,very similar for the
children from the different lea_ rning environments. The rank order
correlated for the two groups was .94 (p

The subtests with the greatest differences in mean scores between
the two groups were: the Superlative, Past-reg., Imperative' and Plural-
reg. subtests. None of these differences, however, were found" to be

statistically significant..
Thus, this analysis suggested that the order of acquisition of the

structures tested, based upon the mean subtest scores for each group,
did not change significantly with the age, the language background
or the learning environment of the children in this study.

DISCUSSION
The general sequencing of structures found in this study was 'similar
in many respects to that reported in other-second language /studies,
although the scoring technique and the testing situation were appre-
ciably different. The work done by Dulay and. Burt with /children
(1974) and by Bailey, Madden, and Krashen with adults (1974) have
also described the Progressive and Plural-reg. as some of the first
forms mastered, whereas the Past-irreg. and Present-3rd reg. were.'
some of the last structures mastered. Since many of the *structures

4
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analyzed in the study reported in thks paper were different,- com-
.

,parisons between this \and previous studies were impossible in many
cases. Before more specific statements can be made about the acqui-
sition of certain structures, other analyses must be done.. These should

include the study of the acquisition of groups of structures, as sug-
gested by Dulay and Burt (1974d) and the:analysis of relationship
between the structures that are being learned and the kinds of errors
that are' being made. In this study, the correlation between the sub-

test scores for. the entire sample suggested that acquiSition .'of forms
within one subtest was, in most .cases, .quite independent of thelacqui-
sail:in of the forms, included in another subtest. .

The results of' this study also suggested that age (six years or
older),' language background and learning environment did not seem
to change the order in which the structures were learned. Changes in

order might be expected with age since the older child. is cognitively
"more mature and has a longer attention span and a longer short-

term memory span, In addition, most older language .learners have
already developed reading and writing skills in their native langtage
which might be expected to affect their approach to new learning sit-

uations, thus possibly affecting the kinds of structures they would

learn' first in a new language. These age-related differences did not,
however, seem to affect 'the order in which the structures tested were-
learned. The language processing device may change with age in

some respectS, but does not seem to change Significantly with age in
terms of the time at which certain structures are learned relative to
others, This finding is in agreement with results reported by Bailey,

Madden, and Krashen. (1974 and this volume) and Fathman (1974)

for other populations.
'Language background was another variable which. did not seem

to signifieantly affect the order in which the structures tested were
learned. 'The subjects included in this study, spoke two structurally
different native languages, Korean and Spanish. If native language
does have a strong influence on the learning of a ,second language,
then we might expect to find significant differences in the order of

acquisition of structures for individuals from different language,back-
grounds. For e:ample, contrasting structures In Spanish and

English, it might be expected that the Spanish speaker would have

difficulty with the prepositions 'in' and 'on', with the possessive and

n with the prenoun distinction 'his' and 'her'. Whereas, the Korean
speaker might-be expected to have special problems with word order,

articles, plurals, verb person and number inflections..
There was only one structure on the SLOPE Test that seemed to

cause more difficulty for the speakers of one language 'background than'
another, the Article subtest. The mean scores on almo. st all other sub-,.
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tests were very similar for the two groups!, indicating' that the majority
of the errors made on these structures was not the result of transfers
from another language. This finding is in agreement with obseryations
made in error analysis studies by Richards (1971a), Burt and Kiparsky
1972') and Dulay and Burt (1974a,b). Further -analysis of the kinds
of errors that were made by the Korean and Spanish speakers on this
test is necessary bedause the differences; might exist in the'kind of
error that was made, rather than in the item that was missed.

The order in which the structures ivere learned also remained quite
constant: for children who were exposed to different types of SchOol
programs. All childrep in the sample were learning- English in tlie
`naturar context of the. school where all communication was in English.
However, the fact that some of the children had special help in EngliSh
and were exposed to input frdin different teachers during the day did
not seem to affect the order in which structures were learned: A fur-
ther analysis of specific differences in the learning environments of
different schools and their effect on language processing is necessary,
but from this limited sample it appeiared that the sequence, of learning
remained constant despite changes in the learning' environment. As
long as the second language is being learned in a 'natural' environ-
ment where' communication in English is meaningful and necessary;
changes 411 the learning situation Might not. significantly affect hoW .

the second language is learned.
Differences in age, language background and learning environment

did riot seem to significantly change the order of learning in this:study.
The constancy in tbis.order might be explained by the fact that similar
strategies are being used by all,,subjects in processing language
despite individual or environmental differences.

. .

The order in whick the structures.-Are learned: might he explained
by. the nature of th6- structures tested. The complexity of the struc-
tures may be one factor determining the order. Brown (1973) has
suggested that grammatical' complexity :(the number of transforma-
tions in a derivation) and semantic complexity (the number of se-
mantic featUres) were two Of the major determinants in the order of
acquisition of the functors in his first laiignage acquisition study. In
the present study, the order reflected the grammatical compleiity of
the structures in some cases, but 'certainly not in all cas'es:- Similar
findings have been reported by Dulay and Burt (1974d). In this study,
the acquis,ition of,' the Present Progressive before the Past-l'eg. before
the Present-3rd reg. might be predicted by the linguistic complexity
Of the structures However, the Past-irreg. and Article db not follOw
the predicted pattern.

Semantic complexity may als.6* be a determinant in the order of
acquisition of the structures testecL In this study, the Plural was

LI,
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. learned .before the Past-reg. -before the Pre Sent-3rd reg. as might be

predicted from Brown's semantic complexity ordering, but-other struc-

tures such as the Past-irreg.1 and Present Progressive did not "follow

the predicted pattern.
,Other factors suggested by Brown such as frequency, redundancy

and perceptibility may also offer plausible explanations fOr the order

Of acquisition. The Imperative .might well be the structure most fre-

quently heard by the beginning, second language learner, and this may

explain'the fact --tliatfit :Was learned first in this. study. 'The late aNui-

sition of the Present-3rd'.'reg. might be explained by the fact that this...

morpheme is a redundant feature, in Englisli because the subject al-

eady indicates the person, and nmiber of the :verb. Difficulty in per-

-c I tibility might explain the tate acquisition of (be-Past-reg. Not only

is i difficult for the language learner to hear these, forms in the normal

flow speech, but it was also difficult for the examiner to determine .

if the ast allomorphs were being .added- during. testing.
Thu in this study no one factor can be given as" the major deter-,

Minant. o the order of acquisition in -second lnguage,learning. Most

likely a co ibination of factors contribute to the overall ordering, but

further stud of the second language acquisition process, is necessary

before these etors and .their effect on language processing. can be
positively iden 'fled.

IMPLICATIONS
The results of t s study imply that the language. processing mech-

anism for all the su ects studied was similar in certain respects- be-

cause the order-of lea' ing was found to be quite constant. Since the
process may .be a create e one following predictable patterns; despite..
individual and environm tal differences, perhaps language programS
should concentrate -less on the presentation of grammatical rules, im-

mediate correction, and con rastive analysis. The teacher .should be

aware tt
orthe order of learning reported in second language studies and.

prOvide situations which Word most fully allow for the use of the
structures in communication, ac' riling to this order. Meaningful sit-
uations .might be provided in th classroom where the learner can .
hypothesize,, experiment and disco= -r. Perhaps what is taught to dif--

ferent individuals of different ages from different language back-
grounds is not as important. as .how i is taught. If we provide total;

meaningful environments where langua e use is stress(d, we may well.
achieve 'greater success in opr second la guage programs.

r
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Theoretical Aspects of Grammatical Sequencing
STEPHEN D. HRASHEN, CAROtYN MADDEN and NATHALIE 'BAILEY
Queens College, Flushing, New York

INTRODUCTION
The question of the optimal sequence of presentation of gram-

matical items is an interesting and important one for our field for two
reasons. First, of course,"we desire the most efficient syllabus, the one
our students will find easiest and learn fastest. The diversity of syllabi
found in ESL texts attests to the fact that there is considerable dis-
agreement on what order items Should be presented in, and there has
been, to our knowledge, no research directly comparing one sequence
with another. The 'sequence adopted also influences error correction
behavior on the part of teachers/as there is probably tendency to
concentrate on those errors that are made on constructions covered
in class.

. Second, if one best sequence of presentation of grammatical struc-'
. tures for adult second language learners exists, and is discovered, it'

should, tell us a great deal about the process of adult second language
learning. The search for the optimal sequence is thus part of a grow-
ing research effort in language acquisition and language learning
Studies that attempts -to specify learning strategies.

.There are at least, two ways.Of discovering if 'a best sequence of
presentation exists. A logically simple procedure is to cdmpare stu-
dents' performance on different sequences: given two matched groups
of learners receiving equal quality instruction, try sequence A 'on one
group -and sequence B on another. As mentioned above, no one has
done such experiment to`` our knowledge, and, we think, for good
reason. The main problem iS\ that every possible permutation Of any-
one's sequence is A hypothesiS,that could be tested. There are literally,
hundreds of possibilities.

To be, sure, certain .sequences 'are more likely candidates than
,thers. It has been suggested, fOr example, that the optinial sequence
Mould be%ased on graunnattcal complexity, or utility, or frequency,
or on target languaie/native language .differences.. But _evenwithin_
these 'domains there is tremendous possible v_ariation-1-your theory's
definition of complexity will most likely predict a different sequence
from our theory, etc. .

An alternative approach is the cross-sectional study of relative
difficulty order, the discovery of which structures learners find most .

difficult, and which they find easiest. While results .of such an investi-
gation..May, of course, be related to the sequence the learner was .actu-
ally taught, if consistent results are obtained from large groups of

44r- r.
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students who have - studied under different sequences, One can be con-
fident that the results are independent of the actual .orderpresented.:
-Given a commondifficulty ordering..for adult second language learners,
one then has at least one excellent hypothesis- to test in the class-
room, namely that this common difficulty order is the best: sequence

of presentation.
In a previous paper (I3ailey, Madden, and Krashen 1974), we re-

ported some success in finding such a common order of difficulty for
a small set of English grammatical morphemes for 73. adults learning
English as -a second language. As Wcintended to compare our results
to data collected by Dulay and Burt in. their study of children learning
English as a second. language (Dulay and Burt 1973), we attempted
to match Dula; and-Burt's methqdology as closely- as posSible. Data
was elicited with the Bilingual .S:ntax Ueastire (Burt, Dulay, and

I-Iornande (1973), and, as in previous-studies, accuracy of usage ,was
deterniined' by the ratio of the correctly formed and used morphemes
to the obligatory occasions for them. 'Following. .Dulay and Burt
(1973), a correctly used morpheme was scored as one point, 4rnis
formed morpheme as .5, and a missing grammatical morpheme as
zero.' The actual. morphemes investigated were progressive ( -ing),

plural, contractible copula, contractible (progressive) auxiliary, ar-
ticles, past irregular, third person singular (-s)', and possessive (-s).2

- Our evidence for a common o der was as follows: we found a high
degree of agreement among the eig 1 fferent classrooms.tested (from
two flifferene adult ESL programs (di erent teachers, different texts,
different levels, and thus, we assume, different syllabi). Also, there
was a very significant correlation, between the relative difficulty order
for the Spanish speakers (n = 33) and the non-Spanish speakers .(n
40). These latter results are consistent with results of recent error
analysis research. (see, e.g Richards 1971) that indicate' that not all-
errors in adult second language learning are the result of first. Ian-

guage interference. ,

The 'difficulty order Nye found is Ilius a Candidate for the optimal
sequence. Further research should test other grammatical- structures
for adult learners- to determine first whether a 'common 'ord(!ir exists:
for other structuresfand to 'also specify What that order is. If all
teaching syllabi yield fi common difficulty order, perhaps that order-

While Dulay and Burt used a similar ptirtial scoring system (2$1,0) in their
subsequent study (Dulay and Burt 1974e), studies done by Brown and de Villiers
and de 'Villiers in first language acqnisition: and by .T. de Villiers in adult Broca
aPhaSics tallied only presence and absence of funetio; Nv ords, not giving partifil credit
for errors of commission. De Villiers \(1974), in the aphasic study, notes, hOweverr
that such errors .were rare for her subskets. . .

-

2Dulay and Burt (1973) did not give 'detailed descriptions of the criteria used
for identifying the eight function Words. 1Ve therefore Used the criteria given in
Brown (1973). .The criteria used in Dtday and Burt (1974c) were slightly different,
hoWeyer. ..
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should be the sequence taught. Our results" do suggest that the typical:.
learner will have a certain difficulty order regardless of what syllabus,

.

is used, and it is plausible that using a sequence ide ticai to that.
difficulty order will be more comfortable and efficient, 'tha is, learning
might proceed more rapidly and With less fruStration on the_ part of
the student and teacher. .;

It is, of course, not obvious that's:adult learners will agree n relative
difficulty for the rest of the grammar.

, LEARNING. STRATEGIES IN ADULTS
:We would now like to tu'rif.'te the question of what our results

might tell us about learning strategies in adults., Our thinking ii this'
area has been in two ,directions. First, we have attempted to .com are
our sequence to.orderings found by other,researchers using similal in-
vestigative. teAnique-A. with younger subjects. The similarities nd
differences should give us some indication of if and how learnn
Strategies change with age. This information, in turn,. might help i
revealing more of the nature of suCh strategies.

We are pleased to report that this approach has been quite fruitful.
3n our 1974 paper; we reported that the adult order we found was not
.significantly different from the difficulty orders reported by Dulay and ,

*.-$urt (1973) in their pilpt study of five to eight'years old ESL learn-
-, ers and from de 'Villiers (1974) study of adult non-fluent, (Broca)
aphasics. Our adult corder, as well as that of the-children and non -
fluent aphasics, ,did not, howevo, correlate significantly with, either.
the cross-sectional difficulty order or longitudinal order of acquisition
of grammaticahnorphemes 'found for -first, language learnerS by de.
Villiers and de Villiers (1973). and R. ,Brown (1973). We concluded
at 'that time that there were two "universal" orders, one for second
languages learners and ad It aphasics, and another one for children

41earnin a first language. Following Dulay. arid Burt (1973), we sup-.
posed t fat the differences might be related to the fact that children
learnim 'their first langu, gee are engaged in cognitive 'development
and thiS influences 'the oMe in Which items are acquired and their

difficulty. .

Further comparisons Witly.sirnilar stadie's re-inforce this view. The
adult order, we have discOVered, isalso not significantldifferent from .°

the ord4 found in Dulay/and Burt'" 1974e) 5tud5,:erparing Chinese
and Spanish, speaking children, or from the or&er foUnd iu Fatliman's
(1974) results for children learning ESL, for thos6 items common to
both studies. Just one second language project shows a different or-
Aer, and that is .11akuta's report, (1974) -(actually a 'combination of
order 'Of acquisition .'nd difficulty order) of a Japanese:speaking child
learning English.
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, ,
A suggestion by 'Eileen, _Nam that. we examine. NP related and V

related:grammatical Morphemessepaately, provided a ,breakthrough
that helped us relate What we thought were two separate orders, one

for first and, one for second language learning.--It has also stimulated

our thinking about. just what learning strategies may' be employed by

all learners. .Such an analysis (Table 1) shows that athere is complete'

agreement. for NP related function Words among the adult ESL, adult
aphaSic,. first Dulay and Burt, anede Villiers and de Villiers cross=
sectional first.language studies. Although we will argue below that

VP is not.a unit of perception, it isinteresting tilal.for V related-mor-
phemes, all second language studies, including Hakuta's, and the adult
.aphasic study agree. First language learners, it seems,: differ mainly

in that contractible copula and contractible auxiliary come later. One

can conclude from these similarities that the principles which predict
the cbila'S-I order will probably go a long' way in predicting the second

language4earney'S and adult aphasic's order of difficulty.
.03*t siiliat underliesLthe difficulty order we get? The literature is

rePlete with long discussions and testing of various-possibilities, such

as -grammatical complexity,.,semantic 'complexity, frequency in native
adult speech, etc. Dulay and Burt 0.974d) and de Villiers. (1974) have

_sbown that these at least taken. One, at a time, do not ac-
count .for the second' language/aphasic ordey, 'and Brown (1973). and

de Villiers and de Villiers (1973). have discus rd their shortcomings
in accounting for the first language order.

Slobin (1971) and Ervin-Tripp (1973) haVe also proposed "operat-

.
ing -principles'? to account for the orderNof acquisition 'of child lan-

guage. Examples, .which will be YeleVant to .below, include -.the-

following, taken from Ervin-T-ripp.(1973);

1. ... items which are sentence final Should be acquired -early. '
2. S initial fixed position forms shot-ay-Ube learned more easily than

Material in the middle of-Utterances.
.

. Dulay and Burt (1974d) have commented on certain.problems that
exist in applying principles such as these to language acquisition data.

-One is that such -principles are presented as a list, "in which the .re-,
lation of the principleS. to each other . ... is left unspecified." Applied
in Order, libwever, to the NP related grammatical morphemes, and

'Figure L NP Ord6i: of Grammatical Morphemes (all.learriers
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pOSS

/
modifying #1 to read "items Whiel are (simple) N,P final" and chang7
.ing "utterance" to NP in #2, principles #1 and #2 'predict the most
commonly observed difficulty order.. ,

Similarly, for the S as a whole, these principles, with #1 modified to
read "items' VvhiCh may be sentence final," predict the child's first lan-
guage order rather closely. (See Figure 24

A few points should be noted before we go on to the second lan-
guage,and aphasic S order. One is that we consider it quite unlikely
that these two principles are completely responsible for the observed
difficulty orders. It is, rather, probable that the interaction of several
factors will be responsible for the difficulty orders we find (this. could

.1..- explain why the. third person morpheme comes relatively-late despite
its ability to appear in S final position). .8ccond,note that the modi-
)fications we propose in #1 and #2 imply that the relevant units in pre-.
ception (or "perception for acquisition") are the surface NP and sur-
face S as a whole. Finally, the joint operation' of principles #1 and #2
may be the linguistic analog of the more general serial order learning
curir- e. Given a series of ten digits to repeat back, normal subjects
will typically be able to recall the first few and the last le*, forgetting
those in the middle. The fact that second language learners and
aphasics find-oontractibla copula and contractable auxiliary easier
may have something to do with thiS last point:. Superior short term.

. .memoiy.on the part.of the. older 'learner could result' in a flattening of
the middle part of the learning curve, especially. for longer (e:g. sen-,.

-thrice length)' strings. Thus, .just .as the older person:can recall more
.4:
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middle digits, so might the.older learner he more aware of medially

Another explanation fcir the older learners' relatively' better per-
. yormance with the copula and- auxiliary is that they have had some ex-

perience with another language and may thus be moreconscious of the
."integrity"-of the sentence; this could be manifested in' U.-greater need
to have the middle surface slot filled.3

,7

GRAMMATICAL MORPHEMES IN ADULT FIRST
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

We are,.of course,anxious for-more data, from English as well as
frOra .other langtages. We -are eager also, to observe the order of
acquisition or difficulty order in cases of first language acquisition in
adults to see what such cases will tell us as to learning strategies.
Three' such cases of language learning after the "critical period"
have been observed sofar.

One of them, "Joe," was fitted with a airing aid aLthe acre of 39,
ending a lifetime of deafness. While we are as yet uncertain to what
el:tent Joe had mastered a- non - conventional .signing system, Joe is
presently making some progress with English. Reports on Joe's 'Ian-

, guage ounlii 1974, Yoimg 3,974) indicate, .however, that Joe may
Still be in. Brown -(1973) refers to as "Stage I," the use of what
appears to be "telegraphic speech" to encode a liniited set of semantic

occurring items.

relations. .

A second case, "Carl,".was impaired.in both speech and hearing;
he was deaf and had .only partial vision in one eye. It is reported that
Carl "had no established language system" but communicated with
his mother using simple gestures (Rees, Krueger, Bernstein, Kramer,
and Bezas, forthcoming). At 19, Carl was admitted to the National
'Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults in Garden_ City, New York.
He had ear surgery and, like .Toe, received 'a hearing, aid. Triiiike Joe,.
however; his responses to sound remained "inconsistent and non-.
functional." ;Rees et' al. -report that using sign Carl eventually .

learned to use two and three word strings appropriately. While we
have very little data to compare, his language production looksvery
similar to Joe's. Both lack grammaticaL,Morphemes and. appear-to be
in Brown's Stage- I.

'In a paper presented at. this conference, Larsen Freeman reported -a somewhat
different difficulty order for 'adults learning English as a second languagp in
different tasks (reading, 'writing, and listening), 'when other tests of. English I pro-
ficiencY are used. This raises the possibility that tha pattern of errors reported
here and in Bailey et al. (1974) is specific' to. tests of oral production. Qnel hy-
.pothesis we are considering is that oral production tests tap deeper and more

nattikal" levels of language use. Tasks that alla,w monitoring time will show a .-
different pattern of errors as they allow the learner to bring a more conscious
knowledge of grammar to-bear on his output. See Iirashen (forthcoming) for further
arguinentation and explication.

t)
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Perhaps the best documented ease of adult first language acquisition

is "Genie," a girl, now 17, who endured at least ten Years of enforced_

social and environmental Nleprivation. .Genie was discovered and
admitted to Children's- Hospital in Los Angeles when she was about
13, and 'eventuall.Was placed in a home with a family: Her linguistic
competence, if it existed - at all at the time of her d'iscoyery,t.was very

low.: Since then she' has shOwn modest but steady progress in first.
language_ acqu.:1--4ikm. Susan Curtiss hag documented this progress, and

her repot_of Geme's.speech as of Fall, 1973 does include information

on grammatical morphemes (Curtiss, Fromkin, Krashen, Bigler and
-Bigler 1974; see :especially pp. 537-539): Curtiss notes that =big wag.

used 'appropriately, and that Genie was in the process -of acquifing..
noun plurals, the irregular past,,,possessies, and articles. The was
no evidence at that .time that Genie had begun to .acquire.,the con-
tractible copula or auxiliary. We may thus -infer the- order given for
Genie in Table 1, Without making any claim about acquisition or clif-

ficulty orderings within the blocks. Even, with this 'meagre-evidence,.
it s4ms clear that ;Genie looks more like a first language learner than

a. second language learner. We can also conclude from the similarity
of her order to all the other orderings 'found in the literature, first
and second, that Genie is in sonic sense learning language "naturally,"
despite claims'. (Fromkin, Kraslien, Curtiss, Bigler and Bigler 1974)

that Genie may he uSin somewhat different neurological mechanisMs

in her language acquisition.4

'. CHILD-ADULT D11FFERENCES

Our findings in inveStigating the question 'of the optimal sequence
forces us to at least mention another question that has interested those
involved iwith language teaching.' and learning for many years: the

difference between children and adults. Our results, -litnited though

they are, seem to suggest that the important distinction, if any, is to
be mad:, at all, is first language-second language (copula and auxiliary
late versus early),, and not child-adult. There is, however/evidence
that some kind of "critical period" does exist, and that puberty is an

important turning, point in language acquisition. Children and adults
differ With respect to ultiniato attainment in general (Seliger, Krashen
and Ladefoged, in press; Oyama 1973), and also with mspect to

qiessler, in a. paper presented' t the Georgkown Universityground 'Pa hie on

Languages and 'Linguistics, .:,1 a reit 14, 1975, reported the following difficulty order

for langtuige-delaYed children. .

plural
ing
art
third per
cop
aux
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optimal learning environment (Krashen, Jones, Zelinski and rsprich,
inpress;. Fathman 1974) Various proposals have been made to ac-
count for these differences, e.g. neurological (Lenneberg 1967; but
see Krashen 1973, Krashen and Hai7shman 1975), cognitive (Krashen
1975, Rosansky 1975), and affective-psychological (Stevick 1974, B:
Taylor 1974). '

Future research might help clarify this; issue by determining more
'precisely which strategies or aspectSof language'acquisition are shared-
by children and,,adults. Research in the area of perceptual strategies,'
for exampkakeany 'suggests. hat--_

Nam (1975)/repo.rts that for the first language learners and children
learning English as a second language, the stage at which the first
111) is considered the actor occurs at "intermediate" levels (Bever
1970), indicating overuse of an NVN = actor-action-object perceptual.
strategy. For adults, it appears to be the case that this stage comes

beginning, such ere ors getting rarer as proficiency'-develops.
Thus, recognizing documented differendes in child-adult attainment
and in learning environments; we arc not even ready to posit an identity

. in learning strategies. Our data does indicate that. some real similari-
ties do exist, hOwever; and work in first and second language learning
will hopefully give us a clearer picture of what those Similarities are
and how far they go. The same' research should help the classroom.

. teacher.be more effective 'in. error correction, plan the syllabus, and
have, in general, a better idea of how 'adults learn language.

SUMMARY
,Research in determining difficulty ordering of grammatical 'Mor-

phemes' in adult ESL learnerS extends and confirms Dulayand,Burt's
(1973, 74c findings for children learning ESL: adults seem:to share a
common diffictilty ordmi for the eight morphemes studied. The order
found, moreover, appears to be independent of the learner's first lan-..
guage and =is not significantly different from that seen in pre-puberty
learners. These findings have both pedagogical and theoretical im- =

plications. First, the order found is a candidate for the bptimal.teacli- .

ing sequence: Also, an examination of the similarities and differences
seen between first and second- language, learners =provides clues as to
what learning strategies are employed in language acquisition and how
these strategies may change.. over time. Finally, the similarity seen
between children and adults forces a -reinterpretation of the. critical
periodJVpbtheSis: this research shoWs that adults have at least some
accesgA6 'learning strategies employed by younger learners.

APPENDIX: APPLICATION OF THE ORDERING THEORETIC METHOD TO 'ADULT
GRAMMATICATD MORPHEME DATA .

In their 1974d article, Dulay and Blirt apply a different statistical technique to their
1974c data on grammatical morpheme difficulty in children learning English a's. a second
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: -
language, the ordering-theoretic method, developed by Bart a a Krus- (1973). Such, a
method of analysis allows the researcher to 'determine tree-type relationships among items,
rather than just a linear ordering: We applied this technique to our adult data (from
Bailey, Madden and Krashen 1974) just as Dulay and Burt ap ied . it to their child data
if 'a, subject had "acquired" a grammatical morpheme (90% 'correct 'for at least three,
obligatory occasions), the subject wa's given a "1" score for t at item. If he or she had
not, he or she received aero. We then counted, for each pair of items, the number of subjects
who had received scores of either zero or one (i.e. ,had three obligatory occasions for both
membea of the pair) and the number whose responses discogifirmed a relationship. For
example, 42 of our subjects had at least three obligatory oecaiions for both ing and poss.
In only one case (2%) did a subject have a score of "1" for pOss and zero for ing. On the
other hand 21 (50%) had "1" for ing and. zero for poss. This clearly indicates that ing
precedes poss.

'Again following : Dulay and Burt, we assumed that if the percent of discOnfirming
responses -is 5% or less; a relationship, holds.

Our results, in Table 2, arc quite similar to that foune by D'ulay and Burt for the
seven function words covered in both studies. They found eleven pairs that were related.
and we found six, Four of our six were also found to be related in Dulay and Burt. Of
the seven pairs they found that we did not, in two cases we. found less than 10% discon--

53

'
TABLE 2

Ordering- 'Theoretic' Method Applied to Adult Giatinnatieal Morphemes.

ing cop
N VcD ^N %D

art
N

. plur
N

past'
awe irreg

N %D N %D.
poss

N, %D

:third
per a
N c/cD

ing 49 10 54 22 52 10 47
,

21 30 13 42 2 37 5

cop 49 26 63 29 65 26 48 19';; 35 23 54 7 45 4

art' 54 25 63- 16 69 23 48 17I 38 19 `57. 11 53 9

plur 52 25 65 24 69 25 , 48 231' 39 33 55 7 51 6

aux 47 40 48 27 48 27 48 29 25 16 40 5 34 6-
past irr 30 37 35 29 38 29 39 18 25 28! 30 3 29 14

poss
third per

.42
37

50
46

54
45

41:
31

57
53'

44
45

55
51

24
29.

40
34

28
I

i
.

291.
3u
29

27
24' 43

43 7

N = number of responses.
= percent of disconfirming responses.

TABLE 3
Tree Analysis Method ; Comparfson of Child ESL and Adult ESL 'Data

1. Where the studies agree (Dulay and. Burt 1974b; Bailey; Madden ;and Krlishen 1974)
ing-->third per s

g rine.
cop-* third per s
aux -*poss

2. Where a relation holds for child ESL only:
Per cent diseonfirming
responses in adult data

Per cent for
opposite relation

Mg-0 past 13 37
eop-4 aux' 19 27
eop-0 past 23 29
cop-0 poss
art-4 past

7
19

41
29

art-0 third per 9 45
aux-4 past 16 ' 28

3. Relation 'for adult ESL only: .

Per edit diseenfirming
responses in child, data

Per cent for
opposite relation

past-4 poss 16 no data
third per s-*poss 69

61
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firming responses, and in all seven the evidence was clearly against an opposite relation-
ship. As for the two cases they found that we did not, in one case (pastposs) they had
16% disconfirming responses, and in the other only 9% (but only 6% disconfirming in the

' opposite direction). Our hierarchy is given in Figure .3 and should be compared with that
of Dulay and Burt (1974d: 273).

Figure 3, Tree Analysis for Grammatical Morphemes in Adult ESL Learners

pons

aux

. The relatively late occurrence of cop, and aux makes this order, like Genie's, much More
similar to first. language acquisition (rho .90 with de Villiers order, for the items common
to both studies). The overall similarity to all the other orders given in /Table 1, however,
is, like Genie's order, quite striking.

62



The Use of Overgeneralization and Transfer Learning
Strategies by Elementary and Intermediate.
University Students of ESL

BARRY P. TAYLOR
San Francisco State University

The possibility that the strategies of syntactic overgeneralization
'(with 'resultant grammatical simplification) ,and redundancy reduction
can account for many of the kinds of errors made by both first and .
second language learners, has been suggested recently (see, e.g., B.
Taylor 1974b). It was also suggested that a strategy involving a par-
tial reliance on native language structure might be able 'to account for
second language learners, has been suggested recently (see, e.g., B. Tay-
lor 1974b). It was also suggested data strategy involVing a-paitial re-
vestigate the. relationship between the strategies of overgerieralization
.anti transfer and the degrpe to which elementary and intermediate stu-
dents of ESL rely on those strategies while learning English,,

The' strategy . of syntactic overgeneralization can be defined as a.
process in which language earner's use a syntaCtic-rUle of the target
language inappropriately when they attempt to-generate a novel target
language utterance. Errors. which seem to reflect an overgeneralization
strategy suggestthree important facts about a learner's knowledge of
the syntax of the target language:

1. The learner, has mastered thp mechanic's of a particular syntactic
rule Of "the target language.

.2. The learner dots not know how use the rule appropriately;
i.e., he or she has .not learned the distribution of the rule or the excep-
tional cases where the rule. does not apply.

3: The learner is an active participant in the language: acquisition
process and is exercising his or her already acquired knowledge of the
tArgeC language in a creative wad; the learner is neither operating
under a repetition or imitation strategy, nor transferring native Ian,
'guage structures in his or her target language attempts.

This research was designed to investigate how adult native speak-
ers of Spanish use syntactic overgeneralization and native language'
transfer in the acquisition of English as a second language, apd how
errors attributable to those' learning strategies are related. Specifically,
this study Was conducted to proyide evidence to support the following
claims:

1., Second languages learners of English make errors which are not
attributable to the structure of their native language and which, there-
fore, cannot be predicted by the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis.
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2. Many' errorswhich second language learners'make can be attri-
buted .to inherent difficulties and/or. irregularities in English itself
and can be explained" by a strategy of target language syntactic over-
generalization.

3. Overg6ncralization errors are neither random nor "idiosyncratic;
and they can be enunierated within.a limited taxonomy of error types.

4. Errors which appear to indicate a reliance on native languagp
structures (native language transfer) are more common among elemen-
tary athilt speakers of English than they are among intermediate.
speakers. Errors which appear to be attributable to-overgeneraliza------
Lion are more:common among intermediate 'speakers than they are
among elementary speakers.

The-re are several fundamental assumptions behind these claims.
First, if language acquisitimr is a creative process which involves
the learner as an active, participant, then. the learners will make errors

^ which indite that they are dealing with the target language directly'
and without an, extensive reliance on the native language.

Second,. if Ausubel (1967) is correct in assuring that a learne
relies on what is already known when confronted with a new learnin
situation, because the elementary target language learner knows less of
the target language than a -more advanced learner, the elementary .

learner will need to rely more heavily qn the native language'. As
the learner learns more about the target lnguage, reliance on the na-
tive language will decrease, and errors, attributable to target language
syntactic overgeneralization will:. increase.

And third; if an interlanguage is a linguistic system which. differs
-syStematically from both the native and target languages, then the
errors made by a second languagelearner will be systematic and will -

reflect the systematic grainmarof his or her interlanguage. Students
of a second language will frequently compensate for. their lack of
knowledge of a set of related target langnap;e rules (such as rules for
question formation) by.using a specific target language rule (such as
inserting. a do in all questions) more often than that rule is used by .
native speakers of the target language. This phenomenon can be
viewed as a reduction of the complexities of the target language syn-
tactic system and can be defined as "target language syntactic simpli-
fication."

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Error analysis is not a new way to investigate- the process of lan-

guage acquisition. Just as errors in child language acquisition have
been used to explain how the child approaches the task of learning
his or her native language,*the recent. concern of error analysis has
been to try to infer, from second language error, the processes and

t
G ,
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Arategies under- Which 'the learner operates. In examining and ana- '
lyzing errors, 'however, we are frequently unable to compare the pro-
ficiencies of various speakers when we have no control over those
speakers' linguistic. production. Because some speakers are more -"re-
flective" (Brown 1973) and reserved, using only what, they are sure
that they know in their attempts 'at speakirig the 'target language,
While others are more "impulsive" (Brown 1973), we cannot easily
compare the errors made by varOhs speakers (also see Corder 1972)'.
The fatt that sofrie speakers may make more errors "than others may

_ indicate only that they monitor their speech less; we cannot, there-
fore, concluded that their interlanguage is less like the target.languageo
grammar than 'that of speakers who cleverly avoid specific syntactic
structures and, therefore, make feWer errors.

.

For this' reason, controlling the elicitation of specific gramiriatical
constructions. from foreign speakers of English is extremely difficult.
In order to remedy this 'methodological problem Of experimentation,,
Corder (1972) has suggested an elicitation procedure which requires
direct translation 'from the native language to the target language:
This method has proved successful in sttidies .conducted at Edinburgh
and has the advantages of 1) forcing the experiMental subject to
attempt to form'.a desired target' language structure, and assuring
'that the subject understands the semantics Of , the structure which he
is required to produce: Moreover, by forcing a 'subject to form a struc-
ture which has not been completely mastered, the experimenter can gain
insights into hoW the subject -understands the language to operate and
how, he/she organizes new syntactic, constructions in his/her inter-,
language. It follows that many imperfectly controlled structures are
-apt to yield examples of both overgeneralizations of target language
rules which the subject has mastered, and, negative transfer from the
native language.

In accord with Corder's suggestions (1972), direct translation was'
used to elicit attempted 'Productions of semantic information in En-
glish. It might be argued, however, that a translation test "loads" a
study in favor of transfer and interference. Nevertheless, because the
power of the overgeneralization strategy over the transfer strategy
seemed to be so strong, a translation test was used in spite of its
potential Shortcomings. Furthermore, a translation test seems to be
the most efficient way :to elicit specific syntactic structures from
subjects. !

.SUBJECTS
The snbjects for, this study were all students in the fifteen-week

Intensive Course in English at the English Language Institute (ELI)
at The UniversitYf Michigan during the fall of 1973. Twenty native,
speakers of Lapn American Spanish were selected from elementary
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and intermediate English classes at the ELI. These students ranged
in age from 17 to 42 years, with a mean age' of 26.

The' subjects fell- into. two convenient gronps. ELI plaCement test
scores and independent evaluations by each subject's four ELI instruc

tary proficiency
ten subjeCts in
ery little or no
objects had all

nd " intermed-
are not, quanti-
nt to this study

tors were used to divide the subjects into an "eleme
group" and an "intermediate proficiency group," wit)
each category. The elementary, subjects had studied
English prior t the ELI course; the intermediate
had -prior instru tion in English.

Although the distinction between "elementary'.'
iate" proficiency i rather arbitrary because the terms
fiable on an absolu e scale, this distinction was import
because of its valid ty on a relative scale. Distinguishing between two
discrete levels of p oficiency in English made it po sible to isolate
two stages in the acquisition of English as a second lan age. Because
this study is concerned not only with comparing the elationship be-
tween the strategies of overgeneralization and transfe but also with
investigating whether a reliance on those strategies is ependent upon
a learner's degree of proficiency in English, this divi ion of subjects
wai necessary. ,

MATERIALS AND NESTING PROCED
The test which was designed to investigate 8yntacti

zation and transfer phemknena in English consists of
tences recorded by a native speaker of Mexican Spanis
administered in two sittings, at least one day but no
days apart. At ,the first sitting the subjects heard 50
tences in Spanish, preceded by-five pre-test sentences p
set any learning effect. At the second sitting the rem
tences were heard, again preceded by five pre-test sentences: .-Each
sentence was heard twice, followed by a 30-second period of silence
during which time the' subjects were ,asked to write the Itranslation of
the sentence in correct English. The use of immediate translation
limited the time that the subjects had to 'reflect on the problem and
required an ithmediate, first-impression response. If the\ subjects had
not mastered the syntax'of the structure, it was assumed that their
responses would reflect either native language syntax' oil an overgen-
eralization' of an English structure which they had mastered.

The subjects were instructed to respond. in writing rather than
orally because a written response is easier to evaluate than an' oral
response which might be marked with numerous false starts, hesita-
tions, "backtracking," and other performaliee variableg. While it
might be argued that writing is a different kind of activity from
speaking, the test sentences were sufficiently straight forward to sug-

RE
overgenerali-

0 Spanish sen-
The test was

Ore than four
f the test sen-
Ovided to :off-
ining 30 sen-
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gest that identical abilities would be tested regardless of the modality
used. The.stimulus sentences contained only common vocabulary which'
the stibjeCts Could be,expected to knew; therefore, the test emphasized
syntactic rather than lexical translation. In addition, the subjects

were told that both spelling and vocabulary were Unimportant, and
translations,Of vocabulary items which might prove difficult were pro-
Vided on the answer sheet; main verbs were given in their infinitive
formi in Spanish and English, and nouns were provided as they ap-
peared in the sentences, with the accbmpan- ying English translation.
Each response, was scored and evaluated orily on the basis of the one
syntactic' point being investigated, rather than on the complete ac-
ceptability of the response.

The 80 test .sentences were written. to test the subjects' mastery of\

the Auxiliary (Aux) and Verb Phrae (VP) in eight sentence types
of English. Sentence types which might ,cause the subjects either td .

'transfer Spanish syntax into their translations or to overgeneralize
because of the essential arbitrariness and/or complexity of the distri-,
bution of the English structure *ere 'selected. The following are the

.\ \eight sentence types of English which were tested:

\ 1. 'Simple active declarative statements 'TY -

2. Yes-no questions
3. Negative statements
4.. Negative ye,1.91ekquestions
5. Subject-focUs''a-questions
6. Object-focus wh- questions
7. Negative subject-focus wh-questions
8. Negative object-focus wh-questions

The translations of the Spanish sentences of the above types re-
quired mastery of veil* (ether than be) in the present and past
tenses, and with the present tense modals will and can. Both singular
and plural VP's were tested: the subjects, Were either common nouns
(e.g., the studeuti, the boys) or proper nouns (e.g.., John, Mr. and Mrs.
Miller, Pablo .and Elsa); no subject pronouns were used. The wh-
questions required mastery of the English wh-words who and what
in both subject ..arid object positions and were :used with verbs other
than be in the. Pre'sent. and past tenses, and with the present tense
modals will and casn, all in both the singular and plural.. The only
deviation from this strict paradigm of structures, which was establiShed
to ensure that every .stimulus sentence differed structurally from every
other stimulus. sentenee by at least one feature, was the omission of
subject who and what \in the plural. Because subject who and what
do not: occur in, the phiral for most speakers of English (e.g., Who
,studie here?, What haS Xour legs?.vs. *Who study here?, *What have
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four legs?), those structures had to fie omitted from this paradigm.
Table 1 illustrates the structures whiCh were tested. The hill text

of the test can be found in BTaylor 1975. The test sentences are in
ai linguistic ordering that groups sentences together according to syn-
tactic properties. The 80 test sentences and the 10 pre -test sentences

-were administered in random qrder using a standard table of random
numberS. In addition, in order to offset the possibility of a "fatigge
effect" altering. the results, some Of the subjects received the test in
random order, :and the other subjects, in reverse randorp order. In
the table, the number preCeding each structure represents the position

, pf that sentence in the linguistic ordering. .

' Tli6 test was administered during the seventh week of the 15-week-
Course, so all of the structures_ contained in the test had already been.
explained and drilled in .the. subjeCts' ELI 'classes. However, it was
assumed. that althoUgh a specifiC structure may have been presented
And practiced, the subjects had not necessarily mastered it. As, Corder
(1967:165) says,

The simple fact of piesenting a. eertain linguistic form to'li learner in the . ,.

classroom does not qualify it for the status of input, for the reason that
input is "what goes in" not what is available for going in, and we MaY
reasonably suppose that it is the learner who controls 'his input, or more
properly his intake. This may well be determined by, the characteristics of
his language acquisition mechanism and not by those of the syllabus.

After all, in the mother-tongue learning si..nation the data available as'
input is relatively vast, but it is the child who selects what. shall be the input.

4)

,,,L) --..?I'.11.N_I ERROR ANALYSIS
The translaons- of the 80 Spanish sentences by

.

the 20 subjects ,. .

yielded a corpus of 1600 English sentences.. However, because two of
the 80 sentences..(#18 and #59) had to be omitted for techniCal reasons
after the administration .,of the test, the corpis was actually 1560
sentences. Ili -the analysis of the corpus only the Auxiliary (Aux) and
the .Verb PhraSe (VP) ere examined for errors: An error was
defined as any mistake f om it.' native speaker's point of view (dis,

verb) generated onethe misapplication of oe or more of the truetural
counting spelling errors o incorrect forms of° the past a main

rules of English. No other errors were considered. For example, the
sentence,,What guests can to bring to the party? contains two errors.
The first error is the lack of subjeet-modal inversion in a question; and

4 the second is the use' of to after the modal aniiliary can. The' omission
of the article thelefore the subject 'guests is an error to be ignored.

A Taxonomy 4 Error Types
Five categories of errors were established: overgeneralization

errors, transfer errors, translation errors, errors of indeterminate



TABLE 1
Structures tested

Sentence
types non-be prey V non-be past V modal-1-V

Statements (1), 3 sg sb
(2) 3 pl sb

.

(3) 3 se sb
(4) 4 p1 sb

(5) 3 sg
(6) 3 sg sb-Fean
(7) 3 pl
(8) 3 pl sb-Fean

, Questions (9) 3 sg sb
(10) 3 pl sb-

/(11) 3 sg sb
(12) 3 pl sb

(13) can-I-3 sg. sb
(14) will+3 so sb
(15) can-I-3 pl eb
(16) pl sb

Negatives if(17) 3 sg sb (19) 3 sg sb (21) 3 sg sb-Fean't
(18.) 3 pl sb (20) 3 pl ste-- (22y 3 3g sb+won't

(23) 3 pl sb+can't ,

(24) 3 sli+won't

Negative (25) 3 sg sb (27) 3 sg sb (29) can't+3 sg sb .

questions . (26) 3 pl sb (28) 3 pl sb (30) won't-1-3 'sg eb
(31) can't+3 pl al)
(32) v.:nit-1-3 p1

IVh.questions 3 sg sb: . 3 sg'sb:
(33) ab-fs: who' (37) sb-fs:who
(34) 51)4s:what (38) sb-fs :what
(35) ob-fs :whom . (39) ob-fs:whom
(36) ob-fs : what (40) ob-fs :what

3 sg sb:
(41) sb-fs ;
(42) sb-fs;who-f-can
(43) sb-fs:what-Fwill
(44) sb-fs ; w hat-Fcan
(45) ob-fs;whont+wiii
(46) ob-fs:whqm+can
(47) o-fs:ttilta+will
(48) o -fs:what-Foan

3 pl sb:
*sb-fs : who-
sb-fs:What
(49) ob-fs:whom
(50) ob-fa : what

3 pleb: 3 pl Fib ;L ' \
'sb-fs,: who *sb-fs: ho+will ,\
*sb-fs: what *sb-fs:who-Fcan

*sb-fs : what-I-will(51) ob-fs:whom =-

(52) ob-fs:what '`sb-fs:what-Fcan
(53) ob-fs:whom-Fwill
(54) olo7fs:whom-Fcan
(55) ob-fs:what +will
(56). ob-fs:what-Fcan

Negative
Wh-qupstions

.3 sg sb: 3 sgsb:
(57) sb-fs:-who (61) sb-fs; who
(58) sb-fs; what (62) sb-fs:what
(59) ob-fs :whom (63) ob-fs:whom
(60) ob-fs :what (64) ob-fs:what ,

3 sg sb:
(65 sb-fi:w ho-Fcan't
(66) sb-fs:who-Fean.'t \
(67) sb-fs:what+won't
(68) sb-fs:what+can't
(69) ob-fs:whoin+won't
(70) ob-fs:whom-Foan't
(71) ob-fs:what+won't
(72) ob-fs:what+can't

3 pl sb: 3plsb: . 3 pl sb:

sb-fs; who sb-fs:who /sb-fs:who-f-won't
sb-fs: what `sb-fs :what sb-fs:who-Fcan't
(73) ob-fs :wham (75) ob-fs: whom 'sb -fs:what-Hoon't
(7,4) ob-fs :what (76) olvfs :what *sb-fs:what+can't . ---``.

; (77) ob-fs:whom+won't,
(78) ob-fs;whom-Fcan't
(79) ob-fs:what-Fwotet
(80) .ob4s: whali-cau't .

Notes
3=third person pl=plural
sg=singular ob=object
sb=subject fs=focus

Not acceptable in Standard English.
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"origin; and errors not considered. Each of these five categories was
subdivided to form a total of 20 error typ s. Most of the 20 error .

types have more than one way of being in nifested in the subjects!---------
sentences. Appendix I presents the full tat )nonly of .error types. (A
discusSion of how that taxonomy w4s7i-s-i ed rYthe error analysis; and
the rationale for grouping-the error types into the five categories is
presented-in B. 'Taylor '1975).

RESULTS AND DISCI)" SION- .

The.. data collected and analyied for fli s study; did not. provide
any clear support for the claim that either o ergeneralization or trans-,
fer errors would be characteristically diff .rent for the elementafy
versus the intermediate subjects.' Same trends were apparent, hoW-,
evei. FOr example, only: elementary ..subj ets used be . in an "all-
purpose auX.Ktiary function" to replace mod IS. or do, and they had a
distinct preference for unmarked verb for s (using unmarked, verbs

-to fill an "all-purpose verb function"). 0 ily'...intermediate. subjects
-exhibited a conSisfent effort to hypercorrec ; verbal- endings (notably

... their use of -4 on plural verbs), and thei efforts to hypercorrect
question-formation (by inserting a redunda t do,.. when. a'modal- wa.
present) were more notable than the efement iy subjects' less freque
attempts to_do so.' '.' , - ', .

However, the large. number .of siinilaritieii in the error tYpes will li
were most common for the elementary and interinediate subjects ten s
to indicate that increased proficiency in Eng ish floes not qualitativ ly
affect the kinds Of errors which a learner' makes:- While the in er-;
mediate subjects made fewer errors in almo t every error type, t ieir
most frequent-errors were usually also tie er ors which the elemen ary
subjects made most frequently. Errors of s Wed- placement in. ties-
tions and the insertion of, to after can were among .the most co mon
transfer errors for both elementary .and_intermediate subjects. im-
ilarly the lack of subject-modal inversion it questions was almo t as
common for the two,. soups. of subjects, with that error being. the ostrcommon elementaroyergeneralization error, and the second Most om-
mon intermediate overgeneralization error.

Althoiigh the results obtained in this st .dy proyide a good leal
of counter - evidence the claim that. inten iediate subjects ovelyen-
eralize or employ transfer strategies in c aracteristically different
ways, there. is considerable evidence in the cata to support the cl, im
that increased proficiency in' English results in the. use of these t\ o
learning strategies to different degrees... Whit T evergeneralization an 1
.transfer errors may not lie qualitatively diffe ent for elementary an
intermediate language leamers,. they were for rid to be quantitativel
different.

7 ti
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TABLE'l .
Number of errors made by 'elementary (E) and ntermediate*. (I) subjects in the eight

ientenee typeQn overgeneralization and transfer ,

Sentence type
Xve:geaeralization Transfer Total
E I E I

Statements 1 9 11 0 29 9

Questions 32 9 35 4 67 13

Negatives 36 3 , 19 1 55 4 ,

Negative questions 51 13 34 5 85 18

Subject Wh-questions 52 20 5 0 57 20

'Object TITh-questions 60 37 132 32 192 69

Neg subj Wh-questions 41 12 11, 1 52 '.13

Neg ebj Wh-questions 105 33 101 26 206, 59

" There were eight - ,stimulus sentences in each' sentence -type category except the obi Wh-
questions (affirmative -"and negative) in both of which there were sixteen stimulus sentences.
For a more realistic eompaiisen with the other sentence types, the numbers in those two

types should be divided by two,'

Table 2 lists. the number of errors made in each sentence' type by
the elementary and intermediate subjects, and it divides those 'errorS-
into those attributable to overgeneralization and transfer. For ex-
ample; of the 29 overgeneralization and transfer errors made in state-
-Ments by elementary subject's, 18 were attributable to ov.ergeneraliza-

_Lien and, 11 to transfer. .

Table 3' presents the .figures from. Table 2 as'proportions. It corn,-
pares the ratios of the total number of overgeneralization and transfer
errors made by the elementary and intermediate subjects in the eight
sentence types With the distribution of those errors between -overgen-

eraliz-atien and .transfer. For 'example, .62 of all overgeneralization
an4tansfer errors Made in .statements by elementary subjects could

be attributed to overgeneralizatiori..
An examination of the overgeneralization columns-in Table 3 indi-

..cates that for every/sentence type intermediate subjects made a,higher
proportion of errors attribUtable to oVergeneralization.Than did the

, r . TABLE 3 . .

Proportion of elementary (E) and intermediate (I) instances of errors in the eight sentence

types to the total numl'?er ef. elementary and intermediate errors per sentence type in over-
generalizatinn and transfer and 'results of t-tests

Sentenea type
Overgeneralization

E I
Tran'sfer
E I

Statements .62 1.00 . .38 0.00

Questions .48 .69 .52 .31

Negatives .65 .75 .35 25
Negative questiods-.- .60 .72 .40 28
Su bject ,Wh-questions .91 1.00 .09 0.00

Object Wh-question's .31 .54 .69 .46

Neg sub Wh-questions .79 .92 .21 .08

Neg .obj Wh-questions .51 - .56 .4 . 4
Mean - .61 .77 .39 .23

1.776* 1.776*

p < .05 one tailed'

71
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elementary subjects. A comparison of the means of these proportions
also supports this result. These findings confirm the hypothesis dis-
Cussed earlier that intermediate subjects rely more heavily on an over-
_generalization strategy than do elementary subjects. Indeed, when
this hypothesis was tested for significance by means of a t-test of dif-
ferefice. between proportions, the ifferences were foul dt to be signifi-
cant (t---1.776, p<.05 one tailed):

The transfer columns in Table 3 indicate that for all sentence
types the proportion_ of elementary errors attributable to transfer
from. Spanish exceeds the proportion of intermediate transfer errors.
When the t-test was applied to these results, it was found that the
transfer strategy wats used significantly more often by the elementary
subjects than by the intermediate subjects (t----1.776, p<.05 one tailed).
These results also confirm the hypothesis discussed earlier` Iliat trans-
fer is a More prevalent strategy among elementary students than
among intermediate students. The major findings of this study are,
then, that. rAiance on 'overgeneralization is directly proportional to

. proficiency in the target language, and reliance on transfer is in-
versely proportional. That is, as a learner's proficiency increases he/
she will rely less frequently on the native language and, on the trans-
fer strategy, and more frequently on what is already known about the
target language and, on the overgeneralilation strategy: Figure 1

.illustrates the relationship, between the proportion of elementary and
intermediate errors in both overgeneralization and transfer.

A word of warning on the significance of the proportions of over-
."iieneralizatidn versns transfer errors listed in Table' 3 is necessary.-

While it is possible to compare the elementary and intermediate Oyer-
generalization errors; and the elementary and intermediate transfer
errors, we should be careful not to compare across columns and attempt

; to compare overgeneralization and transfer. Since' the figures repre-
sented in the overgeneralization and transfer columns represent dif-
ferent kinds of errors, comparing one to the other is similar to comL.
paring dissimilar phenomena. As G. Richard Tucker has pointed out
(personal communication), a test designed to alloW :subjects a free

. choice. between making an overgeneralization or transfer-type error
in their responses would have' to 'be conducted before we could say
that overgeneralization errors were more \common than transfer errors.
While, that result certainly appears to be the case, it is not a statis-
tically supportable conclusion to be drawn from the data which is
presented'in this study.

CONCLUSIONS
Several important conclusions can be drawn frorb investigation

into the relationship between the learning strategies of syntactic'over-

e-i r
.
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Figure 1. The means of the proportions of overgencralization and transfer errors made
by the elementary and intermediate subjects. .

generaliiation and transfer, and _the. relianCe of those strategies by
elementary and intermediate, adult language students: ..

The results reported here tend to confirm the weakness of,..4 trans-

fer-based theory of errors. The findings indicate that a large number

of errors which second language learners make can be explained only

within a framework which lakes-into account interference from within

the target language, itself. The errors which stem from that source
have been referred, to here as overgeneralization errors," and these
errors, have been explained as attempts by the. learner to simplify<and

regularize the linguistic CompleXities peculiar to the target .language.

One of the major characteristicseof the overgeneralization strategy

is that it results in a simplification of the syntactie system of the
target language. For exampleoyhen a learner generates the sentence

7
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He study there every night he demonstrates that his rule for present
tense -formation involves using a' -zero-morpheme to 'mark number
for all persons. When he produces the-sentence Did they studied last
night? he indicates that his rule says that because the SentenSe is past,
all verbs are in the past. When be says. Does she can cook well? he tells
us that his rule for question-formation requires that every question
contain a do.

These three sentences illustrate three-types of overgeneralizations
which all result in a simplified gramniar of the target language. The
target language rule which says ,that all present tense verbs for all
persons exceptthird person singular require a zero-morpheme, but
third singular requires -s, has been reduded to a rule which requires a
zero- morpheme for all persons. The target language rule which re-
quires 'that a verb in the -past tense be in the simple form when it
follows a modal or do in a question has been simplified to one which
requires that-a verb in the past tense always carry the tense marker.
The target language rule which requires that do be inserted in ques-
tions only if there is no other auxiliary in the -sentence has been
reduced to one- which. requires that every question contain a do.

The learners' interlanguage rules which produce unacceptable tar-
get language utterances seem to stem froM their cognitive character-
istics and the resulting psychological -learning strategies which, they
use to acquire the target language. It has been suggested thronghout
this study that the-principal motivation behind the learning strategies
which the learner ,brings to language acquiiition is the desire to re-
duce the learning burden. Both the strategies of native language tran§-
fer and of overgeneralization will make tile leatner's task easier: when
relying- on the native- language the learner ,aVoids learning the tar-
get language rule; when overgeneralizing- the learner relies On a tar-
get language rule of great generality and which he/she already knows,
and avoids learning the appropriate rule.

Within this framework, overgeneralizati :.and transfer learning
strategies appear to be two distinctly di ent linguistic manifesta-
tions of one psychological process. That rocess -is one involving re -.
liance on prior learning to facilitate new 1 arning. Whether transfer
or overgeneralization will be the dominant strategy for a given learner
will depend on the degree of proficiency in the target language.

Ausubel (1967) has claimed .that successful long-term learning
proceeds by a rel'ance on previous cognitive experience (i.e., prior
learning). If assume that, linguistically; the only "pieviOus cog-
nitive experience" which the eJementary subjects had was their knowl-
edge of Spanish, then it is easy to understand why the elementary
subjects relied so heavily on the transfer strategy. The intermediate
subjects, however, by virtue of having learned a considerable amount-
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of English, had, linguistically, a broader previous Cognitive experience

and could rely on their alrealy acquired knowledge of English in at-
tempting to generate acceptable English utterances. It is easy to see,
-then, why their reliance on the overgeneralization strategy was so
much greater than that of the elementary subje4s.

. From the point of View of language learning, these results appear
to indicate that adult learners of a second or foreign language begin

relying on their ability to analogize, systematize, and regularize the

target language data to which they are exposed' immediately upon
beginning to learn the new language., Because of their lack of famil,
iarity .with the new linguistic system, howeVer, they also rely ex-
tensiv-ely on their native languages for support. With increased

proficiency in the target language, they rely proportionately less fre-

quently on their native language grammar, and rely more frequently
on their ever-increasing knowledge of the target language, coping
directly with it and overgeneralizing its rules.

APPENDIX

. THE TAXONOMY OP 1.1111OR TYPES

Overgeneralization Errors
L Redundant aux insertions /

d'.. Insertion a do in a .s.r,teice. oontaining , modal S

b. Two do's in a negative question: 1st: pises. tense conjugated
2nd: simple + not

e. 'kWo do's in a negative question; 1st: pro" tense conjugated' 2nd: /past tense + not
d. Insertion of do in a subject-focus Wh-iquestion 7

e. Insertion of be in a subject-focus Whtquestion (with the verb usually in the past .

participle form)
f. Insertion of be in statements and /subject-focus Wh-questions (with the main

verb in the simple form)
II. Aux substitutilins

a. Insertion of be instead of do
b,--Insertion of be instead of will
e. Insertion of be'instea of can
d. Use of do + go A + instead 4 will.

TTla 'cif ( would
o

f
Will 1

-
to + V instead of will

f. Use of will going to + V instond of will
III. Incorrect placement of negative Marker

- a. not placed after a tensed ierb when no,do has been inserted
b. not attached to do .(inserted. at the beginning of a question) in a question con-

. -taining a modal to whiCh the not should be attached
IV. Incorrect 'form of main verb following an' auxiliary

a. Past tense 'formof verb following a modal
b. Presen,t--tense -s On a verb following a modal
c. -ing onts: verb. following a' Modal
d. are (for be) following, will ',
e; Past tense form of verb following do
f. Present tense -s on a verb following do
g. -ing on a verb folloWing do .
h. Past tense form of/Verb following be (inserted to replace a modal or do)
i. Present tense -s on/ a verb following be (inserted to replace a modal or do)

V. Errors in the use of the infinitive marli0 to
a. Use of to 4- v after will
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b. Use of to + V after do
c. Use of to + V after be (inserted to replace a modal or do )

VI. Queition-inversion errors
a. Lack of shbjectmodal inversion
b. Lack,.of subjectdo inversion
c. Lack of subject-modal inversion in a- question in .which do has been inserted at

the beginning
d. Lack of subject-model ,inversion in a question in which the wide has been left

out and the yodel -KT has been replaced by to + V -

e, Lack' of sublet -modest inversion when the mole] has been left out
f. Lack of subject-do inversion when do has been left out
g. Lack of subject-second do inversion when a do has been inserted at the beginning

of a question, and a tensed and negated do follows the subject and precedes the
verb

h. Lack of subject-be inversion when be han been inserted to replace do
VII. Verb tense errors

on Aux:
a. do, present instead of past, when the sentence contains an unambiguous adverbial

time reference
on Main Verb:

b. Main verb, present instead of phst, instatements and subject-focus Wh-qucstions,
when the sentence contains an unambiguous adverbial time reference

c. V + ing (without any be in the - sentence) instead of conjugated present tense
VIII. Verb number errors

on Aux:
a. do in singular instead of plural (unnecessary -a)
b. do in plural instead of singular (no -a)
c. do in singular instead of plural (unnecessary -a) when it is in the present tense

instead of the past tense .

d. do in plural instead of singular (no -s) when it is in the present tense instead
of the past tense '

e. do, in simple form not, inserted before a.verb, when the subject is singular and
there is a correctly conjugated do inserted at 'the begiv"g e.f the question

f. be in singular instead of plural when it has been inserted to replace do
on Main Verb:

g. Main 'verb, plural
°
instead of singular (no -a), ir. statements

1
and subject -focus

Wh-questions
h. Main verb, singular instead of plural, (unnecessary -s), in statements and subject-

focus Wh-questions
i. Main verb, plural instead of singular (no -a), when the modal is omitted from

the sentence and the main verb must carry tense and number (only-in affirmative
statementsnot in negative! (except if the main verb is be) or in1question,$)

j. Main verb, plural instead of singular (no -a), in statements' and subject-focus
Wh-questions. when the verb is present instead of past

Transfer Errors
IX. Do-insertion errors

a. Lack of insertion of do in negatives and questions, with the tense (-a, -ed) left on
on the main verb

b. Lark of insertion of do in negatives and questions, with the main verb in the
simpleform .

c. Lack of insertion of do in negatives and questions, with the wrong tense ( -a, -ed)
on the verb

X. Errors in the use of the infinitive marker to
a. Use of to + V after can

XI. Incorrect placement of the negdtive marker
O. not placed before the simple foim of the verb in a question, and not on the do

that is at the beginning
b. not placed before will

XII. Word-order errors
a. Placement of subject after the main verb instead of after do in questions
b. Placement of subject after the main verb instead of afterthe modal in questions

7 6
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c. Placement of subject after the Mill verb instead of after do (which was not
inserted) in questions,

d. Placement of subject after the main verb instead of after the modal (which
was not inserted) in questions

e. Placement of subject after the main' verb rather than after be (which was in-

serted tci replace do) in questions . -

f. Placement of subject after the main verb instead of at the beginning- in statements

Translation Errors
XIII. Aux substitutions

a. Use of do instead of will or can
b. Use of a modal (will or can) instead of do
c, Substitution of one modal for another (among these are the use-of will for can,

would for will, might for can, can fol. wilt, may for Will, and should for can)

XIV. Negative substitutions and omissions
a. Lack of notinsertion in a desired negative sentence
b. Insertion of not in a desired affirmative sentence

. XV. Main verb omissions
a. Omission of. a main verb following do
b. Omission of a main verb in a sentence containing can, and with a do inserted

at the beginning
c. Omissio'n of a main verb following a modal

XVI. Modal/tense substitutions
a. Main verb, in the simple present tense, instead of modal + V
b. Main verb, in the past tense, instead of modal* V
c. Main verb in the simple form instead of modal + V. (simply an omission of

the modal)
XVII. Tense substitutions

on Aux:
a. do, present instead of past, when the sentence contains either no or an ambiguous

time reference
b. dO, past 'instead of present, when the.sentenee contains either no or an .ambiguous

time reference
on. Main Verb:'

c. Main verb, present instead of past, in statements and subject-foeuS Wh-questions,
when the sentence contains either no or an. ambiguous time reference

Errors of Indeterminate- Origin
XVIII. Incorrect use of the infinitive marker to

a. Use of to + V in a sentence in which do has not (but should have), been inserted
b. Use of to+ V instead of a conjugated verb
e. Use of to + V instead of modal, + V

XIX. Incorrect placement of the. negative marker
a. Insertion of not after the main verb instead of after the modal in the sentence

Errors Not Considered
'XX. Among these are the following:

Incorrect translation of Vocabulary
Incorrect past tense forms
Misplacement/misuse of"adverbs
Incorrect use of prepositions
Errors in verb forms not being investigated
'Omission of subjects
Change in subject number from singular to, plural or from plural to singular

t



The Next 25 Years: Shaping the Revolution*
H. DOUGLAS BROWN
University of Michigan

Under the reign of. second, emperor of the -MingDynasty there
lived an executioner . by the name of Wang Lun. Wang Lun was : a
master of his art and his fame spread thrOugh all the provinees of the
empire.. There were many eicecutions in those days, and sometimes as

..many -as fifteen or twenty men were beheaded at one session. Wang
Lun's habit was to stand at the foot of the scaffold with an engaging
smile,. hiding his curved sword behind his back, and, while whistling a
pleasant tuii to behead his victim with a swift movement .as be walked
.up. the scaffold.

Now this Wang Lun had one secret ambition in his life, bUt it took
him fifty years of strenous effort to realize it. His ambition was to
he.able to behead a person with a stroke so swift that, in accordance
with the law.of inertia, the victim's.bead, would remain poised on his
trunk,.. in the same manner fiat a plate remains undistuVbed on the
table if the tablecloth is :prOled. out with a sudden jerk.

. Wang LOn 's great niomei?t came in the' 78th year of his life. 0.n
that memorable day he had to dispatch sixteen clients from this world.
of -kshadows to their ancestors. He stood as usual at the foot of the
scaffold. EleVen.shaven heads had already rolled into the dust after his
inimitable master stroke. His' triumph came with the twelfth mat.
Whet this man began to ascend the steps of the scaffold, Wang Lull's.
Sword. flashed with such lightening speed across the neck that the
.-man's head remained where it has been before, and he continued to
walk up the steps without knowing what had happened. When he

. reached the top of the scaffold, the,man addressed Wang Lun: "0 cruel
Wang Lun, why do you prolong my agony of waiting when you-dealt
with the- 1others with such merciful and amiable ,speedt." When he
heard these words, Wang Lun knew that the ambitiOn of his life had
been accomplished.) A serene smile appeared on his features; then he
said with, exquisite courtesy to the . waiting man, "Just kindly nod;

. please."
-Per some time now schools and universities around the world have

. been innocently attempting to teach foreign languages by means of
certain types of methods and techniques Without the slightest. aware
ness that the .very foundations of those methods have been cut out
froth under them. The swift sword of psycholinguistic research has

* This is a slightly revised version of a presentation made at the TESOL Conven-
. tion, March 7, 1975. The somewhat informal stYle of the offal presentation has

been preserved here.
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flashed so quickly acrossthe profession that some have scarcely noticed
it. But sooner or, later a look here' or there will quickly topple Nose
illusioni. What is the nature of this executioner's sword? What has

led up to .the present:situation, and what is the future of the language
teaching profession over the next 25 years?

There is no question that language teaching, like many other dis-
ciplines, has gone through a cyclical history over the past centutyor
Approximately every 25 years the prevailing methodology has basically
changed. Before the 20th century there appears to. have been 'no real
method; the so-called Classical. Method was 'wid'ely used with little
variation, evident from medieval times to the turn of the century.

In the late 19th century linguists like .Francois Gouin :began to
question seriously' this rather unsuccessful academic routine. Gouin
himself, after an agonizing and unsuccessful year of trying to learn
German by means of one self-devised "method" -after another, dis-

covered that his own son learned a language in a matter of a' few
months, and decided that the child ultimately held.the secret to learn-

ing a language. What resulted was the Gouin Series" Method (see
Gouin 1880) which, along with the Direct Method, formed the first
language teaching "revolution" of sorts in modern history. Unfortu- ,

uately 0100, Gouin was a man ahead of liis time and many of his
Piaget-like assertions were lost in a sea of doubts about the Direct
Method and language teaching in general,. And so, very soon after
World War I there was a return to a somewhat. "beefed-up" form

of the classical method', now 'called 'the Grammar-Translation Method.'

The third phase of language teaching came at about the mid point of
the century With theAudio-Lingual Method (ALM). This was really
the first:widespread language teaching revolution. Drawing upon, some

of the tenets of the Direct Method. and upon principles of behavioral
psychology, the ALAI rejected most of the practices associated with the

Grammar Translation Method. We're all familiar with ALM (really

more accurately a group pf Methods Since there are so may variations
thereof that it' is no longer. a single method).

As we moved into the 1960's, man; looked upon the ALM as7the
" last word" . in language' teaching and. many still do. The ALM' has

_ become so ingrained now that it is thought of as "traditional." But, the

197Q's has brought some serious criticism of the ALM. In theorY, a
behavioristic, programmed approaCh appeared to be 'ideal. But it
turns 'out that -people aren't sheep to be 'herded along in uniform

- fashion. Suddenly we look around us and nothing seems to work: most
of the linguistics and most of the teaching methods of the past 30

years don't work:. contrastive analysis doesn't work, transformational
grammar doesn't work, Grammar-Translation doesn't.work, the ALM

doesn't work, even the "Michigan Method ". doesn't work. And that

75,
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pretty well s ms up, our situation in 1975: nothing works-the econ-
omy doesn't rk, democracy doesn't work; the great American dream
is a niglitmar What better setting for a. revolution? And accord:
mg to our 25- ar fi,inetable, 1975 is:the year -of-thu-revo/Tt ion.

Now that ou collective language teaching' head has been swiped
'off, it is only a 'atter of time until, we discover the severed lifelines
of the, past. Som thing new is urgently, needed in its. place. But where
is the revolution? Is there a new paradigm on the horizon-Which will
lead us out of the resent mire and disillusionment? I think there is.

I.4et me outline bat I see as five emerging characteristics of this
revolution. ,

Fiist, unlike - the audiolingual, revolution, the next rvolution is
based on cautious, e lightened eclecticism. ,Almost everything went
out the windOw when the-ALMtook hold; some bathwater to be sure,
but unfortunately mo t of the baby too., This time around `we are
wary of the "bandwa on". 'approach to `changing language teaching
metbods;as Grittner (1 73) recently poiated out.

The positive aspects uof several theories and methods are.,ail coming
to bear. But let's bewar of thinking that there's some magic about
eclecticisin. It's quite ea y to say "I'm an eclectic", and dip hap-
hazardly into every attra tive aspect of every conceivable method or
theory, and thenjumble ev a rything together. It's quite another matter
to practice enlightened. ecle ticismthat is, to engage in an intelligent
use of selected approaches Built upon and guided by a well-informed,
'broadly,based theory of seco d language acquistition.

The besf teacher traini g programs --don't necessarii -y expose
trainees to,hundred of techni ues and texts and gimmicks.; above all,
they help future teachers to u derstand what language is, how humans,,
learnin general, and-thereby o -help each persoh formulate for him-
self a 'rationale for language teacbing- -a fmindation of -linguistics,
psychology, and other disciplin0 that will guide a person in making
Opthal choices in approach, irethod, and technique. This kind of
firm foundation can enable a pergen to go.through a professional career
making,intelligent. choices.- That \is the kind of electicism:that the new
revolution depends upon.

s- Second, we now find that theoi'etical linguistics is not the salvation
it-was first thought to be. Six: years ago-Krohn 1970) and Lamendella.1
(1969), among .others,- effectively ',pointed out the limitations of lin-
guistics in evoking language teaching methods and techniques. With
only a very f9w opinions, to the couti\ary it is now overwhelmingly clear
that we cannot expect /of recent/ liiiguiStic theory what we expected
of structural linguiSts several' decades ago. Structural linguistic theory
was compatible,, ,with language teaching methodology. For example;
Fries 's (1952) Slot-filler model produces " instant " pattern practice i

8 0
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drills. The more recent trends toward deeper levels of analysis leave
the language teacher not only confused but often turned off.. Since

what We're teaching is, theoretically, the surface level of- language/ a

-theory 'of deep structures provides a bit of insight to the teacher at
best;' although a glimmer of hope may lie in psychologically "real"
grammar (H. Brown ,,19721q:

c, j :

We're- rapidly discovering that the acquisition of languagefirst or
9 0 ecoidis an unfathonable mystery and that the language of the

hunian species ,is .deeply controlled and motivated by cognitive and

affective domains ; these. two factors make the relevance of abstract,
formalized linguistie theory remote. .

The third characteristic of the..new revolUtion is .a result of a
recognition_ of tremendous variation 'from learner to learner. HUman
beings do not behave, eachone, like the other, consistently or uniformly.

f In a task as compleas language learning. it is impossible to expect two

! people to acquire ,a languarge in the same wayi, something which -re-.-

searchers are Painfully aware of. One of the most frustratingobstacles
! of experiniental research in L2 acquisition is the problem of variability

2'1 across lea ners and even within learners. How can. mane method, one

1 technique, ne text, or even.. one Curriculum iFe optimal or useful
for .severaiearners plopped into the same track? It's ,a wonder that
anyone ever actually does. learn' a language. in our .Classrooms !. I'm

Pushing ahead into the fifth characteristic a bit, but one of the qUestions

which is now being asked seriously 'is whether or not languao.e can be .

taught at all; I'Ve often felt that we should think of language classes as
instruments of "intervention " we intervene in `the -process of lat.-IL'
guage learning, and hope that that intervention is beneficial. But too
.often language ,classes are Obstacle courses where the most successful.
student tire ,"good" language learner. (Rubin 1975) is the one' who
avoids obstacles. 7).

. Our traditional language texts and curricu(la are going to have to
change ; they are changing already. Every person is unique and little
is-in common across individuals, but what is common is that we all are
human, and all .loct-NC the urgelo communicate; we need to capitalize on
that humanity and communicativity. LaForge's (1971) Community,
Language%Lea rning and other methods are goad examples dealing with
the humanity of thelanguago learner. The key is,to capitalize upon. the

urge. to communicate by creating or making use of real situations of
meaningful communication. Furthermore, we need to start' believing in

the ability of adults to be successful in language acquisition. We h ve
come to belieVe that once the critical age of puberty is reached that ou
brains are frozen and we are linguistically handicapped. Unfortunately.
most of the evidence for that assumption comes train Western society..
There is absolutely no conclusive evidence that an adult is cognitivbly

8i
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deficient in his ability to acquire .a foreign 'language., It's 'time our
classroom methodology. set aside these -cultural ,prejudices 'and as-

, sumed instead that an adult can and will learn b. foreign language.
_ The power of positie thinking may be greater than we suspect.

A fourth. characteristic- of the new paradigm "is found in a "new
wave", of research in secondlanguage,acquisition. To be sure, the field
IS' many centuries old; however, for perhaps -the_first time fn history,
L2 research is characterizedby a rigorous empiriCal approach coupled
with cautious rationaliSm. The rationalistic but empirically substan-
tiated approach to first language acquisition typical of the last decade
is now being applied t6 L2 researah.- The buildiiig momentum is wide-
spread. At the present .time. it is difficult to tell where this research
will lead us in terms of language teaching methodology. Some progress
is being made. and we have an exeellentbeginning.bUt we have.thany. '
years to go before we can really draw conclusions-about L2 acquisition
(L2A). Furthermore, one of the' most proMising and urgent areas of '
research lies in. the affective domain.: This area, maybe more than the,
linguistic, might be the key to unlock the mystery ofiL2A:

The fifth and final characteristic of the new "revolution"is a focus
on the psychological aspects of languagethat is, the cognitive and
affective domaintorhinnan-behavior, particularly the affective. Stevick
(1974), LaForge ( /971), Gb.ttegno (1972), and H. Brown (1973) point

,to the 'affective domain- as -crucial to language learning. Given the
.

....necessary motivation, egO:pearmeability, extroversion, and empathy
one should never fail to a language.

Stevick. (44.Z.) recentic noted that language teaching must do an
aboutface, We'Ve been teaching by first providing means, then goals,
then* data flow, then personal .relationships. This .orderwhich ac-
cording to Stevickinakes for "defensive" learningneedS to be re-
versed : should become accustomed to a new way oT seeing"
(p. 3134), starting with per.;onal. relationships. We need to become hu-
man again, to teach persons.

have covered five ,areas rather briefly, and while these five char-.
aderistics are certainly not exhaustive., I. think they are indicative of
the direction 'we are turning. Butlest we all think that because of the
complexity of this revolution there is no need for "methodology" any

;more, and that the"iiiput of various disciplines is without value, let
me add a word of caution. The very first characteristic of the retiolu-
tion is eclecticism ; we must at all costs avoid o'Zimplietelynabandming
"old" techniques 'and methods simply because they bre old: We must
judicously benefit from thfailures and successes of the past. Accord-
ing to the historical timetable, 1975 is the year of the revolution but --1

. it will not be .a sudd oup, certainly nothing like the swift stroke of .
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Wang.Lun's ,sword. No doubt the langUage teaching profession will
undergo a sloviqt very profound change over the nest 25years:.

The only .y which the next "revolution" will.be shape. in an
effective tnannArl:4 through the careful, intelligent research. and de.-
veloPment of evtrv'teaeher. We must all become good lingui ts, go6d
psyehOloo-ists, gookresearchers,good teachers, and of:course, above all
genuine human beings.
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Delayed Oral Practice in Initial Stages
of Second Language Learning

JUDITH OLMSTED GARY
University of California, Los Angeles

INTRODUCTION
.The purpose of this paper is to examine the advantages for the

language learner of hot being required to speak in at least the initial
stages of language learning. A description will be given of an experi:
mental study in an elementary school in which the listening cOmpre-
hension and oral production skills of students learning. SpaniSif as a
second language were compared under two different teachin ap-
proaches: -one group of students was not required to speak t all
for the, first 14 weeks of the study nor-,for the first half of each le son
in the final 7 weeks; (2) the second group of students was required
to speak immediately upon hearing the .modeled language from the
first day on.

BACKGROUND
It has generally been assumed that one learns a second or foreign

language by using it productively as soon as possible. That is, while
modern ESL methodologies have in theory emphasized that listening
'should precede speaking, in practice. the productive skill of speaking
is almost alwaYs utilized. simultaneously with the receptive skill of
listening:. Thus, while students may be asked to produce only what
they haye already heard, they will be required to do so almost imme-
diately after having, heard it.

An examination of the realities of first and secondianguage acquisi-
tion strategies reveals that such immediate. oral practice-does not need
to be the case for developing both productive and receptive oral com-
petence in a second language. Indeed, for many learners, delaying oral
practice may be preferable, both from an affective viewpoint and from
the point of view of language acquisition theory.

As we all know, the affective dimension in language -learning is
extremely important. In order to effectively speak a language, 'chil-
dren or adults must feel `iiiady"both perceptually' and psycholog-
ically. Perceptually, language learners must have some comprehension
of the language system they are trying to internalize. Psychologically,
they must feel comfortable about usingThthe language productively.
Thus, they should not be forced to spea,klefore they are perceptually
and psychologically ready. If forced to peak before they are ready,
students will be ill-at-ease with the language, and in attempting to
speak, they will be distiacted from their main goallearning the sys-
tem underlying and therefore prerequisite for use of the language.

89
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From the point Of view of language acquisition theory 'there is
considerable evidenceboth' anecdotal and experimentalin first and
second language acquisition studies that a great deal of language com-
petence, including productive competence, can be learned through
receptive meansthat is, 'through listening and reading. .

For example, in first language acquisition, Lennebdrg (1967). cites.
evidence that normal children learning their, first language demonstrate
comprehension of sentences at least 'six months before demonstrating
readiness to. speak. And, in. fact, one does not have to speak at all to
acquire language competencei.e., to .utilize for communicative pur
poses the system of ruleS underlying languageas. Lenneberg (1962)
points, out in. his "Understanding Language Without Ability to Speak_ :
A Case Report." .

With respect second language acquisition, when language learn-
ers are not required to speak, it has been shoWn that they too prefer
to concentrate on their receptive skills for an extended period of time
before producing language. Tkii4 for example, in a recent article in
the TESOLQua-rterly Ervin-Tapp; (1974) concludes that the.process of
second language acquisition looks imuch like the first in natural. situa-
tions; She describes 31 EngliSh-speaking children ages 4 to 9 in a SwiSs:
school where the language of instruction was French and -the teachers
spoke little or no English. She notes thatY"some of the children said
nothing for many months" (p. 115). Her own ,children started speak-
ing after 6-8 weeks' iminersion.in the school setting.

This strategy of, delaying active speech production,is, by no means,
confined to Children. in natural* second language situations. 'Per- ex-
ample, Sorenson, an °anthropologist who has studied Columbian and
BeaziliattIndian cultures where a-strong social value is placed on the
ability to communicate fluently in foreign languages, reports that the
Indians don't practice speaking a language until they knOW it ,well.'
Rather .adulth -and. actioleseents first receptively familiarize themselves'
with the pronunciation and syntax oknew languages. When the new
languages are finally spoken, they are spoken- with cy.
Thus, because a ligh value is placed on e of languages, the
Indians appear to be utilizing4-1 most effective strategy they know'.
for learning language7-delaying oral production until reaching an
apprOpriate state of readiness.

A number' of experimental studies have: shown that/for either
adults or children, it is possible to accelerate the rate of acquiring
listening comprehension when second language listening training either

'See Jane H. Hill, Foreign Accents, Language Acquisition, and Cerebral Dominance
Revisited. Language Learning, 20,3, 1970', for a fascinating discussion of evidence
such ar, Sordnson s study of how cultural: pressures can produce proficient adult
second language learners. 1 .
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.

excludes or precedes oral practice for anextended-period of time. Em-
phasis on such listening training has also been shown to contribute to'.
the development of oral fluency.

In two 12-week studies Postovsky (1970) compared a &Jaye& oral.
response approach with an audio lingual approach to second language
learning where students were required to miiiiic what they heard from
the first day on. The non-verbal response mode for the experimental
subjects was writing. The eXperiment)was designed to test the effect
of delayed oral practice on the productive 'skills of speaking and writ:
Ing as well as on the _receptive skills of listening and reading. The
experimental subjects made a transition to speaking after 4.weeks.
Test. measures of all four language skills favored the mperimental,
group over the control group both at the edof 6 and- 12 weeks.- At 6
weeks there was a significant difference in favor of the experimental.
group in speaking, reaCrtvg and writing; and in the rate of learning'.

" between the 6 and 12-Week measures, 'the experimental group -also -

proved superior in .'listehing comprehension.
Asher has conducted a number Of studies of both adults and chil-

dren on the benefits of listening training without required speaking-(see
.e.g.,,Asher1966, 1969a., 1969b, 1972). Most of his work has been

designed `to evaluate the effects on listening comprehension of eithe'r
delaying or omitting oral practice under a variety of conditions.

Asher, advocates what lie calls "the total physical response tech-
nique" (TPRT) for tea'chin'g language through listening. In this tech-
nique students arc not 'required to respond verbally. Instead they
listen, for exaniple, to a command- in a foreign.. language a
immediately respond along, with the i lietorwith an appropriate.
physical Action. que can be used in a variety of imaginative

Q give students praCtice, in. appropriately responding to what
they hear. Students receive' immediate. 'feedback froin their, instructor .

by comparing. their response with the instructor's. For example, a
Student can demonstrate comprehension of commands or a variety
of both. yes /ono and information_ questions through this approach by
such gross motor acts as walking, pointing,"'jumping,..MoVing parts.
Of the body, or picking Up things.- Asher's work has demonstrated
that listening comprehension of adultS and children can be suc:
cessfully accelerated through delayed -oral' practice and physical re-
sponse training.

Despite Postovsky's and Asher's very interesting work, a number of
'important 'questions remained to be explored. of all, Asher's.

.. work focused mainly on the effects of the TPRT on listening .compre-
'11,9,11'sion; he did'not test the effects, of such delay on oral production.
Sedondly,. with the exception of an 8-week German language program
for adults (Asher 1972), Asher's experiments consisted of quite brief

91
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training periods. The effects of an -- extended period of delayed .91'0
practice on both the oral producttort and on the listening comPre-
hension of ,children 'remained to be determined.

While Postovsky's work inVolYed testing the effects of delay in
oral production on the whole range of language skills, .his subjects
were responding from the beginning in' a prodttctive modenamely,.
in writing. Thus the question of the effect of a/eying both the pro-
ductive skills of oral ,practice and writing remained. Furthermore,
"Postovosky's subjects were adults,

'An °interesting question that 'remained was what the effect would
be of an extended period of delayed oral practice on both the listening.
comprehension .and oral production of children. ,As languages are
commonly taught to school children through. some variation of the
audio-lingual approach requiring immediate oral production; it was
determined that a study was needed to compare both comprehension
mod oral production skills of (1) children learning a second language
through delayed -oral practice and,a grOss motor responseand
(2) children learning a,Second language through an audio-lingual ap-
proach.. Of particular interest was the question of how effective- a de-
layed oral practice' approach would be in comparison with an audio-
lingual approach in a typical school languxtge. roo'
relatively small amount of a relatively large number
of s eac er. Asher' has noted that /there seems to be a
relatively'high degree of positive transfer from listening skills to all
others. If this could be shown to. be true in the typical school environ-
ment, then a great deal of beginning language could be taught through
a receptive mode. Concomitantly, this would allow a higher, degree of

. flexibility in teaching approaches than a methodology which stresses
the necessity of oral production.

THE EXPERIMENT .

To explore the above questions, the following study was designed.
Its specific purpose was to determine the effects on native EngliSh-
speaking childrdn of delay in oral practice in initial stages of learning
Spanish in leSsons where .comprehension was assessed by required
non-verbal gross motor responses, such as nodding or pointing to
objects, and where iminecl:atejcorrective feedback-was given as to the
appropriateness of student responses.

The general research hypothesis was
Experimental subjects instructed for 22 weeks in a given Span-
ish program, having oral practice totally delayed for the first
14 weeks and for the first half of each remaining lesson, follow=
ing a brief' transition period, would, have significantly better
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performance scores in measures, of aural comprehension, (as
exhibited in responses to commands and qUe§tion) and in oral
production (as exhibited in transformations of indirect to direct
discourse)" than control subjects instructed in the same program
but having concomitant oral practice.

It should. be noted that thisis the strongest possible form of the
hypothesis. That is, it says that students who were not required to
speak in initial stages would perform significantly better on measure-s'
of speaking and listening comprehension than students who were re-
quired-to speak in initial stages. A weaker but still meaningful form-
of the hypothesis was that students who weren't required to speak ,
in initial stages would di at least as well as students who were ire-
quireci to speak. If this could be found to be the case, then teachers
would no,longer ha* to feel compelled to spenda lot of 'time on oral

drill.
There were a number of atte 11 ere will not

scusso. lore ; however, it should be mentioned. that it was

also hypothesized that the Experimental subjects would be more favor-
ably disposed to their language- program than the students who were
put under pressure to verbalize from the veryleginning.'

The experiment was conducted over a five-month period in 1972
with 56 lower elementary school English-speakers. randomly assigned
to an. Experimental (EG) and Control .(CG) treatmentconsisting of 85
'25-minute Spanish lesSons taught daily by the same teacher. The
lessons and lesson materials used by the Experimental subjects were
a modified version of Spa.nish lessons developed by Consultants in
Total Education, a 'bilingual' education research and development -cor-
poration in Los Angeles. The lesson's and lesson materials used by the
Control subjects were an adaptation of these. materials which differed.
only-id-that they required the students to utter comthandS and questions'
as well as to respond to them from the first, day of class on. .

With respect to lesson content, students learned to utilize basic
grammatical-structures of ,standard Spanish in a meaningfUl context
requiying a limited and concrete vocabulary. The main empbasik was
on- acquiring the rule system underlying the language, rather than on
acquiring an extensive lexicon. The lesson format was designed to,
direct the .phildren'satterition toward the lesson objectives at all time's,
to require them to form and test hypotheses, and to ensure their.

success.
The independent variable manipulated between Control and Ex-

perimental groups was the presence or abSence of oral practice. It
should be emphasized that the CG and the EG had equal amounts Of

. listening 'practice throughout- the experiment; that is, both. groups
\

3
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heard the teacher model each sentence approximately the. same number
df times. What distinguished the two groups was the presence' or
absence ef oral practice. , .

.

Oral practice was present for the CG throughout, the experiment..
Oral practice was totally absent. in the EG during the. first 14 weeks
(Phase I of the program) and absent in 'the first half of the...daily
lessons in the final .7 weeks (Phase II of the program). .

The dependent .variabl& were the basic language skills of coin-.
prehending and speaking as measured by 'the, two daily, lesson tests
given to each group and by individriaf tests' given to the children at the
end of the 14th tind22nd week, which, included tests of comprehension,

. oral prodUction, .and attitude toward the program.

RESULTS
What did these -tests revekll
With respeCt to listening .Comprehension, application of a one-tailed..

sign test (Siegel 1956) to test error data plotted daily on the control
series design (Campbell 1969) revealed significant .differences favoring
the EG, both when looking at Phase II question responses separately
and question responsesfthroughout the entire experiment. Also, com-
mand' response data leaned in favor of the EG both in Phase II and
throughout the entire experimtnt, but differences were not significant.
Command and question response differences, were not significant o
the 14 and 22-week tests.'

.With respect to. 'oral production, the test error. data plotted. daily
..on the control seriOsdesign. during Phase YI did not reveal differences

favoring the EG.' Howe'ver;.on the final 22-week tests, oral- production
measures were found. to favor the E(4,thongh the differences were net
Statistically significant. Also, comparison between the -14th-week and
22nd-week test data revealed increa4es in the final test scores for the .

EG -while revealing decreases for the CG. during the same period of
time. In other words, it can be, said that the EG's rate of learning.

eared to be superior to the CG's. Given this Performance trend, it
wa speculated that with .additional'lesson time, the EG oral produe=
tion p rformance might have become significantly superior to the CG..

Thus we can set that the stronger form of our hypothesis was 'borne
out for co. Prehenkion and the weaker form was borne out for .oral

. prodnction. f
'With respe to the attitudinal measure,. the majority of both the)

EG and CG subje its were favorably disposed toward their reopective
programs. A. numb r- of the experimental 'subjects, speCifically 'men-
tioned not hating to s eak right away as, being the main reason they.
liked their program.

4
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IMPLICATIONS
. .

. .

What are the implications of this study for the classroom teacher?
It appears that a delayed oral. practice approach to initial .seeond lan;.

. guage learning combined with a physical response mode can be effec-

,:tivri both for developinf, listening skills and for developing oral' corn-

f patience, given.ati extended period of,, active listening practice. As it
was onlyat the end of the study that the weaket form. of our gerieral.
research hypotbesiS was. borne out for oral'. prodriction.-further res. .rch

needs to be done on this uestio
is rue at the l rearne'"can develop effective.speaking skills-

...
as well. as listening skills in the above manner, then the teacher can
be .freed, from the monotony of group oral drill and have more flex-

`- ibijity for individualization ofinstruction. Listening activities can be

viewed as the integral or core part of the curriculum. The teacher
'can -structure a variety both atth,e class level and at the

individual level whict allow. him or her to maximize teaching'
efficiency. The teacher will 'want to experiment'to determine- the op-

: timtim aniount of delayed oral practice and the optinium mode of
non-verbal' response, which will vary according to the":age and learning

. styles of the students. Group activities' could include the telling of
stories or the showing offilms,sequeneed according to. content. These

activities would be followed by comprehension questions sequenced
according to grammatical an fl semantic structure and designed to eliCit
nonverbal. responses. Individuhl ..actiyities could inclufk. stridents ac-
tively listening to tape's or records, accompanied,- by.v3ual aids, with
the knowleclf.fe that later they would be required to d' monstrate their
comprehension of these materials in a variety of tforfrirbal ways.

It is important-to note that such a delayed oral practicet. approach
to learning language cannot be used haphazardly. It roust be a care-
fully- sequenced program requiring active listening,' where the students

are both required to demonstrate their comprehension and .are given
corrective fekdback about their responseS.

Finally, for teachers 'whose second language teaching involves,
other than beginning students, Carroll (1973) has recently pointed out
that a period of extended likening requiring nonverbal respopses may
be beneficial at the intermediate 'plateau' stage of language learning,
as well as in the initial stages of language learning: Research on this
promising possibility remains to be done:
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Problems in the Study of the Language Teacher's
Treatment of Learner Error'

RICHARD L. ALLWRIGHT
University of Essex, England

It seems corn Bo errors are crucial to. language
earners (See Du lay and Burt 1974a) because learners learn, it is

argued, by forming hypotheses about the target' lanivage and by test-
ing their hypotheses to destruction.. It is clear from 'studies of rule
Jearning by hypothesis formation and testing (see Wason 1971) that
negative instances are far more informative than positive instances*
and therefore error- making. (the creation of negative instances) would
appear crucial to language learning. -

It is equally clear from such research that subjects tend to prefer
creating positive instances,:even though such a procedure is incapable
of permitting the elimination of alternative hypotheses. Without going
so far as Braine (1971). who doubts the general validity of a hy-
pothesis-testing model for language acquisition, we can concede that
what is important, probably, is not that the learner deliberately creates
negative instances as the most efficient way of testing any current
hypothesise, but that the learner should learn to distinguish negative
from positive instances, regardless of

(a) Whether or not instances of either sort have been deliberately
created as part of a hypothesis testing process, and' regard-
less of .

(b) who creates 'them. '
(.b) turns out to be particularly imPortant, I believe, as soon as we

-Ithink about classroom learning, because it is clear, there, that any
one learner is only one of a number of creators of positive or negative
instances. The learner in a"class can get information about what is or
is not .permissible in the, target language, not. only from feedback
about personal attempts to use the language but also from:

(i) everything the teacher says in the target language, or the
assumption (not necessarily justified but at least under-
standable) that the teacher is always right;

For orienting 'me towards the study of the language teacher's treatment of learner
error, I am wholly indebted to John Fanselow of Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity. For all their Very considerable help in producing the data. and patiently dis-
cussing various stages of this paper, my gratitude goes to Anne Stokes, Gerry
Loftus, Michael F. AcTear and Michael MacFarlane, all currently studying.gt the

Thus we cannot expect that a learner will, say, deliberately 'form a passive in
accordance with a hypothesis he assumes to be incorrect, although this procedure;
from a strictly logical point' of view, might enable him to very efficiently check the
validity of the hypothesis he wishes to establish as a rule.

University, of Essex, England.
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(ii) everything the _other learners say in the- target Language, in

. ,
the light of the way the teacher reacts

Neither must We-.forget:
P

(iii) everything the teacher says about tlick target language,;again;
assuming the teacher is always right,
everything the other learners say about the. target language,
again in the light of the* Way- the teacher reacts.

What this mean.; in practice is that, if we want to study ho'liv any

one Learner learns in class, we must study.everything that happens in
-.class (note that we are assuming, for the sake 'of simplicity, but per-

haps unwisely, that otit-of-clOs activities are insignificant) to all the

learners. .

To focus in this paper onthe teacher's treatment of learner error
is, seen in this slight, to adopt a rather ,narrow focus,. because it means

on-concentrating what might be called the potential crisis pointss

in the process, ignoring till the 'other 1,oCcasfons 9. which any learner

'might get inforrnation .about *the target language. And ITC it is a

, much broader' viewpoint than the one of conventional error analysis.
/ First of all because -it attempts-to deal with the classroom context in
which errors occur, as well as with the errors. themselVes. And sec-
ondly, bedause it attempts to take into account thOtsacial nature of this

context, not in terms of -an assumed 1.:1 relationship between teacher

and learner, butin"terms of a. complexity of relationships 'between

teacher and learners.
The general.hypotheis behind all this amounts to a hunch, at. least,

that, among Selinker's (1972) five processes of second language ac--
transfer -of training (loosely defined) may. be even' more

important. than .is .commonly assumed.
From another angle entirely,, the. sort of investigation under ais-

ussion cOuld be Seen.as potentially contributing to 'research on Aeacher

effectiveness. 13n the-short term, at least, this is going to be the, main,

focus of such investigations, . given the.. rcative ease with which
teachers- can be studied, compared to the -mebodologiCal complexities,

at alongitudinal.study of individual,learners in full classroom context.

It certainly seems reasonable, assuming the . argument so -far has

been coherent, to-go from saying (a) that the inakiii,g of an error by

.

'crisis points' because an error is typically seen as evidence of failure of s, 'life sort

(rather than as evidence of deliberate hypothesjstesti-ng). Note it -call be .evidence

of teacher failure, as well as, ,or rather than, learner failure.. Thus the self-confidence

of both teacher and learncr are at risk.- lamer failure calls for remedial

action and the teacher may t:11 to his/her own failure if be/she is unalik to provide

treatment- satisfactorily.. The teacher has failed both to preveat the error. and to
provide-A. cure for it., Thus' it -seems reasonable to refer to the Occasion. of error as

a potential (at least) crisis point in the classroom.
6
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any 1 arner constitutes a potential crisis point for that learner andany ther in the same classrooin _(and is, 'therefore, especially worthy
of i vestigation if we wish to understand the process. of classroom'
lea ning), to saying (b) that stiCh crisis points are also crisis points Mr
the teacher, in that the techer's reaction to learner error will be t
major factor in determining what the learners actually learn, and (
that therefore teacher's way of handling these crisiF points will
central to that teache'r's effectiveness (see also note 3). Such a claim
is undoubtedly epiMistic, given how difficult it has been foT educational
researchers interested in classroom processes to isolate key variables
in teacher effectiveness (see Ro4enshine 1971 for a full discussion of
this problem), but at least, again assuming the foregoing arguments
Are valid,- there are lbgical as well as intuitive reasons for a certain
amount of..optimism.

What we discover when' We look at teachers
, classroom, is.

that, as Fanielow' (1974 and personal communication)\ has -argued,
teachers are typically rather imprecise in their treatment of, learner
errii.r, tending to repeat the correct model rather than . Provide any
obviously adaptive treatment, and tending to fail to explicitly locate
errors for the learners (i.e. indicate precisely at which point in, the
utterance the error occurred). It is intriguing that strong exceptions
to this can. be found among 'Silent. Way' teachers,. who', nay refuse
to repeat the model of the correct utterance but who will locate the
error to the nearest syllable. It appears, in this case, that a method,
designed to force learners back on their own resources all \ the 'time,
may actually give more precise help than is usual' elsewhere:\

The second point that emerges immediately from classroo studies
is that teachers are not only imprecise, ate also-

ni
inconsistent in

their treatment of learner error. .11:lebah, at San Diego (1974) has
shown how a teacher trying tq apply a criterion such as 'only full
sentences will be accepted' can appear very inconsistent on \ close
analysis. Some of.the 'inconsistency 'arises from an understandable
lack of precision (as when a teaCher, accepts a_ partial. utterance \ for
. what is in fact right about it, but fails `to make explicit that it is some
element of content that is being accepted, not the partial nature ,,of
the utterance itself). On other occasions the teacher may simply be re,
1axingthe rule to help a particular learner,, not because the learner
in fact produced a partjal utterance with something in it worth en-
couraging, but because the teacher feels that that learner needs a more
relaxed appiliaCh frean the dutset. At other times the inconsistency
may be the product of a simple lack of self - discipline ont4 part of the
teacher. The werd 'inconsistent' pejorative overtones that are not
necessarily appropriate, of course. Teachers have a duty; 'perhaps, to

.be inconsistent, in the sense that. they must adjust their treatment of

9
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. ,
k -....

any error to the needs of the .moment. At the very least the .teacher-'

must reserve the right to adapt to the indiv,idual differences. among

their learners..., To put it more directly: in. order' to be -consistent in

giving the appropriate- treatment to all learners at all times, teachers

must run the risk of. appearing inconsistent in'their application of
criteria of acceptability. ,

t

There is no need,_ of course, to assume that teachers will be'effective

if they always provide the most precise treatment of learner error, ,and,
eciTtily 'clearly, we cannot assume they will be effective if they always:

insist on exactly the same standard_ of acceptability. What we can
perhaps 'assume. is that teacherS.need to be aware. of the potential they
have for creating confusion in the minds Of learners, given the typical

lack of precision, on the one hand, and the inconsistency (if only gap-,

parent) that 'seem to characterize their ;treatment -of -learner error.

This is no doubt familiar ground 'for any teacher trainer who gets
involved in Close analysis of ,student teachers' classroom performance.
The type of investigation discussed here would not .aim, perhaps, to do

more than provide sucli teacher. trainers-with/More refined tools for

their analysesanalytical tools that might faOilitate the .identification

of the different, error and error- treatment /types. Mare important,
however, would be the potential -contribution of such studies to our
understanding of teaching/learning -classrdom processes, an under-

,.

1 standing. that might, one clay relate error f eatments, to learning out

in a way that would do justice to th complexitieS of the :class-

room situation. .

There are, -then,'.three distinct but cl sely related foci for any
investigation. First of all (in logic if not in 'act) there is the possiBility,

: of improving our understanding of learner. ' ways of learning in class-

rooms. Secondly, there is the. possibility'Ofimproving'our understand-
ing of. the teacher's- contribution, for .g. od -or-411, to tRe learners'
learning.. And thirdly, there is the possibility ofdveloping -techniques

that would play some part in helping teach rs improve their classroom

skills.
Which ever ..focus is adopted, metho ological problems abound:

Observational studies are clearly essential, and FanseloW-has already

given all example Of how they might be co Educted (1974 TESOL Con-

Vention), but FanseloW 's seems almost the only example we have to

'date. Firstly, there is the question of the'ic entification of error. Given

a videotape recording --and a detailed tya script of ,a lesson,. can We

locat4 ail the eiro.r events' in it? Do we, nclude- 'failure to respond'

as an °Igor? If we di), then' we have the 1 roblem of identifying '-fail-

ures-to respond.' This may seem a trivial nobler , uutil we reflect that

.one would presumably Start by locating in 'the transcript those oc-
casion's whe're an elicitation was,:not followed by a, student response 'of
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Some kind. Perhaps, faced with such ;,railiire, the teacher would have
repeated the elicitation, or moved. to Another. learner: Going back to
the videotape,recor ng we might then notice that failure to respond is
'perhaps necessaril teacher-defined'j2.1.(althougli we may be hoping to
identify errors on xtetnal, teacher independent, criteria). The teacher
defines the-failur by intervening at a...certain point in time after the
original elicitati n. One moment later the learner might have begun
a perfectly acceptable response.

T Enlytes (pause)
I start d

S2 -I stot ed
(Lines 190-2 of the transcript in the Appendix)

Ina sense, the:teacher actually creates the faihire, then. Again, ' Silent
Way' tea hers present an intriguing exception, since they are tr illed
to wait ith infinite patience far beyond the point at which they
teacher. would intervene. In case it might appear that a trivial rob-
lem is being pointlessly exaggerated, reference . should perhaps be
made- t this point to Brophy and Good's (1974) major survey of-their
own nd .others'. work on eApectancy!4fects:

Teachers have been obserVed to proNid more time for high achieving
, students to respond than low aciiiiing students. The determinantsi

$f of this behaviour could include excessiiir inpathy for the student, teacher
anxiety, and lack of probing skills, amodigeothers. (330 -331)

Il

/Waitipg time, therefore, is a variable onwhich teachers do vary and
/ sometimes it would seem, in appropriately.. It would. be unwise, no

, I doubt, to attempt to ignore it in our investigations of teacheyS' be-/... haviour, and equally unwise to attempt to ignore 'failure to respond' q

in our inyestigatitns-of learners' behaviour. We include 'failure to a

respond' then,...betlf on the grounds that it.could.represent learner error
in an extreme form, and also on the converse grounds that it could
represent an :important aspect of (teacher behaviour that one might
want to., characterize as ' error creating.' .._...

,Having accepted 'failure to respond' as worthy of investigation,
but also having accepted that We may in so doing be investigating
error as. defined by the teacher's behaviour, we then, return to the
original problem of distinguishing. betWeen ',errors' and 'other class-

. in general terms? Clearly we, cannot define s errors only those events
i class-

room events. Is a teacher-behaviour-defined oncept of error acceptable

that get treated as errors, .overtly, in the ilassroo-ml since that would.
Theg irThe important- ouestioas. i

T I started at. Essex on the fifth of 0 tober. When did you start
(Nominates by gesture)

S4 I start in in Excess since the eleventh of January

9 6
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rt

When did you arrive? You arrived- -on. the eleventh of January, did

you? You must have started the next day, did you?
Lines 178-179

We are forced, I believe, to adopt George's (1972) definition of an
error as a form unwanted by the teacher or course designer. Jf we are
focussing on the teacher we may wish to investigate his orher
room behaviour by reference, to his or.her -cOnception of the target
language. We wcnild then ask the teacher to study:the videotape 'record-
ing and the transcript and help us locate all the events that involved
languige not acceptable in his or her view. So we would be accepting
a concept of error, defined by the teacher, but by the teacher's judge-
ment on reflection, not by the teacher's classroom behaviour, (the
distinction is Clearly important). In most cireu.mstalices that will

probably be the most satisfactory procedure: It was .followed-for the
purpose. of establishing the pilot. data on which this paper is based.
But we will need to.. find teachers who .are capable, of viewing .their

own teaching objectively, and such teachers may riot be representative
of the majority. They may be expected,- for example, to be more con

sistent in their acceptability judgements, if they are more 'objective'

generally.
If we are focussing on the learner, Men the above teacher-defined

(but post -..l oc) concept of error will appear even more problematic.
Firstly, learners may have their own conception of the target language.
Consider the case of-English speakers in Montreal being taught French
by.teachers from France itself, when they, as Canadian Learners, might
be aiming at Canadian French norms. The transcript was Made from
a. videotape recording of a class. of Venezuelan undergraduates being
taught, for the occasion,..by,a Canadian native English speaker, in an
English universitya fairly complex pattern.. of target languages, was
thus involved. In other circumstances, in au English grammar school,

for example, it is going to be possible sometimes to 'find learners who

are_ better informed about the target language (if only in:mil-Mr and

very particular ways) than their teachers having different target
languages in view or to find different learners in the same class. The
mere possibility of such cases makes it difficult to accept a purel
teacher-defined concept of error. or - .

A further possibility- would be to take the views of an independent
expert; if one is available, but here we rim the risk of an analysis that
misses the point because the target language, so defined,. is Aire target
neither. of the teacher nor of the learners AleceSsarily.

For -simplicity's sake we are going to,find ourselves trying to limit
our investigations to situations-where a. high degree,of'eonformity can
be expected between the views of teachers and learners as to . what
constitutes the target language. If we can also have teachers who are

9
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native speakers of the tq4get language; and make that language also
the native language of ourselves the researchers (who can thus act as

-the relatively independent experts) the whole situation can thus be
considerably simplified, but at some expense, of cdurse, since' most
language teachingthe world over is probably not in the hands of 'native
speakers of the target language.

All of the above worries, however, may have Suggested that errors
need to be categorized only in purely linguistic terms. This is clearly
not the case since even casual observatiQns-oNeacher-behaviour make
it apparent that the teacher is responding to more than the purely
linguistic -4. racteristics. of errors, and we need to reflect this fact in
our analyscs. For example, the severity of a teacher's reaction. may
depend more on a judgement of the amount, of effort the learner was
using than on any judgement of.the, extent of the deviation from' the
target language norms. For this sort of reason a trivial deviation, in
linguistic terms, may often be 'punished' more severely than a linH
guistically much more rious deviation, its very triviality being
sufficient proof that -only ca lessness could -have caused it.

Four major -Ways of cate orizing errors seem relevant to any study
of the treatment of error. hese are summarised below:
ERROR TYPE
A. LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION : 1. Content area

2. Skill area.
B. IMPORTANCE: (a) PRESENT : 3. Relevance to pedagogic focus.

Frequency
Number of learners affected.
Accuracy
Communicative effectiveness.
Interlingual inference.
Intralingual inference..
L2 learning strategy.
Communication strategy.
Teaching

C. SOURCE:

4.
5.

(b) FUTURE: 6.
7.

°8
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

'D. EASE OF CORRECTION:

Carelessness (including ob-
tuseness)

14. Stress (anxiety, fatigue,,etc.)
15. Factual ignorance
16. Teacher's competence.
17. Resources available.
18. Time available.

These are not mutually exclusive, of course. On the contrary, the
teacher's behaviour may need to be based on a categorization in all four
ways at once. Neither is,the order in which they are presented above.

9
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necessarily significant. It reflects logical simplicity, .perhaps,. but no
more. The 18 :sub-categories seem to be the Minimal number .that
will do justice to the facts that Observation has so far revealed. Most,

if not all, of them can be illustrated by reference to the transcript.
For example, it is clear, as far as one can tell, from the transcript that
many errors have been completely ignored. Sub category 3 (relevance
to pedagogic focus) is probably highly relevant to the teacher's be-

haviour, since many of the ignored errors are in no obvious way
related to the focus on dates and how to say them7. Sub category 15
(factual ignorance) is also frequently illustrated in the transcript,.
Wherever the teacher attempts to insist, as in lines .178-9:

rl

T When'dtd you arrive' You arrived on the eleventh of January, did you
You must have started the next day, did you?

on adherence to the truth about learners' recent movements.
This .analysis of types of errors will be refined as. observational

studies proceed. -Already' it suggests the complexity of the problem.
It is the sort of analysis one might use in studying a transcript, but

it is also an attempt to suggest the complexity of what lies behind
the classroom behaviour of the teacher. The teacher's error analysis
has to be 'instant'. He ar she cannot, unlike the usual error analyst,
just wait to see if an error is- statistically frequent before, he or she
reacts to it. And any treatment given, typically, is public, a fact that
has consequences of considerable complexity for the researcher as well
as for the teacher.

The key. task for the teacher, then, is firstly to sum up the whole
situation on the spot, and then to react .appropriately, in public, eon:
scious of the need to treat the problems. of the individual without mis-
leading or confusing-the other learners. In summing -up the situation;
the teacher may make simultaneous reference to any number of'.the 18
sub-categories of error type. He or she will also need very basic in-
formation of the following sort, and it may not be, in fact, readily
available:

1. What was actually said or done.
2. Who said or. did it.
3. What was meant by it.
4. What should have been said or done.

In addition the teacher may need to know:
5. What the native - language equivalent would be.

Armed with as ,much of this information- as is available (and the
teacher may have to probe the learner to establish 3, for example), the
teacher is...now perhaps in -a position to select from the. various treat-
meat options-open to him or her. The basic sevenlreatment--options-so

9)
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far established by observation are listed below, together with a further
nine possible. features of treatments. This analysis" is particularly
tentative, especially the distinction between `basic options' and 'pos-
sible features,' hence the continuous numbering from 1 to 16.
TREATMENT TYPE
A. BASIC OPTIONS : 1. To treat or to ignore completely.

2.. To treat 'immediately or delay.
3. To transfer treatment or not.
4.! To transfer to another individual, 'a

sub-group, or to the whole class.
5. To return, or not, to original error-

maker after treatment.
6. To call upon, or permit, another

learner (or learners) to provide
treatment.

7. To test for efficacy of treatment. .

B. POSSIBLE FEATURES : 8. Fact of error indicated.
9. Blame indicated.

10. Location indicated, .
11. 0.pportunity for new attempt given.
12. Model provided. -

13. Error type indicated.
14. Remedy indicated.
15.. ImproVement indicated.
16. Praise indicated:

The transcript contains an intrituing example of options 3 and 4,
when; in line 208:

T All together . . . (on the thirteenth of January)

the teacher apparently abandons a learner who almost Wilfully, it
seems, (see .error type 13) repeats an error of fact. The teacher deals
with the problem by asking the whole class to try to get it right. As
soon as they do the snb-topic 'is changed. '-

There an involuntary example of .option 6, on lines 193-4.
T (started

Sl (start

-when-one learner provides, a model response at the same moment as the
teacher:. Unfortunately the learner's model is both. incorrect and
persuasive, as we see hi line 196

I start on on Essess eh fourteen January
where the 'original error maker copies his fellow-learner, rather than

10U
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the teacher. The.teache'r takes up option 1 and ignores this particular
misfortune.

Of the poSsible features of error treatments, this particular teacher
tends- to indicate errors by modelling what should have been said, but
lines 185 -9 :

Sl I start at Essex on the thirteenth of January.
T On the thirteenth of January.
Si Yes
T Again
SI I start at Essex on the thirteenth of January.

suggest, since there is no evidence of learner-error in that bit of
the utterance the teacher chooses to model, that.this procedure is not
entirely systematic. The learners cannot be sure that any, repetition
of what they have said necessarily indicates error, nor that absence of
repetition indicates correctness.sPe lines 177-8

S4 I start in in Excess since the eleveath of January.
T When did you arrive? You arrived on the eleventh of January, did you?

You must have started this next day, did you?

The location of an error tends to be made by the modelling of only
a part of what the learner-has said. This i:educes the problem for the
learner, per taps, but does not necessarily locate the error with very
much precision. Again the device is not used with absolute consistency,
which could lead to considerable confusion. Lines 198-212:.

S2 Fourteenth January
T .I started at Essex on the thirteenth of January.

All right, Eulyees: On the thirteenth of Jan'uary . .

S2 On,the th-
T Thirteenth
S2 On the fourteenth of January
T of January
S2 of January
T on the thirteCtith of January
S2 on the fourteen of January
T All together (on the thirteenth of January

-SSS (on the thirteenth of January
on the thirteenth oT January

T All right. I started at Essex (Gesture for choral response)

.SSS I started at Essex on the thirteenth of January.

_ suggest a teacher focus on the factual incorrectness of the date quoted,
but 'stress is 'not .used. to isolate the date (it would have 'produced an
`artificial' utterance, of course, which the teacher might well haye
wish to avoid):' Iir additiOn line 204:

T of January
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could be! interpreted as indicating, a different location of the error
under attack, although in fact it seems more reasonable, for us as -.ob-
servers, to interpret this line., as indicating the Teacher's desire to use
what the learner had got correct to build up self-confidence and fa-
cilitate a fully correct utterance. It is not at all clear how the learner
in question perceived the situation, but it is clear that the learner
failed to change the date: Unfortunately what was said during the
cboral.practice is not recoverable from the recordinglines 210-212 :

SSS on the thirteenth of January
T All right. I started at Essex. (Gesture for choral response)
SSS I started at Essex on the thirteenth of January..

These few examples should serve to illustrate the suggested analysis ,
of error treatments. None of the above comments on the transcript is
intended. of course, to be interpreted as .constituting a statistically
teresting description of typical teacher behaviour.} In fact, the original
classroom recording was made simply for the purriose of providing..
pilOt data That would be useful in establishing the above analylical
frameWorks.

To pursue the analysis a stage further, towards the problem of
how learners may interpre-any given treatment on any given occasion
(and thus how a teacher will 'need to plan the .treatment, however
'instantly', to ensure the appropriate interpretation) it will be helpfill
to move from the complexities of real data to -the. relative simplicity
(if only for layout purposes) of constructed data. Consider the follow-
ing simulated sample of classroom discourse :

T When's yoin. birthday, Alvaro?
Alvaro Twelfth' November

T 1:1)1rai9; Now, Santos, when's your birthday?.
Santos Foiteenth of September

T No.. Listen: the fourteenth. Again

Assuming British English is the agreed target language, let us
imagine that Alvaro is known to the teacher as a 'careless learner who
does not repay indiVidual attention, since he makes no attempt to
learn from any feedback he gets.. Let us further imagine that Santos
is a keen. student, the converse of 'Alvaro, as far as the teacher is
concerned.

So, looking back at the (artificial) data, we see that the teacher
ignored the omission i>a Alvaro's utterance, perhaps because. he/she
felt. any time spent on then, Would' be wasted ; but. the teacher 're-..
fused to accept Santos''.. otherwise less. deviant utterance, pers(um-
ably because- he /she felt Santos would respond Well to correction.

' Nor, clearly, must the close analysis of one teacher's behavior be interpreted as
constituting a criticism of that behavior. It is only (though not merely, I hope)
an attempt at description and interpretation.
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But, the following questions arise:'
(i) Does Santos know thEtt Alvarro is careless?

Does Santos kbow that the teacher knows (or merely thinks)
that Alvaro is careless?

(iii) Does Santos know that the'teacher thinks that he .(Santos)
is -serious and can be expected to react well to correction?

(iv) 'Does Santos know that the teacher' has decided that Alvai;o's,,
carelessness is Alvaro's problem, not his, and therefore that
the teacher's treatnient of Alvaro is not to be Considered
reliable evidence of what is or ,is not accepta-ble?

(v) Does Santos know, in fact, that the teacher's use of 'Okay'
was not meant to indicate approval any more than his use
of `No' was. meant to indicate climplete rejection?

if all the answers are affirmative, and if all the other leainers,
including Alvaro, are equally aware of.the situation, no confusion will
have been generated. But what rio. it do we have to aAsunie_ affirybative
answers? For subjects 'other tha nguages. learners it may seem
quite reasonable to assume that the learners in a class (especially after
some years together) will know the ruleS of the game very well, given
that they_are familiar with each other and are operating in their native
language: But languct-ge learners, especially learners away from home,
are likely to find themselves among strangers, and trying to learn the
rules' of a game played in the very language they are learning. The
fact that learners do cope, arc lo even learn sopething of the target
language in class, is perhaps to be taken more as evidence of the
higlily complex.patterns of behaviour humans take for granted (with-
out a thought for the researcher!) than as evidence of any unncessary
complexity in the analysis.

.If SOntos, however, is unaware of the teacher's intentional dif-
ferential treatment of himself and Alvaro, then all sorts of interpreta-'
tions are open to him as to the facts of the language: and the meaning
-of-thele.acher's behaviour. For example:

(i) Absence of the is wrong for rourtee)miliof September-biit
.(a) optional for T!eelfth.November
(b) obligatory for Twelfth November,
.(e) presence of -of-- necessitates- presence of time
and
.(d) absence of of necessitates absence or 'optionalizes presence

of °the,
etc., etc.

(ii) Absence of the is always wrong but:
(a) T failed to notice with Alvaro,
(b) T is victimizing Santos,-

10
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or (c) T is being easy on arO,-
SP: T is unreliable, unfair,rmconsistent.

This' additional type of andis, in terms of the interpretations
open to the learner (or learners). u,st 'any complicates the whole
research prOblem considerably. It suggests a further set of problems
for teachers too, who must, we ussuilie,*attempt-to avoid confusion in

classroom-. Teachers need a ways predicting the interpretations
their behaviour *ill give rise to. T4 effectiveness of their treatment
of erroi; will depend on how it is _per4ived rather than on what it 'is'.
or-is intended to be. Teachers' behaviur, inqurn,*will depend on how
they perceive the 'learner or learners they are dealing with. The folL
lowing factors, at least, are going to be relevant:

1. Individual differences, e.g. personality type; first language, culture, '
cognitive style, intelligence, aptitude. eto.

2. Past. history, e.g. .

. . a.

academic record,- errors previously observed, treatment types
previously used, etc.

3. Current state, e.g.
motivation, anxiety level, arousal level, level of aspiration,
fatigue, etc.

Space does not permit the development of this type of analysis to
the original logical problem of the learners' interpretation of -negative
and positive instances of the target language, and ,0f, the teacher's
need to help the learners reach thecorreCtinterpretations of the target
langunge.

This paper has attempted to indicate both the wealtlrof interest and
the.rnethodological complexity that confront the researcher investigat-
ing the hinguage teacher's treatment of learner error. This
ary work, abased on data only, has. permitted the elaboration of
analyses that need to be refined- by further observational studies.
.Enough has been done` already to lend support to the original judge-
inent that the treatment of the error variable would prove extremely
interesting to stud:, but it should be Pointed out that nothing has yet
been done (by the researcher) to establish the liedagogical importance
of the.variable. This remains a sadly distant aim, Init. one that must not
be allowed to move out of sight.

Ip

APPENDIX
Extract from a. lesson recorded at Essex University, England, February 1-975

176 'I' X started. at Essex, en. the fifth. of Octocher. When did you start I (Nominates by
gesture)

Si I start in in Excess since the eleventh of January.
T When did you arrive? You arrived on the eleVenth of January, did yout You must

have started the next day, did your
180 82 (the eleventh of January

1U'



S5 ( the twelfth
S5 No, I we start atth th
T on the thirteenth of January

When did you 'start at Essex? (Nominates by gesture)
185 S1 I. start at Essex on the thirteenth of January

T On the thirteenth of January.
S1 Yes
T -Again:\
Si I ostart at,.Essex on the-thirteenth of January
T' Eulyccs (pause)

I start .d
S2 I stot ed
T (star d
S1 (sta t

1'95 S2 I ( , ) .Aside to S1 in Spanish
Iestart on wfEssess eh fourteen January.

T
S2 Fourteenth January

started at Essex ion the thirteenth of January.
All right, Eulyees: on the thirteenth of January : . .

S2 On the th
T Thirteenth
S2 on the fourtecUth of January
T of January

205 S2 of January.
/ T ,orf the thirteenth of January. c...,

S2 On the fourteenth of January
T All together . . : , (on the thirteenth of January i7

SSS ( on the thirteenth of J. unary
210 on the thirteenth 'of January. '

T All right. I started at Essex. (Gesture for choral response)
SSS Icstarted at Essex on tlie thirteenth of January.
T Good. Good .--

.

Were you at University before/

Notes on Transcript

,Line
177 Many errors relatively weak learner chosen
178 Above errors ignored, except for error against truth concerning :a ea
180-2 Learners sorting out truth. Errors of pronunciation, person and 'tense

subsequently. ..
183 T models full correct date,phrase
185 Tense form error e

186 T confirms correct phrase, ignores tense form ,q rror.

188 T requests repeat
189 Tense form error again
190 T ignores above error and renominates
191 S2 hesitates; T models start of utterance
192 Pronunciation error
192-3 T remodels but so does SI, repeating own tense -form error
195-6 S2 seeks SI's help., in Spanish, then copies S1 rather than T
198 52 spontaneously selfcorrects 'fourteen' to 'fourteenth'
199 T remodels full correct uttera nye. No emphasis on factual error
200 T acknowledge 52's difficulties, and remodels final phrase
201 S2 pauses after 'th'
203 S2. repeats factual error
204 T ignores factual error, repeats what S2 got right
206 T remodels correct phrase
207 S2 repeats factual error, omits 'the'
208 T transfers treatment to whole class
213-4 T praises satisfactory choral responses and changes sub-topic.
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Language Planning iii a Multilingual
i Community in the U.S.

JOHN C. LOVAS
Foothill College, los Altos, California

,.;

The problem of doing language planning in a multilingual com-

munity in-the United States has built into it the difficulty of identifying

a starting point, or, at least,- of identifying,' the pOsition and perspective

of the planner. Because much of the literature. on language planning
has grown out of the needs and experiences of developing .nations,

less attention has been given to langtfage-- planning "in developed
,,countries such as the United. States. Perhaps this fact explains some

.appareqlimitafions in the way some scholars have looked at language
:planning. Let me cite two examples and explain tfie diffi'culties' they

`seem. to Piose for approaching language planning in a multilingual0 0
community. in the 'U.S.-: o , `-

Good planning theory, therefore, explicitly recognizes the -supremacy- of the

expressed preference a' a defined political community (which we will assume

to.eoincide with a speech community ... and which according to our-definition

of planning isa nation). [Eiriphasis mine) (Jernudd 1973: 12)

Oai- understanding of planning implies that -the decision - makers choose a.

satisfactory, or even optimal, course of action but withia. limits of giiien

amounts of - resources and °only9in order to reach the goals that have been
approved by the political authority. [ Emphasis mine] (Jernudd & Das

Gupta 1971: 198-199)

The first statem\nt'adopts a convention that is fairly con-kon,.namely,
.

, _ ....

using the nation as the basic unit for considering language plaid-ling.

Most writers acknowledge that language planning also goes on at
various levelS within-the nation, but decide in favor of the nation-unit

when developing models, typologies, and definitions (Ferguson 1966,

Kloss 1968, 'Rustow 1968, Sernudcl 1973). But using the nation as
a basepoint seems inappropriate' in the U.S. if one is interested in
planning for maintenance or dcvaloprnent of multilingual,cornrnunitios.,
There is no natioual 'policy; nor agency, ,nor framework for such

''planning. Two recent' instances` of national`-policy' regarding 'non-

English languages (the Bilingu 1 Education Act and the Supreme
Court decision in Lau v., Nichols were actually° both the result of
political, efforts based .. regionally or .locally on behalf of political-
linguiStic 'minorities. That brings me to .the second statement, which
seems to limit language planning to goals eAablislied by existing
political authority. That statement, at least on the surface, seems
to wave, a red flag in the face of speech communities which are-
linguistic and political minorities and whose members' consider them-

'
.
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selves oppress'ed by the political -and linguistiF majority'. At least,
that seems certain to- be the reaction of many Chicanos, Puertolticams,
Native Americans, and other oppressed people in the United States,
Here, eVen if we consider. planning on a regional, state, or municipal
lovel, linguistic minorities may find many objections to goals approved
by the Political authority (e.g., state legislatures, school boards, city,-
councils). .

Thus, focusing language planning on the nation and goals set by.
established authority inthe United States Could easily niean inexorable
movement toward -.elimination- of all multilingual ponimunities in the
country. The U.S. is prepared to prOtect the right of individuals (the
Bilingual Education AO and Lan v. Nichols are .both conceived as
ways of remedying, educational deficiencieS of individual students of
limited Engligh-spehking- ability) in the matter of language, especially-
iii i:eiation to formal schooling. But no recognition is taken of the
right of an non-English speaking community to maintain or develop
itself. For "these reasons, I find it 'difficult to approach this question
from a _national view and within the goalS approved r y pre,sent and
past political authority:?; Instead,-- I would like to approach the ques-
tion using community as the .baSic unit and assume non-governmental
-entitiesmaybe d .source of goat-setting. In short,\\ in the MS.,- it
seems to me quite possible for ,a local community to p' an the mainte-
nance or development of a langmige other than Englisii without any.
formal, legislated' change In current national policieS. &rd attitudes
regarding such goals. .-

The nest step is to clarify the notion of "-community:" There
4- are two senses in which this concept is Useful here. The-l'first sense is

the .geo-political or legal sense in w h 1 state, a county, a city;,
school district (or some combination o such entities) are seen as a
community. This "legal" community has .orne established processes
for developing policy, Such legally defined milt-nullities may be very
diverse linguistically.; some may be, quite ho logeneous. The second
svise of "community" is one Oittracteri7.e, ) by demographics and
(b) by some collective .awareness, or consciousness. ;This sense" of the
word involVes notonly identifying numbers of peoPle on such variables'
as age, sex, ethnicity, religion, mother tongue, other tongue, etc., but
also identifying those groups with common.. demOgraphic...character-
iStics which exhibit or are attempting- to build a common feeling that is .

both. culture and language specific' (e.g., gemutlichkeit., carnafisrMo.
soul). For reasons of simplicity, I. will refer to the first sense of
community as "community of law" and to the second as."coMmunity
of spirit." I hope to shoW the importance and usefulness of this dis-
tinction in later sections of this paper..

With these conceptual preliminariog worked out, I" would like to
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return to my basic concern: what kind of language planning might .a\'

multilingual community in the U.S. enagage in?' I can now deal with
this question by assuming that "multiltingual community in the.U.S."
refers tq a"community oispirit" which:has manifested concern about
remaining bilingual or expressed interest in developing and expanding
its language codes and language functions (Haugen 19et6). -Under these

conditions, slightly modified version of the language planning pro-
cess des-crilyed 10.1. Joan Rubin (1971) could provide a framework for
'planning. 'Rubin describes four stages: fact-finding, planning (goals
strategies, outconaes) `and fcedbnek. 'However, snTOP
generalized goal-setting 'occurs before fact-finding. The very .expres-
sion of a desire for language maintenance or development by members
or representatives of a community .1-)f spirit sets an initial goal: Such
expressions are the impetus to fact:finding, which:;Rubin (1971: 218)

describes this way: .

.. the planner must investigate the existing setting 'to ascertain what the
problems art, 'is iiewe both by porsons Who execute the plan and 'by
persons who will he tar ets of the pklan.'

.Fact-finding should vole two processes :; (a) conirminity self-
study, which members and .1,aders of the community of spirt assess'

''_:_i_lac--socirl;-eitltiraI, politicel,nnd economic factOrs relevant to lanouage
use with the community:; (b) dialogue between repreSentatives obf the

community of spirit and language planners; politicians, educational
leaders, and buSiness leaders, which aims at communicating the results

,,7of the community self-study ,to. appropriate non-community members.
as well a's at obtaining "expert" - assistance in critically analyzing the
self=study` In those communities of spirit without skilled language ,ex-

=perts, I conceive some ideal form of dialogue, comparable to the best :

traditions of. ethifography, and linguistic fieldwork, in which the coin-
memberTplanner and the scholar-planner meetas equals, each

recognizing the' other's special competence and "expertness." In fact,
this section owes much to 'the thinking of Paulo Freire (1970), ,who

has helped develop and make Idiniol a radical and apparently sue-
Cessful approach t developing adult literacy among oppressed people.
"Central to his' approach is the 'assumption that such people already_
haves considerable knoWledge of their language and' culture and simply

need to develop critical awareness of it through dialogue ino prqqess
Freire conscienti9ttiori."

This process of dialogue should be ongoing. and would move rather.
naturally into the next stage, the 'actual planning." According to
Rubin, the task,bere to "establish goals, 'elect the means (strat-

The language of this passage may reflect one of the problems of conceiving language
planning in national terms. Thp words "execute" and "targets" are unfortunate and
likely not co*nant with the aspirations of a comragnity spirit.
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egies), and predict the outcome"- (1971: 219). It is here that memberS
of the community of .spirit and decision makers in the relevant..com-
munities of law would assess. the usefUlness of bilingual-bicultural
eduCation programs as one of the strategies to accomplish particular
goals of language maintenance and language development. I Will ex-

, plOre this question more fully in a later section.) Once the goals are
specified, based on data gathered earlier, the -Major task in this stage
is deciciing:whichtaspectS of language. require formal treatment-.(e.g.,
standardization, codification, second language teaching, media develop-
ment) and.which aspects may best flourish without formal, conscious'
treatment. An inherent assumption here is that not all aspects of
language maintenance or development benefit from professional teach-
ing (Mich 1973, Freire 1970).

Once those decisions are made, the process enters the implementa
tion stage., Actually, the very process of community self -study will
likely cause some actions to be taken and cause others to be avoided
within the community of spirit itself. Other decisions will not be clear
until the dialogue process is 'entered into, but some of these may lead
to actions,. or decisions against action, solely within the community
of spirit. Other aspects of implementation will necessarily involve one
or more communities of law' and thus implementation will involve.
schemes of cooperation between the various communities involved.
The processes of implementation within 'the community of spirit may
differ significantly from-those 'conducted in. cooperation with com-
munities of law.

In the final stage of Rubin's outlineLfecdbackactual outcomes
are assessed and then compared with the -planned outcomes. This
Process provides data for reconsidering One or more of the preceding
stages. Again, much of the feedback and revision process may take
place within the- community of spirit, including an assessment of the
impact, of actual outcomes on 'the proceSses and attitudes ,adopted by
decision-makers in .the relevant..communities of -law. Regarding "the
dynamics of this process, Rubin (1971: 220) says

It is important' to emphasize that planning must he seen as .a continuous
-process. All of the decisions of the planner will need to be reviewed regularly
because the"-goals of the decision-niakers arc in a state of continuous -change,
because the means and their assessment are always changing, and because
the environment is constantly changin....-Morebver, any given plan is subject
to change heraitse the policy makers ''themselves may also change.

In short, language planning is not likely to be a neat, orderly, highly
predictable activitynor shoUld it- be,. any more than language itself
ought, to be neat, 'orderly, and predictable._

What I haVe. attempted thus far is to outline a pattern of how
language ,planning might proceed in the United -States. in a multilingual

lip
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,
community, assuming that the community wishes to maintain or de-.
'velop the bilingualism of its members. I have taken this approach
sincei given the overwhelming dominance of English in both official
and 'everYdaY life, one of the chief ..,easolis for language planning and
language policy in the U.S. should be cultivation of non-English speak-
ing communities.. (This is consonant with Rubin's description. of
Neustupny 'S "cultivation approach" which is most often found in
modern industrial societies [Rubin 1973].) Since there is little hope
that Minority linguistic communities can achieve political dominance
nationally, it seems unlikely that the best -interests of these commun-
ities can be. served by planning and policy .developed nationally.. In-
evitably, a national plan will be' dominated by speakers. and advocates.
of- the already dominant language. Thus; if there is any hope of
maintaining and developing multilingual communities in the U.S., it
lies within those communities. Plans for their survival must come
f.romcommunity members. themselves.

With those assumption in 'mind, I- would nowjlike to focus on
a',specific, hypOthetieal inultilingunteommunity in the U.S. to illustrate
sonde implications of the outline presented above, especially as they
apply to education and schooling. The .hypothetical' setting for this
community in .a small -.suburban California city (pop. 66,000)...The
relevant comm unties of law are the city council, two elementary School
boards, a high schoocl bOard, and.a community college board of trttstees.
The non English spehkino. .population Within the city boundaries, is
slightly less. than 30% of the .tOtal. Estimates of the distribution of
languages :based on ethnic surveys. made by the county produce these
figures :

Chicano 15% Chinese 3

. -Latino, 5% Japanese 1%
Filipino 4% . .0thers2 1%

The'dominant socio- economic characteristics are middle class (pi s-
sional and white collar), though a sizeable minority of residents are
working dos-S. about one-third of these being union members. No
member of- any of the linguiStic minorities mentioned hold's a seat on
city council. One elementary school board has a Chicano member; the
other elementary board has a Japanese member, .a person who knows
the language, but no longer ,uses it in his own home. No minority
members sit on the high 8C110.01 or community .college boards. .

The hypotheticalcommunity of spirit whiclilms manifested concern
about maintenance of its language is the Chicano community, whose',
members live priMarily in three different areas of the city, only .one of

'This category reflects great diversity of languages and small numbers of speakers
per language. Instances of every major language family in the world are found.

1 11
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which can be considered a barrio. The primary manifestation of
Chicanistho or cartialismo is through a local organization called the--
Chicano Coalition (in other cities, this function-rnight be served by a
local chapter of LULAC, MAPA,. or MECHA). Activities of the
Coalition include support of a local health facility for poor people,
monitoring of a private non-profit welfare services organization, de::
velo- pment and implementation of affirmative action in city hiring, in
vestigation of flagrant instances of discrimination, and pressuring local
school districts to be more responsive to the needs of Chicanos. This
group also coordinates the annual Cinco de Mayo observation in the
city and sponsors several social and cultural event. for Chicanos
(dances, speakers, films etc.) throughout the year. Coalition meetings/
are conducted in SpaniSh With some English translationS' in summary:
form for those who have difficulty -keeping. up with Spanish. Until
recently, the Coalition .functioned sporadically, becoming most active
when a particular issue or project required attention. 'Now, however,
the Coalition 'seems more Organized and more syStematic in its efforts
to promote la raza. A frequent. concern .mentioned during Coalition
meetings is the perceived decline in the use of.'Spanish by children in
the community. Fears nre _often expressed that-letting the language
.fall; into disuse will mean that an important link- to. their historical
and cultural heritage will be lost to these children and, ultiMately, to
the community. GiVenthis background, T would like to illustrate how
language planning as. I have discussed itmight take place.

The preliminary goal of the enY9-rnunity. of spirit is simply mainte-
'nance of the language in those domains where it is now used. Planning

latinin reo to that goal begins when a group of Coalition members.
.forma committee to discuss ways of encouraging the use of Spanish
by young people in the community. In my outline of the planning Pro--.
Cess, the first 'fact-finding would .occur through community self-stndy.
To accomplish this, the coalition committee might precipitate extensive
discussion among- themSelves, among other coalition' members, and
among as many 'other community members as will. 'tolerate. it.- The
discussion .would likely include relative importance of Spanish 'and-
English.within,various domains, such as family, friends, church, school,
work, goVernment,- merits of the particular Varieties of Spanish. and
English used 'within the community, influences (such as print and
electronic media) that seem 'to be causing some shift -away from
Spanish for some speakers and some domains ; the relationship of

/ -Chicano :language concerns to those of other communities- of spirit
in the city. However, unless this connnunity included members ; who
were.trained in sociolinguistics, the social psychology of language, or
other. spoCialized fields, the discussions would not be 'conducted in these
technical, terms. Instead, they would probably be. in everyday language,

'4;
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and include various folk beliefs about language. I stress this point, be-
cause I .think it may be essential to the goal of 'maintenance that mem-
bers of a particular community discuss'and consider in their own terms.
what is important to them in their language code and language use,
so that they may more 'effectively evaluate the kinds of facts about
language that professional language planners (linguists, teachers,
political scientists) may be able to provide.

. Let me illustrate the kind of conflict' that can 'develop when a dif-
ferent process of planning is attempted. .Recently the American As-
sociation of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese ( AATSP)' issued a
report (Gaarsler 1971) containing recommendations for teaching native
speakers of Spanish in their mother tongue. The report asserted two
basic assumptions Prior to presenting specific 'recommendations: (1)
Spanish in the IT.S. is "as Worthy of usea,rid deVelopinent as ta-Span-
ish of any other region of the world "; (2) the profession of Spanish
teachers seeks to join, hands' with the near ten million speakers of
Spanish in the U.S. in their common causethe Spanish language: But
having said that, the report asserts its major linguistic goal is to "give
the learner full command of and literacy in world standard Spanish.''

''Here the professionals-had already decided what was best for the corn,
munity prior to the community defining its own goals. Not surpris-
ingly, a Chicano linguist, Eduardo Hernandez-,Ch. (1972a : 6) has re
sponded to the AATSP report in thisway.

. . our primary rationale for learning and maintaining Spanish is not:so

that it' will serve ns.a link to Latin ikuiel'ica, but so that it will become a

strengthening and reinforcing bond for chicanismo within our own corn

nrunities. .Standard Spanish will not only detract us from this goal, it mill,

be an alienating factor. We cannot go into our comniunities to talk to the'

people in standard Spanish'and expect to effectively .gain g feeling of eon-

flanza and carnalismo. To do this naturaly and effectively, we must use the

language of the people, our language, Nebo.

If the Hernandez-Ch. view reflects that of many Chicano communities,
.then the profession of .Spanish teachers may have great difficulty in
"joining hand" with Chicanos in order to teach them world standard.
Spanish.

Thus, out after the community self-studya summary deScription
of the ideas and opinions expressed during the study-discussion pro- :

cess,-has been completed should fact-finding move into formal, tech-
nical sociolinguistic'. studies, Even then, these studies should be con-

, dncted jointly by language experts and community members, thus
providing some of the latter' the opportunity to develop sociolinguistic
inquiry skills. The questions to be studied in this way will be
fOcused and :constrained by the results of the self-study: Thus, if this
community had expressed a clear preference for extending. Chicano

1
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Spanish to the school domain, formal inquiry' should focus on issues
of codification and availability of resources (teachers and written ma-
terials), but not on standardization. On the other hand, if the com-
munity found itself diVided between Chicano Spanish advocates and
standard Spanish advocates, then.. this question would be an obvious
one for formal fact-finding. The .dynamics of language planning are
such that members-of this Chicano community might revise their ideas--
of the information they, need after experts have indicated possibilities
not previously considered: No doubt some information on the existing
language. situation (e.g., how accurate are the estimates based on the
ethnic survey?) and the conditions .favorable to maintenance Would
be required (FiShmai & Lovas 1970.; Rabin 1971),. As for the tech-
niques of 'data-gathering in the formal aspect of fact-finding, several
Methodologies already exist (language surveys,: attitude studies,
ethnographies). Again, the choice of methodology should be made
jointly between. community members and language, experts, to insure
conefuence with the community's language goals:

Irr, many ways, the next stage) is the crucial one in the planning
process. Here, goals are set, strategies are chosen` and outcomes are
predicted (or at least assumed). The important task for the planners
is to insure that the community is aware of the full range of alterna-
tives in, both goals and strategies. To 'illustrate, ;if the goal in our
mythical community is to. develop the use of Spanish. among, children
in the domains of home, friendship, and church, the Alternatives pre-
sented should not be simply, a dualrfiedium language program in grades:,
K-6 versus offering Spanish for Spanish speakers in grades K-12.
Given this goal, an alternative such as an adult literacy program in
Spanish for parents and others. who care for children should be
Considered' And the educational setting need not be limited to the

.
.

schonl. Perhaps such alternatiVes as condliciiivtliu-SpwiTi'sh literacy
prograin at work places and child care centers 'should be weighed
against 'a more, traditional school setting. On the othei- band, if the
community goal...were to develop bilingual and bicultural competence
in the domains Of work and schatthen one major strategy could be
some kind of bilingual schooling.- Tiowever, it doesn't seem likely that
Schooling alone would be sufficient for achieving such a goal. Tn this
case, giving preference in jobs to bilingual_ applicants or of developing
high-paying jobs with bicultural prerequisites may be 'necessary al-
ternatives to-consider. As- before, the members of the community of
spirit filust actively assent to the goals and the strategies chosen to
achieve those goals. And it should be understood that a community
that chooses not to make any, conscious efforts to manipulate their
language .situation has incfact chosen one possible strategy to achieve

;(-its goal.
(.
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. .

Another aspect of this "actual planning" stage is consideration of
. whether the plan can .be implemented within the present resources

(people, materials,. funds, time) of the community of spirit or whether
implementation requires the approval and cooperation of one or more
comniunities_ of law. In this latter case,. the concept of a community of

--spirit may be particularly useful.. Often, when proposals are made to,
scheadistritts to provide a bilingual program for a particular language
group, somedecision-makers throw up their hand with a panicked, "I
suppose tomorrow:the-Hungarians will'want the same, thing!" Several
'justices of the U.S. Supieme-Court struggled with the same question
in the Lau case, of deciding hoW-Many speakers of a language there
must be before the school provides. a pecial program for them. As
one justice put it, "numbers are at the very heart-of this case" (S.F..
Chronicle 1974). In fact, numerical criteria have been-nsed_to, define
"major. languages in the U.S. (Ferguson 1966 : 321) and the-new_
Philippines constitution uses numerical criteria for determining the
languages into which the constitution will be translated (Sibayan,
1973). But 500 ,people who. speak German, yet who have little ',inter-
action and no real sense of community, should not have the same claim
On the school's resources, as 300 speakers of Navajo 'who. interact fre-
quently and who do constitute a community of spirit. Thus, the concept
of a community of spirit could be a. basis for considering the kind of
responsibility the school has: only communities may make claims:for
programs aimed at maintaining or developing socially-based bilingual-
ism ; individuals 'may only make claims for foreign language programs
aimed at developing individual bilingual competencies (e.g., Hungar-
ian in the example above may reasonably expect English teachirig that
recognizes him/her as a non-native speaker, but unless he/she can
show evidence of a local Hungarian "-community of spirit," he/she
has no basis for demanding 'a bilingual or bicultural progrAm): In
other words, responsibility for maintaining community bilingualism
rests with community inStitutions7'both public and private,;.

. The next phaseimpleMentationin theory simply means carrying
out the plan. In .practice, it will require members, of the "community
of spirit" to maintain continuous involvement and monitoring to insure ,

impleMentation goes. according to plan. If the implementation- is
largely by and through community of spirit' members, this task 'should'
be much simpler than if it also requires involvement of one or more
communities of law. Thus, if 'in our mythical community, the adopted
plan calls for adult literacy programs in Spanish at work sites and
child care centers, organinzing of classes and the teaching could
all be conducted by members of the community, whether they are pro
fessionally certified or not. And if the feedback phase shows that

I 1 '5
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changes and revisions are necessary, such adjustment will be easier
tto make iPfewer agencies are involved.

To sum up : most language planning conceives the nation as the
basic planning unit. In my view, that very choice may have undesirable
consequences for minority linguistic communities, especially in a
country like the United States where the majority language is so .

powerful in relation fo- all other languages. For this reason, I propose
using a *community of spirit as the basic unit for planning.. On that
basis, I have tried to show how language 'planning proCesses might
be used to promote the goals of such a community of spirit.
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A Philosophical-Psychological Perspective of Linguistic
Variances Found among Sianish-speaking Americans

ATILANO A. VALENCIA
New Mexico Highlands University

INTRODUCTION
Dialectal selectivity and emphasis are among the most significant -

questions confronting bilingual educator's in the United States. Sev-

eral factors must be analyzed in selecting dialects for,bilingual devel-

opment and as facilitating components in the learning process.
Dialectal variances, socio-cultural factors, institutional practices as-
sociated with language usage, and _psychOlogical variables related to
bilingualism and biculturalism must be examined in-choosing dialects

for bilingual education. the theme Of this paper gives particular
reference to Spanish language variations and psychological-philosoph-
ical factors associated with Spanish - English bilingualism and bilingual

education.
With respect to linguistic variances found among. contemporary

speakers of Spanish, decision-ma'kers must ascertain whether to
use the regional dialect or the "standard"t dialect in the educational
process. In -terms.of the former, they must consider the question of the
regional `dialect as a viable medium of communication; and in reference

to the latter, they must consider- the bilingual advantage of having
facility in an internationally recognized dialect.

Would. it be advantageous simply to place educational emphasis on

the standard dialect and, therefore, allow the- regional dialect to
_diminish in usage and finally disappear?' Or would it be desirable to
recognize the regional dialect as a viable communication medium and
to further its acceptance as one of the contemporary languages in-the.

world?

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF LINGUISTIC CHANGES
IN SPANISH,

Historically, the tremendous influence of Latin in the formation
of various contemporary Romance languages is well established. Yet,
in time, both the classical and plebeian .Latin versions were replaced

by several vernacular styles (Spaulding 1971:33). From among the

various Latin-based ,vernaculars that evolved among the European
"countries, one was eventually selected -for governmental and other
institutional purposes. in each country. These, then, gained recognition

The "standard" Spanish dialect is herewith defined as the (prescriptive) cOmmuni-
cation medium principally used for educational and other institutional purposes in
the majority of the Spanish- speaking countries.

141
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as the standard and national dialects. In Spain,. Castilian emerged as.
the national dialect. While it gained prestige as the 'language of the
schooled person, it did not completely extinguish the use of other_
dialects ; i.e., Catalan, Gallego, and Basque. While Castilian is used.
on a national basis, especially where it is educationally, economically,
politically, and socially advantageous, vernacular styles are still found
in family and related socio-cultural activities.

The abovementioned phenomenon also has occurred in the Americas.
Through the centuries, linguistic changes, influenced' by several im-
pinging 'factors created language styles unique to groups Of
people in this'kmisphere (Hertzler 1965:.. 142). American English,
Brazilian Portuguese, Canadian French' and Latin American Spanish.
are generally undeistood by European speakers° of the mother lan-
gauges ; however, a number of linguistic features. (variations in in-
tonational patterns, pronunciation of phonemes, and colloquial expres-
sions)- distinguish the aforementioned lang.uages in the Americas from
the European 'versions.

Linguistic variances also are found among Spanish-speaking 'groups
hi the various countries in the Americas. As an example, linguistic
variances (hid commonalities are apparent. among Spanish-English
bilingual groups in the United States. The largest representative
groups of Spanish-English bilingual Americans ate the Chicanos,
Cubans, and 'Puerto Ricans. While some distinctive features are ap-
'parent, in their ancestral and national references, a common Hispanic
ancestral base exists, w'hiCh, enables them to carry inter-group coin-

- munications. in Spanish. Specifically, linguistic differences appear in
intonation, rhythmic patterns,, enunciation of :Several phonemes, re-.-
gional expressions, and to a small degree in .syntax: Some variations
also appear in the Spanish spoken within these three cultural groups.
These variations must be analyzed for .consideration in bilingual edu- .

cation., Subsequent sections in this essay will show that this problem
is not insurthountable ; forthe standard dialect, coupled with references
'to regional dialects, -can be readily applied in the educational pi.Oces.s.

SPANISH LINGUISTIC VARIATIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES .

A comprehensive linguistic study of SpaniSh usage among
Chicanos will reveal several unique features. Among them are
archaismoi, anglieismos, pachuquismoS, and regional intonational
styles. The linguistic' variations found within the Chicano poPula-
tion' depend. on geographical location, educational level, income and
occupation, proximity to' the Mexican border, pergentage of Spanish
speakers in the region, political ideology and philosophy, and impact
and influence of recent Mexican immigration (Valencia 1972: 6). The
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linguistic variations in th4 Spanish- speaking group especially appear
in degree of proficiency in either or both-languages, with some small
variations in intonational style and regional expressions.

-1-knglicisrrios (Hispanicized English words) generally appear in the
Spanish of many Chicano bilinguals throughout the country,- Archa-

_ismos__(16th and 17th cerqury terms); are found with higher frequency
among northern-WeiV"Mexican And while the intonational style of
Chicano Spanish. speakers near the Mexican border tend to resemble
that of Mexican speakers across the border, this tends to vary where
the influence- of the monolingual Mexican speaker is relatively.absent.
In an educational and socio-cultural perspective, however,.. intonational -
andrhythmic variances can be dismissed as relatively insignificant.

Chicano bilinguals, with a language dorninanee, in English, usually
.reflect residual English linguistic features in Weir spoken Spanish.

For example,,the Spanish "11" sound usually is not given the emphasis
that themonolingual Spanish speakey applies ;. i.e., caye for calleand.
mia for (Bowen 1972: 159). Yet, as bilingual Chicanos increase
thei frequency Of communication in Spanish with monolingual
speakers of the language, residual English. linguistic sounds gradually
disappear. This is. a characteristic that does not readily occur among...
Anglo2 (Spanish-English) bilinguals, who hay developed varying de-

.- grees of proficiencY-in Spanish after their childhood years:. This lends
credence to the hypothesis that native proficiency in a language is
directly related to early-exposure 'ffrid development, espeetallril the

: soundsare extended by native speakers of the language. .

While the agreement of adjectives and articles with their nouns is
a 'trouble-some characteristic of .Spanish. for monolingual English-
speakers, the Chicano bilingual will require minimal development in
this lirigirislic feature. This is based on the fact that all nouns' in
Spanish are given -a masculine or feminine gender. Except for a corn-

.
paratively few masculine terms ending in "a," Chicano bilinguals, ir-
respective of forMal instruction in. Spanis'11,-. generally- maintain this
syntactic agreement in their Spanish communication. And through
bilingual education, Chicano bilinguals will learn to correctly. identify
and classify masculine nouns with an "a "ending. Some oft these nouns
axe: el problema, el sistenta, el telegrama, and el, tong.

The following are selected ,.examples of `linguistic Variations re-
fleeting phonemic substitutions, deletions, additions, and transposi-
tion's, especially found among northern New.1.1exico Spanish speakers
(Dominguez 1974: 17-71).

'The term "Anglo" is used in this paper with reference to .geherals cultural char-
acteristics, which have evolved in the. United States, having their origin with' the

'English colonists and incorporating political, economic, social practices and values
that have influenced the daily lives of the majorliy of the American English-speaking
population.

120.
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ii

Standard Spanish Northern New Mexico Spanish
,

, aunque aunque, unque
aire aigre
Eugenio Ugenio
ndividuo individO a
paciencia pacencia ..

.:. hueso gueso
maestro mestro
peor pior
soldado soldao
verdad verdn.
abuela , ahuela, agiiela
humo jumo
cuchillo cuchin
entonces antonces

..asi asina
el agua 1 l'agua
los pies los pieses ,

ellas eas
somos Samos
hablaste . hablates
vi vide
entrega entriciga
aprieta apreta
periodico papal

Although the abovementioned variations reflect phonetiC substitu-
tions,. additions, transpositions, or deletions, all contain Spanish
phonetic elements. Some of the variations are unique to. New Mexico,
while others also are found' among Spanish speakers in other parts of
the world; i.e., soldao for soldadoipa for yam, l'agua for el agua, and
vide for vi.

Two common types of linguistic variations found among Chicano
bilinguals in different parts of the country are anglicismos and
pachRquismos.3 The following are selected -examples* of 'these two
types of linguistic variations (Valencia 1972:11' -14) :

English
Standard Spanish Anglicismos Translation'
estacionar parquiar to park
escribir a maquina taiplar to type
regla rula ruler

Some paehuquismo expressions also can be. classified as anglicismos.' In this paper,
all of the words, with a blending. of IlispaniU and English phonetic elements, are
classified under anglicisrnos rather, than the former.

121
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English
Static liird Spanish Anglicismos Translation

telefono telefon telephone
. bomba yompa -pump
freno lirecw- brake
cuenta oil bill
'cuadro bloque .. .block

Standard Spanish
muchacho, hombre
baile
zapatos
commandante
hermano

Pachtiquismo
bato
borlo
calcos

English
Translation
fellow
dance

: shoes
capriuche commander
carnal brother

.

While all of the, foregoing - variations .may be found in usage
among Chicano bilinguals, there is little or. no alteration in syntax in
Southwestern Spanish a§ compared' to "standard" Spanish; VirtuaVy
all of the grammatical rules are observed in the application of , archa-
ismok 'pachnqUismos, and other phonetic variations. The
following illustrates consistency in syntax with variations in phonetic
elements: ;,_.

145

. 2i liglicistwr andard -Spanish-

pushe ., empuje
pushaste (pushatesnorthern / empujaste

New. Alexico) ,
.

push() empujo
pushamos empujamos.

pusharon empujaron

A. rchaismo , ,Standard Spanish
truje traje
trujiste (trujitesnorthern trajistg

New Mexico)
trujo . trajo
trujimos ... . '44,,, trajimos
truleron (trujieronnorthern trajeron

New Mexico) _

The follo-wing example also shows grammatical .consistency with the
standard dialect, using the anglicismo parquiar (translated "to park") :

Yo parquie el carro.
Tu parquiaste el carro.
El/Ella parqui6 el carro.
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-Nosotros parquiamos el carro.
Ustedes parquiaron el carro.

. -

is'noted that -by substituting the equivalent an prescriptive Spanish
word (estacionar, etc.),,in each of the statements, a clear and complete
representation of the standard yersion i reflected.

Chicano bilingtwIS normally Willpresent the clear-cut and explosive
sounds .o.tf Spanish vowels, L1Ie the monolingual- English -Speaking
learner will tend to glide the pronunciation of the same vowels, i.e.,
"o" as it appears in home and "a" asit appears in late (MacRae 1957::
18). For. this reason, Chicano hiliii-guars; with this linguistic prOfialency,
need not be extended the type of, Spanish. oral language de-
velopment activities given to monolingual English-speakers. The fore- .

going illustrations reveal -that, apart from some variations in phonetie.
elements and a iv masculine terms.,ending with "a the syntatic"

... . component of Spanish found among Chicano bilinguals clgenerally has .

been accurately transmitted by parents, older -siblings, relatives. and
other, Spanish ..speaking. persons- in the community. This grammatical
Proficiency can be readily applied in 'furthering the Spanish com-
munication ability of Chicano bilinguals. .- .

The proposition that no language or dialect is superior to another
is well documented (Deese. 1971: 77). Changes occur.' in- all languages
over, an undetermined period of time. In many inStanceS, linguistic.,
changes tend to increase th4 appropriateness of a language in relation:.
ship to a population group in a partiCular geographical- regi'on. In

...:other.instances, linguistic changes, as compared to equivalent' elements
-Maintained in, the standard: dialect, increase the facility of oral .corn,
munication (Bowen 1972-:158). It is cOneeivable. that, at sortie point
in.thne, these types of changes may be Considered for incorporation in
the standard dialect.- F,or many 'Spanish -speakers in the Southwestern

.,-states,-tratates, pader,ustei and cansadk,mayseem easier to articulate
as compared to trataste, pared, usted,and cansadO. And for many
:Chicano'bilinguals, it may be simpler and more efficient to say :.Quiers.
taipiar (to type) .este.papet as"compa-red to Oder° escribir. este pa pet
maquina. : .

Archaisinos and Spanish. phonetic substitutions, deletions, or
transposition do' not significantly alter.. the . standard. Spanish.:sounds.
to make them incomprehensible to persons accustomed to hearing the
"standard"- dialect. And some anglicismos, which contain a blending
of Spanish and English sounds., also are comprehensible to Spanish
-speakers, who have some understanding in English.; 7_,

There also exists a list of words in standard. Spanish which derived .

from modern Englishin. most instances from American English ;
Le:, futliol, beisboi, radio; and -acroplanO. It iS not surprising" to find
that many .0 these words were, in common usage byChicar.o bilinguals

.

e:?..-a
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before they were adopted by speakers Of, the standard dialect in the
Latin American countries and Spain: Other words, such as telefon for-
telefono, airport for aeropuerto, television for televis'or,while usually
expressed in English and accentuated in Spanish by Southwestern
bilinguals, are sufficiently close to the Spanish. equivalents .and, there-
fore, comprehensible-. to monolingual Spanish speakers. .

Spanish words found .in American English usually are pronounced
either in Spanish or English by Southwestern bilinguals. This.varia-
tion depends, on whether the communication is in ,English or Spanish.
The Spanish pronunciation usually appears in .their ,Spanish bi-
lingual.conOinications with other, bilinguals. This SpanishvOcabblary
list includes;' such as adobe, arroyo, broncO, chaparral, hondo,
mesa, mesq-iiiikt,- rodeo; Amarillo, Os Angeles, Santa Fe, San Fran-
cisco,'and Trinidad; These words, whether presented with a Spanish
or English pbonetiebase, generally are comprehensible to both Spanish.
and English monolingual speakers.

PachuqUismo expression's may or may not be understood by-speakers
of standard Spanish. While many words are fundamentally Spanish in
ori6n, the '.pachtiquismo meaning may be quite different from the
standard definitiOn. Ahd .With the inclusion of anglicismos, a dialogue.,
in pachuquismo may be relatively incomprehensible to speakers of the
standard dialect. While they may get the gist of the conversation, some
misinterpretations are: expected. The.following is a brief example of a
dialogue in pachuquisnio:

Ese Kato! La semana pasada me consegui un jale. Como estoy' afuera del
chante -d.e mis jefitos, tengo quo ganar algo de jando para pagar pOr la
renta de mi chaste y el tacuche clue me compre.

All .of the underscored expressions are translated as follows :
Standard English

pachuquismo Spanish 'Translation.
Ese 'Sato ! Oiga, Amigo Hey, Friend!:

Hey, Guy!
jale trabajo job
chante CaSa, habitacion house, aPartment
jefitos. tpadres parents.
.jando ' dinero money
ta.cuehe vestido, traje suit

Pa.chuquismos are perceived by the user as.transforniations of
formal Spanish into a modernistic 4nd informal linguistic style. In
an analytical sense, English "hip" expres8ion.s,are found in 'informal
situations and aesthetically Oriented media, "While pachuquismo. ex-
pressions are found in similar situations among some South:Western
'bilingual speakers and related literature:

Shifting from One language to the other,. which is a natural and
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unconscious occurrence between many Spanish English bilinguals in
-'the" Southwest, can be confusing to both Spapish and EngliSh mono-
lingual Speakers; This especially is apparent where frequent shifting
of phrases occurs. The following illustrates this type of
characteristic:-

Mi carnal has been en el :army, certa de cuatro alms. He will be staying
en mi casa for about a month hasta clue se consiga some kind of training
en algun cOlegio.

The Spanish - English bilingual has. no difficulty in comprehending the
foregoing. On the other- hand, the Spanish Monolingual must acquire
proficiency in .English, while the English monolingual must gain knowl-
edge-in Spanish to comprehend this type of communication mode:

The ability'of Spanish-English bilinguals to separate both languages
is dependent on their repertoire of words in both languages And a
desire to practice Chicano bilingualS can, -.where necessary,
maintain an informal conversational style in either language. On the
other hand, their Spanish vocabulary may not be as- extensive for
technological and other educational references as compared to English.;
This observation has important implications- in designing- an :Ap-
propriate bilingual ,educationcurriculum for Clacano bilingual...students.

As Chicane bilingual students. increase their vocabulary references
in Spanish -and English, activities can be provided to extend oppor-
tunities for them to express their thoughts completely in -either. .lan-
&image. And while oral language development in Spanish_ should be in
eluded for Spanish-English bilingual students, it must be given at a
more advanced level as compared to lessons provided. for EngliSh. .

Monolingual students. Bilingual education teachers will find tbat..read-
ing and writing development in Spanish also can be extended earlier
for .Spanish-English bilinguals as compared to English monolinguals.

'What effect do' the foregoing activities have on the language the
student brings to school? Several factors will influence the degree.of
permanence in the transformation froth the home langudge, to the
standard dialect. Among them will be the extent to Which the home .,
;language has been internalized by. the student, the frequency of op-.
portunities for ,the student to use the' home language, recognition of
the boine language as one of the viable communication modes in the
school setting, and the. student's age relative to exposure and develop-
ment:in the standard dialect. Where the first three factors exist, it is
conservable that the student Will develop maintain facility in two
related communications modesthe home dialect and the standard
dialect. Yet, for an unpredictable period of time, the studen,t uncon-
sciously will continue to use versions of the home dialect in communi-
cating with-speakers of the standard dialect (Cardenas 1972: 174). The
'words .most likely to appear in this period of time will contain.
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. /
very--small-pbauemic variations (e.g., nadien for nadie, clas for clase,
dicir for decir,eos for \plias, cencia for ciencia, and individo for in-
dividuo. Teacher interrnption of spontaneous interaction between two
or more persons for the purpose of shaping sounds in,terms of a
prescriptive style is psYehologieally . unsound.. The .abovenientioned
phonemic variances are, insignificantly minor-; therefore, the bilingual
education teacher need no be overly concerned in affecting immediate
transformation. For this eason, it i.5 desirable to allow these changes

'to gradually occur throug reading, writing and other prescribed ac-
. tivities. . .

One of the current contentions for using the regional dialect for
instructional purposes in bilingual education relates to the psycho-
logical premise of furtheri\ng the positive self-image and cultural
identity of bilingual and no0-E-nglish speaking students (Del Curric-
ulum Bilingue-Bicultural 197\4: ii). Another assertion for incorporat-
ing the regional dialect in the educational process relates to the notion
of maintaining linguistic fea uses that are considered significant and
noteworthy variances from the standard dialect. This does not imply
that the standard dialect shod a be excluded from developMental pro-
cesses in bilingual education; 1 owever, it lends support to the proposi-
tion that linguistic proficiency in bothdialects -Provides the bilingual
speaker with an extraordinary dvantage in communicating with people
in the region and community, as well as with Spanish speakers. in
other parts of the world ._

. -
Bilingual educatiOn tethers can enhance the motivation of stu-

dents by encouraging them to ise the 'language and other cultural
references from their homeand c mmunity. They also can be prov,ided
with opportunities to explore -phe 'omen-a beyond their "own perceptual
world. In this frame of reference the standard' dialect is not imposed
on them as the singular and corre t communication medium--rit is pre-
sented as an alternative commu ication mode to be used adVan-
tageously in contemporary or Intur\e life experiences.

BILINGUAL- BICULTURAL VRIANCES. AND RELATED
PSYCHOLOGIC L EFFECTS

Bilingual proficiency is a ,va: e found among Latinos' in the
United States. This also is true of iiiculturalism.r The psychological
effects experienced by a -bilingual ipei4ion are, of dependent on
a multiplicity of factors exhibited by n embers of both eUltural groups.
Language is a significant charaet- risti of a culture. Yetyfacility in a

'In this paper, the term "Latino" refe s to ll of the Spanish-English bilingual
groups in the United States whose an extra] anguage is Spanish. This includes
Chicanos, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, etc.
"Bieulturalism:: may be defined as the ability of a person to shift and operate
with relative ease and comfort in two or more given cultures.
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second language' does not necessarily transform a person into a bi7-
cultual type, for there are other' Cultural' attributes that a person--
must acquire and practice. (Cardenas 1972 174-175). On the other
hand, ability to communicate in the language of the other culture
facilitates the acquisition .of other cultural attributes.. While .native
cultUral practices are found, in varying degrees of reference; among
monolingual,. English- speaking, Latinos in the United States, greater--
reference to these characteristics are detectable among. Latino bi-
lingtials. It also is conceivable that monolingual English-speaking
Latinos will readily acquire other native'cultural practices as they gain
proficiency in using the ancestral language. This-can be hypothesized
in terms of two variables. First, 'because of the .large number of
bilingual Latinos in the United States, they undoubtedly will encounter
numerous opportuinties to ,apply . the ancestral language and 'other
cultural references. Second, it also is the case that some residues of the
native culture continue to appear among Latino monolingual .English-
speakers operating in the milieu of the other culture; these prOvide a
reference base for developing other native cultural attributes. For
example, due to relationships with bilingual speakers, from the native
Cultural group, intonational patterns of the ancestral language. are ac-
quired and occur in the monolingual English speech of _many Latinos.
This linguistic feature is useful in developing -the ancestral language
of monolingual English- speaking Latinos.

The educational decision to promote and include bilingual-bicultural
references in the school poses another socio-cultural .question. Will.
bilingual - bicultural .aetivities accentuate the reflection of foreign ele-
ment's in the total behavieral patterns of_children? Should a bilingtial-
bicultural education 'program guarantee that children will be able to
clearly exhibit the patterns of the other culture, with little or no trace
Of elements from the ancestral. culture? The objective must be that of
developing receptive attitudes.. toward. variations in bicultural be-
havior. .This propositiOn Merits consideration, for bilingual-biculttiral
experiences will not, in the long .run,' occur `in a perfectly balanced
dimension. Depending- on individual life situations, -the bilingual may
find it necessary to use one of the two languages with great frequendy. -
With life experiences occurring to a greater extent in one of the two
sets of cultural. references, residual cultural features, particularly of
a linguistic nature,`will be found when the bilingual person shifts and
operates in tenors of.the Other culture. And depending on particular
life situations, they will occur in.the native culture and/or in the second
culture. If must therefore be envisioned that while bilingual-bicultural
education is designed- to enhance a person's ability to operate bilingu-
ally, it Also is intended to el.devop a person's recognition and accep-.,
.tance for variations in bilingual and bicultural behavior.



"Spinglish": A Case of Languages in. Contact'
EDNA ACOSTA-BELEN

. State University of New' At Albany

There are virtually no studies that define the. parameters . of
"Spanglish," aso-called dialect -that is generally described as a partic-

. ular mixture of Spanish and English and which is presumably used by
Spanish-speaking communities in the United States. In recent year
the use of "Spanglish" has become a major Controversial 'issue in
education at all leVelsfrom the primary grades through college., There
is a widespread negative attitude towards its use, which creates feel- .

ings of inferiority, and alienation for those who allegedly use it.
Speakers- of a non-defined mixture of Spanish and English are judged
as "deficient" or " sloppy" speakers, of Spanish and/or English, and
ate often labelled "verbally' deprived, "' "alingnal" or "deficient
bilinguals" because supposedly, they do not have the ability to speak
either Spanish or Englishwell.

Much of the controversy: over Spani,flish arises out, of the lack of
understanding.of the nature of this process. No research studies have
described the linguistic features that define Spanglish : is it Merely a
matter of incorporating English. words into Spanish, or is it also the
borrowing of phonological and grammatical structures from English"?
Given an adequate description of Spanglish, one can ask : do users of
Spanglish speak only Spanglish, or do they also-. speak English or
Spanish in other situations? Is Spanglish used by'all generationS of
Spanish-speaking immigrants, in the U. S., and if it is,'are there quali-
tative differences among generations?', 4. . .

Despite the., lack of systematic data required to answer the above
.questions and to put Spanglish in its proper sociolinguistic perspective,
undocumented. statements emphasizing the negative values placed. on
Spanglish*---and thereforeon its speakersare often made. One of the
strongest statements has been made by Carlos Varo (1971: 109).

EI "Spanglish" es ... una enfermedad eriiniea, earn() puede serlo el senti-
miento de dependeeia y la frustraeiOn qua busea un escape por la droga, el
alcohol o la violencia fisica o sexual.

In this paper. we would like to take the first step towards a general
description of Spanglish, 'consider some of its sociological and educa-
tional implications, and provide insight into a language issue which

' This is a revised and updated version of the article "On the Nature of Spanglish,:'
The Rican: JOurnal of Contemporary Puerto Rican Thought 2, 2, 7-13. ,

'Spanglish- . . is a chronic illness just like the fee1ings of dependency and
frustration which seek escape by means of drugs, alebhol or physical or serial
yiolenee." . (Author's translation).
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does not pertain exclusively to Puerto Ricans or other Spanish-
speaking groups in the U. S.,.but which arises every time groups speak-
ing different languages come into contact.

The various groups of immigrants who came to. the U. S. for the
first time were compelled by sheer necessity to acquire some knowledge
of the English language in order to function in their new environment.
The establishment of ethriic communities within this country created
a situation of cultural contact and hence of language contact. As part,
of the adaptation ' the new setting the immigrant began ta_undergo
a probess of deculturation (loss of his/her own culture), and of -ac-
culteration (adoption of the dominant, culture of the society).

It is well known that the `ethnocentric foundations of American
society haVe always encouraged the "melting pot" ideology. Making
the immigrant conform to the standard cultural values of the society
has been "the most prevalent ideology of assimilatiOn in America
throughout the nation's history" (Gordon 1964: 89). Immigrants have
perceived the adoption of the dominant society's cultural and linguistic
behaviors as a ladder to social mobility,. which also brought the ac --

` companying loss of important aspects of their native cultures. In
Many instance, linguistic acculturation, in this case mastery of
English to the detriment of the native language, became a major part
of the immigrant's accommodation to a new and.different way of life..

Researchers have examined the linguistic process of langtage coin
tact by studying the language 'behavior of immigrant groups in the
U., S. Among tbein, Einar Haugen (196'9), in hi's study The Nor-
wegian Language in America, describes how the Norwegian immigrant
created an instrument of communication which expressed the new
aspects of American society in all those fields in which the Norweigan
participated. Haugen also documents the influence on the Norwegian
language of the, social pressures the immigrant feltNorWegians were
ashamed to Aisplay,lheir native'speech in front of "Yankees." Thus,
as Norwegians learned English words, these were incorporated into
their native language replacing 'Norwegian Words, and in other in-
stances- new words were created in spite of having 'adequate . Nor-
wegian .eqnivalents. Haugen. illustrates this when he colorfully de-
scribes The 'coming of the Norwegian to America: .

In order to `maeka ei levying' they had to scratch about for a `jabb' which-
often meant that they had to join a 'kru' (crew) of some kind and work
under a 'bas' . Many Norwegians found work in the ilomberkemper'
which were located in the `peinri' (pineries) . . . As soon as they could,
they acguired-a larin' which it never occurred to them to call' gard' as they
had done in Norway. With the word came all its derivatives 'farms' (to
farm), `farmer' and 'farming'. If they could not afford to. buy a farm
they might `rents' and live its- 'rentarar' (renters), which entirely replaced
the Norwegian geiga', and geilending'.. (76 -77)

.
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These examples illustrate the linguistic mechanisms generally used
in the "Americanization" of immigrant languages. That is, the gram-,
matical rules of the native language are applied to ,"borrowed"
English words. From his research Uric! Weinreich (1968) reaches,a
similar conclusion: "the vocabulary of a language . . . is beyond ques-
tion the domain of borrowing par excellence" (56). In summary, "it
is the language of the learner that is influenced, not the language he

'learns. English is hardly. influenced at all by the immigrant lan-
guages, but these art all influenced by English" (Haugen 1969: 370).
Table 1 clearly illustrates this phenomenon for Norwegian, Dutch,
Polish, Finnish, Italian; and Spanish.
All of these immigrant groups (as well as many others) "made up"

- their own words by incorporating English words into the phonological
and morphological systems of their respective languages.

The dynamics involved in the contact of two language groups sug-
gest in a general sense that the language if any given group of
migrants within the American society is going to be affected or in-
fluenced by English; that is, in tbis specific social context, the language
of the minority will be affected by the language of the majority.

Further evidence of this process is provided by one of the most
recent immigrant groups to the United States, the -Puerto Ricans.
When the, first generation ,,of Puerto Rican immigrants came to the
U. S., their native Spanish came into contact with English. As part
of the process of adaptation to the new environment, there were
objects, functions, and new experiences that could not be expressed
in the immigrant's language or that were better expressed in English.
As new cultural patterns had to be learned, consequently,' a linguistic .
,means for expressing new objects and new ways had to be .found.
Spanish-speakers began to borrow certain lexical items from English

TABLE 1

English Norwegian-American. English American-Dutch

anyway
fixes
factory
makes

eunivei
fiksar
fektri
mekar

trouble
to move
stores
to drive

troebel
moeven
storen,
drivuen

English AmericanPolish English Fingliah

truck'
street car
job
payday

trok
strytkara

''dziab
podia

store
teacher
baby

. to clear

atoori
titseri
peipi
kliinaan

English Italo-Americap English Spanglish

furniture
nurse
to fix
trouble

fornitura
nursa
fixare
trobolo

furniture
nurse
to Alt
trouble

'
furnitura.
TWIT& -

fixear
trobol
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and to incorporate them into their own speech by applying Spanish
phonological and morphological rules -to them. This is how words
and phrases like : "la factoria" (the factory), "la groceri (the
grocery store), "el rufo" (the roof), ='1h; jira" (the heater), " rapear' '
(to rap),0"vacunear la carpeta" (to vacuum the carpet), and many
others came into existence. , /

As was the case for Norwegians in the U. S., the Puerto Ricans also
felt social pressures. to,.speak English speaking Englis was, a sign of
mobility. Thus, in many cases, newly learned English .words began to
replace Spanigh words in everyday speech. Little by.little; new words.
were formed which created an atrophy of forms or words in the native
tongue that were longer needed or used. As a result, Words that
were previously, expressed in Spanish are now often expressed in
"Spanglish." Other'examples of ,this proceSs are: "Ionche'! (lunch),
"lonchar" (to lunch), " fur,nir" (to furnish), "furnitura" (furnitfire),
' iguachear " (to watch), -"guachiman'' (watchman), etc. ,SPanglish,

. .

therefore, reflects a linguistic adaptation of immigrants to the new
envitoninent, produced by the social pressures felt towards learning'
the English language. Salvador Tio (1954), a. well known. Puerto Rican
writer, tells a humorous' story in one of his essays, which illustrates
our previous: points, :about an old Puerto Rican woman who would say
the rosary at the wake every time someone in the cornirivnity died.
In Puerto Rico the`litany went: `quo Dios lo,gaque de perms' y lo ileve

up as "que Dios lo saque de 'trobol' y'lo lleve a MI sitio ' naiz' '.

a descansar."- (May-God grant him eternal rest.) After she had moved
yto "El Barrio" in. New York the prayer underwent some changes, and

.eridee
(245). , /

Although the issue of Spanglish might look superflciallylsimilar
to the imposition and influence of English on the Spanish spoken in
Puerto Rico, the situation 'of 'the Puerto Ricans in the U. S. .is qual-
itatively different. The linguistic process that we have described has
taken place with all immigrant groups that have conic to America in
spite of the fact that the situationin,theirmother countries was com7
pletely different froM that of the Puerto Ricans. Ricardo Cornejo
(1973) mentions ,a prOcess undergone by Mexican- Aiiierican children
in the Southwest that is similar to the One, we have described; there-
fore; no direct relationship:can necessarily be drawn .between the in-
fluence of Eiiglish on the Spanish, spoken in Puerto Rico and the
tissue of "Spanglish" In the U. S.

The children of first genePkion immigrants tend to be dominant
in the language of the dominant society, in, this case English. Since
children born in the P. S. of Puerto Rican parents no longer have
the _same opportunity rto learn Spanish (although bilingual education
is beginning, to change this situation), their vocabulary is less exten-

,

1
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sive and they learn the words; that the'prevtoiaS generation borrowed or
adapted from English, sometimes without-klioWing that they are not
Spanish words., They also continue to borrow lexical items .from their
dominant-language and incorporate them into Spanish when attempt-
ing to speak it These children would not *recognize many words as
,English,, for they have been adopted. and given a form which do not
markedly distinguish tbem4rom Spanish words. After 'years of using
such borrowed words, they are often perceived as part of-the Spanish-
lexical stock by Puerto Ricans who were born or raised in the U. S.

To study. the pervasiveness of. the use of Spanglish one may ask-
several related questions : Given a Spanglish word, is it perceived as
acceptable Spanish? Does the speaker use ,it,hirnselft If the word is .

not .acceptable Spanish, does the speaker know the "correct" 'Spanish
equivalent? These. questionS Were _the focus of a pilot study conducted
this past .year with twenty Puerto Rican college students at the State
UniveAity of .New, York at Albany, most of whom considered them-
selves, bilingual in English and Spanish. .

Each student was given a list. of 50 Spanglish voc.fihnlilry words
commonly used in bis/ber community.' After each word, the students
were asked to indicate whether they knew the "proper" Spanish
word, if there. was one.. The data collected indicated that 67% of the ..
Spanglish words:were considered acceptabe Spanish by the students
and 72% of the words were commonly used by them.* Students were
able to' provide only 35% of the "correct". Spanish equivalents'. In
Other words, in most cases the Students reported that'. the "Spanglish"
words they often use are conside red by them as acceptable Spanish.

The results of this pilot study suggest either of two possibilities :
that children of first generation Puerto Rican parents are Slowly but
surely losing com`mand of their Spanish as it is spoken in Puerto Rico;
Or, they ilever acquired it in the first place, and instead they acquired
the language .spoken 'in their OW11 community which includes a great.,
number of Spangiili words or phrase's. It is an unchangeable reality
that Spanglish- words,: are constantly Used and created within the
Spanish-speakingHcommunities, and as it has been shown, this is a
process of languages in contact that cannot be eliminated. This of
course-in no way implies that Puerto Ricans in the U. S. are incapable
Of..speaking the .so called "standard" Spanish.

Often confused with the borrowing of English lexical items into
the Spanish language, is another pervasive linguistiC process common
to bilinguals ; namely, the switching from one law,* e to another .
during a conversation. This process, known as code -s tching, has
been erroneously labelled Spanglish: Numerous research s dies have
shown that bilinguals lend to switch from one language to e other
depending on the situation. A:bilingual does not' switch when the other'
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speaker is monolingual, but only when both are bilinguals (Haugen,
1969). Thus, switching'iS an option available to bilinguals,-and is not

..a "deficiency" as commonly claimed. Gtimperz and Hernandez (1971)

have pointed out that "in spite of the fact that (such) extreme code
switching is held in disrepute, it is persistant wherever minority
language groups come in close contact with majority'language groups
under conditions of rapid social change" (316). They also explain
how this alternation between the two language systeMs carries mean-
ing and "serves definite. and clearly understandable communicative
ends" (327).

These observations abOut the nature of "Spanglish" suggest .a
more-rigorous linguistic study to determine the extent of the influence
of English in different Spanish-speaking communities in the U. S., and
the directions that Spanglish is taking. Up to the present, nothing we
have observed contradicts the thesis .that so far, Spanglish has basically
maintained -its-Spanish structure. Expressions like "esta en el beis-
man," (he is in the basement), `.`el rufo esta liqueando" (the roof is
leaking), "tengo un apartamento furnido," (I have -a furnished apart-
ment), "hay que vacunear.la carpeta" (the carpet has to be vacuumed)
illustrate that Spanish syntactic structures will prevail.

. Like any other group of immigrants that came to America, the
Puerto Ricans tried to follow the path leading to the "melting pot."
Those groups that were considered "white" in terms of this society's
racial definitions were successful. Those whod.were considered-t"non-
white" discovered that in spite of their efforts to "Americanize,'.' they
were rejected and stigmatized (Seda Bonilla 1971). This -attitude
Created in them feelings of inferiority, identity crisis, and even shame
at displaying their native culture and language to members of the
dominant society. They soon discovered that acceptance into American
society was not after all guaranteed by A.m.do-conformity, that is, by
the-adoption of the American culture and the English language. They
were still considered inferior and pushed into -a poSition of marginality
'within this society. Naturally, this has resulted in the internalization
of a negative self-image.

Cultural pluralism, the,preservation of the culture and of immi-
grant groups- within the U. S., has become a ,goal, for many, for al-
leviating the deplotable condition of racially differentiated minorities.
Ethnic Studies and Bilingual Education programs have become the
instruments for change: they are designed to help minority group
members function positively within the society by making them aware
of their own cultural values and assets.

Even within these programs, however, Spanglish continues to be a
delicate issue. Many educators and other observers frequently, show
Amusement or indignation when they bear. Spanglish being used. Even
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:,.. . _0 ' \
those who use-it are very defensive,about the is ue when it is brought
to their attention.: Spanglish is perceived. to be corruption of the
'Spanish fang age or evoo

N
worse, to be an expression of scorn or rejec-

tion on' the art of the immigrant towards his mother tongue. Such
indignation sterns largely from the application of rigid and somewhat'
antiquated standards of linguistie purity. There is also a:failure to
understand that Speech mixture among immigrant groups is something
universal that has occurred whenever language groups come into/.

contact. .

The issue of Spang,lish, however, does entail serious_ complications
.and therefore is a subject that should be discussed, since most teachers
'-iii bilingual education programs will have, at some point, to make de-
cisions about how to 'deal with it in the classroom. First of all, it
creates a barrier between Puerto Rican; who were born in the U. S.
and thdse in Puerto Rido. Language is a factor that divides both
groups. After all, the language of the Puerto Ricans is 'Spanish, and
to accept anything else could be cletrimental to Puerto Rican culture;
Historically, the first generation of Puerto Ricans that came to the
U. S. spoke Spanish with all regional differences characteristic of
Puerto Rican Spanish. Their children, however, who are born or

0
raised in .the U. S. usually speak English as their native language.
Thus,- when these _children later go to Puerto Rico they feel like
outsiders because they do not speak Spanish like a native. On other
occasions, when they try to speak Spanish, they may feel ashamed
because they are constantly told by. Latin. Americans "and even Anglos
who know Spanish that their Spanish is not correct."

As if this were not enough, Spanglish" has been used by the dom-
inant sociefy to supporrille-Idea that 'minorities are "linguistieally
deficient" and/or "verbally deprived." From both sides, then, there
is a rejection of the immigrant's language___Obviously this has a'Serious .

:
impact on the individuals-self-concept. ',

In 1970, when the. New Schodit of Social Research offered a cOurse

in Spanglish, supposedly to help American professionals understand
the "jargon" of the Puerto Ricans, the School was in fact reinforcing
the stereotype of a Puerto Rican dialect which is different from and
inferior to the so called "standard" Spanish. At the,same time; they: -
were also reinforcing the:negative image of the immigrant who cannot
speak either English or Spanish well. These educators failed to
understand both the nature of Spanglish 'and the fact that even those
who use Spanglish in certain situations may be dominant in either
Spanish or English, depending 'on which generation of immigrants
they belong to.

It follows from this discussion that certain educational decisions

must be made--bilinguateducation,programs have become a national
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priority. To accomplish the major objective of bilingual education-
programs7--which is to start "where the child is" and alsiMo. make
the children feel free to express themselves in the language they know
an understanding of the nature of Spanglish as well as other non-
standard dialects is essential for both teachers and educators in gen-
eral. ThiS does not mean that the child should not be given the,oppor-
tunity to know all the Available options,' like learning the sozcalled
"standard" Spanish. After all, these children will also have tofunetion
in othei social contexts outside of their own community, so they Should
be provided with the opportunity to also learn the kind of language

- that will help them communicate effectively in other environments.
Teachers .must be aware that criticizing xhildren because they do

not "know how to talk" brings only feelings of inferiority that may
cause irreparable damage to the child's self-esteem. Therefore, the

teadher should be prepared to clearly understand language differences
in order to establish more productive communication with the, child:

" a

'V
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Dialect in the TESOL Prngram:
If You Never You Better

. JOHN P. MILON
Hawaii Department of Education

The language situation on the island of Hawaii is rather complex."

Most of the local children speak a variety of whecan be called Hawaii .

Creole' English (HCE).'. As, in all dialect situatioris in stable corn-

, munities the degree of variation from thcl prestige, dialect, is more than '

-,
coincidentally related to socia' factors. On Hawaii; family income and

J\ geographical location are fairly accurate indicators' of the distance of
1,,),local-, children's dialects from Standard English (SE). Sirice most of

the /immigrant children settle into the outlying plantation communities
rather than the middle class neighborhoods around Hilo, the -popula- :

tioin and commerdial-Center of the island, their classmateS and play-
mates are. almost _always HOE speakers. There is no question that the
fii(st dialect df English these young immigrant children learn is the
dialect of their -peers, and-that` they learn it from, their peers. If they
l,ria productive control of the dialect of their teachers kis not until
l er--although they do learn to Understand that dialect very early.

The Hawaii District TESOL . program Makes no attempt to teach
a, standard English dialect to immigrant students. -The tutors. seldom
use_,,HCE themselves, but they,aecept its use by their students without
comment. We gauge'tbe success of our program on- the ability o f t he

immigrant children to communicate and verbally interact ivith their
peers and on their ability to understand the language of the teachers--:
not on their ability to produce SE.

I assume that the fact that "Standard English as a Second Dialect"
is one of the seven official Special Interest Groups in TESOL, the
largest professional:organization for teachers of English"to'rion-native
speakers, is an indication of the.profeNsion's general attitude toward

\ dialects in the classroom. Qne of the basic assumptions in the pro-
/. fession.seems to be that -only standard dialects should be taught. This

belief has been stated very clearly and explicitly by Kenneth Jackson
1-: .iii Hawaii Council or Teachers of English paper #24 dated May, 19744

"As can be seen, TESOLin a bread sense is concerned with teaching

a standard English dialect in a, number of types of programs which'
. differ according to( such .variables as student population, motivation,

4 teaching inetiMsond administrative personnel," and later, "Like the
, \teachers of 'o--ter 'modern languages, the TESOL teacher is primarily

..

3 There is considerable controversy over whether distinguishable varieties exist or
whether there is in fict a more or, ess indivisible continuum. Fiee Cickerton (1973),
Day (19/k), Tsuzaki (1971).
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concerned with the development in his students of la basic knbwledge
of a gtandardEnglish (Tama and culture."

This paper is meant to challenge such assumptions- and beliefs by
presenting sonde findings.rom studies concluded in HawaR and else,
where and by examining data ',from :ME to discover possible inTlica-
-tions for a policy of dialect use.

Inthe-rall of 1973 and the Spring of 1974 a team from the
-city of Chicago, headed by Pr. Carol: Feldman, spent six weeks testing

'.68 students at the High School in one of the most isolated plantation
communities on the island of Hawhii; Their .stated goal was to in=
yestigtite which', cognitive factors were involved in the 'generally,ppor
scholastic perforroahce:of HOE speakers. in Hawaii .Schools. One .of
their prelithinary findings was that control* HCE was not associated
with .academic. success or failiire.* On the basis of their test data there

:t seemed to be no 'cognitive implications due to HCV dbminance. The
obgnitive implications .which could. be. drawn. from linguistic' ability
Were, due. to' general ability across dialects rather Mail. to specific
control of either SE or HCE. The degree of control-that students-led -

in .ACE did not affect their ability to control SE. A liigh.degree 4'f
`.control of either dialect, rather than of SE partichlarly, was reflected
in higher "scores" in cognitive 'testing:

Th'e.importance of the. second language learner's attitudes .toward
the culture; speakers; and language he/she is' expected or expecting to-

. learn has been pointed out in numerous'studies,perhaps the bestknown
of which are those of Lambert and'his colleac;ties (1972). ,Commenting
on a study conducted in Hawatif' Hate, Gibson and,PlaiSter (1972) -.
stated that "there is a direct relationship between an immigrant
student's degree of adjustment to our culture and the degree of pro
ficiency he achieves in his use of the. English. language." An earlier .

study 'conducted in IlaWnii by Hale and Budar (1970) .had 'readied. 'a
similar 'conclusions_ "unless the immigrant student ftices a comma-.
ment to join this new culture, in which lie now. neverhe will neve.
b.ftain a very high. degree. of proficiency' lit his use of . the English
language. ". Although none `of. these reports addressed themselves
directly to the question of whether h non-standaM. peer dialect or a,.
prestige .dialect should he the target dialect,- the implications of all of .

them seem quite straightforward. The.. target' dialect should be the
peer dialect. (In some of Hawaii's schools, including at least one on
the Bid; Island, the peer dialect is SE so the question doesn't arise.)

1 cept in extraordinary circumstances the immigrant students'
most intimate and sustained contacts will be with theii'peers: .Thee
culture which they will or will not 'adjust 'to and which they
will not. make a commitment 'to is the culture of their peers. One
uormuily cannot.be an active participant in a culttire without control
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of its language. In this case, one cannot be a part of a subculture
Without controlling its dialect.

A:ssuining that it was possible for the TESOL program on Hawaii
toproduce SE speakers, the result would be the production. of cultural.
aberrationS--children who spoke the dialect. of a highly educated adult
subculture while they were, expected to assimilate into -a peer 'sub-
culture of which HCE was an. integral, and even identifying,,-,cOm-
Ponent. The. local children would. -be inclined from the beginning to,
reject a stranger and a foreigner who did not attempt to speak their
dialect.2

Sooner Or later the immigrant children Would realize that the
language they were being taught in ESL classes was identifiably
differerit from the language of their local friends. At that point the:

would'have two choices. They Could accept SE
as the desired normthus- rejecting an impoilant component of the
subcultlure of , their peers. They: could accept HCE as the norm
thus essentially, rejecting the ESL 'classes as merely,-another artifact
of the school system with little relationship to the reality of their.
Hires. To say there are Only two choices is an oversimplification., of
'course. They could also attempt to reject both or attempt to accept
bgth or atterriprto process the two dialects- as,one. The first alternative .

would result, theoretiCally, 'in not speaking English atall; the second
and third alternatiVes will be discussed below...

In a- .paper first presented at the 1972 TESOL Conference we
reported on the acquiSition of negation in the- course of a year by' a
Japanese boy (K) who- had had no formal instructionin English as
a second. language (Milon. 1974). In a subsequent paper we .compared
his control of negation, tense, and the Copula in English with that of
a native I-ICE speaking peer (0) at intervals of one and two years after
the Stu.dy.began .(Milon 1975). Whereas within. a year K's ,competence
in these three subsystems was quite. similar to O's, by the end of tbe
second year .K 's dialect was much closer to SE than to -HCE. The
reason is very simple. He moved from a predominately 16-w income,

welfare .dominated. neighborhood and school where th6 peer dialect
was;HCE to a middle class neighborhood and. school where the peer
dialect was SE. .

His d.evelopment of an existential there constructiorijs an example
of the shift from non-control of English through an HOE equivalent,.
to SE form. The data. show that by the end of the first year K's
existential constructions were similar to 0's. At first he. used either
gt, as in over here got one (There's one over 'here) ; or simply -left

At e secondary level, acquiring some degree of control of HCE is often identified
by oth local students and recent arrivals from the U.B. mainland as an important

for in. th6 social acceptance of the latter.
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.
but there is, as in ne more room. Then he began to use have or get
with or without a form of. BE, as hi way down was get the, uh, pond
and back of that have, the, ah,"zoo. A year later, two years after, he
arrived, he was using the SE construction in its full form, as in There's
too much wind coming baek and forth.

These data are evidence for 'two things:,

control of HCE will not prevent subsequent develop-
ment of. SE. .

bThe, peer 'group and ,social factors will determine the develop-
ment of language acquisition, not. ESL or other subject matter
teachers.

The data also suggest an interesting possibility. It is generally
accepted that the prooesses of pidginization and creolization result, in
languages/dialects which are in some meaningful' way simplifications
of the component systems of of "universal) features of Janguage.
This is not equivalent to saying that the resulting .pidgins or creoles
are not complicated or that they are the result- of maintaining the
simplest rules and ignoring the others. (See' HymeS 1971, especially.
the papers. by Ferguson and .Samarin.)

The human mind is enorm,ously, successful at, acquiring control over
complex ,systems of rules called :languages.. I. see rio reason for im-
mediately rejecting the notion that perhaps the human mind is at an
advantage in this process in the case of second language learning,
when the initial gltit of linguistic data i,s the end produdt of proc'esses

..of pidginiiation or creolization. Perhaps.it is more efficient, for the
mind to develop a system of rules or the Xth degree of complexity and
then to expand it to the Xth+Y degree of. complexity than it .is to.
develop the more complex system directly without an intermediate
stage. A great deal of insight into this area could probably be 'gained
by examining processes of pidginization and creolization in conjunction
with the kinds of distinctions. Burt and Kiparsky (1972, also Burt
1975) have drawn between "global" and "local" errors.

There are both' social and linguiStic reasons why it is highly,
unlikely that a second language learner could acquire control' of two
dialects of a new language simultaneously and use them appropriately.
Commitment to a language entails commitment to a cultureregard-
less of the order involved. In a multidialecial community like Hawaii,
commitment to a dialect involves commitment to a subculture.

As they begin acquiring English, newlyarrived immigrant children
are almost certainly unable to make meaningful distinctions, in either
the subjectivei or objective dOmains, among different. subcultures. It
yequires a certain amount of time .and experience for them to recognize
that different subcultures are actually involved; Thus Jit some point

0
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acculturation must.cease to be an attempt to integrate all information,
and experience into a rational whole. ConsciouslY or unsconsciously
it must eventually become a process of sorting out information and

experiences into two or More. subsets anctthen integrating the com-
ponents of each subset' separately.

The problems of. processing information and then integrating it
are similar on . the linguistic level and. are easier to demonstrate. In
Irregularity in Syntax, George Lakaff (1970) ,talks about the "pre=
conceptions" which an adult (and certainly a child as well) learning
a new language brings to bear on that process:

Although the sentences of the language will be unfamiliar 'to him, he 'can
expect that they will be related to things -'that are quite familiar to him,
namely, meanings. He knows jn advance that he will be called upon to
produce and recognize sequences .of individual sounds . . . and he will be
expected to relate 'these sound- sequences to meanings . . he will be
called upon to learn Individual lexical items, that is, to pair isolated mean-
ings with instructions as to how to pronounce the sequences of sounds that

represent there: He can count on being able to form simple sentences
from individual items by placing them one after another' in some order.
(Lakoff 1970 : 1)

In Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Noam Chomsky (1965) ,says
the following about native language Acquisition by childrenall of

which is relevant to second language acqmisition.aS well:

.
Clearly, a child .who has learned a language developed an internal rep-
resentation of a system of rules emit iletermihe how sentences are to be
formed, used, and understood . jic has done this on the basis of observa-
tion of what we may call primary linguistic data- . . Consider first the

nature of primary linguistic data. This consists of a -finite `amount of
information about sentences, which', furthermore,' Must be rather restricted

in scope . . . and fairly degenerate in quality. For example, certain signals

might be accepted as properly formed sentences, while others are classed as
nonsentenees, as a result of correction of the learner's attempts on the part.
of the linguistic community. (Chomsky 1965 :,25,31)

The linguistic arguments against attempting to teach SE in an
HCE- speaking community hinge on the nature 'of the "primary

data" in such a, community. The tasks which Lakoff and
Chomsky set (by extension),, for the. young second language learner"

are dependent on the ability to process that data. Both assume that
human beings bring some..innate competence 'to the task. The second
language learner will be exposed to a very small percentage of the
utterances possible in the new language, and by no means will all of
those utterances be "correct." 'Despite the amount and quality .of the
information, the learner will ordinarily. acquire the 'new language..In
Lakoff's terms, the,second language learner "knows in,advance" that
language is subject to speaker forgetfulness, hesitancy, inconsistency,
confusion, etc. The learner "knows" that the, primary linguistic data
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TABLE 1
The sixteen ppssible sources of judgments on four sentences in a bidialectal situation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14' 15 16
S 8,5 SH,SH S H S H SHH'HHSSSHS'S SHSHHHSHILHS-SH S.SH S. S,HH S H H S.HHS7H S'S S S SHHH S ft

is raw data `it is not paradigmatic. Since human beings learn litnguage
we know that the shortcomings of the data are not an insurmountable
handicap to acquisition. But a different situation exists in the case of
the child attempting to learn; two dialects simulaneously. Then the
primary linguistic data is no longer simply degenerate.- it becomes con-

k
tradictory. In a situation where the linguistic communities are the
ESL teacher and classroom teachers on the one hand and peers on the
other, the learner will have to deal, with consistently contradictory
feedback.

In a monodialectal situation, a earner who hears or uses four
sentences and has feedback that two of" them are unacceptable and
which ones those are, has some fairly straight-forward data with which
to begin developing "an internal representation of a system of rules.".
With four sentences there are six possible combinations of acceptable
and deviant pairs. For example, the feedback could indicate that the
first two sentence's he attempted were acceptable ; but the last two were
not. In a monodialectal situation the next step is analyiing and pro-
cessing, the jnclgments and the sentences involved. In. a bidialectal
situation the next step is not to analyze and process: It .is absolutely
crucial that the learner determine the source of the feedback, Helnust
know which dialect is being used as the Iesis for"each judgment. If
the feedback indicated that his first two sentences were aCceptabl
but the last two were not (or even vice versa) he must determine fr'oth
which of the sixteen possible combinations of sources shown in Table
1 the feedback came. H represents a speaker of HOE, and Serepresents
a speaker of SE:

Table 2 shows the sixteen possibilities when the four sentences
involved are :

wen go. -

#2,-,-Where John' stay T.
#3I have finished.
#4 He's` eating.

TABLE 2
The sixteen feedback possibilities with readings on four specific sentences.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 .15 16
#1I wen go. "5"5*S*SH*SIE*SH*S H "51tHHH#2Where John stay! "S "S "5 H *8 "S "S H "S H H H "S H H#3I have finished. S S 'H eS S *H S S 'H ''H 5 "H "H S "H *H#4Ho's eating. S "II S S S *II *II S S S."H "II S
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An asterisk (*)before S or H represents a judgment of deviant in
that dialect; if there is 'nothing before the S or H it means that the
sentence is acceptable in that dialect. 'If feedback on all four -came
only from SE speakers ,(column 1) the judgments would be that
sentences #1W and #2 were'deviarit, sentences #3 and #4 were accept-
able. If feedback on- the four identical sentences came only from
HCE speakers (column 16) the judgments would be exactly opposite:
#1 and #2 acceptable, #3 and #4 deviant. As Table 2 shows, this
also true of, seven other pairs: columns 2 and 15, 3 and 14, 4 and 13,
.tc. None of the sixteen-combinations shown in columns 1-16 would

givc identical feedback to the_ learner. If the learner.'s initial hy-
pothesis. is that all information in the new languag? is to be weighted
equally in the search for riles, and there" is no compelling reason to
believe otherwise, then the tables indicate that untie he. consciously
discriminates between dialects the information he receives *ill be
.useless in acquiring either dialect as a separate entity.

If the situation were only as complicated as the tables imply, the
task would be difficult enough. However, it is even more complex
because Table 2 implies that there is a one-to-one relationship between
deviant and acceptable utterances in the two dialects. The display
below come* closer to the actual situation.

HCE SE
judgement Sentence :judgement

a) I never.seen him.
b) I didn't..see him. OK
C) OK I get two cousin..
d) OK. - What's this? OK
e) OK I gO see him. "/OK
f) OK I see him. ' /OK
'g) OK I never see him. */OK

A deviant HCE sentence can, be either ...deviant' or acceptable in
SE, as in a and b above. An acceptable HCE sentence can be either
acceptable only or deviant only in SE, as in c and d; or,eammatically

. acceptable but semantically different in SE, aS.in e, rand g. Each 'of
these three sentences \is a well formed SE sentence' but A doesn't
mean the same thing as the identical SE sentence. In HCE e, f and g

are simple future, simple past and simple negated past in that order.
In SE they are present:continuons, simple present and past continuous
in that order: This is 'a case where superficially identical utterances
are not, semantic equivalents. .0n the other hand, the learner is faced
with very serious difficulties, in attempting to establish equivalencies
between superficially different but 'semantically identiCal utterances,
such as the SE/HCE pairs below. It must be remembered that this
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task is in addition to control of paraphrase, synonymy, etc, within each
separate dialect.

SE.': WERE AUNT SALLY AND HER FAMILY HERE?
hce : auntie sally foks wen stay?

SE : "YEAH, THEY WERE HERE, BUT THEY LEFT.
hce : yeah, wen, a', no more already.

SE : I DON'T HAVE ANY.
hce : i no more

SE : LATER ON WE WILL RUN OUT OF FOOD.
hce : by and by the food going be not:enough..

The next two pairs of sentences are meant to show that if the
learner "count(s) on being able to form simple sentences from in-
dividual items by placing .them one after another in some order," (La-
koff 1970) he is going to have to have a very flexible concept of "some."
Again, it must be remembered that knowing that the following SE/
HCE pairs. are equivalents,is in addition to normal word order prob-
lems within a single dialect, such as the active/passive relationship
in SE.

/SE : WHY ARE THOSE ALL GONE/USED UP?
heel how come no more any of those?

SE : THE PEOPLE WHO RUN THE SHELL STATION IN
WAIMEA ARE HIS RELATIVES.

hce : the shell station is related to him in waimea.

One assumes that the human mind has the innate capacity to pro-
cess great quantities of strikingly complex information and arrive at
a language. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain, the ability to
learn language (s). But there-is no compelling reason to believe that
this capacity includes the ability to process two separate dialects of a
language simultaneously. (Learning two. separate languages simul-
taneously'' and natively is a different process which does not involve
the kinds of skewed feedback found in the tables above.) One in-
triguing possibility is that it is precisely the attempt to,do this which
results in 'broken English," i.e., a unique, personal Pidgin, rather --
than control of either dialect.

CONCLUSION/SUMMARY
Control of HCE does not preclude academic success or acquisition

of SE: Commitment to a culture is an important factor in 'second
language acquisition and on Hawaii,' HCE is an integral component
of ale culture of second -language learners' peers. U,nde normal con-
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ditions young immigrant children will learn the dialect of their Peers.
If the attempt is made to impose a standard dialect of English on these
children it will make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for them
to process the consistently contradictory information and feedback
which they will be receiving. Therefore, productive control of standard
dialects should not be required initially from young second language
learners in communities where the peer dialect,is a non-standard one.
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Non Verbal Communication in the Classroom:
A Frill or a Must?

CARMEN JUDITH NINE-CURT
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras

It is indeed a great pleasure to be here at this time of the year,
and to have the opportunity to talk with you about a field which prom-
ises to be a very interesting and productive one for teachers of English
as a second language: non-verbal communication across cultures 'in
ESOL and bilingual classrooms.

Talking about .culture," it has been quite a culture shock to get
used to cold weather again, and if my voice cracks, it is one of the
signs of the strain my body is undergiing, trying to switch Cultural
channels regarding temperature. However, getting used to new ex-
periences in temperature has not been the only source of culture shock
as a result of being in the States once again. After I0 years of absence,
it shook me out of my, normal cultural state of tropical calm and con-
tentment to find that most everything works here to an Unprecedented
degree of efficiency (if compared to my own culture): telephones work
to perfection, trains run on time, airplane tickets are sent to you
through the mail, and when they say breakfast at MacDonald's closes
at eleven a.m., it does close at eleven.

All these experiences have fascinated me, especially when I project
them to our own field of teaching, and see them as examples of how
two cultures in contact enrich each Other.

ESOL. and Bilingual Education make a .lot of sense in a country
like the United States, Which 'is not a nation of one people, but ,of
many peoples, trying to do what for many is madness and .a scandal:
trying to live together in peace and mutual respect. This amazing feat
of the many and the different trying to live together with dignity was
basically the daring experiment and. dream that the ,f otmding fathers
of this 'country had in mind and made .'a reality whelp-- ey brought
forth this nation: .

For a while there, the United States and its peoples seeme to
have lost this dream. But I think this country is most decidedly re-
gaining it. Such Congressional Acts as the Bilingual Education Act
and the many others that have led to it are proof of this. Many people
seem to agree that the new version of the American dream is "to find
and experience the new enterprise of,.living together," as Don' Jaime
Benitez (1974), former President of the University of Puerto Rico,
said at the New York Convention on Bilingual Education. Edward T.
Hall, a famed American anthropologist, adds the following:
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(There must be) a rekindling of the adventuresome spirit and 'exci'tement of
our frontier days . . . We are confronted with urban and cultural frontiers
today . . . We need both excitement and ideas and we will discover that both
are more apt to be found in people than in things,,.. . in involvement rather
than in detachment from life. (1966.: 187)

Today I would like to discuss With you the relatively new field of
non-verbal communication, a field which I feel is rich in its possibilities
for making our efforts in ESOL and Bilingual Education more effective
in giving our students from so many. different cultures better tools
for a successful and richer life. I also feel it can give both the English-
speaking and non-English-speaking students a-clearer vision of them-
selves and others, which I am sure will lead to better understanding
nd acceptance of those around.

Let me read this little poem to you, and take you from there into
the discussion of proxemics, haptics, kinesics, parakinsesics and their
inclu ion in our teaching. This is a poem by W. H. Auden; taken from
The th pf Architecture.

Some thirty inches from my nose
The fr tier of my Person goes,
and all e untilled air between
is private `pagus" or demesnt.
,Stranger, u ess with bedroom eyes
I beckon you o fraternize,
Beware of rud crossing it;
I have no gun, b t'I can'spit.

What is the messag Of the poem? In the field which 'studies space in
interpersonal relation hips across cultures, PROXEMICS, the Personal
(uninvadable, nontran resable) distance at which you should stand
away from somebody els in the United States (Anglos), and in many
other northern countries o Europe, is froin 18 to 30 inches. Of course,
there is also the intimate diltanCe at which people interrelate. In the
United States, this distance i froth skin contact to from 6 to 18 inches.
This' is a culturally determine I, learned behavior carried out ,uncon-
sciously day by day, and it diff rs from culture to culture. How does
space function in Latin American countries and in southern Edropean
countries? There, the personal disc ante is what is intimate distance
in the United States, from 6 to 18 inc es. Thus, in dealing with Latins,
many Americans feel that they want o spit because they find Latins
too close, too pusby,,and too "sexy." H w do the Latins feel when they
talk to Americans and see them cringing hack to regainwithout their
.knowing, of coursetheir culturally lea ned comfortable distance?
Well, Americans seem aloof, cold, uninte ested, and perhaps even
racially or politically prepudiced. -This is a explosive area of inter
Personal relationship. Still, even though it i such a ,delicate point
between these cultures, I have never seen refer nce to space, or proi-
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ernics, incorporated into the 'instructions for..teaching ESL dialogues
to-our non-English-speaking population, nor in teaching Spanish di:
alogues to our Anglo population:

Let us now go into HAPTICS, the study of touching. You already
know, I am sure, that 'together with most northern European countries;.
the United States belongs to the non-contact, Min-touching cultures.

I remember. the strange experience I had on my first day in the United
States just a month and a half ago, when I had to sit for. about an
hour in the lobby of. the Law School at TeitiPle University, which.was-
filled- with young.studeras. During that hour, of constant talking and
bantering among the students, there wds not a single instance of touch-
ing among them. We Latins touch, to a .degree that is outrageous,
threatening, and oftentimes insulting to most Ang,'los. However, touch-
ing is also a way.of "talkine in most Latin .countries. Take a normal
everyday greeting among .Mexicans, Puerto ica.ns, Cubans, etc, If
you have already met and are friends, there is constant touching and
slapping of backs, kissing and rubbing of bodies.. If two women of the
same age and soCal status meet, there is hugging, kissing and rubbing
of upper parts of bodies in some cases. If men of the same age and
social status meet, there is the beating of backs, a hug maybe, .and
cthe firm- shaking of hands.. There are all kindi of non-verbal things -

involved and .happening in even. the .simplest of greetirigs in 11 Cut:
tures. And,all of you know that greetings and leave-takings are. one
of the first dialogues to be learned in. most ESL or foreign language
.courses. They are indeed very complex activities' rionlverbally speak-
ing. All of us are culture bound; we learned one way of behaving way .

back when.We. were small, and' that is the "easy" and "right" way;
it is Onr..non-verbal vernacular. Not .only that, but we cannot Shed it
easily, anymore,than we can shed our language, or our eating habits!'
However, if culture.is lened, then it can be .taught. But is this part
of 'culture being taught in school ?. Are we instructing our students in.
our ESL, and bilingual programs that if they. are Latins, they carinOt

go around over-squeezing AngloM And,are Anglos being'taught that
they should start' squeezing their Latin friends if they, do not want to
be considered' cold, 'unfriendly, 'rejecting and insulting?.

My third example is taken' from .armther type of differenee-between
Anglo and Latin cultures. Most Anglos in the-UrtitedStates have a
`monochronic culture,.-while Latin cultures are polychronic. A few ex-
amples will cyirifyjhe terms. In the United States, most interpersonal
relations .anaong Anglos, whethet formal or informal, are carried out in
a One-to-one- sequence. If you go to a store, the clerk takes care of

one .person at a time; You form lines at stamp 'windows, etc.; .for the
same reason. I learned my lesson at Gitn-bels,in INiew, York City when
I interrupted a dialogue a clerk was having with a customer to ask
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her about some beads she had in front of her. She snappily ,told. me
to wait my turn. Thus the terni mono ('one) chronic ( tinie)one at .

a time. In Puerto Rico and in :other Latin countries; a clerk takes
care of two, three-, four people at a time (poly [many] chronic- [time] );
A newcomer has prioifity- over the -previous customer. But there arc.
limits. After five customers, I have seen clerks getting anxious.,;, Some .

of them call the manager for help. 2

Shopping at .stores is an important skill that any person Jiving- in
the United States should master, even though Self:service stores have'
reduced the problem somewhat.' This difference should -be included in
our curriculum, because the situation. repeats itself, and not just at

::-----stopeS..,Polychronism. is -applied in all interpersonal relationships in
Latin Cultures. Here's another example: if I, as a-PuertO Rican teacher,
am talking, to one of my colleaguoli, on of 'my students, or to my bean,
and another colleague or student approaches me wantingto talk to me., ,

I immediately cease talking to the person I was talking- to, and ac-
knowledge the ,newcomer: And the .three of Us talk! This situation
repeats itself cristantly whenever conversations between two perS6ns
are taking place in a public or semi-publiC place, like offices. New- .

comers are peve,r left out; in fact, they are invited to. join a conversa-,
Lion that is already going on as a matter of courtesy. So when do, you
talk very privately? You half° to do something very unusual for
Puerto Ricans: yon close your door.

I believe this pattern is s6 drastically different from the Anglo
pattern that . Puerto Ricans and other Latins must'be taught how to
deal with people in a monochromic -cultural, setting. In the same fasly.
ion, Anglos must -taught how to deal with Latins and their poly-
chronic .culture. I have seen Americans. depart in n-despair from store,
counters in Puerto Rico and from friendly conversations because .they
insist on .waiting their turn, or in speaking. in a one-to-one order with
their friend... At the stores, they tell tlAe clerk they will wait, their turn,
when -actually what they are doing 1,94 missing their turn completely.

Let mepscuss KINESICS now, the field that studies body 'motions
and *gestures. Puerto Ricans have 'two very interesting gestures that
many of you - probably know quite well I mean the wiggling"
of the nose. to Mean: "Who ?" "What?"

look
'as that?" "What can.

.I do for you?". And with a -concernedlooic on --your face, it means:.
"Anything Wrong?" "What is the matter?" "What ;ails you?" ,Theti;
there is the pointing with puckered lips, 'which does not mean "the
blowing of .a kiss." It means.:-" There.", "Over there." ,"That. one."
"Those." 'a

Nov, a Puerto Rican inav use,..lhese gestures as complete gnostic:ins,
instead of the verbal patterns. Oftentimes, When a teacher askstsome-
thing in English and the students do not underStand, the noses go
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, into action. The pointing with the lips is used consetantfy to point,..to
request something a distance away, and even, to send messages of

warm fellowship when it is joined to a smile to mean: "Listen to that
is day; I have

e today, will
iere. Puerto

ealize that
se .are un-

loVe talk! Thas-.was, a sweet. thing to say.7 But to t
'never "seen" questions or expressions like these in EnL

k, These wonderfuLgestUreS, which you ca_ n master he
not do .in an English context- They are meaningless
Ricans. and other Latins must be taught,'. first of all, to
they wiggle their noses and point with their lips, since th

- conscious actions peculiar to their culture (a step in self- wareness,
self - identity), -Next, they must be taught that this form okkinesics,

.
i.e.: this non-verbal way of communicating in their cuitur6 is .non:
existent in the 4,nglo and northern ...urOpeari cultures.' Thi d, they
should be taught that even if they use the crestureswhiCh the. will
they must accompany them with words- Anglos should also be \taught

*.abaut this'behavior,for, they would be 'learning not just new ge tures,
but also the liberating truth, that there is incredible and ex ling
variety. among humans when we communicate among ourselV.es.- ore-

over, both groups of students' would also be learning to switch cul-
tUral channels,.a skill no one can do' without in this world of ours.

. - I have left.out many other differences, which there is not time to
discuss now. For example, a) personal, vs. impersonal, b) tempo

. IngleS vs. ten-4)o latino, e) bargaining vs. non-bargaining, d) noisy
.,.., Vs. silent cultures, e) staring vs: non-staring, f), joking vs. non-joking;

etc. All of these differences -should be incorporated' into ESL and
Bilingual Education'''Cutricula.

...

Before-concluding, I would' like to present to yousome 'observations
from.the 'researchers 'in the field of non-verbal communication that I

-- think are fundamental to our ESOL and Bilingual Education programs,

..... and, which Ihopeyon. will remember :in. your classrooms, especially
when you are teachin ,. those vei dehydrated dialogues in Most 'of... ,

you ":textbooks. .

,., ome of 'the schola s who have-done, and are doing, extensive work-..
in the field of non,ve al communication are Hall, BirdwhiStell,Mead,'
Sellefflen, Brier, Green, -Cervenka, and Rosenthal, to name a few. Tol.
lowing are some keyimessdges for you from them, Messages all 'of- us

should remember, meditate upon, and try to apply to our classrOoms.
i .

t
.

./
, To focus exclusively

1upon the WOrdshutaanS interchange ,/is to eliminate much .,

n of the communicational prOcess from view, and thus,:Vom purposive,contrbl.
It is my guess that probably, no knore. than 30% to 35/10 of the social 'meaning

: of conversation' or an interaction is carried by words. Birdwhistell 1970 : 50
. .

Still as of 'today, it is presumed that if both .A and 13 (two speakers) have
properly !aimed their. grammar,. have good enough dictionaries which they
studied adequately, spokeloud enough and were neither 5f them deaf, and did
not become too emotional, communication has taken place ... . Actually, the
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communication stream can he tnade up- of Multiple behavioral patterns existing,
on' different levels. Research is slowly demonstrating that communicating is
made up of levels of activity, the verbal being one among' many others.
(Birdwhistell 1970 : 88)

There is Movement. (kinesics), space (proxeinies), how.'you order.
-your activities (temporality), touching (hapfics), although very little ..

. investigation has-been carried.out in the olfaCtory and.thermal levels.
We can no' more understand communication by exhaustive investigation. of
language and paralanguage (intonation, stress, juncture) than we can under-
stand physiology by, say, the exhaustive investigatct of the circulatory .or
nervoussystem.. PhySiology aS we know. t is less than 100 years old. Little
by little, we have come to understand the -neural .processes,_. then, endocrin-
ology, and the circulation of the blood. However, until the living system
as a whole was examined, modern physiology with its .complex considerations
of homeostasis, balance, .organization of its sib- systems could . not be con-
ceived,o,-TABirdwhistell 1970:7; -74), 4

ESL, ructien is still about 100 years' behind physiology,.it.seems.
VeAtitl believe that .communication' and social competence is linonis-.
tically based. We, in dissecting. "the cadaver" of communication .and
social interchange have discovered a system: language: -. We seem to
think it is all of. communication, but it is not. There are other sys2
terns of communication besides language, and-many scholars have been-

.

concerned with 'these other system's for a long time now :.anthropol-
()gists, social scientists, and especially psychiatries..But not language.
teachers . . . as 'yet.

There are some additional reminders for us, that I. want to pass
on to you. Sapir-tells us. the following:

ci

We respond to gestures with an-extreme alertness and . . . in ac8o,rdaze..
with an elaborate and secret code that is written nowhere, known, by none;
and understood.. by all. (1921: 556)

However, Birclywbistell, s-uppodeo by Mead and many others,. nays:
We have found no gesture or body Motion which has the 'same social meaning
in all societies. There is no body. motion or gestuze that Can be regarded
as a universal symbol. Not even a smile. In fact, the methods of organizing
body motion into communicative -behavior by various societies may be as
'variable as the structure of the languages of these societies. '(1970: 81)

In other words, if the markers or patterns of. non-verbal levels are cul-
ture_bound-Heawed- behavior, there is great possibility of confuSion
when the messages are given in another 0-ultural context or settin
"In the ',USA, we ,move and \speak American English". (Birdwhiste '-

1970)., In Puerto Rico, we mo\ve and speak Puerto Rican Spanish, and'
"never the twain

. In factiand a 'very dramatic:one at that /

151
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.
.

. . if the co--unicational behavior of an individual in our culture is
sufficiently unexpected and idiosyncratic as to he beyond the range-Of our
previous experiences, we may be unable to relate to him successfully.- We
usually tend to label such behavior as pathological. (BirdwhiStell 1970:15)

.Tootir culture-bound eyes and senses, people from other cultnres be-
have strangely or even :pathlogically. -What is totally natural in One
culture may be perceived and interpreted as pathological in another.

This last continent explains. my .worry and concern ,t'egar ing the
present teaching of EST here in the States, where so inai different'

l

Cultures Meet. Our teaching 'has completely excluded the kinesis, prox-.
einic, haptic an parakinesic dimensions of conmninic tion. -. -.

\

I .hope I have intrigued, interested\ and motivate you. enough so
haUthe next time you teach a.- dialogue or you interre ate with Latins .
r anybody else frOm another *culture than your* own, ou stop to. think

ahout some of the things I have brought to your atten ion today,: things
. that do not yet appear in the dialogue, text but whie should definitely ..
1---there. I hoPe many of you will become, motivat d enough to find,
k...

o' t what those absent messages are, and start writ'ng out the Scitipts
that are ini:ssing, the non-verbal communication information that
should accompany all oral interplay in any langua re teaching.

.. \ Some preliMinary language materials incor orating 'non-verbal,
communication have recently been completed, wi h federal funds; in
Pennsylvania. _These May he obtained free of cha fge by writing T. A.
Bender; kilinnial_ESL Center, 100 Franklin k treat, New Holland,:..
Pennsylvania 117557 .

4 . .

In closing; I Would like to leave with you some thoughts from
Edward T. Hall, taken from his well known book, The Silent Linguage.

l , 1

Man did not evolve culture as a means. f smothering himself, but as a medium
to moVe, live, breathe, and develop his own uniqueneSs'. . . Full acceptance of
he .reality of culture would have revolutionary consequences, although (in

..tiidying it) we should' expect resistances" for the universe does not yield its
s Crets easily, and culture, is .no exception. (However), full understanding of
what culture is should rekindle our interest in life, in finding out who we
a e; in trying to find out who others are. (1959:1165 --66)

\ .. i
'I add that we, as teachers, are_cominitted to this activity, that of .dis

cover and of deepening insight, so eiiticaqy important in this age 'of
closed-in spaces, ofshortened distance ,'and of multi-eOntactS with the
many and the different'.

>

.T14re may come a time in the :very near future when cultur'e and all
its systems are. better known, -and "the w ve the egnivalent of what
someon has called "musical ,scores" that an be learned by everyone.
At this moment the task. seems impossi carry out. But it has
been done before thousands of times in e is ry of .man.
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Time, which is such a well-known system for us, and one ,we take very much
for granted, was once a . . . system known. only to a few priests along the
Nile River who had perfected it in response tb a. need to forecast annual
floods more accurately. (Edward T. Hall 1959:130)

There is such a pressing need at present: intercultural understanding,;.
the carrying 'out of the new enterprise of learning to live; fOgether,..
Together but different. Let's get on with, the task.-



Beyond Words: Nonverbal Communication in EFL
HARVEY M. TAYLOR
The University of Michigan

Whenever an EFL teacher contacts a student from another culture,
they are both immediately placed in two communication situations :
a verbal and a.nonverbal one. EFL' teachers are aware mostly of the
native .languages their foreign students speak, 'and only notice their
students' body language when they "act peculiar." Of course we do
study the students' native cultures in order to bridge the communica-"
tion gap, hut, we often fOrget that 'just as every spoken language is
part of its parent culture, so also is every body language uniquely a

...product of its culture. .

We know that crosscultural communication -problems can be caused
by a student who speaks English with a foreign accent; however, little
"attention 'is normally 'given to problems caused by a student who be-
haves with a .foreign "body-language accent even less attention
is paid to the problems that develop, because the teachers' own Amer-
ican body language is not understood by the students. If EFL teaching
does involve facilitating crosscultural communication, then some*bere.
in EFL we must include the. role which nonverbal cerr.munication
(NVC) ,plays in this crosscultural communication prodess.1

Just- as spoken communication 'can be two way, so can nonverbal
communication also be two way. We therefore have both tbeteacber's
and the student's body languages to consider. There are four ways in
which nonverbal behavior operates in the EFL classroom: (1) EFL
teachers unconsciously reveal their physical states and mental atti-
tudes toward their students and lessons, (2) students reveal their
physical states and mental attitudes toward their teachers and classes,
(3) teachers either read or misread their. students' NVC signals and
(4) foreign students either read or misread their teacher's NVC
signals.

Before we go further, we need a statement about the sorts of non-
verbal .conimunicative behavior we are talking about. In H. Taylor
(1974a) nonverbal communication was discussed using Duncan's
(1969) six- objective headings: kinesic behavior, paralanguage, prox-
emics, olfaction, skin sensitivity, and the use of artifacts. Further

Although this paper deals specifically with the EFL situation, crosscultuval corn-
7munication .also breaks down when people. froin just slightly different subcultures

within the .same: attempt to communicate; "therefore, much of whatl,.will be
said here applies to communication problems between:speakers of English who have
differing body languages. For example, do you give the same interpretation to the
body language of a woman who sits with legs crossed above the knee as Tali do' to
that of a woman who crosses them below the knee? Your own "body language dialect"
will govern your answer to this.

179
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detail from that article on the subcategorizing of kinesic behavior is
given in Appendix A. For EFL leaching .ptirposes this division of
NYC.. These terms directly relate the nonverbal communication to the.
what I will call "verbal- 'supportive" NVC and "--yerbal-suPpoOlTe"
NVC. These terms-directly relate the nonverbal.communicatithi t& the
communicative situation-in Which they occur -in a way in which. Dun-
can's system may not be' able to.

To .4..barq!, verbal-supportive NVC would include _pointing when
saying "this or "that"these gestureS clarify, emphasize, or other-
wise support the communicative 'meanings of the words being spoken.

Verbal-support.i.be NVC would include, firsf,' nervous mannerisms
that have nothing to do with the meaning of our spoken word'S`such
as finger- drumming, toe tapping, eta. ,In addition, Tverbal -Opportive
NYC also includes behavior which negates or otherWise changes the
normal illocutionary force of the spoken Wordssuch as holding one's
nose. and -grimacing while saying "Something, sure Sinells good in
here." Since Duncan 's.NVG,modalities include. pnralinguistie features,
suth as ,vocal tonality and.sliifts in stress and intonation, spoken sar-
casm is another part of this verbal-independent NVC.

In Figure 1 these two verbal related types of NVC behavior are
across the top of a type of feature matrix. These two categories can
each then be: divided into conscious and unconscious NVC, the two
categories down the left side of matrix.

The examples given in Figure 1 include two 'types of pointing at
an object while saying "that"the '[ +conscious], as in the careful
choreography of the TV politician, and the [-conscious], as in most
casual conversation. (Of course, the matter orwhether you point using
your index finger, your full hand, your lips, Or your chin will probably
be an unconscious choice learned-irom your native culture.) Nervous
mannerisms. fall into -the [- conscious, -verbal-supportive] categories.
The sarcastic "it stinks" nose-holding gesture most likely is [+con-
scious, --verbal-supportive] when used with the words "smells nice."
Much nonverbal behavior cannot be clearly defined by an outside-
observer as being either conscious or unconscious, but in-many,in-

[-I-Verbal-supportive] .

[ +Conscious]

[Conscious]

Planned emphatic, gestures
(e.g., TV politicians' pointing
into the camera lens at his
unseen audience)

Explanatory gestures (e.g.,
pointing when saying "that:1)

[Verbal-supportive]

[Verbal-supportive]
(e,g., holding ones nose when.
saying it smells good")

Nervous mannerisms (e.g.,
finger drumming, doodling)

Figure 1
Categories of NVC
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stances where this distinction can be made, it is useful for analyzing
crosscultural communication problems.

'THE TEACHER'S t CONSCIOUS, VERBAL-
SUPPORTIVE] NVC .

Americans reveal their mental anfl, physical states to other Amer-
icans by the way they stand, sit, and walk, as well as by the more
obVious facial expressions. We also similarly reveal our attitudes r.

toward People and what they say. Anyone from a similar .cultural
background unconsciously reads these nonverbal signals, and adjusts
his/her communication 'accordingly. However, 'people from a non-
American background generally unconsciously interpret what they see
us do in terms of what that behavior would mean "back home" from
someone from their own culture. Our students begin to do this to us
from the moment they enter our clisses.

For example, our unconscious attempts to establish and hold eye
contact with students may be interpreted by students from some 'cul-,
tures as an accusation of wrongdoing; or as flirting by other students,
or as a non - professional breaking down of the "proper" teacher-
student dichotomy by still others. Or, on the first day when we point
to each successive student and ask "What's your name?" some may
be shocked, since index-finger pointing at humans is demeaning through-.
out much of Asia Or if we touch them (or their attractive children)
.on the 1119.ad in a friendly American gesture, or if we sit so our toes
point toward them, dr if we beckon them with, a curled index finger,
we, also may be insulting them. Our friendly smile may be a derisive
"I'm laughing at you" sneer to others. Teachers can and do learn to
avoid these and other specific gestures -and expressions, but what
about the thousands of things we unconsciously do that are potentially
offensive?

I suggeSt one useful exercise here: Videotape any two, Americans
talkifig (maybe from a TV soap opera) and,have your students watch
the playback without the sound. Show only two or three minutes, then
discuss what the students think was going onwere the actors angry,
happy, 1)i:wed, upset, etc. ? and what gave that impression to the
students? The bits of body language which the students cite as evi-
dence for their opinions should be a starting point in deciding what

'in your own 'behavior is being misread by your particular group of
students. Then videotape' yourself as you teach some class,. besides,
discovering, how much of what you do in class is unproductive, 'you
may be surprised 'to see yourself doing some of the nonverbal be-

I 5 i)
- ,
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havior that your students have already reacted negatively to in the
soap Operas. This can be a first step in "Teacher, know thyself."

Before we leave- this point, one warning may be appropriate.
Teachers sometimes feel that their 'students, being foreigners, won't
detect from the teacher's NVC when he/she is impatient, disgusted
with student slowness, or bored with the class. Take no comforti-since,
there are at least certain signals of emotion that can be universally
recognized, according to work done by Paul Ekman and-Jerry Boucher
(Boucher 1969).

fl'HE STUDENTS'. [CONSCIOUS, VERBAL -
SUPPORTIVE] 'NVC

Just as surely as we teachers send signals unconsciously about our
own attitudes and feelings, so also do' our students indicate how well
they are grasping what is going on,in our classes. At times we can
tell what students are thinking, how well they have grasped our ex-
planations and directions, and whether or not they are enjoying the
class ; at .other times, we feel we are getting no feedback at all from
even those same itudents. Certain .cultures display their feelings so
differently from what Arriericans look for that we may miss the signals
that are thereor it, may be that their culture demands the masking
of all emotion -in the presence of any authOrity figure, including a
foreign teacher.

Boucher tells of an American travelino. with a Malaysian friend.
When the friend's car broke down, the American could easily tell
from the Malaysian's face that,he was angry. After along walk, they
arrived at their destinationthe home of the Malaysian 's father-in-
law. The ather-in-law,"berated him . for spending so much money
mi a car that _wouldn't even carry Mtn home." The Malaysian " took
the abuse calmly, displaying virtually no anger-at the old man's harsh
words." When asked later by the American why he didn"t get.angry,
the _friend said that "indeed he had been angry at his, father-in-law,
but that it would not have been proper for him to have' shown his
anger in' such a situation" (BOucher 1974 : 1).

Ray Birdwhistell, One of the better-known kinesicists,- holds to the
behaviorist .poSition that kinesic. behavior is learned behavior, and
therefore that universals are not to be expected- in- body language
(Birdwhistell 1970:187). BOucber (1974: 11) states that "basic 'emo-
tions are builtintothe individual, but that he learns stimuli fcii trig-
gering a- specific emotion, and he learns how to modify the resulting
behavior"in other words, everybody gets angry, but different things
anger people from different cultures, and each _culture teaches its
members when and how to either displayor mask their anger.'

This. masking hypothesis is Supported by a number Of carefully

1 5
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controlled experiments and accounts of one experience of EFL teachers
in their classrooms. At times we can tell when a student- is becoming
angry with another student; at other times we fail to detect the anger
until it explodes and that class session goes up in. smoke. Tlyn same
is true of other feelings ; We _sometimes can detect student boredom;
interest, antagonisn, frustration, pleasure, refusal, acceptance, etc.,
but other tlines wp cannot, even".'fn the same students. It evidently
depends on whether their masks-.are on or off.

In 'language classes when students are. actively involved in com-
municating they may discard enough of their native body-language
"display tules" (Ekman 1972) for the mask to drop; only -then may
we be observing some sort of bOdy-language universal behavior. So
long as our students are conscious that they are "mere students," or
are "foreigners," or are "inadequate speakers of English" or are
taking any other role that puts them on guard, the mask will be on;
we will then need to know much about both their culture and their
emotion display rules in order to interpret their body language with
any 'hope of accuracy. (See Appendix B for some hypothetical display
rules.)

. _

Some display.rules are already" known for just about every culture
from which our students come; what is not known is when a certain
display rule can or will be dropped during communication in English.
Just when p. teacher seems to have discovered a display rule, for ex-
ample that "Japanese girls cover their mouths and smile when em-
barrassed (Morsbach 1973: 269), a Japanese girl student will respond
without any apparent restraints. The teacher 'should try to discover
as many of the display rules as possible in order to understand the
person behind the.mask; when the mask is lowered, then the, teacher
must be prepared for student "impertinence" or "crudeness." Act
tually, the student may be 'neither impertinent-nor crude, but may have
simply dropped his/her native display rules without replacing them
with the appropriate American display rules for that particular situa-
tion. Haven't we all met not only the.meek, mousy Japanese maiden
but also her friend, the loudmouthed, brassy Japanese fashionplate
who disdains the Japanese nonverbal rules but has not yet. picked up
the Western ones appropriate to her wardi.obei

SOMe work is going on ina:number of cultures to identify display
ruleS that unconsciously accompany. communication. All good teachers
do perhaps as much teaching from student feedback as from prepared
iCSS01 plans. But when thiw feedback is missing or is misunderstood,
the quality of our teaching deteriorates. It is important for the EFL.
teacher to be able to read the unconscious signals coming from the
students.

We can train ourselves. and future` teachers to observe the non-

100
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verbal behavior of our students. Videotapes of students allow us to
view them in two types of situationseither under pressure with their
defenses up and their native display- rules in full operation, or when
involved and relaxed enough for some of these rules to cease operating.

In my work 'with Japanese. students learning English, I have
elicited the "typical" Japanese anxiety reactions by placing. them
under pressure in English interview situations with Americans. I
have found less reaction when they are interviewing each other in
English and even less reaction when they are involved in meaningful
interaction with other non-Japanese students. (As would be expected
.from a knowledge of. Japanese' culture, middle-aged Japanese Men
still conform more closely to the prescribed display rules even in
relaxed, animated -interaction -situations than do younger men even
under, some degree of pressure.), .

Michael Bond has done some interesting experiments which indi-
cate that a Japanese 'will' relax when speaking with a person who
leans 20° toward him and will also view the forward,leaning person
as more friendly than one who leans back 20°. Bond's-same experiment
alsb investigates sniffing and talkativeness as nervous activities. His
results indicate that Japanese women subjects. smile and talk more
than do men in identical interview situations. Bond (1974) explains
that "the display rules governing male and female expression of
anxiety may be different here" (p. 123).. 'Earlier research has found
that a forward body lean creates favorable impressions in other cul-
tures also (James 1932, Mehrabian 1968). Bond further cites leg
gestures and manipulation as a clear anxiety signal for 'seated Jap-
anese males and females (p. 122).

By being aware of the fact that leaning back while communicating
sends anxiety-producing nonverbal signals to certain people, we may be
able to avoid this bit of behaviorespecially in office interview settings
and substitute the anxiety-reducing forward lean posture. Also,
when we. note considerable leg movement among our students, we could
introduce a change in classroom activity to relieve tension or otherwise
attempt to reduce student anxiety. Of course, the problem would be
of a different origin if the leg movement were due, as it was in one of
.my classrooms in Hawaii, to mosquitoes under the desksan illustra-
tion of the basic point that no single bit 'of 'nonverbal behavior can be
.properly interpreted apart from the entirety of the situation. -

Implicit in what has been said above is the 'assumption that not
only must the teacher know the nonverbal signals he or she is sending
and how they are apt to be understood by the EFL class, but also the
teacher must know,how to interpret the nonverbal_ signals being sent
by the students to The teacher and 'to other members of the class.
Latin Americans appear to have fewer display rules to mask their
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feelings than do the Japanese. In fact, they seem to lack even the
relatively few display rules of North Americans, and therefore more
often overstep rules of propriety in our Classrooms than do other
studentsunless that dubious honor belongs to teen-age Iranian males
in classes taught by young American women. Although many - EFL
students have little consciousness that learning EngliSh includes any-
thing more than learning the spoken and written 'language, they
usually are vaguely \aware of what are' called !'American customs."
Pew of them see any importance in learning anything but the most
obvious cultural gestures-'212sucb as handshaking instead of bowing...or
giving the Latin abrazo (embrace). Americans are likewise generally
ignorant of just which bits of American nonverbal behavior are im-
portant for crosscultural communication, and, 'ins fact, many are un-
aware of the importance of nonverbal communication even between
native Americans.

Much of the serious research on Ambrican-bOdy language has been
with the purpose 'of \ establishing behavioral norms against which
emotionally disturbed patients could be compared for diagnosis and
therapy. These findings have been published mainly in psychology
journals: Occasionally some of /this research spins over into psycho-
linguistics, with some recent interest being shown in the application
of this part of psycholinguistics to EFL. A few American authors- -
have produced some lucrative paperbacks which, though essentially
superficial, may help open up this field in an informal way to EFL
teachers (Fast 1971, Nierenberg and. Calero 1973).

TEACHING NVC IN THE EFL CLASSROOM
tr

What is needed now ks a description of the role of NVC teaching
in the EFL.' classroom. My personal suggestion is that we not try to
teach' Mir- students bow, to act like Americans unless their spoken 'lan-
guage is exceptionally proficient ; the focug.of their study should' be
on the verbal language.

I hive, however, given private cornments on how Americans may
.misread foreign-body language to students who have shown special
sensitivity, to NVC,, and also to .3 few- who have acted 'Particularly
obnoxiously. These students seemed to have profited from these com-
ments; and probably other students of that sort could be taught to,
act more American. In one other situation it, appeari that certain
EFL students can. profit from being taught' bow to act like Athericans.
These are acivance4 speakers, proficient enough to joke and swear in
English at reasonably appropriate times, but who invariably appear
to Americans to e,show-offs or smart.alecks. Meg Katsuragi (1974)'`
has shown that bilingual speakers who are also bicultural consistently
switch their nonverbal bMiavior codes when they switch languages; .

IG
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it may be that these problein students are in some sense bilingual but
not as yet sufficiently bicultural.

, ~.The "show-offs" I have worked- with have had two problems in
coitimonone is their inappropriate intonation and the other is their .
inappropriate body language. In normal English speeCh both in-

.
tpuation and body language_ combine, to remove the sharp edges from.
what are otherwise cutting '.rernarkS. :Unfortunately,' there are no
specific gimmicks for helping this show-off sort of student, except,
personalized intonation and body-language error -analysis. Analysis
has -'at least resulted in increasing the sensitivity of these students to
the .dangers inherent in their use of these types of spoken English.
But has anyone developed a TEFL course for teaching A,Merican. jokes-.
and profanities yet? . .

Even though I feel it is unproductive to teach most students to
'act like- AmericanS, foreign. students are generally intrigued by dis-
cussions' about American body- language. This can become an effec-
tiVe topic around which to build a variety of language activities. In
Crymes et. al. (1974) there is an entire section based on NYC. SoMe
other recent EFL materials, also capitalize uponthe student's inherent

. interest in- these phenomena. Richard Bedford (1972) uses dramatic
staging to teach. both verbal and nonverbal language, with notes to
.explain the significande of the gestures and other NVC called for in his

- scripts. Dick Via (1971) has _long been giving NVC its due as he
teaches' English through drama.

In a. recent article (H. Taylor 1974b), I pointed out specifiC bits of
Japanese nonverbal behavior which Americans misread either ('1)

because they resemble some certain American nonverbal, behavior or
(2) becaUse they are completely. new kinds of behavior for Americans,:
This first mistaken-identity type causes greater crosscultural com-
munication problems than does the novel behavior type, which is some-
times so exotic that a simple explanation of its significance -within
Japanese culture may clear up any problem an American may have in
interpreting such behavior...

TEFL students' have -similar types of problems in their' reactions-
''to American body. language. They will be less upset by seeing us do

something they think no other human has done before than by Amer-
ican behavior which' resembles . something done in th sir culture, but
which has a different meaning to them. A nervous tw tch of the right
corner of the mouth (which, hopefully has no semai-Aiecontent any-
wie.re in the world) will be less of a problem in crosscultural corn.
municationthan Will be the thumb-forefinger circle used by Americans .

to signal o.k.--.-Lhut which means "money" to Japanese and has obscene\
.

meanings in some other cultures.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the general position. I am 'advocating is that we not

teach American nonverbal communication for production in EFL but
rather that we limit ourselves to .ipaChing it .fo recognition only
Whether we arrive at our corpus of teachable non erbal behavior bits
throdob a s udy of contrastive crosscultural beha for or through an,
analysis of t lose errors which hinder communica ion or through a
little of both seems less important than just ge ting. our students
to be aware o the existence of nonverbal-c'ommuni ation problems in

-EFL.
. Wilga River' lins suggested.that in EFL we al

manly the la.ngu ge 'errors which'eause a breakdow
(Rivers 1975), an MarinaBurt (1975: 55) has sugg
determininiCthe communicative importance of er
course. Thereis.a similar sort of intuitive feeling t
of certain bits of VC 'hinder communication mor
reading's of dther.Sbut so far we have no criteria f
relative importance of -NVC problems; Until such ev
I. any attempting to ',,collect and catalog experiences
communication; perhaps from such a compilation
what direction more 'eareful research should take i
mediate. value for E. teaching,

This then has broUght us.. back to our starting
recognize what we do nonverbally...as teachers and
unconsciously. read and react to these nonverbal sig

at correcting pri:
in communication
sted "criteria for

ors in adult dis-
hat the misreading

than, do the mis-
r determining the
dence is available,
in nonverbal mis-

e can determine
it is to be of im-

.

ointwe need to
how our students
als; we also need

to be sensitive to our conscious and unconscious reactions, to the non-
verbal behavior of our foreign students. America n nonverbal ,be-
hayior which has been misread by students can b explained, and,
where profitable, selPcted students can be shown tb impact of their.
own nonverbal behavior on native Americans. Ca we now in our
teaching go beyond words? .

APPENDIX A
Nonverbal communication modalities froM S.' Duncan, "Nonverbal communication" in Psycho-

logical Bulletin. 22 (1969), 118.
I. Kinivic behavior

II.Paralanguage
III. Proxemies
IV. Olfaction
V. Skin sensitivity

VI. Use of artifacts
Nonverbal communication outline from 1I. Taylor "Japanese kinesics"

Association of Teachers of Japanese, 9, (January 1974), 67-73.
I. Kinesic behavior

A. Facial expression
1. Eyelids
2. Eyebrows and forehead
3. Nose
4. Mouth and chin
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B. Eyi: movements
1. Eye-to-eye contact

". 2. Eye-to-lower face
3. Eye lowering
4. Eye pointing

C. Head movements
1. Nods (vertical, horizontal, combinations)
2."Terks (vertical, horizontal)
3. Head pointing

D. Shouldei and torso movement
1. Bowing
2. Turns

E. Hand-movcments
L Giving
2. Receiving
3. Pointing
4. Beckoning .

5. Greetings
6. Rejection
7. Prewell
8. Negation,' disagreement
9. Acceptance, agreement

10. Cogitation, perplexity
IL Applause

F. Postures (static)
1. tTnconscious (attitude-revealing)
2. Preseribed (sitting, standing, walking)

G. Pantomime
1. Counting
2. People
3. Objects

H. Miscellaneous
1. Deference
2. Embarrassment

II. 'Paralanguage
A. Voice qualities
B. Hesitations
C. Silence
D. Non-language vocalizations (laughing, crying, yawning, sneezing, etc.)

III. Proxemics
A. Formal personal
B. Non-formal personal'
C. Intimate
D, Public 'non-personal

IV. OlfactiOn
A. 'Natural body odors
B. Artificial scents

V. Skin kensitivity
A. Touch
B. Teniperature

VI. Use of artifacts
A. Clothing
B. Cosmetics
C. Ornamentation
D. Eating, 'cooking
E. Household
F. Sleeping \
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Stimulus

, .
Culture-Based

Learned . '
Emotional RespOnse
(how one "feels")

Display Rules Goverping How This Emotion
Will be Expressed by the Subject

Status of source.
of reprimand as

,; a "filter"

f
Prescribed reactions
("the mask to wear ")

..

Types
Emotion Nonverbal Verbal .

-

A public
reprimand
face-to-
face in
front of ,
peers.

...--:-..",

1 Anger

Superior

Peer

No visible
reaction

Silence

Frown Silence

Infoilor Frown, ...'
shake fist

Protest
innocence.. '

2 -

.

Anger

.

Superior, Tears, low
bow .

Weeping
. ...

.

Non-superior -:---0-

,

Frowfl,
clench fists

,

. , _

Cast
aspersions, -
on parent
.of aauser

.

3 Ari.g6r.promptedNon-inferior -=-80.'

Interior

Smile ..
Long explank

tion of
reasons for
error that

reprimand

Physical
attack on
accuser

Curses on
accuser

4
`i,

Shame

Superior 'Prostrate
self on
ground

Beg for-
giveness '

Peer Tears, bow Weeping

Inferior No visible
reaction

Silence
.

r
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A Practical Humanism for Develop tig Commnicative
Competence in the ESL Learner

A young teacher,once wrote:
I have come to a frightening conclusion/ I
classroom. It is my personal approach ilia
daily mood that makes the weather. As .a tea
to make a child's life miserablc\ or joyous
an instrument of inspiration. I can humili
all situations it is my response that decides
or de-escalated, and a' child humanized o
15-18)
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The Pennsylvania State UniyersitY

am the decisive element in the
creates the climate. It is my

her I possess tremendou4 power
It can be a tool of torture or
to or humor, hurt or heal. In
hether a crisis will be escalated

dehumaniied. (Ginott 1972:

In the field of teaching English as a Second Langua0 more than
.
most,.,, there seems to be a strong artifi ial division between teacher,

method., and subject matter., There is uCh talk about the last wo.
We continually analyze and reanalyze ur 'subject matter, classif ing

sets of habits and transformations, but we 'still.do not know wh we

need to know to build adequate' iheori s. for teaching.. We ex mine
rans-
hitive
s, not

ractice, individualized struc-
d syntactic structures, semaril,

and diffieulty. But e hear
Etcher in all this: Per i aps the
ade.by Jakobovits (1 73), who

says that not enough is know-n to prescribe exactly what hould be

done in specific, language-teaching situations;. even if it we e, the at-
tempt to impose prescriptive progr ins is destructive ; thus, the
teacher's intuitions as a professional ndividual should be given pri-
inary importance in order to nurture he educational ss in both
learners and teachers. His statement places the emphasis w ereWheat
belongson the process which occurs hen people interact as human
-beings. It is this huMan interaction' process, deriving its ocus (but

not, its source) from 'its subject matte, and its support (. t not its
direction) fronfits methodology, that c nstittites the core of ducation,

which, in the context of this.paper, translates to mean the de elopitrent
of communicative competence in the E0:., learner. .

As the -opening quote indicates, the moat decisive element ffecting

this process in the classroom' is the teacher.' 'Not teacher as funnel,
i

, "Teacher" here in n teacher of ESL, whether to children, adolescents, or a' Its,
and whether 'in a component of bilingual education, a ;foreign student dater m,
'adult basic educatio ; or teaching overseas.

193

method after method, looking at the pr Cons of grammar
lation. the direct method, the audiolingual Method, and the, co
method. We use language labs,. teaching machines, and compute
to mention numerous types of pattern
tion, and 'sequencing of materials arou
tics, pargmatics, situations, complexit
'relatively little about; the place of the t
most cogent statement..to date has been

10"
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taskmaster, or puppeteer, but teacher as facilitator Of learning. Every
teacher has the dual responsibility of bringing the learners to achieve-
ment of the stated purpose f the course, whether it be a body of under-
standings or skills, and of h ing:thw to become the fullest, richest
human being they can.

Most of the interest seems to enter -on how: teachers can produce
student achievement (assuming such production is possible); and very
little centers on how they can (or even-that they should) facilitate their
becoming full, rich human beings. SOmehow we feel that humanizing
is a hilcury we can ill afford; .after all, we argue, it's achievement that
counts, and we really have no responsibility for the quality of human
life. On the contrary, the quality of human -living is the basic purpose
of education from its earliest traditions, and no teacher from any dis-
cipline, even the most abstract such as mathematics, can absolve them-
selves from it. I have discussed this responsibility as if it were a.
duality, but actually learner achievement and learner humanization
are aspects of the same process; there is evidence coming in which in-
dicates that education which is humanizing is also faCilitative of
greater achievement.

The kind of education that goes on in a good school has been-
summed up eloquently by ,Featherstone (1971):

There has been substantial agreement that it would treat students as indi-
viduals giving them an opportunity to make significant choices ; it should
build on the interests, experiences, and expressiveness of teachers and chil-
dren, stressing ' the active involvement of people in their own education. .

tnd it should concern itself with students' and teachers' feelings; the normal
inescapable emotional context of communication ; acting on the premise
that relations between children and adults, and between children and other
children are of- supreme educational importance, inside or outside of -

school. .

Of course, what the school does is what happens in the classrooms, and
that should be mainly (though not completely) under the 'decisive
influence" of the teacher. .

The purpose of this. paper is to show that the ESL teacher who is
humanistic, demonstrating qualities. of realness, prizing, and empathy,
will have a classrobm that is student-centered rather than teacher-

- centered. This type of classroom is more likely to release natural
\ ,j, human impulses to 6ommunicate, foster, spontaneous talk, and lead to

communicative competence. By building classroom activity, as Feather-
stone says, on the "interests, exjleriences, and expressiveness" of
teachers and students; by conteining itself "with students" and
teachers feelings"; by making supremely important' the.Ci4lationship
between teacher and student and between student and student, people
will have a lot they will want to talk about and many reasons for talking.they
sPontaneously. This talk arises out of student motivations ; it is

16;
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purpdsive and dyadic; and it has been described as the. most important
step in the development .of communicative competence., First I shall
describe what I mean by humanistic ESI:, teaching. Thon I shall explain
student-centered teaching. Finally I 'shall suggest. concrete ways of

actualizing it.
.

Humanistic teaching is based on. a\ very different theoretical- con-
ception of man from that of .the behaVivilsts. Discussion OLsOme of
these differences at the extreme ends\ of each orientation as they
apply..here will by contrast clarify the humanistic approach. (These
contrasts are adapted from Broden and Stone, in presS.)

1. The behaviorists see man as a machine that functions according
.-to input-output or simple stimulus-response,. relations.. They-call him
organism., The humanists see man with cognitive processes mediating
between input and output.; these processes can change the nature. and
meaning of input and output .and thus man becothes' more than :a-
machine. They call him person. .

2. To the behaviorists, 'man is basitally pasSive and inert ; he must
be motivated, or' stimulated by external forces, .to perform. To the
humanists, 'man is basically active and grOwing; -he has kwill of his
own and sees. a pbtential for growth. If you let hini alone .he will
still be doing many things.

3. Behaviorists take-,a response -dominated view of man; they are
interested mainly in hoW the environment functions to stimulate de-

sired responseSY Humanists take a generative-dominated view; they
are interested in how-he adapts Creatively to the .situation.

.
4. The behaviorists say that cognitive pro'neS-Ses cannot be observed

and measured, so it is useless:. to speculate about them. The humanists

say that cognitive. Processes and structures- 'can be inferred and,
.further, it is -by using them that the 'person can control himself ur

.berself.
5. Beha.viorists see feelings and ideas as concomitants rather than

causes of behavior,,not to be paid much attention to. 'Humanists see
feelings as related to thinking and choosing. and as one crux of being

o human:
6. According to the behaviorists, human behavior is predictable be-.

cause it' is' under the control of the environment.* In .time, they say,
when more is known, it will be completely predictable- (and control-
lable). According to the humanists, norms which describe behavior of
a, group of people' may be. predictable, but not the behavior of an
individual, beetiuse he can always make a choice. Thus, a person will
never 'be completely predictable:

7. Behaviorism sees humans locked into a. deterministic structure
within which they function according to reinforcement; they are incap-
able of altruistic behavior, including loye. Huthanism sees human

.16'6
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beings able to transcend their self structures through relationships and
commitment to others:

Humanistic teaching, then, is based on ideas (alien to the behavior-
ists) such as active, growing; reaching one's potential, creativity, rea-
sons for behavior, cognitive processes and structures, thinking, Choos-
ing, feeling, unpredictability, relating and Coin-miting to others,
transcending one's self. .0f course, probably nobody is all one and none'
of the other. Most of us seem to blend elements from both.

It may be clear by now that the method of ESL' instruction called
audiolingual is based clearly. in .behaviorism. It was developed at a
time when the so-called "base disciplines" of language teaching,
psychology and.linguistics, were strongly behavioristic. Thus, feelings,
.values,_ thinking, choosing, and relating to Others were ignored, and
we taught by stimulating and conditioning responses of .varying:de-
grees of strength, under various contingencies. We had people talking._
to others, teacher and student; student and student, as if they were

-computers busily tabulating. input and cuing output, rather than think-
ing and feeling human beings.

The audiolingual approach at least had the learners talking (in a
way) instead of translating. In arguing for a practical humanism,
I am calling for not a specific method,' but a flexibility of methods,
under the: dirdction of the teacher, that allows the person of the
learner to enter into the teaching-learning process. Between'inpUt and
output.are thinking and feeling and living human beings, with their
own gpals. Instead of ignoring the person of the learners, I am pro-
posing that we "draw on them, that we bring them into the learning
process, that we. organize thc learning process around them. I am sug-
gesting that better, more efficient, pleasant, enduring, humanizing
learning is more -likely to occur, tliaLcoinmunicative competence is
more likely to "teSult. .

Then the question arises : how do we do this? Luckily, we don't
have to start from scratch. A basic building block for a ptactical ,
humanism can be found inthe work of humanistic psychologist Carl
Rogers, who has delineated three qualities that teachers can bring to.
the learning proeess,which facilitate human growth: empathy, prizing, .
and realises. In his excellent- paper: "The interpersonal relationship
in the -facilitation of learning ". (1969),' he presents evidence from re:
search that good teachers demonstrate these qualities and poor teachers
don't; and that students of teachers who have these qualities learn more
that students of teachers who don't, Here I will simply deScribe briefly
these, teacher characteristics, -which of course are not only qualities of
teachers as persons but are qualities in the human interaction process,

, which the teacher, who has major responsibility as .director of.learning
in the classroom, must establish.

./.44 1./ 01t;)
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Realness menns that the teacher relates to his or her students
as a vital persOn, not merely as a role, which is by far the most com-
mon mode. The teacher is aware of his or her own feelings, admits
them and communicates them appropriately. Prizing means that the

teacher values- the .learner, his feelings, his pe;rson, his. goals; his
fears at a new problem and his satisfaction with a new competency.

He sees the learner as worthwhile. Empathy means that the -teacher

can understand the learner's -feelings from the inside, as they appear
to the learner ; the teacher does not need to agree and apprOve, just
understan.d.....-Let us look at an example inwhich these qualities can be.
clearly seen:

Ramona, a Puerto Rican ten-year-old girl, was asked to read a few English
sentences. She read so softly, she was 'barely audible. She stumbled over

many words and finally stopped reading. She put her took over her face

in embarrassment. The teacher said, 'Reading English aloud is not easy.
There is fear of nicking mistakes and of being laughed at. It takes courage

to stand. -up and read. ,Thank you, Hamons., for trying,' The next day, when
Ramona was asked, she stood up and read. (Ginott 1972: 249)

The teacher is real in that she avoid useless praise and unhelpful
encouragement such as, "That was fine, RamOna." (It probably
wasn't and Ramona knew it.) The teacher praised Ramona fOr her

Courage, not her achievement. The teacher prized the learner in that
she allowed the girl's fears to -exist; she didn't make Ramona feel-.

bad for feeling afraid. Statements like "Read it again and don't be
'afraid" do not allow these fears to exist. The teacher shows- empathy

in that she understood just "how Ramona must have felt and she
verbalized it, probably in a 'way that Ramona could nbt.' Stieh state-

ments as "That was fine" and "bowl afraid", while well-inten-
tioned, and certainly better than criticism or blame, just do not .show
the qualities in the teacher which are known to facilitate real growth,'
personal and academic, in the learner. .

Realness, prizing, and empathy
Learners

the person of the learner
Linto the teaching-learning process., earners are allowed to be as they .

are, a necesary step before one can continue growing. The decisive
influence that the teacher can wield. in the classroom can The- utilized

to create the.psychological climate conducive to human growth.
Now that I have described humanistic teaching, I shall move on to

explain student-centered teaching in the form . of three basic, pro-
positions-.

1. One, definition of 'coinmunicative competence ha..s. the learner
able. to accomplish his-goals (usually non linguistic ones) 'by appropri-
ate use of verbal and non-verbal language. We are always communicat-

ing; indeed, we cannot not communicate. We usually have some purpose'

or goal; we want to influence others in some way, whether we are
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conscious of our exact purpose or not. We want .those we communicate
with to respond in some way, perhaps by passing the salt, or returning
our greeting, or supplying information, or looking .shocked,, and so on.
To accomplish these goals, we have various symbol systems potentially
at our disposal : use of time, use of space, body behavior, anelanguage
with its flexible linguistic structures which, can be selected according
to appropriate (i.e., effective for our piirpoSes) sociolinguistic rules.
A perSonis communicating competently when he or she can manage the
various aspects, of the, communication process to achieve the desired
response. .

2. The 'goals (purpose) of the learner in the -ESL classroom are'
not always thesanie as the goals of the teacher: This difference is
noted by Harris in his historicalovervieW of the ESOL field (1973: 78)

. : . our behavioristic methodology has been challenged by the work Of the
psychologists and psycholinguistics. For what they have been telling us,
particularly since the mid-siatics is that in our zeal to drill, drill, grill our
students, some of us have undoubtedly overlooked or at Least grossly under-

° ' estimated the fatigue and boredom factors [not to mention the unimportant
/ and dull factors--] ; and we have assumed too innocently that our students .

accept the goats we have in mind for them, which we often do ribt
articulate with much care or skill.

This' difference in goals is not immediately`' Obvious, so let us explore
it rather concretely by listing in general some probable goals 'of each.

:Teacher goals:
1) to cover a certain amount of material
2) to earn' some money
3) to do a creditable professional job
4) to try out anew approach
Student goals:
1) to learn something worthwhile in English
2) to be able to Use'.skills in English

. 3) to integrate new learnings into old ones
4) to make friend's (Maybe a girlfriend or boyfriend)
5) to get a better job :(a distant goal)

. 6) to feel good about theinseives
7) to gains' recognition
8) io gain esteem
9) to be included by others

10) to be liked %

11) to' fulfill requirements -t.

12) to have an "evening out" (especially adults)
14) to feel safe

-1 7
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Goals of both:
1) to relate satisfyingly with peers
2) to relate satisfyingly in the student-teacher relationship
3) to be. affirmed as a person
4) to learn about the culture of others
5) to express oneself , 4

6) to control one's own life.
'While some of the student goals may also be teacher goals, probably
none of the teacher goals are student goals. How then does a teacher
center classroom activity around student goals

Let me give two examples. First, the goal of making friends.
, Making friends, requires that people gain some information'about others

and give out some information about themselves. This exchange could
be accomnlishediby having students introduce themselves to some ex-
tent .at the first class so some basis is- laid for approaching another.
Or have students solve a problem in small groups of their own choos-:
ing ; usually they first manage to exchange basic information among
their members. Second,lhe goal of expressing themselveS. .A.s Feather,
stone says, "everything that we know about human natureand in
particular the nature .of childrenpoints to the centrality of expres-
siveness" (Featherstone 1971). Use examples for drills that allow

students to put in real information from their own liVes, such as
eT have good news ." or "The strangest thing I have seen in the

U.S. so far is . .." Have a hobby day or some kind of shitring activity.
reach them to give two-minute speeches whose only requirement is
that they be intereSting. In other Words, as-Finocchiaro says; ".,.learn-
ing takes place when it is related to the needs and experiences of the
learner" (1964: 33) and "The content of the curriculuni starts with the
students themselves and with their environment. ,It is only by' relating
it to their own experiences that a new item becomes meaningful to
thdin" .(1964 : 37.). Build in opportunities. for them to use language to
achieve their goal of expressing themselves and of affiliating with
others.' Teacher goals, such as covering a certain structure, must be
tailored to such 'legitimate student. goal's. Stiident.talk comes from the ,
goal of making friends, the goal of exptessing oneself, :and does not

need much." motivation" from the teacher.
Macnamara (197:3) explains the same idea froma slightly different

focus. He criticizes formal language teaching severely for emphasizing
talk that has no real goals, especially on the learner's part ; the
language classroom is' set up so that there usually is nothing 'people
want to accomplish by their act of communicating:

The child learns his mother tongue by determining independent of language
what his mother is saying. to him and using the meaning to unravel Elie
code. I am reasonably sure that the manner in which' a child learns a second
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language in the street is basically similar . . . Sense is: everything.. In the
classroom things dre the other w6,y about. Language. is everything. The
teacher has nothing important to say to the child, and the child has nothing
important to say to the teacher. The whole design of the classroom runs
against the grain of the facylte de languye, the natural device for learning
a language. (Macnamara in Stern :973:2, .

Thus, failure to learn occurs because lea ners have little or lit) impulse
to Communicate in this situation.

Elsewhere, Macnamara (1973), s that language teachers at-
tribute success in language learning mainly to the motivation of the
learner; that is to say, his Or her goals. The nature of this motivation
seems only poorly understood. Noting two basic motivational orienta-
tions. instrumental (to learn the language to accomplish professional
or economic goals) 'and integrative (to learn the language to talk with
speakers of that language), MaCnamara takes a different approach,
which:, . (-)

. . . demands that we look for the really important part of motivation in
the act of communication itself, in the student's effort to ,understand, what
his interlocutor is saying and Mills effort to maim his own meaning clear.
Ali, this is not of course. unrellAcd to a more general motivation ,to learn a
language. The fad' that superior attainment in a language is associated
with integrative motivation argues for a close relationship; after all the
integrative attitude is dedned 'as a general desire to communicate. with
speakers of the new language. But more pressing for most students than
a ggiferal desire to. be able to communicate at some future date is a specific
desire to be able to communicate in some actual Situation where what is being
communicated is of vital concern to. the persons involved. It is in the ex-
ploration of such:speciftemotivation that I look,for substantial advances in
language teaching. (64 -64) . .

.

Let us note here that such spontaneous talk generated in the class
room in dyadic; that is, it involves at least two people, student-teacher.
or student-student.' In contrast, there is very little room for spontan-
eous talk with a computer (although there is some interaction). As
Brooks. (1969) points out, language is not individual but dyadic be-
havior; communication is .a relationship as well as a process. Lan-
guage is. _first learned in relationship and it is used in relationship.
Brooks goes on to say that language teachers see the .eentrat concern.
of bilingualism not as interference (as linguists do) or as, code switch-
ing (as psychologists do), but.as the' ability to relate to one person in
language IA and to another language B.

3. The third basic proposition of student-centered teaching joins
the first. Learning what is necessary to know and: tb do to ac-
complish one's real-life goals leads to communicative competence.
Such student-centered teaching can have powerful. effects . on the
learner, ".engaging" him. by organizing., classrOoliNactivity around
goals meaningful to the student. This ,implies a focus of person-

-, I
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centered communication rather than linguistic manipulations. Because
classroom activities not Only value but capitalize on the impulse to
communicate, the student is engaged in purposive meaningful language,
use, exactly what so many people have been calling for as an ex-
.cellent, even indispensaMe,.way to develop communicative com,petence
(011er 1971, Paulston 1973, RiVers 1972). The subject-matter, while
controlled, is still the real concerns, thoughts, views, and feelings of
real learners and teachers.,

SUGGESTED CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES
Now let us turn from discussing humanistic and student-centered.

teaching to suggest practical ways to .accomplish it.. The essence, as I
see it, is not so much what you do (various aspects'of 'methodology) as
in how you do it (empathy, prizing realness). As Kennedy (1973)
points out, of, more concern than method should be materials which
expose the learner to the language being learned and which exploit
his or her motivation to communicate. When there. is interest and
excitement, people- want to talk, they can't wait io Lark, and ?;i.ri the
teacher has to do is value theirEtalk, supply focus and direction, and let

. it happen. Other suggestions, adapted of course to the level and inter-
ests of a specific group of learners, might be :

1) Have self-introductions by class members. Enconrage others to
ask questions, to get at attitpdes and feelings'as well as facts. (Thi

is realness.) . ,

2) Use oral or written sentence completion.- This allows individna
differences to 'be expressed (prizing), e.g., "Today I feel. . .", "If I
were a millionnaire, I would. . .", "A perfect woman is one who. . .",
"What frightens me most is. . ." Practice in specific grammatical
'structures is easily worked into this type of activity; e.g., the examples
given here rou1d he practice for, respectively : adjective complements,
conditional clauses, adjective clauses, nouns or gerunds. Note also the ,
difference in opportunity for expression of self. in these two stems: a)

. "Since. the discovery of fire. . ." b) "Since I came to the U.S. . . ."
Which is more humanistic?

3) Have students submit two written sentences at the end of
class, to you the teacher, on anything they wish. You get to know them
this way (empathy) and see things from their point of view. Learners
have offered such sentences: "My little daughter is sick and I 'ap
worried." "I liked the iniman contact," "Always I am tired." "I
used to .say to my husband, 'May I go.' Now I say, `I will go.' "
"When I go to Roy Rogers, I have to say hamburger platter many
times ; I lose my confidence, and for a while my mouth is shut." Op- .
portunity for such human sharing seems valued by' the students and
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can .supply niany 'occasions for teacher-student and student-student
interaction characterized by realness, prizing, and empathy.

4) Require ramblings. A ragibling 'is defined as a response to
anything you care' o respond to, in any way yOu care to respond. It
can be 'Verbal or nonverbal; it. can be a poem, a paragraph, on how you
feel about something, a sculpture,--a-knitted afghan,.a el..amic pot, a
way of dressing, a favorite snapshot, a song. The only, thing ruled out
is no response. Have students present their ramblings; accept and
discuss them but do not attempt to evaluate anything, so personal:a
(This activity takes in -realness, prizing, and empathy.) .

5) ,,Let_them show slides from their country; from travels in the
U. S., of family, friends, parties- (hilt be careful to generate talk, not .

a travelog).
6) Get small interest groups going from the cltss (knitting, tennis,

photography, child rearing, teaching in various' cultures), depending
on their interests.

7) Have a "gripe" session.
8) Have a wish session.
9) Get native-speaking conversers.

10) Have students make, a tape of their, own.
11) Have a puppet show.' Often people are more comfortable ex-

pressing themselves indirectly.
-12) Do some creative role- playing.
13) tTse feedback sheets. 'These can take the form of half-sheets of

paper with ,open-ended questions or sentence stems for completion;
e.g., "The thing I liked best about class',today was . ", Today I
liked least , ", "I suggest .... ", "I want to ask you ; . . ", "I want
to tell you

These are just a few suggestions ; you could come up with many
more. Above all, draw examples and let them contribute examples and
content from their own lives. Make their talk dyadic, purposive, and
communicative. A few further comments may be useftil. Often a teacher
finds one or two modes and makes them.work consistently for him or
her, such as use of sentence completion or puppetry. These aCtiNities
should not be saved until the end of class -br jcept optional; they should.
be the "stuff" the class is made of.' A humanistic approach can be
structured to fit the specific language skills you are teaching, for
teacher goals are not to be ignored any more than student goals. All
this takes is some thinking by the teachgr on bow to, let the learners
bring in their concerns and feelings. You really don't need to explain
this approach to your Students, although you can; chances are they
will respond positively to almost any invitation to human interaction.

I might suggest two criteria- that can be applied for using such
activities :, first, see if the activity involves true, real concerns or goals
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of the lezan rs; and second, see if it requires a .task or product of the
learner whit requires communication with another person.

The tech iquessuggested this paper represent a practical
humanism whi Organizes learning around student goals. A teacher's
realness, prizi g, and empathy can be expressed through, such activ-
ities, :and the 1 arner's impulse to learn can befreed. This impulse
to growth, whit is the driving part of human life as the. humanists..
see it, can thei roduce the spontaneous talk which leads to -Com-

muniCative comp. tence. _

Of course, no approach works equally well for all learners and
teachers, and pro lems do arise, especially when people are unwilling
or unable to relate to.the others there in some riiinimalNway.. Usually
such problems can be faced and. worked ,out; indeed, working them
pout can be humaniz'ng and productive of communicative *competence.-
A iractical humanism. in the, teacher, can release enormous human
potential in exactly the .form of motivation needed for learning. a- ,

language, and for t 's it is imperative that we give it, broad and
serious consideration.

16.



Adapting. Human Relations Training
Techniques fore ESL Classes

SYLVIA BROWN
Polytechnic High School, Sun Valley, California
FRAIDA DUBIN
Universitf of Southern California

I To the best of our knowledge, this year'; TESOL convention marks
the first time-that human relations and affect have been linked with
English language teaching as the title for a group of papers. We

;believe that ESL teachersall teachers for that mattercan only
stand to benefit from augmenting their focns to include more direct
.concern for the peoplf whom they purport to helpthe learners. In
1975, in this-era of concentration on human, potential, human geowth'

. and human individualization, not to include this topic on the conven,
tion agenda might have Made this organization appear, if not com-
pletely ostrich-like, somewhat out-of-date. .

Our interest has been particularly drawn to the self esteem and
self worth needs of young people and adultsstudents in junior and

ii

senior high schools as well as people in adult,; classes,' the audience for
ESL in large, urban public schools. Foreign students in high School
are in some ways the same as other teenagers and in1other ways
different because of their cultural backgronnds. Sometimes we are
so anxious to teach them- correct structures in our ESL classes that we
forget that they are, above all, huthan beings with 'human probleths.

As most teenagers, they are going through the process of question-
ing themselves, wondering who.they are, searching for relationships,
being afraid of looking foolish or-insecure. _If a person does not have
a strong self image of himself or herself to begin with, compounded
with a fear of not.being able to communicate orally in a new language,
you haVe a youngster with little or no feeling of self worth.

Our profession has been typically more caught up with every aspect
of teaching English than with the student's feelings and emotions,
worries and uncertainties. ESL has usually been a head experience as

.. it is dispensed in most of our classrooms. It has concentrated- on
thinking,' analyzing, reasoning and verbalizing. In some cased, we have
made the very. setting eof the ESL classroom an intimidating expe-
rience for. students. ,'

We are advocating a different approach than one that put
priority for successful learping with either the method (in a nar
sense) or the materials. nstead, a human relations approach say
that the basic necessity is a lassrdoin atmosphere in which people feel
comfortable, relaxed and accepted. A language class must have a
prevailing mood which helps students to express themselves without

204
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constantly feeling.pressure to produce correct or accurate language.

It 'should be a place where there is an unspoken rule: communication

comes first. In sucha classroom everyone feels free to try out the new
language for expresging real needs and concerns. The classroom Should

.be a place where everyone can risk making errors; where, in fact, the

,learner enjoys the risk of speaking out. . 6 .
0, flOr some time now we have been trying activities which are not
designed specifically for ESL teaching, but rather fOr use with groups

of people (like. ourselves) who /are cohcerned with building better

interpersonal relationships, who' are interested in finding more effec-

tive ways for talking about both positive' andipegative feelings, ways' *

for expressing a variety of emotiOnaltraind sensory experiences. SThere .

is a healthy, growing,' bibliography. of such sources. They are the

. starting point from which we' take off, adapting .theAe strategies and

activities to the unique needs:Of a langiage 61assroom.1
Human relations activities may got always,ke recognized for what,

in fact, they are. Sometimes it'is simply a matter of people in a class

sitting in an arrangement which makes it possible for communication

to take place. It is useful to say : "Let's it in 'a small circle.", In the

Circle we use an activity 'called "bragging." The teacher begins: by

asking -someone to mention one good thing about himself or.herself.

This request is typically followed by a titter, laughter, and 'the re-
sponse, "I can't." 4

Most of the students eventually offer at least one positive example;

The teacher then asks for another "good thing," and another . and

another. 'We keep asking until there are five of. as many_ as you, the
teacher, feel make the point that we all have sOme.good characteiistics.

Another activity' is giving everyone a chance to exrierience valida-

tion from the grboup. We take.turns using phi ases such as : "I like you

because . . " "I like you when . " "I like your .. " "I like the
way you . . ". These optners are important because students :,will
want to look at the teacher and say: "I like him because . ." while

indicatim-.;, another ,student. .11 is necessary to point -out that *the

speaker must look and speak directly to the pe-son involved. It can
be a moving moment to watch the :glow that appears ion the face of

the "receiving person."
Role playing iii a human relatioris context is focused. on the par- ".

Iicipants' own ekperiences. For example, the group can 'suggest
situations, either fvny, sad, frightening 'or serious. The' teacher
prompts by giving some examples first. As the Judents volunteer their

C. Epstein 1972, E. Hunter 1972, IL R. Lewis and it Streitfeld 197.1, A..' Maselow
1962, R.. Masters and .T, Hou'ston 1970, J. W. Pfeiffer and Z. E. JoneS 1973, C. Rog-

ers 1961, S. Sax and S: Hollander 1972, J. Schranli 1072, W. C. Schutz 1971, S. Simon,

L.'Howe and H. Kirsehenbaum 1972, G. Stanford and RFD. Stanford 1972.. '
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own situations, the teacher writes thorn down, These are filed on 3 X 5
cards. Then the cards can be used at various times:.

But not all students are 'ready for free-style role plc ying. They
are the ones, who often benefit 'the most *front coupling i iterchanges:
Each student is assigned a letter, A or B. The A's ar told to find
a B partner.: Assigning \..,'B (or 1, 2 eto.)egreatly simplifies choosing
partners. Each A-1-B.-couple is instructed to move their hairs sb that
they are separated froth' other couples. Instructions for such a session
might begin with this explanation: "You have to ma -e' a decision..
You have a problem 1Rrid are trying to decide somethi ig.important.-
Tell your -partner about that decision. You 1u one invite to think
about it first." (It is 'iii'iportant; by the way, to Provide preparation
time. But the period should be quite 'brief so that partners will really
listen and not try to rehearse their own speech in anticipation.) After
listening for a few niinutes-, the other .partner says to the speaker:
"That's a hard decision. lint I'm sure you're going to make the right
decision." The, speaker can answer: "Thanks for your encourage-
merit. I'm sure that be "able to make the decision."

Another good activity for couples' is listening without comment
Students are instructed to pick a; partner and speak for five minutes
on Any topic without interruption 'by:the listener. After five
the 'listener repeat's to the speaker. what he ha's just heard., As the
group becomes more:sensitive, the listener can be asked to tell the
speaker how he 'thought the speaker felt when .he spoke. Invariable,
when students are asked what they learned froth this activity, they
rep isthat it nothard to speak or to repeat, but it is hard to be a

.listener without making comments.: .

Moving about pl.sically aides spontaneous talk. An activity 'which
. incorporates physical movement procedes as follows: Students mOve

their chairs so.thatthe center of the room is clear. The teacher*then
explains that there is'. a maginary line -running 'through the center
of the room., .The members are 'asked to .deeide. how they feel about a
specific subject. A good topic for high school students -might be the
following: "Do you think that a girl should let a boy kiss her. the,fiyst
time they, go out togetherT The-instructions are: "If your answer

`no,' go to one end a hp line. Ti your answer. is-Lye',' go. to the
other end. If you are not sure, stand in the Students.have
a minute or so to take,a position.. .

Instructions continue: "Let's see if you Bali now convince some-.
one to change hisor her opinion and location in. the line. Give reasons
to those at- the'other.end of the rOo.m as .to why they should ,change
their minds. If. someone convinces you completely, if you change,from
a 'yes' to a '11.6' answer, ,go over and stand with the `no's.' If you are
now -undecided, go to sthe cuidd e Of the line. If you,ar'e slightly con-
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. , / . .
..,::_viribed, just move a little, a few .feet tow/itrd th cente\r." It 'heightens

'. the excitement by giving -points to ya.ch group which convinces a
member of the opposite 'side.. Fregitently tl-i, 'yes's'. will strongly...
.question' a person who left their ,groupi Occa,ionally,. the departing ,
Member tries to convince those /emaining .behind to switch to. the
other Viewpoint.' : .

We have given you a few pXamples of human relations strategies -.
which we have used successfully inESL classes, hough we must admit
that we cannot extend a fail -proof discovery prOcedure for adapting
group \interaction techniques "which were designed for a different
audience to the unique 'needs of al language cla$. But we can share

\,some of our experience, or the finesse of adaptat on, the hoW-to-do-it.
No, we have. not carried out any controlled' e, perirdents with and

withoutexperiences in human relations activities, tor have wedevised
measures to test which groups might have corona nicated more effecL-
tively. . NeverthOes,s,,ive feel. fairly confident that reports of such

1

endeavors may very well shoe up at these meetings in the next few.
years. _)

We, can; however, -repo that with students.with Whom these types '

of activities have been //iced, enthusiaSoi and interest, in just being
there in. the classroom {vas uniformlv high. For many- situations, we
believe this 'is reconm endation enough for teacherS to expand their. '.

repertoire to include undid relations'activities.. \

Experience alone tas provided us with fame of ;reference, some
.

guidellines for isolating useful and adaptable..ideas,:
(1) 'Ve look:Tor .activities which because of the basic interaction

Which. they call' for will generate spontaneous language by creatinea .

situation or contextualization which fits the interests and experiences
of most of theparticipants. We try- not. to push students beyond where-
they 'are. But we (lb 'find that the more learners :mine to trust and
yallelate, fheir o-Wn fpelings in an FA.T, classroom by. sharing .,within.
the! group, the more.f. this approaCh they want. .

(2) rthe. affee'tive contexts ..which we look for dealWith" emotional
states,/ -moral and cithical values, persooal and subjective feelings,
-characteristics of personalities (ourselves, the teachers, .included),
qualities .of.personabappearance, moods and feelings both negative and

',positive, and sense experiences such as touch, -smell, sound; sight
and taste. .. . . .

.

;(3) We look for; personal grOwtit activities which help-us to deviate
from stereotypicalgettcher vs. classroom, frontal teaching. We-have
.ifound that with '.1.nost classes it is wise to begin personal,. -Sharing.

activities in orie4o-one or pairing interactions. It is much less threat--
ening to .express,.'reelings and values to. one other persbn than to a
whole. group. Arid,of -course, a great deal of language.b havior which
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is concerned with sharing of self is directed at one other person in
-9, whom we feel trust. .- .

. _
IJ . 1

Next, talking. within small :groups of two Or three or even four or
.. -six other people .extends the possibilities for important sharing to

take place:. Finding a partner, Or a group, by the way, becgmes an
.,.activity . in itself which ..activates both listening .and controlledcom-
.munication. / : .

.

-- When the entire class carries out an activity together, there are
many possibilities for the teacher's role to: decrease and for the in-

. dividual. student's responsibility as leader to take over. Remember
that important aage to ESL teachers of another, era?: "Ask:yourself
at the end of the lesson, who talked the most, you the teacher, or the,
students" In a human relations framework, the adage is : ,.`-W.` ho
had the most responsibility for the interaction, the Students or the
teacher?" If it is the former, the students, then considerthe session
a succes:'

(4) Classroom strategies which incorporate human relations- as
. contexts are adaptable to a variety of time slots in a teaching plan :

they become introductory or warm-up activities; they can extend.
through an entire classroom period; or, they can be maintained as on-
going activities which students benefit from participating in many
tithes because each time they are repeated, the objectives are more
accurately achieved by all.

(5) In working out guidelines or discovery procedures for success-
ful adaptation, there is an underlying., essential factor: the teacher

.

much feel comfortable participating in the aetiYity. These 8uggestions-
are not for the person who. is skeptical about relinquishing all visible
signs of authority in the classroom. Nor is this approach recom-
mended for the person who cannot tolerate risks, since in human.:
relations activities the teacher must function both as a modet and
a member of the group.

We know very well that effective teachers have always utilized what-
could be described' as humanizing activities. Our suggestions here are
in the direction of .formalizing the approach by linking the practice to
the output of another fieldhumanistic psychology.

. There are going to be some other ,objections, we are sure, to our
suggestions. We want to try to answer a few of the queries which
may have already been turning around in your mind:

What language skillS are you trying to teach?. How do yo U include
all of the skills?

Answer: By incorporating human relations training activities,
we believe we come as close as anyone to fostering what the prac-y
titioners of our field call communicative competence, or the complete

t'
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skill:of -using language4 6r interactional, behavior.' We begin by setting
the scene. We induce communication by making communication neces-
sary, possible, gratifying and above all by encouraging a classrdom
atmosphere where everyone wiIl,want to talk. (By the way, we have

.. found that liuman relations activities serve as excellent preparation
for writing topics. But that could be the subject-of another paper.)

No, we .do. not recommend a total switch-over to a human relations
approach at. the most beginning level. But some attention could be
paid to feelings, for example, even at` the most basic level. Instead of
having students practice the contrast between present and past time
by telling each Other what. they ate for breakfast yesterday and what
they want to eat today, why not talk about how you felt yesterday and
bow you feel today?

We have . foUnd that in . the ESL Curriculum in LoS Angeles
secondary schools, at least, hum.an relations activities can heginat any

. time.. as an .accoMpaniment- or enrichment to Work on 'other language
skills, such as reading and writing: Certainly the .contexts and vocab-
ulary of the. senses .and of the feelings do not need to wait .until

advanced levels.
-Isn't it drngerou's to talk. about'personal.fedings With people from

a variety of cultures'
.

Not necessarily.. There is far ' more universality when you talk
about. human emotions than when you deal With, external realities. of
living. .

In Los Angeles classes, many students from a variety of Latin
American countrie appear to be more in touch with feelings and
sensory. states than are many. North Americans. But more than
national or cultural background, the individual's personality and
family history seem to count the most.

How do- you stkucture and control the presentation of phonological
and gramMatical structures?

The presentation of specific grammatical. structures is simply not
our main interest. And besideS; at the intermediate and advancing
levels, our..classeS are usually made tip of students who have had such
disparate .backgrOmids that it is almost impossible for the teacher to
begin at one place in a fictitious ESL table of contents and move every-
one through a prescribed list of new structures. We are struck, too;

.
with the discussions from the language acquisition field which suggest
that people probably do not learn a second language in such an in-
dexed manner anyway. Human relations activities attack the problem
more experientially. ,Because of this quality, they seem particularly
well suited for adult ESL. courses where there is a lack of continuity, in
attendance. -Whatever the learner experiences, on those occasions
when he or.she'is present is what matters.
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We have pointed out in.this paper that human relations activities,
offer exciting ways to inductzfreer,and more spontaneous communica-
tion-in our ESL classes. And .beyond that goal, through human- rela-
tions experiences, an atmosphere. of- closeness and mutuality can
.develop between -everyone; teacher and student and among students.
themselves. Students find friendships within the group which did not
exist before.. They begin to interact naturally :and comfortably with
each. other While, at the same time, using the new language ,for real
communicative purposes. The'strategy seems to work: At least it has
for us. We invite teachers iYho are ready for this ajaproach- to" try it
for themselves. ".

A

E
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Group Work and Cbmmuilicative Competence
in the ESOL Classroom'

MICHAEL H. LNG
Universidad Aut6noma Metropolitana, Mexico

.
LINGUISTIC AND COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

The distinction between linguistic and communicative .competence
is well-established, and its importance for language learners, and
teachers - becoming ever more widely recognized. The theoretical weak-
nesses in ChornskY's notion of competence, the speaker-hearer's.knowl-
edge of his/her language, have been pointed out by several writers,
e.g. Campbell and Wales (1970) and Deming (1973). Campbell and
Wales have this to say: :

Although generative grammarians, in particular Choinsky, claim that their'
work is an attempt to characterize the nature of coinpetence (that is, the
nature, of thOse humaii abilities ,that are specific to language),_th4r_inflin
effort has in fact been directed towards a More restricted sort of competence

. . from which by far the most imporiant linguistic ability has been
omittedthe ability teOproduee or understand utterances which are. not so
much grammatical but, more important, appropriate to the context in
which they are .made. (247)

Hymes '(1972:4) recognizes the importance of the creativity of Ian-
.guage to .which Chomsky draws attention but sees Inin as not going.,-
far enough:

Creativity does include the construction of appropriate sentences independent
of environmental stimuli, but ;Chomsky analyzes such creativity only as
making sentences; not making sense. The fact that appropriateness is a r&
lationship between sentences and contexts, requiring knowledge of both for its
explanation, is left out of Account.

Choinsky's competence is linguistic, and deliberately ignores per-.
formance, language in. use'for communication. The implicit knowledge
'of a language which it treats deals Only in the generation of gram-
matically -correct sentences. .Hyrnes 's concept of competence, on the
other hand, emphasises the importance of the rules which fit Speech
for the social context in which it occurs. For ITymesand . it is sug-
geSted that.: he same is true for in,ost,foreign language teachers.L-

[A] description that does not specify linguistic features in relation to a
community of speakers, their repertoires and the uses of these, has hardly
validity, releviineci or interest. (Hymes 1972: 5).

Native speakers and hearers of a language know all sorts of rules '4.

besides ,those governing the grammatical correctness of sentences. ,

1I am grateful to Ronald Mackay for reading and suggesting improvements to an
earlier draft of this paper.
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They know, for 'example, when it is appropriate to be ungrammatical,
when to say nothing, and when one of many notionally .parallel but
structurally different speech forms is appropriate or a particular
speech act There are, for example, a lot of- chokes available in
greetOg and leave-taking, but some will be unacceptape in any given
context: Consider

(1) University vice-chancellor : 'Morning, Smithers.
2

Assistant lecturer : *Hi!
(2)' Wife 'Bye, darling.. I'll leave your lunch

in the oven.
Husband. : *It's been a 'great pleasure.

(3) General : Good luck; PilkingtOn. Remember,
the honour of the Regiment depends_
on..this miss'iOn.

Private Pilkington . : *Tye, sir: Have a nice day!

Native speakers and hearers..know rules, in other words, which enable
them to do things with language by relating linguistic forms to the
soci`al:contextin which they occurand to judge the appropriateneSs. of
thoSr.forms in those contexts. These judgements/ may affect syntaetic
.choices. (I've never . . . asopposed to Never. have I I. ), lexical choices'
(Pass the sodium chloride is acceptable in the science laboratery.but
not sat table), and phonological chdiceS (compare the articulation of a
teacher's speech when ,.addressing a student audience and when
chatting to one of those students over coffee). People know rules,
that is, which cause 'them to encode ineaningin 'utterances they pro-
duce, or to decode it from utterances they hear, according to the way
they perceive the sithation. bearing on those utterances. Failure-to' do
this successfully can lead to a 'breakdown in communication at least
as readily as can grammatical error-. Consider the foreign student
who 'accosts a native speaker with:

. "Please, to railway Station you tell me way?"
1:7the chances are that the student-Will obtain tbe information requested
despite the graminatical and phonological =errors. Woe betide the:
student on the other hand, who interprets an irate teacher's:

"Would you mind shutting up now ? "..
as a question! The speaker- hearer needs to learn the sociolinguistic
rules which relate the interrogative .fdiiii-here to the situation in which
it occurs and few& it rhetorically as a command. As Hymes (1970:
14) points out : "There are rules of use without which rules of gram-
mar would be:useless."

1 8
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LINGUISTIC AND COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE
IN THE ESOL CLASSROOM

The differences between the two competences or, rather, two as-
pects of the 'same underlying competence, reflect the discrepancy
between the real aims of many foreign language students and the more
limited kind of linguistic ability which commonly is their achievement.
From many foreign langugge courses learners, take away an ability
to use the language grammatically correctly .within the confines
. .controlled. "skill-getting"- (Rivers 1972) practice exercises. Their
needs in the target language, on the other hand; involve the ability
to use the language in acts of communication. In requiring this they
are; in. fact, asking no more or less, of the language than do native
speakers. It is surprising,,therefOre, tbat so 'much lip service has been
paid in the language-teaching world to Chomsky's notion of (lin-,

. guistie) competence. Lest:Chomsky should live to become as misrep-
resented in the .language-teaching literature as Skinner, however, it
is worth reminding ourselves of his statement at the 1966 Northeast
Confereitce on the teaching of Foreign Languages:

Once .again I would' like to stress that the implications of these ideas for
language teaching are far from clear to me. (Chonisky 1966).

Equally surprising is the fact that many foreign language teachers
still see their ..job as training -Students to jump thrOugh linguistic

;hoops in the form of a successio of textbook exercises and.orat
_where- the-only criterion of acceptability is grammatical and phono-
logical accuracy, and. the most optimistic outcome linguistic compe-
tence,' (Littlewood 1974). At least five dimensions of the language
produced in the classroom might well be considered' important : (1)
grammatical and phonological accuracy, (2) appropriacy, (3) ad-
equday, (4) truth value, and (5) Vnorality.

In praCtice, students. quickly learn that in the classroom' what
they say is of little importance to their teacher compared- with how ,

they say it. Hence, exchanges such as the folloiving are often en-
ountered in elementary classes. After several minutes ofcontrolfed

pi ctice of. examples of the pattern I've. got a , .using stimuli like
boo pen, desk, and of the short-form affirmative answer to the cor-
respo ing. question, comes :

teacher NHave. Yon got any brothers or sisters, Pedro?
.

Pedro : , I have..
Teacher: YOu ave. Good. How many?
Pedro : Er no r I no . .

Pedro's dilemma rellgcts the normal tendency on the part of his teacher
CO encourage or aecept-any. answer so long as it satisfies dimension

8
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.

(1). (grammatical and ph noogolical sacciinicy). An :Utterance- may do
thiS yet still "fail." in that in a given .situation it may .not achieve its
goal. (McIntosh 1970). A despairing .listener, for eXaMple, -may be
appropriately rude to a bore, but the bore may not notice: The 'utter-
ancOneeds not only to. be appropriate; therefore, but adequate-. in the
'sense of achieving its goal in a giyeitSituation. It also .needs to be

, true, i.e. accurate information in the given situation, and moral in
that it genuinely -expresses the spoaker'S sentiments. .. .

..; The. interests of most foreign language learners,, and especially of
-.those learners of a.foreign language for a so- called: :' special purpose"

(Mackay 1975), lie ultimately in their learning how t6 use .enough of
the target language to satisfy their needs. This may involve their
understanding the. written form of that language; in order to read
novels Si specialised texts relevant to 'their chosen subject of study,
'speaking enough of the I nguage. to get what they want in shops and
hotels when on'a holiday broad, or, as is the/case with many minority
ethnic groups, knowing enough of the dominant .language to survive
in the environment of the second language culture. The last- is. espe-
cially serious in the,. case of young children running the gauntlet of..
an educational system callous with regard to their language .problems,
and can.lead to educational failure when varieties of one language are
in opposition, let alone tWo., distinct. languages.2 Clearly, for learners
such as tliese,an ability to understand-and produce correct sentences is ,
only partly 1.9levant to theiff everyday communicative needs.. In: the
street, the school or university, in books, articles and newspapers, .in -:
shops,

is
and . theatres, in the tourist quarter, or wherever lan-

guage is used rather than stUdied, What is important is the appro-
priateness, adequacy," truth,' and morality of utterances.situationally,
their role in the continuing flowof discourse of which they are a part.

i their success as communicationand their "goodness of
.
-fit" in the

.linguistic environment, or text. -.

It is here that the connection between communicative competence
and }Iallidayan theory is most obvious. Consider Halliday's "textual
function" of language

(T)he textual funkion is what-enables the speaker or, writer to construct
texts or connected passages of discourse that are situationally relevant, and ,

enables the listener or, speaker to distinguish a text from a random set ()I.
sentences. (Halliday 1970:143). `.

However, as Widdowson (1973; 72) has pointed out, there is an
important distinction to be made between text and discourse, used here

'See, e.g. Barnes (1969, 1973), 'Britton (1970), Bernstein '(1971), Creber (1972),
Rosen (1973). This situation also makes Chomsky's definition of the scope of
linguistics as concerning a "completely heterogenous speech coneekthity" (Choinsky
1965) somewhat distant from the reality lived by thousands of 'Students and their
teachers, as Cazdeh (1970), among others, has pointed out.
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interchangeably by lialliday, as by some other workers. Students need
to learn tettial' cohesion (tee Hasaan 1968), e.g. ellipsis, and also,
what. Widdowson calls the rhetorical coherence of utterances in the
performance. of acts of communication. They need to learn not simply
the isolated orntv/ linghistic features associated with .a particular
variety of English, to which register studies commonly draw attention,
e.g. the high incidence in `!scientific" English of the passive voice,
certain conditional terms, .and areas of .specialised lexis, but also the
communicative functions of language used by scientists, e.g. defining,
classifying, generalising, 4pothesisiat. and deducing. There is not
necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between such communicative
fArtictions and any particular linguistic forint- or with any particular.'
linguistic unit, such as the sentence. .

OBSTACLES IN THE WAY OF. ACQUISITION BY STUDENTS
OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

Traditional Exercis-e and Drill Material
Too many traditional textbook exercises and drills. train students

. to produce a random set of grammatically correct sentences. Consider
this extract from an exercise in a .recent book for intermediate students'
of English as a foreignlanguage :

Change' the verbs in the following sentence's into the Passive- Voice :
(a) An announcer is reading the news. . G

(b) Horses pull carts.
(c) The Queen'is opening that hospital next week..
(d) 'The headmaster is making a speech.
(e) A policeman is using the telephone.
(f). A greengrocer sell's. potatoes. .

. . . .

.(j) Several .small boys" are feeding the monkeys. (Low 1974: 18)

No reference is iikade As. to why there exist botb\active and passive
voice forms in English, or as to in what.circumstanas the .use,of one is
preferable to the other, i.e. where one is appropriate and the ether .
not, 'or less so.- There, is nothing to connect these sentences-- seman-
tically, and cleiirly no feeling on the author's part that there need be.

-.(It is curious, in the light of this, that she should have felt -it appro-,'
priate to use several examples of deicticsThe 'Queen, that hospital,
etc. which, assume a prior mention of the 'item referred .to.) There is .7.'
nothing unusual in this On the 'contrary,- countless EFL textbeekS,..2,.
have been written along these lines for decades. .

, ,
In an important article in 197,. H. 0. WiddoW'son dreNso attention,-

to the sterility of much of the se-called situati&al presentation of
grammatical- structure widespread in English language teaching.
Using examples reminiscent of those quoted.above, e.g. students repeat-

.
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iiig "He's writing on the blackboard"as the teacher or another student
did so, Widdowson asked:

(But) what.. kind of communicative function do these sentences have in these
situations? They are being used to perform the act of commentary in
situations in whi'h in normal cireuinstanceS no commentary 'would be
called for!' Contexivalisin of- this kind, then, does nnt demonstrate 'how
sentences of this fcrm are appropriately used to pesfo'rm the .communicative
act of commentary. What is being taught is signification, not value. (17).

Increasingly, teachers and textbook writers accept- this sort or state-
ment,. and are devising material oriented accordingly. It is suggested,
nevertheless, that Ahoy will still be bard put to "equip their students
wit Ommunitntive competence so long as a locidtep system is the
standard way in which they organise their stUdents' immediate learn-
ing environment.

Traditional Forms of Classroom Organisation
I

The teacher NO° attempts to conduct a largo, heterogenOus group
of (say) thirty secondary agell'APIJ students3 through a lacnguage pro-
gramme ,ffs 'one unit g,is obligin all students 'to cover the same ground
at the same time, and at .the same pace, via the same approach, method
and technique, .and using the

of
material. This clearly fails to take

into account the importance of individnal differeneesinevitably present
in such. a large groUp of learners, differences. such as: age, sex,*intel-
ligence, language-learning aptitude and experience, interests., attitudes,
motivation, and learning Styles. Worst of all, as far as-the----day-to-day
problem of "keeping order" is concerned foi such a teacher; while-
'oral work is in progress, 29. out. of 30 of these:students will be- "unem-
ployed." Even charismatic teachers gifted enough to move swiftly,
and meaningfully from one language pradtice activity to another :with
the minimum of classroom management problems will still be battling
to hold' the attention of 30 students simultaneously and for long
periods of tirhe. The teacher is like a juggler trying to keep 30,balls:'
in the air at once, with 'very little time for fny one of them as there.
are 29 'others to take care of. Hence,-the need .felt for student' pro-
duction to be limited to isolated

The Quality of Language Commonly .Elicited in
Classroom Language Learning

.

In addition to the prevalence of short, one- sentence student pro-.
duction in .classes such as these, a basic pattern runs through most
teacher-student verbal interaction: Tt carobe represented Jill greatly
simplified form) as ,follOws:

Thirty students would, of course, eonstiti'te a relatively small group in all too

many EFL situations. See, e.g. Long (1975)..

.1 8
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teacher .stimulus--usually in the form of a question, e.g: "W, at's
the woman with the shopping-basket doing?".

(2) .student responseu'suOly in the form of an answer -.to the
teacher--s questimic" e.g. "She's buying some apples."

(3) teacher, eiialuatiOn of student response:--,usually consistiV, of
positive ;reinfo/cement,' " Yes," "Mtn,". or "Odo.d." ( ein-

,.fereement is usually poSitive, for this *soil of teacher is generally
expert at designing his/ber students' language practice; that
they have ittle opportunity for making mistakes.)

In addition to the controlled '"skill-getting" _practice that' is go-
ing on here, several .other. Principles of clasSroom foreign language-
learning are being transmitted. The .following are among them, and
together they make part of what might be called the "classroom

. foreign language learning socialisation package."
\

(triThe )eaCher shalt be initiator of language exeharigeS.
(2) The student's job is to respond to the
(3) The -teacher- is the arbiter of acceptable stuflent 'perforniance.
(4) His/her judgements are .made in terms of the grammatical and-

, phonological accuracy of what the student says( A

(5) The truth value of what students say is relatively uniMportant.
(Most teachers .

ask questions to which they already know the
answers.. As Ervin-Tripp (1971) has pointed out,'this is'in sharp'
contrast with the teaching that goes on bynlothers7of their young .
children,where'eventhe most. outrageous giammatical. errors are
seldom corrected, but where attention is 'paid to the truth value.of
what their children:say.) -.

(6) The standard of gramthatical eorrectnessl,required i\s,
beginning, that of the mature adult native speaker. (Anything
short of this may be tolerated, but wh-ether "corrected" or net,.
implicitly or 'explicitly, is wrong.)'

How,- then, is the .ESOL teacher to break with ,what is\ still the
overriding textbook concern with sentences, and `with the 'classroom
tradition of striving foe grammatical accuracy, and to develop.,. in his/.
her students, in addition to linguistic, communicative competence?

THE ROLE OF GROUP WORK
As has already been pointed out, a major factor underlyin,the-.-

sort of 'classroom teaching described above is the need which the -lock=

`This, and the "basic pattern'.' running throuters_most teacher-studelt verbal -inter -'`
action is a simplification: That rbere are far more complex rules to be learned by \

Q
any- stpdent aspiring to participate in classroom discourse, (e.g. "bidding" to speak, \.

. waiting to benominated by the teacher, to do. so, etc.) has been convincingly Shown \.
by the discourse analysis team at the 'University of Birmingham, (Sinclair, et al.,
1-072) .

5
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step teacher feels to "keep the ball rolling." A lively pace is imper-
ative or attention will begin to wander. The use of small group work
is often advocated as the "solution" to the problem since perhaps
its most obvious quality is the facility it offers for active participation
by a number.of students simultaneously. While not. the miracle deter-
gent designed to wash all ESOL classrodnis clean of the difficulties
ontlined,"group work does seem to promise.help;

Firstly, the problem of student talking tiine can, be solved, in
principle at least, by allowing, geural students to talk simultaneously
in Small groups, without disturbing:theit neighbours or neighbouring
classes: Freed from the pressire of their fellows and the teacher,
inevitable in lockstep practice, to produce the short, correct answer
quickly, individual members of small groups Of -(say) two to four
students can each indulge in talk 'spanning series of sentences. This
has the immediate payoff of creating the need and opportunity for
practice in the use of textually cohesivedevices such as intersentence
linker .

Secondly, not just the quantity but the quality of language coin-
monly produced in the intimate setting of a/small group of age peers
is capable of greater variety than that comMonlY achieved in lockstep
practice.- This has been demonstrated in the Context of native fanguage
learning by some fairly:, recent work carrid out in British primary
and secondary school classroonls. Of particular interest, DouglaS
Barnes of the Uniyersity of Leeds has draWn *attention to the facility
small group work offers for students to en age in "exPloratory4' talk.

An intimate grimp allows us to he relatively
change direction in, the middle of a. sentenc
contradictory. What we say may not ainount
in our friends allows us to take the first grop
our thoughts and feelings by putting them int
of talk 'exploratory'. (Barnes 1973: 1:9).

. .

nexplicit and incoherent, to
to be uncertain and self-

to much, but.,our confidence
ng steps towards sorting out
-words. 1 shill call this s.)rt

The `charatteristic.4 of "exploratory" tat described by Barnes are
those of language people use when tryi ag to communicate, rather
than-when they are engage in the mechanical prpduction of .practised
verbal formulae, as in a drill situ, ion. In his studies of .small groups of.
children talking in Primary and secondary school classrooms, Barnes
(1969, 1973) foun.d a high incidence of,pa ses; hesitations, stumbling
over new,words, false starts, changes of d rect-ion, and of expressions
of doubt (41 th*probably, eta:). This as the..speech of children
"talking, to learn," talking,. in other words, in a way and for a purpoSe
quite different from that in which they. we uld commonly engage in a
full-class session. There, the "audience ffot?"sof the large class,
the perception of the, listening teacher as "judge," and 'the need to
produce the short, polished "finished 'arti would all serve to in

101
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hibit this kind of language. 'Tellingly, Barnel\ .draws attention to
another factor :,

It is not On size and lack of intimacy that discourages exploratory talk:
if relations rps have been forMalised until they approach ritual, this:. too,
will make t hard for anyOnelo think rlitud.. Some clagsrooms can become
like thiS, especially when the .teacher controls very thoroughly everything
that is s id." (Barnes 1973:19).

Release from the need for "accuracy at all costs," iti other-words, and
entry int, the richer and more accomedating set of relationShips pro-
vide& b small group interaction allows d;velopment of the kind of
person used, creative talk for which, theoretically at least, :most ESOL
CourA s s are endeavoring to prepare their learners., .

T irdJy, uses' of language, e.g. to define, hypothes4, classify
ROI use, apologise, command, etc. obviously depend, too, 'n the Ian-

, ga,ge roles students are .free to adopt. It is optimistic te hope that
st dents will hypothesise as 'long." a!s.'Pley are limited to answering

estions to which everyone alveady knows the answer, ..nd while
hey. ai.e restricted to one sentence every 'teil Minutes, the form 'of,

/which.,:... is treated as more importfint than the content. flow to -offer
this .kind of practice is a seriowt problem, as is indicated. by . the al-

. most total ignoring. of part 5C:t.. 40if Hornby's "Patterns and Usage,"
which. listed these Toncepts anighow to use them' several years ago.

.It is difficult, similarly, for A'sthilent to learn to command or promise
as long.As the only talking he or she-does'is to the teacher, in public,
and as responses to .teacher initiated exchanges. It is suggested that,
again,- an essential step is the organisation of the immediate learning
environment .so as to allow learners to adopt roles commonly asso-.
eiated with the communicative functions of language it is hoped they
will acquiv,---- . .

Thysically placing .students in small groups is a necessary but not
sufficient condition. for this Experience suggests that care .nOeds to
be taken regarding the size, manner of formation, structure and corn-
pOsitiori. of the groups used, and.over the activities performed in them.
'unless teachers allow either friendship, interest, or sociometric group-
ing., for example, they run the risk of imposing as arbitrary.a compo-
sition on the small groups as that whielt7,prevailed in their lockstep
class:, They may ifdents just tha egree of con-thereby'deny some . t
fidence won through woi:k on. an intimate basis with oh ;sen classmates.
which is the intended purpose of the grouping. Similarly, some degree

-.----ofitexibility is' desirable as regards/ groupKtze., Existing "natural"
.groupings among students based eri'.4;ucli factors as friendship, respect,
dislike, and tmutual interests are unlikely to divide a clasS of 30 neatly
into (say) :;ix groups Of five (1..olf.,i. fOrtlicoming)., A willingness .
allow group size to vary among groups, .andl.rorn one- session to a -

. ._,
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.

other in any one group, may lead to higher socio:emotional satisfaction
among members and thence, to higher. achievement. Again, while little
research has been carried out in -the foreign language classroom on
the effect of various structures on group, performance, experimental
work by social psychologists in other settings suggests that more
centralised-communication networks, e.g. the .Wheel, are more efficient
with simple tasks ;. butrnere diffuse networks, e.g. the Circle, are
superior with conifplex tasks, and that in decentralised networks
socioeVional satisfaction is higher (Shaw 1964). The kind of prob-
lem-solving tasks about to .be suggested for group work for the pur-
poses currently under discussion may be classified as complex, sug:
gesting the Use of a decentralised network. HoweVer, two questionnaire
surveys of 152 EEL students.' attitudes to group work they had ex-
perienced with -centralised and decentralised networks showed no sig.-.

nifiCant differences in socio-emotional satisfaction, attitudes to group
work being .highly positive in both conditions (Long 1.974).

Especialiy'careful attention needs to be paid. to the activities per-
formed by students in groups. Iiere, materials have a,-vital role to
play. It seems to be Possible, for' example, to structure simulation
exercises of various kinds so as to facilitate the adoption by students°
of roles with which are associated the communicative function's of
language it is intended that they learn. Let us suppose, for example,
that work hasbeen done with student biochemists on some of the lin-
guiStic forms used by scientists when describing simple laboratory
experiments. The following instructions, printed on work cards or
communicated orally, are presented separately to. three small groups
of learneis.
GROUP ONE (two to four students) :
(1) Imagine that -you, are the members of a small, unkrrown research

team in a 4)Iexican university who have just discovered a new way
.of producing a food which is highly nutritious, cheap, and easy to
produce, especially in hot countries.

(2) Your discovery is really quite simple, '(which is why it was not
discovered before), but for this very reason no one will believe
you.

(3) Your University Department dOes not possess the .funds for. you
_

to continue. your research. You must, therefore, interest financially
in your discovery (1) :a food manufacturer, and (2) an eminent
biochemist, the director of a commercial laboratory.

(4) Plan together how you will explain the process for producing the
food to (1) the biochemist, and (2) the businessman. You may
need to be able to illustrate the laboratory process with a drawing
for the food manufacturer. (who is not a scientist) and possibly
.for the laboratory director, too..
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(5) You must 'persuade the food manufacturer and the laboratory di-
- rector to give you as much money for the research as possible.
(6) Your first job is-to "discover" a new way of producing a food!

GROUP TWO (two to four students) :
Independently., this group receives the same set of instructions. Neither
Group One nor Group Two know that each has the same brief.

GROUP THREE (two students) :
(1) You, (student's name); are a biochdinist,director of a commercial

laboratory snecialising in food technology.
(2) You, (stud ;'s name), are the owner of a factory which processes

and cans food.
(3) Two groups of individuals visit you, each chiming to be---'qientists

who have just discovered a wonderful nevrway of producing a food
which is cheap, easy to prodhce, highly nutritious, and readily
processed in hot countries! .

(4) You do not know if (a) they really are scientists, cji lb) if they
have really made the discovery they claim. ("Scientists.!' often
visit you in an attempt to interest you financially in their -re-
search.)

(5) Discuss together how you will find out if they are telling the truth,
or are confidence tricksters. (How will you check on them and
their story? Can they explain the laboratory/process involved in
producing the food to each of your satisfactions? Is their dis-
covery practical? What questions will you /ask them?)

(6) How much money would each of you be ,prepared to commit to
one or both of the research teams?

It will be. seen that the simulation involives a problem-solving. ex-
ercise for all of the participants on at least/two levels. First, each stu-
dent has to solve the problems posed by the instructions, e.g. thinking
of a way of producing the food, or of a way of testing out the visitors.
Second, unknown to the groups of studehts, additional communication
needs to have been created through qrtain information having been
withheld from some students, e.g. the fact that there is a rival research
team competing for the same money, arid- through the same information
being presented "in a different light to different "students, e.g. the
°discovery being presented as,a scientific breakthrough to the research
workers, but as yet another request foil- money to the businessman and
laboratory director. An inferential gap has been created, establishing
a need and, therefore, the necessary motivation for communication
among.the students. The outcome of the role-playing can be perceived .

by the students in concrete terms, as they will obtain (or not) or give
(or not) a specific sum of money depending upon how convincing the
research workers are with their description of the laboratory procesS
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.and with their persuasion of the biochemist and laborafory director.
This simulation was presented to a group of student biochemists in,
tending to undertake postgraduate studies in an English-speaking
country. Students of English for science and technology requiring only
a reading comprehension knowledge ot the foreign language could use
a variation on this kind of simulation adapted for *written communica- '
tions.

The simulation described is so. structured as to involve the partic-
ipants in describing and understanding U. description of a laboratory
process, but in addition, opportunities are provided for the use of
language to persUade, challenge, express disbelief, eommand, insist,
and joke. Further, the way in which the laboratory process is de-
scribed needs to vary according to the presumed scientific -sophistication
of the listener. Here we are getting close to the marking of the. various
features of situation involved in verbal interaction. It should be pos-
sible systematically vary features of this kind through the use of

modified "reruns" of role-playing situations, drawing students' at
tention to the variations, and to the kinds of changes this may make
in the language used by them.' This possibility has been hinted at before
by Smith (1971). who observed that "role- playing could lead to practice
in different styles of speech for different occasions" (34). All writers
on .the. subject ot,role-playing stress the need clearly to establish in
the studentS" mind` at least the where, whew, and who of the context
(Smith 1971: 32), deselibing,it.as "a cognitive mapping of the terrain",
and'( Ciotti 1969: 77), speaking of "the importance of three-factor input
of listener-speaker-vntext." ThO process seems desirable if role-
playing is really to ,,,serve, as I believe it can, as a means of "trying
language on for size," as a way for students to learn how to use
appropriately, adequately, truthfully' and morally what they know
'grammatically correctly, i.e. as a forum for acquiring communicative
competence. Just as it is increasingly argued that, with mature stu-
dents, explicit reference to formal linguistic markers can reduce the
time taken by learners to sort out the fOrmal grammatical features of
the target languagk -so might it not,,e'qually be the case that explicit
reference to sociolinkuistic features could serve the purpose of helping
them to.perceive and understand how 'speech forms need to be selected
according to social context? .

Space forbids, and anyway it is hot the intention of this paper to
provide a detailed clfiSsroom methodology for the use of role-playing
or other simulation techniques. Several good accounts are available
in the literature, e.e:,..t?pole (1970), Salisbury (1970), Smith (1971),
Taylor and Walford (10/2), and Raz (1974). Consideration might be .

given to the possibility of developing simulation materials selected and
graded not only according to situation, as is customarY$ but according .
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to the communicative functions of language it is hopedstudents will'
acquire. While a "common core" of .s'ach functiong exists, (Wilkins
1972), this would presumably lead, at the post-intermediate level, to the.
provision of materials for English for special purposes.

McIntosh (1965) has convincingly demonstrated bow artificial-it is
to purport to predict linguistic forms from knowledge of situation,
but I hope. to have suggested' that the same approach with-communica-
tive functions of language is both more feasible, and relevant to stu-
dents' needs. Nevertheless, here, as with so many areas of language
'teaching,. there is a critical lack of experimentation (as opposed to in-
novation). Work is needed in the ESOL classrOom similar to that
done in native language learning classrooms in British: primary and
secondary schools by Barnes and the Rosens. It would'be helpful to
know exactly what differences occur, for example, in the language
produced by learners of English as a foreign or second language when
they. are working in teacher or student supervised' small groups as
opposed to small groups supervised by one or neither, and if this
contrasts as strikingly with the language of lockstep,. teaching as I
have .suggested, and as the British work would_ lead us to believe.
Until such time as this and other work is carried out, teachey might
do well to adopt a pragmatic attitude in.their own classrooms, and a
healthy skepticism towards the legislators who adorn the 'pages
of 'journals and conference platforms!
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Methodology in a Cominunity ESL Class

FRANCE BERGES
B'y Area Bilingual Education League 'and the Berkeley Adult School

An einctirT ESL class should. pro'vider a curriculum based on'
principles of second language learning. and students' needs, managed
so that each student .progresses at a rate consistent with his or her
ability and time he or she spends in class. An effective ESL teacher
should develop teaching methods flexible enough to take advantage of
.the special characteristics of a particular class.

When I prepared to teach the West Berkeley Community Language
class three years ago, I considered myself pretty well up on "principles
of second languagelearning'? and audio-lingual methodology, for I had
been studying and 'teaching ESL at San Francisco State College for
three years. But on tbat first day as twenty 'Chicano women began
squeezing,thrOugh the broken door of an almost abandoned recreation
center, helping each other lift strollers up into the room, preventing
toddlers' fingers from being mashed in the d6or, while two or three
uncertain-looking young men stood shyly by, not quite sure that this
could be the English class they had been told about I wasn't so sure
I even knew how to begin. .

And it certainly did take some time to develop effective.methods of
work adapted to this 'class with its very special opportimities and
problems. .

The class met two hours every morning. There were fifteen' to
twenty students, aged 18 to 90, all Spanish-speaking, all but one or
two from Mexico, the majority bousewives, and three or four young
men attending the class after night jobs. Some student attended reg-:
ularly every day, but others, beset with domestic problems and re:
sponsibilities, were quite irregular in. attendance.

The students varied greatly in English proficiency, as they did in
Mentor in their own language. -Some had three years or less 'of
schooling while others were better educated. They had one problem in
commona conviction of mental inadequacy. They were unaware of
the real reason for <their inability to function in English: cultural dif-
ferences, lack of opportunity to hear and speak due to isolation, and
prejudice on the part of members. of the dominant Anglo culture. .The
-fact that their husbands and children had picked up the language for
better or worse on the job', at schol, or on the playground only added
to their feelings of .inferiority. /And some of the students had the'
added burden of previous lack ofisuccess in regular ESL adult classes.
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GROUP INSTRUCTION AND INDIVIDUALIZATION
The problems of irregularity of attendance and heterogeneity of

language ability called for individualization of instruction., However,

the group learning situation was invaluable in overcoming the most
serious problem: lack of self-confidence. Working together as a group
helped to build a feeling of mutual trust,. crucial to people whose every
attempt., at coping with English Seemed a frightening test of in-

telligence. There was no doubt that mutual trust existed in this class
when one day the students began swapping stories about extremely
embarrassing, sometimes disastrous, linguistic faux-pas or lack of un-
derstandingr and on the occasions of general jubilation when one of
the students with a severe language learning, problem was able to
pronounce a word she had been struggling over for a week, thus making

a "big leap forward,"
The class, therefore, always began with a group session, and learn-

ing methods which combined group and individualized situations were
developed. -

For group to individual responseEach class began with routine
, drills, some of them always carried out in the same way so that every-
one felt secure. Group response was well set before individual re-
sponses were called for. No student was called on individually if be or
she was not ready and confident.

Every student a teacherAll students learned how to 'manipulate
the basic teaching materials: the "Michigan" flash cards and the

. vocabulary charts (similar to the "Michigan" charts.) Using these
materials the students could lead pattern drills, thus obtaining needed

individual praqice on particular items. For example, a student might
need special practice on asking informational questions (having dif-

ficulty using do and does). He, :therefore, could be chosen to lead a
drill using a chart, asking "What do you want?"

One lessondifferent levelsIt was found to be possible without
creating too contrived a situation to combine practice of syntax at
different levels in one lesson by (a) varying the kind of response re-
quired of different members of the group ; (b) differentiating between
productive and receptive skills ; and (c) doing a pattern drill involving
different structural items.

FLEXILE TEACHING METHODS
Along with the rigid .routines' of pattern exercises there had to be

a flexible approach to students' learning styles. Some students with
very little schooling alwayswanted to see the material learned orally.
At the same time care had to be taken not to frighten other students
by too Much reliance on the written word. Some, transcribed everything
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to be learned into their own phonetic : writing. (I learned their sySlem
and often used it in solving pronunCiation problems4) And for others
it was very important to learn correct Efiglish spelling.

Grammatical, explanations seemed important to some students.
Bilingual grammatical explanations were -Often given, comparing the
structure of the two languages in explaining one grammatical point.
This seemed to help develop understanding of and respect for the
students' language. These people thought of their own language as

-something only "ignorant" people like themselves spoke:

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY
At least half the class-period was devoted to individual and small

group study. Since the students were trained. in ESL teaching metho-
dology they were able to study by themselves, work with other students,
or :tutor less advanced students. Anytime a school-aged child accom-
panied his mother to class he was also .41ned to use our materials
and to help the adult students. (The chileMir usually. worked helping
their own mothers.)

J

CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS
As curriculum we adapted tho structural sequence of LADO

ENGLISH SERIES, Book 1. and 2, and developed voCabularly accord-
ing to the students' needs. The curriculum is in the form of a num-
bered list of structural and vocabulary (or situational) items.

A corresponding kit of learning materials, consisting of ditto ex-
ercises, mini study charts, etc. was deVelopedeach piece numbered
with the corresponding curriculum item number. From this file,
materials could be provided to students according to need for class
or hoine studvt-

To insure mastery of structures or vocabUlarly items there mustbe
continuous integration of these items with material already learned,
a difficult task of organization when not all students can attend reg-
ularly. We began a system of record keeping showing the extent of
work of each student on specific curriculum items. A parent return.-
ing to class .after a three week bout with family flu could therefore
start from where he or she left off according to the record.

_ In our class we attempted to retain a highly structured curriculum
and, by flexibility of methods and individualization of instruction, to
meet the special needs of the students.

.1 9 5
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ES Communication-Starters
JUDY BELL OLSEN -

Alemany
/
Community College Center, San Francisco

INTRODUCTION
...,There may have been a time when everyone really believed that

-Audio-Lingua methods alone would produce competent peakers of a
language, bu I suspect that that time has,tfor the most part, passed
particularly for those who have been actively teaching-a language for
any lengt of time.

SOrn t ing is needed beyond the dialogues and drills that introduce
and einforce grammar while saying nothing of interest, and sojne-
t mg is needed beyond the inevitable reading-and-questions-about-it
that comprise the "other half" of many ESL classes. Students need
practice in using English for real communicationfor saying some-
thing that is meaningful to them--and it is up to the teacher to pro-
vide the="spark".for tharcommunication to begin.

In spme classes the spark is already there. There are a few par-
ticularly verbal_ students, perhaps, who always get things started (and
probably dominate any ensuing conversation) or, if the teacher is
really lucky, the class as a whole is able to respond easily to vague
beginnings like -"What do you thing about . . .?" or "Let's talk,
about ..." But in other classes, getting conversation going=any con-
versation can be difficult indeed.

Why is it so hard to get some classesor some students to open
up? Three partial answers come to mind. First, the general atmos-
phere of the .class may stifle spontaneAy. Stimulating real conversa-
tion depends as much on 'an attitude' as- on any particular method.

If we expect students to listen, drill on command, and then shut up,
we may well be disappointed at how little and how poorly the words
and ideas flow when we say, "Okay, discussion time. You can talk now."

Second, we may be trying to begin communication' on too abstract
a level. The language proficiency level of the class may not permit
students to deal with an idea expressed in another languagethey
may need a more immediate stimulus of a sound, a picture, or a task-
oriented situation. Third, we may be trying to start with too large a ..
group, Most of -us, I'm sure, feel more comfortable talking to a group.
of three or four than to thirty or forty, and the feeling is 'certainly
magnified when dealing with a new language. 61.

. What follows is a' collection of "communication-starters" that I've
been gathering for the last few years, ever since I realized that I
didn't know how. to get a class discussion .started. I've learned that
theiy are a lot Of preliminaries before _moat-classes are ready fof
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.

full-blown discussion. I've. also realiied. that many of these prelimi-
naries provide more- meaningful and interesting avenues for Corn-
munication than most class,discussion topics, and. that 'the skills in-
volved in' these preliminaries are probably .more useful 'for "real life
English"than an ass dissu8 ..on. And Pfe Come tO.haye particular
respect for the t c iques fr require allthe students to participate,
not just the few to ..,''S.

4.

WARMERS UPPERS
1. "Hot Seats' - (Thanks to Ruth L. Cathcart, Alemany Coniumnity

College Center)
One student ,sits in front, fa'cing the class. The others ask the stu-

dent-1Ft the ;`hot seat" questions abont. him/,herself-questions about
the student's life, opinions on controversial issues, etc..

2. Interview-Introduction (Thanks to Alice Gosak, San Fr''ancisco)
,Students are divided into pairs (if possible,, he pairs should con-

sist of students who do not sPeak the smile langua e). Studerkts inter-
view each other, then introduce each other to the c ass.

3. .Responding to Sounds (Thanks to Jim Koeker, Creative Environ.
ment Center, SE4USD)
'Students 'listen to sounds. on record or tape, write down their im-

pressions; then share them with the class. Some: will respond with
single .words or short phrases; others may be inspired to compose -a
short stay. What is important here is the inspiration, rather,than the
production . . .,dertainly, a familiar sound, smell of taste can inspire
much stronger feelings more quickly than an abstract idea expressed
in a language thatis not your, own.

One source of ,sound-effect iecordings is Major Records, c/o
Thomas. J. Valentino, Inc., 151 W. 16th Street, New York; New Ygrk
10036: About 20 different sound-effects recordings are available from
this company. You may also be able to get sound-effects recordings
through your "lc, al library or a good hifi-radio equipment shop. And
of sourse, You an make recordings of your ownor gactelephone ring.
ing, water dripping, water running and splashing; footsteps in dif7.
ferent environments,. the sound oCtraffic, etc.
4. Class Story

Tell' the class that you all will compose a story together. Each
person will be responsible for one line in the story, which he/she may
give at any time. Obviously, each person's sentence is determined in
part by what has already been said by other students. As the studit s
make their sentences, you write them down on the blackboard. At
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fhb same time, have one stuillint acting as recorder, taking downs the-
/sentences on a ditto master, if possible. (I brought my typewriter to

school for the student recorder-to usethe work went much faster)...
When the story. is completed (it's fun if' you add a. line of your own
somewhere too), yotis can run 'oft, the ditto master and;give a copy to
each .of` the ituderits. For hothework, they can .writi and, revise the
sentences is tley see fit, and arranga the narrative into paragraphs..

This exercise can be a good beginning step to encourage communica-
tion between the studentS. They need to listen to each other to °develop
the story, and it can help bring them together, to feel more like a unit.
At the same time, there's a minimal demand on each student for ac-
tual production-jeach person only needs to produce one .sefitenee.

SONETHINy-TO THINK ABOUT: How much opportunity 'do. we
really givevr students to communicate ..in our classf, How of temdo
they have a 2hance it° say anything to us that might be important to
theta Do thy speak at all outside of or. question,and-answer
sessions about their *readings? Do we expect them, to be quiet most .of
the time and, then magically open up when we sa-97iscussion Time,"

5. Journal-writing (Thanks to Shirley LaMere, .41ernanyTCommunity
Collego Center; and TOm Tragardh, John Adams Cominlinity Col-
lege Center) .

This is a psychological warmer- upper. Give your students a little
time, maybe '15 minutes, at the boginning of class two or three times a
week, to write anythinganything at all in English. Keep their
papers at your desk in folders and read' them once every t-vo weeks
or .so, and respond to;their writing with a sentence or two. IrOu Lie
establishing individual communication with that student, letting him/
her know that his/her ideas andi actions are important (it can make
your class more, interesting for you, too, -to know,what's on your stu-
dent's minds and what's happening. to theni. Do tElke Your' own notes
on sentences with errors common to the class, howevet-, for your own
"uSe. inplanning future grammai lessons.
6. Corrections of Sentences in Journals (Thanks to Ruth Portnoy, John

Adams Center, for the. small-group corrections idea)
\You °can make this a dlass activity by, putting on the board a few

of the sentences with errors common to the class and asking the class
to tell you hoW to correct theni. Composers of the sentences' remain -
anonymous, of course.

OR: YOu can put about ten of these sentences with' errors on a ditto
master and run off. copies from the class. Divide the class into groups
of three or four and give them 15-20 minutes to discuss the sentences
and correct them; then come together as a large group and compare
corrections.
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OTHER -SMALL-GROUP ACTIVITIES
Getting students into Small discussion groups .or problem-solving

groups can..do a lot to break the ice. Here are other activities, good
for smaller groups, that are still somewhat manipulative,. that is, the
language used is still somewhat under your control. -

7. Picture-Grids (Intrcrducted at the Denver .TESOL Convention by
John Schumann,' see Schumann 1975)
'Two idents eaeb have a grid of .about .1 or 1-1/9 inch squares

. .

marked...on .cardboard or heavi manila paper. Student. A has a grid
with \pictures 'pasted on it; Student B-has an, empty grid. and the same
picture as A, but loose (not mounted on a grid). Student B must
not. see A's grid. A tells B where. to puf his/her picture so that B's
grid will

A,'s
like A's. In doing so, A must desCribe the pictures and

their placement. exactly, in,,-English; without gesturing inany way.
OthM. students may watch and mike comments on the progress. of the
game, but they must use English and may not gesture in any way.
(Sometin3eS-the kibitzers get more involved :than the players.)

. make: ,Yon .need several manila. folders, a pen and ruler' (for
the grids); clear contact paper if possible, scissors, and two copies of
the same magazine issue (for the pictures)., Any picture\magazine will
do. Be sure when you' cut out the identical pictures that they are the-
same size. One iS Tisted'on.grid, the other is pasted on Carboard and ,

cut out to be used as a card.
no.You can make this a very simple game, for beginners by, choosi

pictures that are very. mdifferent froni each other, or make it more dif-
ficult by choosing pictures that are niuch alike, which would require
more complicated gramMatical structures to-describe them, (e.g., "the
'woman who is cooking". vs. "the woman who is typing" vs. "the woman ,.
who is carrying a briefcase".sor "the dog that is being held" vs. "the
dog that if being bathed,?' etc.)

Since making and using these grids, I've learned that this general
technique was used in intensive. language training for the military in
World 'War IIusing models of military equipment ou field: maps!

Jacaranda Press (872 111n weltusetts' Avenue, Cainbridge, Mass.
02139)bas recently come out with a nice .kit of graded communication
games of the picture-grid ,Variety. It is intended. to go with their In-
dividual Language..;;A.rts PrOgrain for elementary school, but the. games
themselves could he used at a niiiiiber 'of levels. About 32 games in
the kit for $102.00 (at the time of this writiug). 'Whether or not you
think your school can afford it, the.lcit is really worth looking at..
8. Map Exercise

Purpos.e: To give students experience in following directions and
.

giving them; to:give practice in general neap- reading skills; to inspire .
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conversation about a particular place; and perhaps use in a field -trip.

orientation.

Preliminaries:
a) Make a list of all place-names on the maps you are using.
b) Add_ to lie list any words or 'phrases that mighf be used in

giving_ directions,_ such as'around the .corner from ,,, ago

straight until you come to and make a right."
c) Go over the list withthe class for comprehension and pronun-.9

dation (th.ey'll have to make 'themselves understood in, direction-
giving, so''prZnunciation takes on a very immediate importance.)

d) Have a preliminary. series of short 'dialogues for the class to
go over, asking and giving directions to plaCes that are marked on.
'both copies of the map.. Make sure that. each dialogue uses different
Structures, as would happen in real life. For example: "Pardon me,

. can you tell me hcw to get to 1" Excuse me, where's 1,,

"Excuse me, could you tell me how tO find 1"
And be sire to vary .vocab ilary and stpiatures in, giving directions..

The Exercise: :Divide th stuaents into pairs, 'giving one student
copy A (Map A) and the oth r,- copy B,.(MapB). Each map is of the
"same area with different places.labeled.. (There* are a few places labeled

-----Lon_bothrta refer to in. th_e wa_.rrn-up dialogues.) .Following instructions
at the bottom of their copies, the. students take turns asking directions
to places unmarked on their maPs; but marked on their partner's. They
should not look at each other'§' limps, point, gesture, or ,use anything
other than spoken English. As they work in pairs,. you should be eir-.
culating among them, giving brief assistance if asked, and making note
of =wards and tures needing further practice, peihaps in another .
map exercise.

What ,to do after the "exercise: Maps A and :13 may be okay for
warm-up, butnothing can take the place of a real, map of a real place
in your city that the.students have access to.-1-ofew blocks of an inter-
esting part of town,,the plan of a large store, a map of the campus
where they 'are studying, etc. Being able to actually go. out and use
the map is a reward in itself, and using a '"real map" (that you have
mit on a ditto) cam 'create classroom conversation about the. place on
the map, what it'S like, who's bedn there, what they'.ve done, and per-
haps this will .inspire a field trip.

If you think the" exercise .may he too ciifficalt: Make, a simple map
for the students (like A, but simpler) and another for yourself (like
B) which you can draw on the board or put on an overhead transpar-.
eney, Do the ex vise with the class, letting them give you directions
while You follow ern, and having them ask you directions. This gives
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you further time to monitor their productions, discuss problems with
the class, etc., before having them try it on their own.'
9. Construction Engineer

For this game, you will need Cuisiniere Rods, which were first de-
iveloped for teaching mathematical concepts. The-rods were later used
by Caleb Gattegno. in his "Silent Way" language, teaching method.
(See last paragraph of this section for mail order °information)

With the rods, three or four students build some `kind of structure
in full view of the_ class, but out of view Of the student chosen to be
"engineer." Then the class takes turns giving instructions to. the en-
gineer on building an. identical constructionremember; the engineer
cannot see the class-built structure. In instructing the engineer, the
class may use only English and may not use gestures of any kind. The
first time through, you may want to do this with the whole class, and
act as engineer yourself. After they've gotten the idea; they can be
broken into groups of six or eight to do the same exercise.

. This game is very .good for prepoSitions, geometrical terms, and
reinforcing the use of objects (for instance; "Put it. on the table," not
"Put on the table"; or "Lay it on the table," not.'4Lie on the table."

. Where to get the rods: E4tec.ational Solutions, Inc., P.O. Box 190,
Cooper Station, New York, NY 10013; tel (212) 982-5600. Local Dis-
tributor Paul Ricciardi, 24 Montecito Blvd., .Napa, California; tel
(7.07) 224 -3479. The rods are called "Algehrieks" and a large box of
:wooden rods costs about' $10.00. You can also get a box of plastic rods
Balled "Colomath" from: Tea6hers' Exchange, 6.00 35th AVenue, San
.Francisco, California; tel. (714) 752-3302. $4.50. Ifor a box approxi-
mately half the size of the Algebireks box; larger size boxes are also
available.

LESS MANIPULATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR SMALL
OR LARGE GROUPS

10. Make a Map
Using the rods, makb the outlines of a street scene or the floor plan

of a building. Use other rods 'for people, animals, trees, oars, planes,
busses, trains, 'Whatever. Set up a situation (a restaurant scene, a boy.
and girl on a blind date, a traffic jam, a bank robbery, a husband and
wife having a fight, tourists getting lost, etc.). Let the students take
over, manipulating the 'rods and developing the storywith English
dialogue, of course.

This kind of activity can be helpful with shyer ,.students, as it
focuses attention' away from themselves and onto the'tbds.

Those familiar with Joan Morley's Improving' darca comprehension will recognize
her influence here. Special thanks also to Laurie Fried. Lee for her valuable
suggestions.)
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11. Picture-Stories
Set upJarge pictures around the room. Divide the class into groupS

of two, three or four students; Have them choose a picture that they
like, and make a story together about itin English, of . course. If
possible, have different members of the groups from different language
backgrounds, so that they must speak English. While they are 'doing
that, you can be circulating around the classroom, answering-- questions

on new vocabulary, making -sure that they're using English, and tun-

ing in on their abilities:.
After 15 minutes to half an hour of small-group discussion, get the.

class back together and have, each .grOnp get up with its picture, each.
group member. telling part of the story that they have made. Like the
previous .exercise, this. one can be-good for the shyer studentg, as they
are focusing attention on the picture rather than On themselves, and
they have the: company of the other group members. When a group
has finished,- the class may .queStion the members further about their
story or other elements in the picture.

Other activities with the pictures: a) the group puts on a skit of .
the situation suggested' by the picture ;;11) a more advanced *row) may
want to discuss an idea .or theme suggested by 'the picture.,,.

The best 'pictures I have found for this purpose, suggested by
the teachers at E. Manfred Evans Community Adult School, are: Dis-
cussion Pictures for Beginning. Social Studies ($47.50 for, a large- set
of about 80 pictures), by Thomas J. Durell, Harper & Row,,5555 Sunol'
Blvd., Pleasanton, CA 94566. Also. available The Earth, Home of
People, Big Book Silver Burdett (about 30 large pictures in color).

12. The Prop-Box (Thanks to the Creative Environment Center,
SFUSD) .

ASk each student to-bring. you Something from home that he/she
doesn't want. It can be from any room in the house (or from NI, )rk)
and it can serve anypurpose. The students should not tell any of their
classmates what they are bringing, and they 'should be prepared to
let you keep the object. 6

Get a large box to hide the goodies that th'e students bring (you
'may want to add some of your old "treasures' to the collection too).
Divide -the class into small groups of 2, 3 Or 4. Have each group come
up and choose blindly from the box. ,They should not see what they
are getting until they have takeF it out of the box. Then give the
groups 15 minutes to a half hour to make up a skit incorporating their
props in any, way that they Wish. After preparation time, each group
Must 'come to the front of the class, describe their props, and present
.their 'skit.
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. 13; Discusisioti of the "What Do You Think?" articles.from You and Your
. World

My adult students have liked this Simplified newspaper for high
school basic 'education. The feature I like best is the opinion article
on page 4 of every issue, which -almost always invites class discussion,
e.g., the article in the 10/23/74 issue, "Should the U.S. Try to Change
Other CountrieS?"

Subscriptions to You and Your Wold are $1.20 a semester. Order
from Xerox Education Publications,- -Education Center, Columbus,
Ohio 43216.

14. "Values Clarification (From Values Clarification: a Handbook of
'Practical Strategies for Teachers and Students; Simon, Howe and
Kirchenbaum; Hart Publishing Co:, NY, NY 10003 ($3.95)
The main purpose of this book is to make American,high school

students aware of their.real feelings and values so that they can'rnake
valid decisions and evaluations.. It does so through a series of exer-
cize that are thou ght-provoking and discussion-provoliing. The book
is full of interesting ideas and situations that encourage communica-
tion. What followS is an adaptation of one of the exeicises. (adapted
by Paul Nixon, AlemanY Community College Center).

The Fall-Out Shelter 14oblem
World War III has just begun. Atomic bombs will-beginfa. 'ng in an

hour. You and yOur group are in charge' of Agrkultural Experi nts for the
United Nations. Your headquarters is in New.York City. Yo receive a tele-
gram from one of your experimental stations' in the South Paci The people
at the station have a Small fall-out shelter-100.e enough .for on y six people.
However, the're are ten people on the islanA. The ten people have asked you to
decide which six of them should enter the fall=out shelter. The people don't
want to decide themselies because they realize that the four people left out
will probably die and also that it is possible that the six people who enter
will be tee only people to survive the war.

Eliminate four of these ten:
1. A local tribal chief, fiom the primitive tribe on a nearby island.
2 His wife, six ,Months_ pregnant.

, 3. A medical studenthe is an alcoholic. '

4. An agricultural specialist of the U.N.,. male, 50 years old.
5. A young priest.
6. A woman first grade teacher.
7. A U.N. policeman with a gun.
8. A lawyer; female, 30 years old.
9. A famous folk singer.

10. A warrior/hunter from the tribe with a ,spear.

Other recent publication of Values Clarification and ESL:
'Joining Together: Group. Therapy and Group Skills, Johnson and

Johnson, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey ($6.95)
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"ValuingAn ESL Activity," by Donna Ilyin, TESL Reporter,
Spring ,1975, (The TESL 'Reporter is a quarterly publication from
Brigham Young University-Hawaii Campus, Laie, Hawaii 96762.)

15. Some Handy Resource Books:
_games for Second-Language Learning, Gertrude .Nye Dorry, Mc-

GraWillill,NeW York, ($1.50)
Languaie=Teaching Gaines and Contests, W. R. Lee, OxfOrd Uni,

.versity Press,-200 lfiadion Avenue, New" York, NY, 10016 ($1.40) .

Eff ective Techniques forEnglish COnversation Groups, Julia Dob-
son, ,Newbury House, 68 Middle;RoadRowley, Massachusetts 01969
($3.50).

.Do you haye other activities or bookS to add to this-list? If so, I'd
like very much 'to hear about. them. Please write to: Judy
Olsen, 465-.A Frederick, San Francisco, California 94117.

f
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Games Students Can Play'
GRACE scam.
Institute Mexicano-Norteamericano de Relaciones Culturales,
Mexico; and MEXTESOL

No matter. what the age level (children, teenagers or adults), games
can be used 'successfully in teaching English as a second or foreign
language.

A good language game is a wonderful way to break the routine of
classroom drill because it provides fun and relaxation within the fraine-
work of language learning, and it provides the student with an in-
centive to learn Here are some suggestions for various types of games:

TEAM GAMES
1. Tic-TacJoe (can be used with students from the/beginning levels

. to the advanced levels, for teenagers and for adults)
ThiS game can be used to reinforce prepositions, verb tenses, fre-

quency expressions, interrogative words, etc;
Instructions: -Draw a huge square on the. left -hand side of the

chalkboard and divide it. into nine smaller squares. Number each
square from 1 to 9. On the right-hand side- of the chalkboard draw two

"-par lel horizontal lines and two parallel vertical lines. -Write numbers
1 to 9in h upper right-hand corner of each .division.

1

.IN
2

ON
- 3
il-4----

4 5 6
"NEARTO FROM

7 8 9
OFF FOR OF

3

5

8 9

In each square place the item you wish to work with. For example,
if you want to review -prepositions, put one in each of the nine

.

squares. Divide the class into. two teams. The first side to begin picks
a number'(let's say #3) and gives a sentence containing the preposition
at"I study English at the university." If. Allis answer is correct, an
X (or 0, depending on whatever the team chooses) is placed in the

o square containing number 3. Then side two' picks a number (let's say
#5) and the student says, "I'm from Mexico." An 0 is placed

1 This paper was presented as a demonstration sponsored by a TESOL affiliate,
Mexico Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languagei (MEXTESOL).
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section 5, etc. The first team to fill the sections across, down or
diagonally wins.

2. What would You ..do if (for intermediate or advanced levels to re-
inforce if-clauseS)
This is strictly a fun game which not-only helps the student learn

how to use if-clauses, but also helpS to increase the student's vocabu-
. lary in certain areas---i.e., the teacher can suggest that they use
technical vocabulary items such as test tube, slide rule, etc.

Instructions: Team I writes questions on slips -ofopaper with:
"What would you do if you found a fly. in your 'soup (test tube) ?"
'What would you do if your girlfriend went to the movies with your
best friend?" "What would you do if your zipper (slide rule) got
stuck?"

Team II writes answers on slips of paper with:

"I would sing a song (draw a T square)."
"I would fly a kite." .

"I would smoke a cigarette, etc."

The questions are put in one box and the answers in another. One
member of Team II chooses a question and read it aloud. Then a
member of Team I chooses an answer and read it aloud. The resulting
questions and answers, can be hilarious. 'There, is no winning team,

. so to speak, in this game, but everyane wins since the students get
practice in forming questions, writing answers and reading the re-
sults aloud to the .entire class. A variation can be What would you
have ?lone if you had been 'Napoleon (Cleopatra) etc. And the an-
swers would be I would have gone .horneI would have learned; hoW
to plag the guitar, etc.:

3. .Communication
One member from each team goes to the chalkboard. The teacher

shows a.picture to the 'class. (The two students at the chalkboard have
their backs to-the Class and can't see the picture.) Each student has
a chance to give the member of his/her team at the, board eclue as
to what's. in the picture and that' student can only draw what the
.teammate communicates. For example:. Team I says ""There's a
girl in the picture." The student draws a girl. Team II might. say,
" ieress a girl holding a bey 's hand. Team I" The. boy and 'girl
a:re s oking." The idea is to see which team can complete the picture
first by ilizing what the other' team has done and building on it.
The first s tent student to, complete the" picture correctly according

,to his rteam's instructions wins. This is a g-ood exercise for there
is/there are and f(i the present progressive tense.

0
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Fig. 1

SMALL GROUP GAMES
1. Cartoons or Linear Drawings

Each group planS a simple cartoon using geometric shaped or linear
drawings. Captions can be invented for these drawings or thee group
can present their drawings to the class as a wholeA0..see' if anyone can
guess what the situation is.. (Good practice for storytelling.) The
class picks out the best cartoon or situation suggested. (Good for inter-
mediate and -advanced, levels.)

Example: What is this?

Answer: It's a Mexican on a bicycle.

2. Problem Solving
The' teacher presents a prOblem to the 'class: "There's been a ship-

wreck and only5 people'can fit into the lifeboat. Who shall be saved?"
The class farms small groups of 5 and discusses the problem. One

at a time, the members in a group give their reasons why they, feel
they should be saved,' and the other Members help each other with
"reasons and arguments.. Then each group tells the class why their 5
members should be Saved and the class decides. (thumbs upOK,
thumbs downNo). The group that saves the most peOple wins.

Another group problem-solving. situation-is -t-ht.'t th earth- is s-agout
to exploded spaceship is 'loaded with food and clothing and is wait-
ing for you to board it. You are alloVed to take only one personal
item which doesn't- weigh over a kilo. WhAt would you take with you
Again; the class decides which group. has selected the best items. (This

2 1 4. 1'.
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.

is good for vocabulary building and informal discussion at both inter-
mediate and advanced levels.)

-

3. Interrogative Word Questions
Each group selects a secretary (usually the .best student). She (or

Ile) is the only one who has pencil and paper. The teacher writes in-
terrogative word questions or gives a sentence. For example: "I I-Cad
a wonderful time last Saturday. night." Each group, has 5 minutes.
to make up 6 ; many interrogativf?..wA questions as possible asking

. for additional information about tne teacher's statement. The. secre-
tary should he in rutted to leave plenty of space: between. each ques-
tion. The students each grotip tell".the secretary their questions
and they help each other formulate questions and correct structures.
For example: They might ask,. "Where did you go?" "Who. did. you
go with?" "How often do you go out on Saturday nights ?"

While the students are working on their questions, the teacher
circulates to see .how well they are doing or if they need help. After
the 5 minutes are up, theteacher asks each group Co count their ques-
tions is 'lee which group has the most. That group starts reading their.
questions. first. The other gwoups must listen to see if there are any
errors. If another group catches an error, it gets credit lor.that ques-
tion. and it's deducted from' the first group's list. Students are in-
structed to check off questions that they: have that rif-14r ronns have
already given and they get points for any questions not covered. The
team with the greatest runiiber of correct answers wins. After all
the papers have been read.and corrected and if there is time, the papers
are exchanged and each group answers the qUestions on the paper.
The same procedure is used to correct arid check the answers.

This game helps the student learn how to form w7- Questions
and how to.answer. them.. (This technique can also be used wi his/are
and do/does questions from the. beginning levels on up.)

4. Telephone Spy (2 to 4 students)
The teacher (or a student) writes the answers to a telephone con-

. versation on the 'clialkhdard and each group tries to formulate the
questions that would elicit such answers. The, Troup with, the best

.

questions wins.
Example:, Q.

. A. This is Karen.
=

A. Oh, I'd love to!
Q" .

A. I'll try.
Q 1 etc.

2 V)
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5. Chinese Letters (groups -of 7 to 8)
Student one:

Student two:
Student three:.
Student four:"
Student five:
Student six:
Student seven:
Student -eight:

Writes down the name Of a woman
paper and folds-it over.

Writes down the name of a man and
Writes "They Met at //

Writes ,,"She said
Writes "He answered
They (action verb).
People said "
Reads the complete letter!

11

»

2

on a piece of

folds it over.

6. The 'Rorschach Test
Each group is, given ar ink blot (or the students can make their

own.) The group interprets what they see. Afterwards, each. group
holds up their ink Not or the class to see ands they ask tlie---lass for
their iqter-pretLqion4Triterpretations are compared and dis6ued.

7. It's in the Bag! .(Role-Playing for groups of 5-6).
Teaoher prepares 3-4 bags. Each bag should. contain 6-10 'articles

for props. Each group is given a bag and they are allowed 10 minutes
to invent a skit on any subject but they must use all the props that
they have in their .bag in the skit.. Then the skit is presented to the
class and the class decides on which skit is best.

GAMES FOR THE ENTIRE CLASS
1. Last-first

A student gives a word, for example, boy. The next student has to
give a word beginning with the last letter of the previous word (e g.,
you). The next student says umbrella; etc. (For vocabulary building)

2. What does Steven like?
He likes school but he doesn't like classes.-
He likes stamps but he doesn't like cards.
He 'likes snow but lie doesn't like ice.

- (He likes "s plus a consonant")This is a good game tohelp .cor-
rect pronunciationproblems. Another variation of the game is: What
does Peggy Collins.like?-1 .

.

She likes cookies but she doesn't like cake.
She likes accounting but she doesn't like math.
(She likes double letters.)

3. What Do You Need To. Cross a Mountain?_ .For thisgarne it IS- best to have the class Irma. circle. Each person
has to name some article of clothing .and its golor. For example, I need

2i
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some heavy brown shoes. I need a red shirt, etc. The idea is that the
student has to name some article of.,clothing that the 'person to his/
her right is wearing. This is i good game for learning colois and
articles of clothing.

4. Guess What. They'Doing
.

,.

Cover up sections of a picture and see if the class- can guess what
they're actually doing. A:good exercise to practice the present pro-
gressive tense.' 7-

. . .... ..
Remember that games are an excellent way to get the student.3 to

communicate (both orally and in writing) and to train them to listen:
After all, winning points,for their team might depend on their listening .

comprehension.

I
I-
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Mini-Lessons from the "Funnies"
BETTY K. TASKA
United Stateeinfonaation Agency

Many teachers li ve 'tried to incorporate comic strips into their
lessons. This paper,re,Coznizes that, the idea propped here is not an
original one. The subject,was dealt with at TESOL 1973 by Francine
Stieglitz in her presentation on "Using Comic Strips in ESOL Classes!'
Nor is the appeal limited to the ESOL class. Foreign language: teachers
have been intrigued by the possibilities as well.

The reasons for' this appeal are several:
I 11

1. Strips 'use colloquial language and natural' ex- changes.
2. They have visual appeal and reinforce the language with simple

yet graphic drawiW.
3. They tell us something (often a great deal) about, the culture of

a given &society. Since they often do reflect an authentic slice of life,
One may wonder, however, at how much translations (Blondie In
Spanish for instance)" may tell students about Hispanic culture. The
conte xt is often just too American, which makes it ideal for 'our
purposes...

Strips, seem to know no age llrriers. While not .everyone may
be a comic strip fan, among those who relish them are children and
adults alike.

5. They are quickly read and understood by the native sPeaker.
The main point is usually easily grasped by the native speaker.

Ideas for exploiting strips as classroom material are prObably
limited only by a teacher's own' imagination and resources. I would
like to offer one suggestion which I shall call "mini-lessons." Rather .

than `a class diversionsomething to do when tedium begins to set
in or when the teacher.is faced with an extra. ten minutes to fill, like
a song or a gamethese "mini-lessons" become an integral part of the
treatment of a specific Unit of 'language. In beginning or intermediate
level classes they c,an be called forth when a particular point is being
mastered, at a time when 'students are moving from the mechanical
stager to that'of more meaningillilk communication and language use.

, Something which a textbook has presented oftffi drily or'perfunctorily
comes alive in its 'comic strip incarnation. 'This is language as it is
used, and students recognize it as; such. In more advanced classes the
"hinnies" can also - be used as a springboard to discussion or as an
inspiration for student-created dialogues and exchanges.

Editors' Note: We regret that the six sample mini-lessons included with' the original,
paper could not be printed.

246
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,

Before moving into some actual '!mini-lessons" here are some es-.
sentials to consider in creating your own. These are gathered under
the headings of Criteria of Selection, Mailed (or Strategies). of Expo-

Practical Application (Execution) and.Development.

CRITERIA OF SELECTION
1. ,The strip must & asingle stripnormally two or three frames.
2. It must be self:Contained; that is, not a continuous ``story' which°

unfolds clay after day.
3. It must contain, and repeat i'f posSible,,one example of usage,

one point of grammar:one vocabilhxy item, One- pronunciation Affi-
.. culty, etc., which is the focus of your lesson.

4. The language must be normal, general, and as unambiguous as
possible, not relying on far-out puns, plays on WordS, or doubles
entendres to make the point.

5. More than one speaker should be involved ideally, although an
interior Monologue or running comment by. one cartoon character ire. ,
quently offers as good -a model of language use. . .; :

6. There must indeed be sornething funny or humorous twhich can
be enjoyed by the class. Too many "fri-n-n;eS" are funny in name only.
It is the virtue of many of the single-strip comics that they. usually
offer something at least mildly amusing.; The teacher should be on
the lookout, as far as possible,for universalsthe traits of charapter,
little foibles of human nature, ofitlooks and befuddlement', which
peciple' have in common. It is: important to guard against anything
which could be taken as hn ethnic slur or cultural insult by any inem-
ber of the class. If a' teacher has an ethnically mixed class more care
may be required. than if the claSS is a homogeneous group.

'l 'he strip must be one which you yourself enjoy. I find that ,I
have certain,prejudices against some strips. I find the draWingi dis-
tasteful and the language offensive. Even if the students like them,
it is hard for- -me-to overcome -these feelings. sufficiently -in order -to ,use
the strips effectively as a teaching tool. By the -same token, if the

.students have a)particular aversion to any strip you have. chosen,..it
Should be promptly abandoned.

Some of the strips I. hfiVe found which fulfill these criteria are
Peanuts, Blondie, Nancy, Freddy, Hagar, Mutt and Jeff,. Funky, gi
and Lois. There are, of course, many others. Here it would be w0
to note that any strip you might choose is probably under copyright
restriction, the copyright being. held by a features' syndicate. The
strips can be reproduced for classroom use,

use
should be,

obtained from the copyright,holder for any use outside the clasSfOom,

2
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METHOD OF EXPOSITIONSTRATEGIES
It is not necessary to wait 'until you are in the middle of a unit

on, say, the future-real condition to look for a strip containing if . . .

will -clauSes. In fact if you do, you will probably not find one. Rather, .

-the teacher should systematically cull from the daily papers all those
strips which leap to the eye with the single-minded intensity of their
language. Reject any which are too, wordy or have too many. language
prohlemS. Keepfix mind the sequencing of your textbook. A strip that
uses several different verb tenses, for example, would not be appro-
priate:04,/,614,,,m plan to use it as a review lesson or in an advanced
class. '

'When you have chosen a strip and decided on 'the dominant pattern
or featilie which is to be thilocus of your lesson; the actual Writing
of the 'lesson will require some thought and attention. Be careful not
to include too much, or the purpose of the "mini-lesson" will be de-
feated. One page should be enough. Here are some of the things you
could do:

1. Vocabulary expansion. I found the word get repeated with dif-
ferent nuances of mean* in one strip of Hi and Lois. I made a list
of the ten most 'common meanings of this overworked verb (not in-
eluding the get plus particle or preposition forms) and made up sample
sentence's for each meaning.

'1 2. Sequence, of tenses. Take .a dominant sentence' pattern and work
out a simplified grammatical explanation. A.Funky strip offefed this
'geni: when -Derek asks his teacher if the course is passlfail, she re-

,. plies; ",If you get A, B, C or D you pass; if you get F you fail," thus
presenting a marvelous occasion toexplain that the fUture need not
always be used in the result clause' of a real conditionas well as an
opportunity to clarify the American grading system.

3. Verb review. A- Freddy strip used successively in three frames
the present perfect, the 'future, and the present tenses. Rewrite ex-
ercises using these verb formsmay beprepared for_the_students_fo
coihplete.

4. Spelling. Nancy tells Sluggo, "1 ean write an eleven letter word
with only fohr letters," and then proceeds to write MISSISSIPPI
on a wall. Students can be asked to spell other words or state names:

on&thatibegins with.4 and ends with. A and has two As in thEtmiddle
(Alabama) ; one that's bigh.in the middle and round on both ends
(Ohioan old joke or riddle which mat grade school children in the
United States probably know):

5. Pronunciation. In another Nancy strip, Sluggo greets a dog, a
. cat, and a bird he- meets on his walk with "Happy 'New Year" but .
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when he meets a jumping frog, he changes this to "Hoppy New Year."
Students could be2'asked to 'discriminate the a/a sounds and work on
other contrasts : cat/cot, mapping /mopping, He sat on the cat/He.
sat on the cot, etc.

6. Noun-clause reduction. The use of it or that to refer to a whole
preceding noun can be made the basis of an exercise based on this ex-
change between Hagar ands :

Hagar : . . . Good wine shoUld be kept in an aged container:
Hagar's wife (pointingto his stomach) : We do that already.

7. Verbals. The gerund as object of a preposition was the dominant
pattern Of a Nancy strip. A little friend asks Sluggo hoW bees make
that buzzing sound: He says, "by flapping their wings," and goes on to
observe that "girls make the same sound by flapping their tongues."
Have students answer a series of similar how-questions in, the same
way. (TeanChers with feelings about the male chauvinism of Sluggo's
remark might get additional mileage from a related class discussion.)

8. Gender in English. Blondie wants to know why the Himalayas
aren't called the Heralayas, and Peter in B.C. complains that he has
been " girleotted." Natural gender can be discussed. Students might
be asked to give male/female eqUivalents of words in English which.
show gender.

9. Constructions of comparison. The 'comparative worse than . . .

repeated in a Freddy sequence could give rise to a series of controlled
writing exercises in which students were asked to cr &ate new sentences,
following the model and substituting other comparitive adjectives for
worse.

10. Modals. In one of their usual non-sequitur exchanges, Blondie
and Dagwood use the, fOrms can, can't would, could, and couldn't.
Illustrations of the use of modal's to express possibility. and probability,
and exercises where students supply the appropriate form may be
'developed.

The object is to keep the lesson short and to the point, as in the
above examples. Vocabulary levels should be carefully obserVed. It
is quite possible that a strip will have just the sentence pattern you
are looking for, but the amount of new vocabulary to be explained
will be so great as to make it unsuitable.

Many strips can be' prodigiously mined for their cultural. value
alone: Often this derives as Much from the characterizations of indi-
viduals tlepicted in the drawings as from the situation itself. Hair-
styles, clothing, home scenes, neighborhood and school environments,
offices, stores, urban and rural settings, may be identified and discussed.

Another aspect of culturejs one which is more subtle and 'must be
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inferrekl-froraice conteXt of situation and language. Strips tell us a
lot about various attituds such as interpersonal relationships (parent/
chi d;---hustaiid/wife, peer groups, and sibling rivalries), patterns of
behavior (dating, work, s\ hool), family and community environments,
minority conflicts, and in er city realities. Take the sensitivities of-
your students into accOn t. .

Observances of holid4s ,
weddings, birthdays, are yet another bit

of cultural information which may crop up quite casually from time to
time in the "funnies."

Among the Most common:cultural themes are those of the genera-
tion gab (most of the "farnily" .stripsBlondie or Hi and Lois for
example), the male/fernale confrontation or "war between the sexes"
(Jiggs and Maggie, Born Loser, Andy Capp), the teen-age scene
(Funky, Arachie, Penny), plitical satire (Doonesberry, POO, and
precocious kids (Peanuts, FreddP,Nancy, Wee Kids, etc.). ,=.

Adult students may be ennouraged to explain where U.S. cultural
values 'as reflected in the "funnies" coincide with those of their native
countries and where-they diverge. They 'can often also tell why some-
thing which strikes us as fun\ay does not Seem funny to them. The
nature of a country's humor, o ten reveals a good deal else of the_na-
tional character. The traditio of spoofing and making fun of our
selves and others may- be quite !foreign -to a lot of students. If they,
can be: guided to an understan ing, if not full appreciation, of this
aspect of the national er§ona ity, it may add immensely to their
ability to cope with Amer ans at home and abroitd. It is important
in adult classes not to seem to to k down to the students, If they feel
that-'the use of comic stripsis co descending or demeaning, some such
sociological .explanation. of their se might smooth the way.

Students in regular high schoo or college EFL courses are usually
glad of any diversion from the st ndard text. Those in classes in the.

., United States ,have the added inc ntive of ready availability of the
daily papers carrying the strips. They are probably also aware of the
popularity-of-the "funnies" amon, t eir peers who-are native speakers
of English.

,_,,

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONE EJUTIQN AND DEVELOPMENT
L. Reproduction of the strip fur dassroom Use may be handled' in

several ways.' If xerox equipment Iis available, the most effective way
is to duplicate a lesson as a one -pal e ha dout from the teacher's master
model. The point. of the lesson, t s rip, and the exercises may be
assembled on the page. Students eep 'notebook or special folder of
"mini-lessons",as a supplement to heir extliook. Have them riete the
page reference from their textboo on he mini-lesson for any point
of grammar that requires fuller e plana ion or reinforcement.

/
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,
Many teachers do not have xerox facilities, but ,their school may

have an overhead or opaque projector: In this case, the le6On, the.-
text of the strip, and the exercises may bemimeographed for handout,
and during class presentation-, the teacher projects the strip itself.

For smali classes, it may be possible to obtain enough newspapers
to provide each student with his /her own strip cut from the .paper.
Many newspapers will sell or give away surplus Issues when they
are a few days old. The disadvantage here is. that the lesson cannot
be kept on permanent file and reused. When the supply of papers runs
out, so does the Usefulness of that particular "Mini-lesson."

Another posSibility which has been suggested to me by a colleague
. adept with a camera is to make a slide of each strip, frame by frame.

If,,,the teacher has only one copy of the strip, as.:I had in my classes
in April,' it can be posted on a---bulletin board, and all developmental
work and exercises ca_ n he presented using only 'the chalkboard as a'

. teaching .aid.

2. Presentation. The teacher presents the main idea of the lesson;
for instance, the multiple uses of the verb get, the -ing form after
prePositions, the indefinite pronouns something, nothing, the notion
of gender.

Students look at the strip, the teacher reads the text, identifies the
characters of the drawing, and clarifies any unknown vocabulary.
Students read the strip quickly, again (silently.). The balloons should
help beginners and slow readers to focus on one logical language unit
or thought group at a time. They shOuld see it as a block rather than
as a` string of unconnected words. A repetition drill can be quickly
done for rhythm and intonation if the teacher. feels it would be helpful.
The dialogues in some strips might lend themselves to quick drania-
tizations or readings by pairS of students.

Students are .asked to identify the grammar point which is ex-
plained more fully and. reinfarced--wit&_otherexamples where
necessary. is

The exercises can be assigned for individual homework or they
may be done as a 'class project. Students might also work in paifs,
with one phge for each pair if the number of reproduced copies is
limited. The written work can be put into their notebooks. The teacher
can then collect the "mini-lessons" pages for reuse in another class.

3. 'Development. The "mini-lesson" has now achieved its imme-
diate purpose. It is up to the teacher how much further work could be
generated. Students at the beginning level can be asked to talk about
the ,pictures, what they see in the strips: identifying items -of cloth

. ing,j furniture, etc.; describing facial expressions, actions; making in-
ferences about the weather, the emotions of characters. At the inter-
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mediate level, students May be asked to tell what their own reactions
-would" be in a situation similar to that depicted in the strip. They may
suggest a different "punch line" for the final frame or they, can be
asked- to invent a. complete new dialogue to fill the balloonsaCeording
to what else they think the characters might appropriately say. Ad-
vanced classes enjoy examining,:the text 'for aspects of culture con-
trast, .as mentioned earlier, and they usually are pleased when' ex-
amples of difficult but colloquial language are used: Chip in Hi and
Lois), talking about his father's taste in music: "Poor Dad! Unless
a guy lived back there with Mozart and Beethoven, he never, heard of
him!" Sally, when she puts one over on' Charlie .Brown; "Faked ..
you out, did't I?". A gloss at the bottom of dour mini-lesson for un-
familiar terms and reduced forms might be tt,""seIti-1;-burrfirid that it is
generally not. necessary. Expressions like "Aaarg '!" and "yuck!"
and "icky!" can,be inferred from coRtext and from meaningful rendi-
tiOns by the teacher.

In certain instances, yotiirlight-decide to use a `.`mini - lesson" as an
introduction to a textbook unit. If the textbook presentation seems
somewhat dull or -obscure or lengthy, a vivid demonstration of "real
life" use from The "funnies" beforehand will proVide motivation as
well as a concrete example of practical application.

Teachers outside of the United States who are unable to obtain,
U.S. newspapers can still refer to them in most USIS libraries. And
the international edition of the Herald-Tribune carries a nice selection
of our mast popular comics.
, Even if teachers cannot fully utilize the "funnies" as I have sug-
gested, they may nevertheless still find some inspiration for develop"-
ing supolementarY material. Mini dialogues, for example, could be
used without the added visual stimulus of the strip itself. And the
teacher who is himself or' herself a non-native speaker of English may
find the texts .an interesting exercise -in comprehension as well ,as a
source of insight into -what_makemericans tick.:

The "funnies" have been seriously studied as an authentic. and in-
digenou cultural phenomenon. Perhaps it is an exaggeration to, ,

vaunt thein as :part of our national heritage: But examine them more
closely as mirrors of our national language and preoccupations. You'll ,
be surprised!



The Television Commercial in the, ESL-EFL Classroom
ROSANNE SKIRBLE
University of Michigan

Ninety-five percent of the households in the United States have a
television set. According to A. C. Nielson CoMpany, these T.V's are
beingViewed about six hours a day per home.. There are some estimates
which repOrt that pre-schoolets watch an average of fifty hours of
television a week". As a ledium of instruction educational television
has taken the lead, as seen in the nationally televised Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood, Sesame Street, The Electric Comany, Villa Alegre, and
Carrascolendas. They have shown that television can be' entertaining
as well as educational. Still, for the amount of television that children
watch each day there is relatively little commercial programming
aimed at _their audience. This paper? however, will focus on how we
can use commercial television, specifically the television advertisement,
as a point of departure for an ESL or:EFL bilingual-bicultural lesson.

Television commercials are made for one basic purpose; to sell
products. Afterall, it is the public endorsement of a product that
keeps a television show on the air. To stay in_ the public eye, the com-
mercial must be persuasive. More and more entertainers we respect,,
Henry Fonda, Gregory Peck, Bill Cosby, Sammy Davis,- Jr. and Vicki
Carr are doing these advertisements. Consumers, as they identfiy with
the commercial, the actor, and the product, imagine themselves as dif-

ferent and more special persons. These fantasies support commercial
programming in the United States.

The commercial, by and large a microcosm of middle class values,
can serve as a trigger film'for discussion in bicultural settings, where
there is need for a forum to verbalize cultural and ethnic valueS.
Afterall, what is the "Pepsi Generation"? How am I a part of it or
noel Will the purchase of a Kodak Instaniatic Camera make me
happy? What is the difference' between someone .who drives a Volks-
wagen and the driver of a Lincoln Continental? if the students in

adult, or high school ESL-EFL classes spend an evening of television
viewing and then evaluate the advertisements, in many cases they will
find them out of tune with their value system. A discussion involving
the following questions about advertising -might ,prove enlightening
to the. students:

a) Does the commercial reflect my values?
b) Why (or why not) can I identify with the product?
c) What languake is used to try to persuade me to buy this

product?
d) Is the person presenting the product from my ethnic back-

ground? Do I respect him/her or not?
253
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Not only can the television commercial serve as an impetus to- bi-
cultural*discussion in the ESL-EFL classroom-, but it can also be the
focal point, for a grammatical structural unit It can serve as an ex-
cellent aid to grammatical pattern' practice, writing, readingoir speak-,
ing drills. Since each advertisement has from 12 to 14 camera shots,
many 'different leiical items can be introduced surrounding one con-
text. The advantage here ' is that it contextualizes what otherwise
would be random drill: This is useful in building meniory skills, while
at the same time it i motivating to the student. But probably its
major, advantage is thatit is dynamic, playing on both the audio and
visual aspects of communication: One can see the body movements,
gestures, and facial expressions that are just as much part of English
as any lexical item. For foreign students, being able to recognize these
expressions often proves to be the most valuable_ part, of the lesson.

Since most commercials canbe understood without the dialogue, the
dialogue should play a secondary role. Yet it can be useful for more
advanced students who can look at the images created in the film and
discuss how language is used to persuade, manipulate or interest. A
less sophisticated .clasg can utilize the dialogue for dictations, and
letter-sound correspondence exercises. From,the script we hear lan-
guage which is full of contractions and topical slang words. To a
great extent, for foreign students, understanding this narration will
help their comprehension of English as it is spoken in -the United
States.

The success of each lesson will undoubtedly depend on: the teacher's
preparation. A film should not be shown without first_preparing trig-
ger diseussion questions of bicultural impact, and grammatical, speak-
ing, writing, or reading exercises to implement each lesson. If it is to
be a lesson of grammatical content, how will the grammatical .struc-
ture(s) be. presented? What will be dono,When the film is running?
What should be done after the film? What type `.of follow-up exercises
will be 'integrated intothe lesson?

To illustrate-thepointsmentioned abQye, the.League of VOmen
Voters"' Vote," a -CLIO Award winning public . service commercial,
1973 (Needham, Harper, and Seers) is an excellent example. In the
first place its message, which encourages voting or lection ,day, is
clear, - ,concise and to the point. It is relatively harmless, stressing
democratic ideals, and the importance of each personN part in electing
government officials. In the EFL classroom it can trigger discuSsion on
voting and electoral procedures in the United States; In a bicultural
ESL setting certain attitudes surrounding the rights and needs of
minorities can be discussed.

The advertisement shows, six different people at Mork, each re-
placed by a substitute which enables the worker to go-to,-vote. In cad]
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case, the most unlikely substitute arrives. An elderly woman 'replaces

a construction worker. A young career- woman replaces a traffic cop.
A busboy, replaces a dentist. A stout manager takes the place, of a
chorus girl in the dancing line. And a long-haired hippie replaces the
Woman farmer in a scene closely resembling the classic painting,
"American Gothic."

To use "Vote" or any other teleiri ion commercial, judgements
must be made as to what communication skill should be emphasized.
In "Vote" the teacher can control the extent of lexical items, and can
limit the vocabularly to the names of professions. Structurally, this
is a good context to start with the verb to be contractions, and yes/no
questions with the verb to be. By freezing the film on the frame, and
then starting the projector once again, patterns or lexical items can be
drilled in context as they appear on the screen.

lesson introducing wh-question words as substitutes for ,part
of the predicate is another' possibility for a lesson plan fiorn this
League of Women Voters' commercial. In. such a lesson,the teacher
should first introduce the film, briefly explaining the plot, in this case,
election day in the United States. Next the announcement should
be shown to give the students a context for the grammatical pattern.
After the grammatical pattern has been introduced, the film serves as
the context for drill work. For each scene the teacher asks a series
of wh-questions. As, the' :student answers them,. the teacher Writes the
'answers on the board in complete sentences. 'From these statements:
the teacher has the student make wh-questions. For example, in scene
I we see a construction worker, with a heavy duty drill breaking up
the sideWalk. An elderly, prim grandmother type comes by, taps him
on the shoulder, and offers to take his place while he woes to vote.
She then, drill in hand, continues the work of the construction worker.
The film, stopped on the frame, gives the teacher an. opportunity. to
ask a series of questions': What does the man do? When does he work?
Who does the woman help? Where does the worker go? These ques-.

'lions, as explained above, are first answered by the student and then
made into questions once more The teacher should continue this drill
throughout the scenes Of the advertisement., In `this.. way, random drill
is contextualized and grammatical pattern and, lexical items are
introduced. .

After the' film is shown, the oral practice should: be reviewed with
written work. As a final activity, the class can be divided into groups
of two representing each of the scenes of the commercial. Each mem-
ber of,the group playa the role of one of the people in the scene. To-
gether the two students write a short dialogue on what they feel the
people are saying to each other. Again, this will be another way to
reinforce the grammatical pattern. While 'the students are practicing
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in ffroups the teacher has the opportunity to individualize instruction.
°Finally, because of the far reaching effects of this communications

media, we must look and question more than ever: how television can
abetter serve us n as instructional medium in and out of the claisroom.

As shown above, the television commercial, an illustration of .social
values, is useful for 'the foreign student as well as the native non-
English speaking American student. The foreign student, through the
television commercial, can start to make needed and useful comparismis
with his native culture. Of equal importance, 'the non-English speak-
ing or bilingual- bicultural American student can look at the commercial
and decidehow his/her identity fits into the "Pepsi Generation." In
addition it provides a context in which to air differences. For .ESL-
EFL teachers, the short, colorful one-minute film is a motivating' and
vital way in which to practice graMmatical structure and vocabulary
within a meaningful context.
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Some Important Oddities of English Spoken' mbers
FRANCIS A. CARTIER
Defense Lanruage Institute

Native speakers of English use an extraordinarily ,complex and
often whimsical set of conventions in speaking numbers. There are
rules for many of these usages, of course, but there is little logic, to
them, and there are so many exceptions and oddities that the learner
of English as a second language must surely be baffled by them,. espe-

cially. sine& they are rarely systematically taught.
Most EFL courses teach the student to count, but little else. Yet,

in the real world, mistakes in the comprehension of spoken numbers
are'severely punishedand not merely by confusion-or embarrassment,

but by being short-changed, by getting lost, or by missing flights and

busses. The cruel, real world tolerates nothing less than instantaneous,

errbr-free comprehension of numbers ; so, if your students' are living_

in an English-speaking environment .while they are still learning En-
glisb, you ought to give some thought to whether or not they achieve

a survival level of proficiency with numbers early enough.
In Miami, back in 19l7; talking about "Some Important Oddities

,of English Phonetics, I said that a lot of people who speak the lan-

guage perfectly well have very little idea of bow they actually speak

it. I illustrated the point then with some examples of how we use

glottal stops, certain unusual intonations, and some other phonetic

curiosities. Today, I will illustrate the same point with some impor-

.tant oddities of the .way we say numbers.
An example of the bewindering variety of ways in which we say

numbers is the digit-series 1905, If it is an amountfor example, a

number of men or 'of mileswe say :
one thousand nine hundred five, or
athousand nine hundred' and five, or
nineteen hundred five, or
nineteen hundred and five.

If, however, we are speaking of the year, we may say
nineteen hundred and five, or
nineteen hundred five, or
nineteen five, or
nineteen oh five.

And writers of rustic movies sometimes make kindly old codgers say
"nineteen aught five" (or is that "naught five"?). :But no one else
says that anymore, except ,for fun.

25
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Oddly enough, when we are speaking of money, the phrase "nine -
teen five," can mean 'different amounts in different places! In a real-
-estate office; we probably mean $19,500. :I've asked a lot of people
what they thought Would be meant if the price of a used car were
quoted by a salesman at "nineteen five." Some say $1,950 and some
say '$1,905. (I suppose this is further proof that you should get a used
car salesman to put everything he says in wilting! In any case, it's
something to*.'watch out foor.)'' Of course, at the supermarket "nineteen
five" means $19.05. In Washington, D.C., however, "nineteen five"
may very well mean$19,500,000. (Joe Hutchinson once told me about
a serious confusion that arose a few years ago over a government con-
tract that was ambiguously quoted as "thirteen five." Now there's,a
problem to watch out for a

But while "nineteen five" and "thirteen five" may be ambiguous,
"nineteen ten,h oddly enough, never is; if it refers to money, it can
only*rnean $19.10.

I have already. mentioned the optional use of the word and after the
word hundred. In that context, and is invariably reduced to /.an/ or
just syllabic /n/. So, for example, we can say either "five 'hundred

\'ten" or fiVe hundred ten."
The other optional form occurs when saying amounts over a thou-_

sand, and ending i an-even hundred. We can say.either "one thouSand
g one hundred" or "eleven hundr'ed." Notice, however, that this option
doesn't apply to yen thousands ; we hardly ever hear three thousand
spoken as "thirt htindred," except in phrases like "between twenty-
five and thirty h ndred."

Nevertheless, a similar option occurs regularly in numbers over a
million. So we ften say "eleven hundred thousand" instead of "one

one hundred thousand."
Now let's to n to numbers that are used as the names, of things;

flight 'numbers, orm nunibers, model numbers, roam numbers, and so
on.. You might, suppose that office and hotel-room umbers would fol-
low some of the same rules used for amounts, but they don't. .A room
number 1905 is almost always spoken of as "Room nineteen .oh five,"
just like one of the options, for naming the year, but none of the other ,

options for na ling years is normally used for rooms. We would feel
perfectly at ea -e saying "Room eleven hundred,:' just like the year

eleven hundr d," but we never say it. Can you guess why? I don't
suppose it's of any instructional significance, but the reason is that
there never is a Room 1100. The lowest numbered room on the eleventh
floor is invariably "Room eleven oh one."

In. Europe, though, many hotels have rooms numbered 300, 400,
500, and so on. It is always, as they may say, the W. C., or as we
might say the john.
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Here are some more room numbers.
Room Five eleven

,. Room TwO ten
Room Fourteen sixteen

. The rule here is quite simple':, the last two digits are spoken as 'a
groupeleven, ten, sixteen.' These last two digits are, of course, the

room numbers, because the digits that precede thern'are the floor num-
berS. "Room five eleven" is on the fifth floor, "Room two ten" is on

, the second floor,. etc. This rule is preserved eVen in room numbers. .

such as "five c.il one" and "ten' oh nine," the "oh" being used .to

keep the floor number separate from the room number.
This "Oh" is very important. A room with a number like two zero iv

. two would never be called "Room Twenty /two." If a native speaker
heard someone say; "Room Twenty/two," he would. think it -odd, but
would-interpret it either as "Room two two" (22) or as "Room two ,
zero zero two" (2002). , t

House ntimb'ers and model numbers follow this same rule of gfoup-
-0 . ing. We say "twelve twenty-five Oak Lane" and "nineteen oh .five.

..! Main Street." Longer numbers present a difficult problem for the re-
/earcber right now The langnage doesn't seem to have made up its
and yet abdut how to cope with that new ramification of urban sprawl
that has resulted in house numbers like "one one nine Oh five Foothill
Blvd." My notes on these and on spoken Zip codes show all sorts ot
groupings, with Abe edge appearing to go to those who Simply say s>.

each digit separatelyas in a telephone number; gas I just did. However,
there seems to be some tendency to preserve the last digits as a
group, as in room numbers. I asked Marina Bvirt; for example, how
she says her Zip code, 12222. She says each digit, but with a pause
before the last two, like this) one two two, two two. There is logic

to that, but I sti'll wonder how the- general usage will evolve. On little .

more than abunch, I will put my money on the form, "one twenty-two
twenty-two." .

..

I indicated a minute ago that model numbers and form numbers.
follow .the same rules as room numbers. That is generally so. Al-.

though I once beard. a radio announcer refer to a "Northwest Airlines
:Seven Four Seven," it was the only time 1. ever heard that monstrous
flying machine called anyo,",g but a "Seven Forty:Seven." 0

As for form numbers, well one never calls a Form Ten-Forty any-
thing but a Form Ten-Fortywell, hardly ever! If 'there were a Form
105, it would be called "Form Nineteen oh five,"' just. like the room
number.
., By the way, with all' this discussion of room and floor 'numbers,

many of you have probably remembered something else that our stu- :-
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dents- often have to be taught. In the. U.S., What we calLthe first fibor
is the street or ground floor and not, as in most other countries, the

. net one above it. .

When I first began to collect spoken phone numbers, ttey ,,seemed °
quite regular. Most people simply say every digit, with a slight' pause
after the exchange number. My phone number is..typical: three seven
five, eight eh six five. Biit there are exceptions. -A number like 375...

. 1100 is often spoken as- "three seven rive, eleven hundred," and many
of you will remember a once-famousand highly danceable phone num-

aler, "Pennsylvania .six five, thousand." (By the way, on the original
record the orchestra also occasionally shouts -"Pennsylvania six five.
oh oh oh," but I'm riot sure we should attaeh'any linguistic significance
to that.)

Some phone:numbers arebound.to be reduplicative, and 'result in
. people saying, for example, "two seven three, double two, double
four." You -hardlrever hear a number such as 1313. spoken as "double

-- thirteen," but I- once heard a phone !limber' spoken as "three seven
five double ten." .

Many of these way of saying numbers In' ay not seem like oddities
to native speakers of yaiglish, who of course know them already, but
I hope' have made the point that EFL and ESL students are justified
in being- somewhat confused at times, unless we provide' some sys-.
tanatic instruction in them.

Because I want to move. bn and discuss a few phonetie aspect's of
"number talk" that cause our students A lot Of anguish, I will not lave
time to discuss a great many other curious usages and problems such,
as why the wevie 2001 is not called "Twenty oh one!' according to pat-
tern for 1901, nor why a board five feet long is called a five foot board.
We haVe no time to,dwelt on such numbers as "seven point two mil- '
lion," or "twenty -six K.'',

We cannot puzzle over why a man is said to be "six othree,", nor
how in the song, the gal with the eyes of blue can'be. "five foot two"
instead Of '"five feet two," nor the various ways we say. numbers with
decimals; nor bow library call-numbers are spoken,. nor why Canadians
say "Nurilber fourteen, road" While we always say -` "load fourteen, ".
nor why the military not only speaks. its time differently, but has its
own method` of saying aircraft numbers, and why it even has an ab-
solutely unique ordinal form such as "the four fifty-third." All that

.. would -take hours. -

. So let's turn to phonetics now, and begin with just four English
sOundS that present. problems to a great many student's:. /i/, /0/,,
/v/. and that demon syllable-final /W..

It may surprise you to learn that /n/, occurs in syllable-final posi-
tion in over half the numbers froin.1 to 100: 56 of them to be
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It occurs in 1, 7, 9,' eleven, all the teens and twenties, and 35' others.
Students who have trouble articulating /n/ at the end of a syllable
are likely to misarticulate all their numbers. Remember, too, that mis-
articulation of a sound is often a sign that the student does not hear
the sound tbe way,a native speaker does. So be/she may have trouble
.discfiminating 16 from. 60.

The .vowel I. II, another very common problem, occurs in accented
syllablesin.neaty a third of the numbers from zero to 100: 31 of them,
to be exact.

The voiceless -TH occurs in the number three and in 18'others (oi.
about one out of five), and /v/ occurs 30 times:.:,

Fortunately,. there are' no minimal 'pairs among the English num-
bers, except .,miltio nd billion. . ,

But ccnsidel" g t at there, is rarely .any, redundancy in a spoken,
number ; consi ring the high probability of misarticulation of several
e'honemes in,.f example, a phone number; and considering the costs
of mis-communi ation of numbers; it seems to me w
-higher criterio for articulation of numbers than we usually do. Let

e-lbould set a

me, given some additional reasons why. I have mentioned only. four
difficult sounds; bet there are others, of Course. Furthermore, thdre
are some extremely difficult consonant clusters: I said the voiceless
lingual-dental. sound /0/ occurs in -19 cardinal numbers from zero to
a hundred. It also occurs. in all the ordinal numbers except first alnd

second, and, in nearly every instance, it occurs as the second sound of
an dspecially difficult consonant cluster., Consider, for example, fifth,
sixth, ninth, tenth., eleventh and twelfth, to mention only a few.

The fractions present similar demons, even for native speakers.
Say these to yourself : seven twelfths,- nine seventeenths, eleven twenty-
fifths, and sixty-six'hundredths., Considering that many students have-trouble with the simple ks cluster in six, 'it is no wonder they garble
the ordinal sixth, and massacre a fraction like five sixths.

But none of these problems, as difficult as they all are, is equal to
learning some of,the marvelously sufitle junctures that native speakers

..- use in speaking numbers. Few of these junctures are ever taught sys
tematically. Let..me give you a couple of example of what I mean.
There are iwo houses, 34 blocks apart, that have these two addresseS :
1699'Western Blvd., and 6099 Western Blvd. Or how about 2340 -6th
St., and 23 46th St.?

,
. .

Fortunately, however, numbers are uniquely' suited to phonological
, :drills. Numbers have. the advantage that you can use them as visual
ga,, stimuli without spelling interferences, they-can usually be presenied

in both discrimination and pronunciation drills without referring to
the student's native language at all, and the meaning of a written num-

-. ber is absolutely -clear. ;
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I would like to suggest, therefore, 'that our courses should begin
drill's on numbers very early first,-because the students need to learn
them early for survival; and second, because numbers provide superb
drill material for the Sounds of English without recourse to either
nonsense words or rare words.

So let's talk about number's as a mallum`for phonological training
in English.

The English numbers front one to 1,000 contain all the vowels and
diphthongs except four : /a/,]/u/, /m/ and /oi/. But /a/ can be taught
in dollar,o'clock, and yard.! /u/ can- -be: taught in .foot, /"/ half,
and /of/ in numbers like 3.14.

As for the- consonant sounds, the numbers from 0 to 1,000 contain
half of them. These' are missing: /h /, /y/, /m/, /Jai, /6/, /j/,
/5/, /p/. and /b/. These however, can be taught in words such at
pa/f, million, fraction,' measure, length, check, and digit, or in other
words associated with numbers, such as the first, the second, and so
on, point, about and "goes inta."

There is ones furtherand, very powerfulargument in favor of
", starting your instruction on numbers very early; thediumbers irovide.

one of the most appropriate opportunities in language training for
, use of programmed instruction. The simplest .type of programmed

instruction; that can be employed right-in the classroom, and that in-
corpotates virtually all the important principles" of is to dictate
a number, have the students write it down, then write it on the chalk-

, board SO they can check their answers. Do this with single digits
first; then two digits. By two digits, I do not mean numbers like
twenty-four, but two digits, like two four. You can follow this with
an exercise of three digits, like the first three digits of a telephone
number, then four, like the last four digits of a telephone ntimber, but
carefully avoiding any of the additional' exceptions I mentioned earlier.

The important thing to remember qs not to proceed with three or
foundigit exercises, or with Abe exceptions and oddities, until each
,and every 'student gets a perfect, scot* on the easier

You then move on to complete telephone num'bers. Only after that.
should you teach and drill the usages. that deal with years,* with..,.
room numbers, or with amounts of money:

If' you would like to prepare some tapes-for the language lab, it
is very easy to, produce these in programmed self-instructional form.
ilere is a simple way to do it.

The objective, let us say, is perfect recognition of spoken numbers
from one to a thousand. This will take several tapes, but let's design

. one somewhere in the middle of the series.
The idea is to design the lab exercise' so that it is self-instructional:

For this, we need a system that permits a relevant response to a

2 3
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relevant stimulus,' and immediate Confirmation or correction of each
response.

The stimuli will be spoken numbers; recorded on tape ; the response
is to write _down the number. Now, how do we provide the correct
answer? We can't put the answer on the tape, because what, we want
to confirm is the correct written form. (A student. who doesn't recog-_
nize the spoken stimulus wouldn't recognize a 'spoken confirmation,.
either.)

So we give him/her the 'answer printed on an answer sheet (see
sample Answer Sheet below), but we bury the correct answer in a
scrambled list.

For example, let us take a tape in 'the middle' of our series. The
tape begins with instructions, then it says "One! Seventeen." There
is a pause while the student writes, the number 17 here. Then the
tape says "F.." That's-the code-letter for the answer in the key. The
student looks for "F" in the scrambled key and compares what he/
she wrote with the number printed after F. The tape providesA
a pause for this. The tape then goes an : "Two! Three hundred six."
Pause, "C." Another pause' while the Student finds "C" and checks
the answer. Then, ."Three! Seventy." A pause; then "E."

If .you are teaching variations in this tape,. the next item may be
"Four! Three oh six." Pause. "C.'' And if you are interested in
teaching number recognition under all possible circumstances, the next

SAMPLE ANSWER SHEET

Exercise A. Use Tape \
ANSWERS

with

1. . 26. Alfa 7871

2. 27 Bravo 80

3. 28. Charlie -1262

4. ., 29. Delta 972 ,

5. 30. Echo 238

6. . 31. Foxtrot 661

7. 32. Golf 4042

8. 33 Hotel 3493

a. 34 . India 534

10. 35 Juliett 651

11. 36 Kilo .
Lima

153
5165

12. 37
13. 38 Mike 9116

14. 39.
.

November 4242

15. 40, Oscar 8905 - (

16. 41 Papa 3835

17. 42.. Quebec 7790

18. 43.
.:

Romeo 2106

19. 44. Sierra lt4' I.

20. 45. Tango 2376

21. 46. Uniform 6277

22. 47 Victor 3045

23. 48. . Whiskey 7855

24. 49. X-ray ... 4988

25. 50. Yankee 5688
Zulu 8079
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item may be a highly nasalized articulation of "Seventy" to assure
that it is discriminated from "Seventeen."

Of course, the series of tapes should be well planned, going from
easy to difficult and gradually speeding up so as to develop a quick,
auornatic response.

No student Should be allowed to move on to the next, more difficult
tape until he/She can get a perfect score. With numbers, being 90%
right is not passing-L-not in the cruel, real world.

Conclusion.
Considering the great importance of perfect comprehension of num-

hers in all their regular and irregular usages, and considering the
great number of phonological problems in speaking numbers intel-
ligibly, it seems strange that so f6w EFL or ESL courses teach spoken
numbers. early' enough and thoroughly enough. This is particularly
unfortunate since numbers also afford excellent content for the ear-
training,and articulation instruction that are primary concerns at the
beginning of such courses.

Perhaps it's just that nobody has thought about it very much:

(")
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A Method for Improving the Writing Skills of
Foreign Students in University Level
-Expository English Composition Courses

LOUIS A. ARENA
University of Delaware

-The Current state of the teaching of 'written composition in
American universities, and colleges has come to be regarded by many
educators and<administrators as a serious :national problem. For non-
native speakers of English, the university-level freshman English class,
a required course for most undergraduate degrees' earned from Am-
erican universities and colleges, is often a serious stumbling block in
the academic experiences of many foreign students who enter our in-
.stitutions of higher education. Even though such students have scored
very well on the TOEFL or have achieved high levels of proficiency
while attending intensive ESL programs in the United States, many
non-native speakers of English need a special "pre-freshman English
composition course in order to "write well" for typical university-
level freshman English courses. This problematic situation contains
two °broad questions which I belieire -first have to be investigated in
order to understand and to subsequently deal with the situation, i.e:,
what kinds of writing may be taught in a "typical university -level

. freshman English composition course"; and what. does "writing well"
mean to American university-level composition instructors t

For English composition leaCher whose students.. are not native.
speakers of English, the answers to these ,questions may not be as im-
portant as being able to objectively verbalize to students the differ-
ences among the four kinds of writing which may be taught in Uni-
versity dompositiOn courses and, even more crucial, to be able'to teach."
students not only what "writing well" means to an American in-
structor of freshman English, but also to objectively teach students
how to "write well". for such courses. We know that in most Am-
erican university-level freshman English courses, any of four kinds
of writing may be taught, i.e., expository, descriptive, narrative, and
technical. However, what seems to be only vaguely known is how to
objectively describe just what expository "style" is, in contrast to
the other three kinds of writing. Non-native' speakers of English
generally do not analytically know which style they are writing in so
that, they may objectively assess, whether or not their writing is in
accord with a particular composition assignment. A concrete and frus-
trating result of not being able to do so is a very low or failing grade
received by a 'foreign student for a well organized, cohesive, fairly
well :written essay, simply because he/she handed in a descriptive or
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narrative composition instead of the expository composition that was
assigned to the entire class.

In investigating the question of what "writing well" means to an
American composition teacher, studies by Hunt (1964) and Mellon
(1969) have concluded that the ability to control and manipulate En-
glish sentence types accurately is 'characteristic of "syntactic fluency."
Increased "syntactic fluency" indicates an increase in writing skill on
the part of the American student. "Syntactic fluency" as defined by
Mellon can be measured in a consistent Manner as the student matures,
by an increase in the number and variety of sentence types in free
writing exercises. By ,!:` sentence type" -I mean whether Or not a sen-
tence is simple, compound, complex, or compound-Complex.

In a :general way, growth of sentence structure is reflected in a host of
commonplace observations on developmental changes in student writingthat
independent clauses grow longer, that sentences become highly elaborated;
that more subordination is used, that a wider range of sentence patterns' is
employed, or that sentences become on the average more heaiily and deeply
embedded (Mellon 1969: 15).

Hunt's- research mirrors the abOve by concluding that the hallmark
of syntactic . fluency is the ability to "say more," on the average, with
every statement. This conclusion has been confirmed by O'Donnell,
Griffin,- and Norris (1967). Although the increased use of relative
transforMs, nominalized sentences, and recursive embeddings, at in-
creasingly deeper levels-are structural characteristics which indicate
.and increase in the writing skills of. American students, some of these'
characteristics may or may not be present in the English writings of
non-native students of English due to language differences between a
student's native language and English. This issue will be dealt with
later in this paper,,

The methodology employed at the University Writing Center at
the University of Delaware for improving the writing skills of foreign
students attends directly to the two tasks of objectively defining` the
structural style of expository, descriptiVe; narrative, and technical
writing, and to describing a student's ability to manipulate or combine
the sentence structures.of 'English. The basis upon which all of these
data are derived is a clause analysis method, that has been in use at
Delaware since 1970 and which has proven to be very helpful in setting
up instruction for the purpose of improving students'. writing skills.
'The initial stage of the development of the clause analysis method
Contained in this paper was ,first reported in 1973 in a Paper given
at the University of Northern Iowa (Arena 1973).

There are two kinds of important data that the clause analysii
method -has successfully provided: 1) objective descriptions of the
structural styles of typical and pufiliShed samples of expository, de-
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scriptive, narrative, and technical writing; and 2) objective descrip-
ions of an author's written idiolect, in terms of type, number, fre-

queney-of-oecutrerice-af-elause types, and the average length and depth
of embedding that an author employs in his /her writing. Experience
over the past five years has repeatedly shown that the summaries of
several clause analyses of a student's different writings correlate so
accurately and consistently in terms of the type, number, frequency of
occurrence of clause types, and embedding depth, that the , analyst
can generally predict, within a reasonably accurate range, the number,
type, embedding depth, and variety of clause types in the same per-
son's writings which have not been analyzed. Such accurate and eon-
sistently correlating descriptions of a person's written idiolect corri;
prise what may be called a writer's personal 'structural fingerprint'
which can be found and verified in nny of the person's later writings.
The method for structural fingerprinting is derived from a large study
at the University of Delaware in 1971 which attempted to apply lin-
guistics to the teaching of English composition by addressing the
classical question of whether or not a knowledge of .some system of
grammar would result in an increase in the composition skills of for-
eign as well as native American university students. The full report.
of the Delaware study is contained in a forthcoming text (Arena 1975).
In' order to better understand the method used at Delaware, a brief
description of the background 6f the study which resulted in a method
for improVing writing skills of a significant number of students may
be helpful.

The Delaware study was undertaken during the 1970-71 academic
year and involved a total of 529 students. The purpose of the study

f. was to attempt to increase the' composition skills of university stu-
17 dents 'who had previously been obtaining failing grades in their En-

glish composition courses. The means to this end was limited ,indi-
vidual instruction in both a clause analysis method and a small number
of modes and principles of expository writing. The clause analysis
method, which can provide objective structural descriptions 1 an
author's written idiolect and of the four styles of writing, 'was orig-
inally developed in a graduate sernitar in English syntax tau lit by
Dr.. W. A. Cook at Georgetothi Univetsity in 1969. The Delawar study
was essentially a pedagogical extension and application of the clause
analysis method; that is, instead of extensive clause analyses f pub-t

]

li,shed writers such as E. Hemingway and G. 'Orwell, whose wor s were
analyzed at Georgetown, clause analyses were made of the 6oinposi,
tions of students who were experiencing. great difficulty i passing
their freshman English courses. What was unique about pis appli-
,cation of clause analysis method was that the ' structural fi gerprints'
of a student's compoitions which it provided were used s the basis
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for the specific lesson plans . and directives designed by an English
instructor and presented to the student for the purpose of improving
their writing skills. For students to understand the results of &clause,.
analysis and to subsequently perform clause analyses of their own
writings, a knowledge of the cure grammatical system of English ab-
cording to some grammatical: model was necessary. The primary
source-model underlying the instruction of the graminaticar system
that was presented to the students is the tag-la-ionic-generative model
of grammar elaborated by Dr. W. A. Cook '(1969). An interesting
phenomenon observed during the study was that, in general, foreign
students received and assimilated instruction in grammar much more
easily than did their American counterparts, indicating perhaps that
the grammar instruction they received during their previous classes
of English as a second language was not in vain.

The core grammatical system of English presented to the students
in the study reflects a tagmemic model, that is, it reflects a model which
is. functional-, contains a hierarchy of grammatical levels, and shows
a string-type analysis. A tagmemicist views language as a hierarchy
of simultaneous and natural levels. of gran:mar which roughly .corre-
sponds to the traditional categories of sentence, clause, phrase, word,
and morpheme. Since we were analyzing the surface structure sen-
tences in a student's compositions, and since clauses operate at ale
sentence level, the tagmemic model of grammar is quite 'appropriate
as a ,basis for providing a. description of the, student's writing in
terms of the number, type and frequency of occurrence of the clause
types, and the embedding depth employed by the student in -his/her
compositions.

According to the tagtnemic model of grammar or; for that matter,
according to any traditional grammar of English, all compositions
written in English may be reduced to four major surface clause types,
i.e., transitive, intransitive equational, and passive. Such clause types
may then be, analyzed as. either independent, dependent,, or partial
(non-finite), clauses. The hypothesis underlying the application of the
clause analysis method is that certain patterns of the four clause types
and expected rates of the frequency of occurrence of the clause .types :

could be observed -arid formulated ,hoth in a student's writing and in
the four styles of writing, i.e., expository, narrative; deseriptive, and
-technical. Since instruction in the. freshman English composition
courses at-the UniverSity of Delaware emphasized expository= writing,
the first step in the study was to perform numerous clause analyses
of published examples of expository writing in. order to derive the
types of clauses usually employed and their typical rates of occurrence
in expository writine... In order to contrast the structural description
of expository writing with the.other, three forms of writing, the sec-
ond step was to perform extensive clause analyses of published et-
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.,
amples of descriptive narrative, and technical writing. After three
Years of continuous esearch and clause analyses. of published writ-
ings, the generally e. petted normal freqfiency of occurrence rates of
the four basic clans types in expository, descriptive,.-narrative, and
-technical writing r aas, follows -.-

!Expected % of Frequency of Occurrence of the 4 Clause Types
7,

Form of Writing i Transitive Intransitive Equational Passive

Expository
1 50% 20% 20% 10%

Descriptive 15% . 30% 45% 10%

Narrative 20% 45% 25% 10%

Technical lb% 5% 20% 65%

8% variation perrnit d

e above rates were established as norms against which a student's
wt.i mg patterns could be compared and contrasted. 'Comparison of
the 0-tires contained in a clause analySis of a student's compositions
with t e above frequency of occurrence rates will result in an objective
indicati n of the form of writing that an author empltiys, that is,,
whether le writing. is expository, descriptive, narrative, or technical

Writing, a whether or not the student's,:writing displays syntactid
variation or balance in accord with the expected frequency rates of
the clause ty es as they occur in typical published examples of the
four fornis of riting.

As mentions reviouily, expository writing is the form of written
communication pi- dominantly taught in freshman English classes at
the University of elawa re. When the results of a clause analysis
indicated that the w *ting patterns contained-in a student's composi-
tion displayed extreme variance with the expected frequency of occur-
rence rates for the foul basic clauSe types, the student was directed
and taught how to modif the clause types in his/her compositions to
more closely reflect the est lisped frequency of occurrence of the four

basic clause types in expos]. ry writing. -After students, modified the
writing patterns- to 'reflect tb established rates of occurrence of the
clausetypes, a significant num er of students manifested an acknowl-
edged improvement in their ,ex sitory composition assignments. In
fact, in the original Delaware stuffy, of 472 students who were failing
or would have failed their English omposition courses, 86% received
final passing grades in their freshman English courses. Encouraged
by the initial results., the clause an ysis technique has become an
integral part of the method for impr ving,the writing skills of the
more than 2,000 non =native and natiire st dents who have attended the
UniverSity Writing Center' since 1971.

The University Writing Center is an auxiliary facili v of the English Department,
staffed by a Director and seven graduate. teaching assistants, where any registered
student may receiveindividualized writing instruction, ttendance at the Writing
Center is not mandatory and there is no .cost to the st dent for any instruction
received at the Writing Center.
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The studies by Hunt (1964) and. Mellon -(1969) have attempted to
correlate instruction in the control and manipulation of sentence types
with an improvement in the composition skills of their students by
analyzing the changes in the "T-units used by the students in their
compositions. However, the rules for defining a T-unit in the Mellon
(1969) study seem questionable because a large number of sentences
contained in the students' compositions were discarded rather than
included by his method of analyzing a student's writing. In fact, four
Of the seven rules for the segmentation of the T-unit .deal with dis-
carding (Mellon 1969:43). The clause analysis method employed at
the University of Delaware contrasts with Mellon's method in that
it discards no written item, and even accounts for minor sentences,
i.e, written 'Constructs which have no underlying clause structure:,
The clause analysis method used at Delaware is partially similar to
the Mellon study; however., in that the description of a writer's indi
vidual structural patterns is also based on embedded as well as con-
joined sentence types. However, sentence-type in the Delaware method
encompasses more. than just the type, of sentence employed by the
student, such as simple, complex, o'r compound-complex, that is,-it also
identifies the type of clause base that underlies each sentence, and, by
,a code system, labels the clause-type as either transitive, intransitive,
equational, or passive: Further, the clause analysis method also pro-
vides computed information ielating to the average. clause-length of
a writer's sentences as Well as to the embedding depth contained in a
writer's written work. Thus, not ,only can, the conjoined.and embedded
.sentence "fluency ' (in Mellon's terminology) be ascertained by an
accurate clause an ysis of the type used in the Delaware study, but
also a structural 1Thscription of the kind of clause base, the patterns,
the frequency of ccurrence,.:and the sy1tactic balance among the four,
.basic clause base Which occ r below the sentence level can be derived
and made aV 'table for cornptitationa1 and pedagogical purposes. In
shOrt, the xYause analysis method proVides a way to analyze and de-
scribe both syntactic fluency with regard to sentence type and em-
bedding dep , land syntactic balance and variation in terms of the
types of clan es that an author may already employ throughout, his/
her writings.

The analy c and counting procedural steps for a clause analysis
are as follo

ANALY 1SAL PROCEDURES:
(1) educe all sentences to/single clause structures. In order to

cut a ext into clauses, all clause level structures are first sorted iac-
cor ng to the main verb phrase of each construction and rewritten
on clause to a line. '
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(2) Observe each single clause to determine whether it is' an in-

dependent, dependent, or partial clause structure. If the listed con-
struction contain's no underlying clause structure, it may be considered

a'rninor sentence type.
(3) Mark all of the listed clauses according to major clause type

(cf. Code 1, appendix).
(4) If,a listed clause is independent, it is labelled only according

to type 'and not for any functional meaning, unless the clause is an.
instance of directly or indirectly reported. discourse.

(5) If the clause is an instance of directly or indirectly reported
discourse, it is marked according to its appropriate nominal. function
as- well as with, the appropriate discourse-type label (cf. Code 2,'
appendix).

(6) If the liste cons uction is a dependent clause, it is marked
according to its syntactic -f fiction (cf. Code 2, appendix).

(7) If the listed construction is a nonfinite verb structure, it is
marked with a subscript label . (cf. Code 3, appendix).

-:(8) All sentence terminals are marked with the boundary marker
(#) (cf. Code 4, appendix).

(9) The beginnings of all paragraphs are marked with the park
graph initial marker (#P#) (cf.. Code 4, appendix).

10) All sequential independent clauses of compound sentences are
marked with the sequential (plus sign) marker (-I-) (cf. Code 4,
appendix).

(11) All if and relativefactive clauses are scanned for the sub-

junctive mood form ;if such forms occur they are marked for subjunc-

tive mood construction (cf. Code,,4, appendix).
(12) All clauses are scanned for the imperative mood; if such

clauses occur, they are -marked for the imperative mood (imp). (cf.
Code 4, appendix).

(13) All clauses are scanned for elliptical constructions; if such
constructions occur, they are marked accordingly with (ellip) (cf. Code

4, appendix).
(14) All relative clauses are scanned for deletion of subordinating

connectors, e.g., who, which, that, whose, whom, where, and when, as

well as for the deletion of the verb in adjectival relative clauses; if
deletion occurs, the clause is labelled, with the deletion marker (del.)

(cf. Code 4, appendix).
(15) All sentence types are marked as. either a simple (Smpl), `

complex (Cpx),..cOrnpOund (Crop), or compound-complex (C-C). sen-

tence (cf. Code 4, appendix).

COUNTING PROCEDURE.:
(1) Count and record the total number of sentences.
(2) Count and record the total number of clauses.
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(3) Count and record the total amount of minor sentences.
(4) Count and record the total number of main 'clauses, including .

the number and type of,,main clauses..,
(5) Count and record the total number of clependen clauses, in-

cluding the number and type of dependent clauses.
(6) Count and record' the total number of both main anc dependent ,

clauses. .

(7) Count and record the number of simple, complek, c mpound,
and coMpound-eomplex Sentences.

,/ (8) Count and record the number of complex and compound-
complex sentences. ' \

(9) Compute and record 'the average number of clauses per sen-
tence. . ...,

-.. (10) Compute and record the average'number of dependent clauses
per independent clause. \

(11) Compute'.and.record the average number of dependent clauSes
per complex or compound-complex sentence.

(12) Compute and list the frequency of occurrence of each'clans
type.

.

(13) Count; compute, and record the total number 1 transitive
and passive clause types.

(14) Check for syntactic variation of, and balance among, the types ,

of clauses; compare to the norm of frequency of occurrence of the
four clause types in expository, descriptive, narrative, and technical
writing..

0 ,
.

, ..,

After several \clause analyses of a student's compositions have been
performed, the 'Writing. Center staff inember compUtes ,a summary
sheet. (cf. appendix) which contains such information as the total
number of simple, complex, and compound-complex sentences ...Used;
the average number of cl, uses used per, sentence (senfenee.length);
the .ave age number of de endent. clauses per complex or,
complex' sentence (embed ing-depth) ; and the most freqUently used

l

type of !clause base, the second, third; :arid Teas used types of clause
bases (syntactic- variation'). From this data, the analyst may then
judge tile writing to he, syntactically balanced, partially balanced, or
totally.imbalanced in terms of the estfiblished expected rates of occur-
rence fin the four basic 'clause types in expository, d'scriptive, nar- .
rative, 6r technical writing. Included after the summayy of each clause
analysis of a student's4riting are the interpretatron of the clause
analyses and comments by a Writing Center staff thernber. The inter-
pretation contains a verbalization of the gramnutticar facts and fig-
ures derived by the clause analyses, while the comments contain any
needed--;suggestions for modifying the student's writing patterns in
terms of clause types, number, and frequency of occurrence, and em- .
bedding depth. .
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By this grammatical process of sorting, identification, coding, and
computation of all the clause level constructions which underlie the-
sentences in a student's writings, the clause analysis method has dem
onstrated the syntactic consistency with which many students un-
knowingly write. In the majority of cases at Delaware, the separate
summaries of several clause analyses of a student's different compo-
sitions correlated with each other so accurately and consistently in
terms of sentence types, sentence 144figth, clause types, frequency of
'occurrence of clause types and embedding depth, that the analyst
could generally predict these kinds of data in the same student's writ-
ings, which had not. yet been ,analyzed. Such descriptions, labelled
'structural fingerprints". by the Delaware staff, are .the -concrete eases
upon which instruction is designed for improving the writing skills
of university. students.

For example, based on a comparison of a student's writing patterns
with the established rates _of occurrence of the four basic clause types,
the student may now be given objective reasons or criticism as to why
-the writing patterns in his/her composition are not in accord with the
writing patterns contained in typical expository writing. After some
.inttruction abOut English sentence and clause-level construction haS
been presented to the student, the English instructor can suggest and
demonstrate valid steps by which the student' may improve his/her
exposiiory form of writing., For example, if the majority (90%), of
clause types contained in a. :student's composition were found to be

=
equational, such writing could objectively be judged as descriptive and
not. expository writing; that is; -the verb phrases underlying the ma-
jority of the sentences would contain an equational verb as the main

verb, and the student's sentences would predominantly contain pre-
dicate adjectivals and nominals functioning as the subjective comple
ments of equational clauses. If a student's writing patterns .displayed

a predominance of intransitive clauses, such writing would probably be

of the narrative form rather than expository because intransitive
clauses ensily,lend to the taking of peripheral adjuncts of time, loca-
tion, manner, etc. At Delaware, it has been observed many times that
although a foreign student wrote a syntactically accurate and fluent
composition,, he/she received a low or failing grade because his/her.
writing was of the narrative type or descriptive type, rather than ex-
pository, and neither objective reasons for the student's failure to
write in an expository manxier nor objective suggestions for helping,
the- student to write better wire given by the English instructor. The
clause analysis method not oi ly provides the reasons, but also gives

foreign students objective directives for improving their writing:,
As encouraged and enthusiastic as I am about the contribution, of

the clause analysis technique to designing instruction for improying
the writing skills of university students, I would like to finish on a note
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of caution 'with regard to analyzing the English writing patterns. of
some fOreign students. I mentioned earlier in "the paper that an in-
crease in writing skills for American students is defined by researchers
such as Mellon as the increased use of relative transforms, nominalized
sentences, and recurSiYeembeddings at increasingly deeper levels (cf..
Mellon 1969: 19-20). Embedding at gncreasing depth, in other' words,
is one of the structural characteriStics which indicates an improve -
ment in the writing_ skills of American students. However, based- on

``experience as a linguist and an ESL. teacher, I feel it prudent-'to cau-
tion those researchers and teachers who may not be aware that for a
large number of foreign students studying in America ( :g., Hebrew
and Farsi speakers), the process of sentence embedding .i almost non-
existent as a feature of their native language. To includ ng recursive
embedding as a criterion of the writing performance of uch students
may\ be somewhat frustrating for both student and team, er. Without
ESL literature and materials based On contrastive analysis which
compare the proceSs of embedding in English with th same process
in other languages, many American university teache s of freshman
Engl.sh may seriously misjudge the writing abilities of students whose
native languages do not contain the'embedding proces . Such English
teachers may not understand why, some foreign stude ts employ only
simple -and conjoined sentences in their English com ositions.or why
such foreign students find it extremely difficult. to ,mploy sentences
containing \r&cursive or heavily .embedded construe ons. Worse yet,
some umversitlish instructors may decide not o accept the writ-
ing of \such foreign stiident-sin-university4evel co positions because
the predominant use of only simple and compound sentences is often
looked Upon as ."child-like'? or "immature" writing by such. teachers.
As a result, some foreign students may obtain low ,or failing grades in

. their coinposition courses even though their simple and compound sen-
tences a e correctly written and in spite. of the ;fact that the clause
bases., un erlying the sentences contained .in the; compositions are in
accord wiith the expected frequency rates '.of oCcurrence for any of
the four orms of wriling. One possible answer! to such \ situations is
for the rained "ESL instructor to seek emplioyment in literature-
oriented epartments of English in our American universities aid
colleges i order to professionally intera t wit , teachers who are e)c-
Periencing difficulties in teaching freshman Eng sh to foreign students.
'Another p ssible.avenue of action is to be in to send selected articles
which pertain to impro'ving the writing S 'lls of foreign students to
the journal's of organizations such as the Na' io ial Muncil of Teachers
of English and the Modern LangUage Asso m ion' for, the purpose of
informing any literature-oriented 'Americ composition teachers
of the reaso s why some foreign students m experience great diffi-
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culty in achieving the same criteria indicative, of an improvement in

the writing skills of American students. Unfortunately, without in-

formed pnd infused sensitivity to language differences, even the well

experienced instructor of freshman English, as Well as the English.
instructor who is expertly trained to perform clause analyses,-may not

be able to objectively instruct and effectively motivate.a large segment

of foreign students to improve their writing, skills.

APPE
Codes and summary f r clause analysis.

Code 1: Labels to be affixed to all clauses of tht text in order to-mark their type.

iCl= intransitive clause pC1 = passive clause

tel -= transitive clause 4 Min = minor type sentence

eel = equational clause

Code 2: Labels to mark dependent
= Subject of verb'

SC = Subject complement
DO = Direct object
TO -=,Indirect object
OC = Object complement
OP = Object of preposition
liA = Head word appositive
Aj = Adjectival -

T.= Time
L = Location

clauses according to their function.
M = Manner
P = Purpose
C = Cause
R = Result

Cs toneessf, on
Cm = Comparative
Cn = Conditional

Dir = Directly reported discourse
Did = Indirectly reported discourse

Code 3: Subscript form. labels
rel = relative clause
inf = marked infinitive

used to mark nominal, adjectival, and adverbial clauses.
tam = unmarked infinitive
part participle clause

Code 4: Miscellaneous codes employed
Simpl = simple sentence

Cpx= complex sentence
Cmp = compoundraliTrerice
C-C = compound-complex or

complex-coma CTICC

= sequential ind pendent clause

in clause analysis.
Der = deletion

Ellip = elliptical
Sb = subjunctive mood

Imp = imperative mood
# = sentence boundary marker

#P# = paragraph initial marker

'2' Summary Sheet..
Sentences
Clauses
Miner
Sentences

Simple Sentences
Compound Sentences

Main Clauses \tql eC1 pCl

Dependent jCl eC1 pC1

Clauses
TOTAL tC1 'Cl

Complex. Sentences
Compound-Complex or. Complex-Compound
Sentences

Total Complex + C-C Sentences

Average number of clauses per sentence .

Average number. of dependent clauses per independent.
Average number of dependent clan ex or C-C sentence-

eC1 pC1

used clause type:
Second, most frequently used clause type:
Third most frequently used clause type:
Fourth most frequently used clause type
Syntactic variation : yes partial
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Collective Storywriting:
Teaching Creative Writing to ESL Children'

FRANCINE M. SCHUMANN
Cambridge Public Schools, Cambridge, Maliacbusetta

Creative writing. is not a subject given high priority. in the ESL
curriculum. In the teacher training workshops in which I've been in-'
volved, .most.teachersand workshop leaders are concerned mainly with
how' to teach the right pronunciation; the .proper word order and all
the linguistic features. set .out so neatly in most ESL texts. .Com.par-
atively little is said about- ESL writing skills and even less is said
about creative writing. In my- intermediate lever ESL classes in an
elem.eptary school in. Cambridge, Massachusetts, I` had had consider-
able success with some "fill in the missing- words" booklets that I had
written about the children in a variety of school situations: The chil-
dren's enthuSiasm and the originality expressed in therather confining

:form of the booklets encouraged me to pursue larger scale productions
in creative writing: An investigation of resource materials led me to
Russell G. Stauffer's Language- Experience Approach to the Teaching
of Reading. I decided that because my students' vocabulary, .speaking,
and writing skills were limited, the best., way to approach creative writ-
ing would be through a language-experience, approach, or 'c o llect iv e.
stOrywriting; in which the whole class participates. .

: In class my suggestion that we write a book length story was first
met with groans of frustration and 'disinterest. After reassuring the
students that we would all write it together, drawing on each other's.
contributions of ideas, sentence structure, vocabulary, punctuation,:
etc., the children seemed less threatened and more ready to become in-
volved.. In order to-prOvide the students with a brief stimulus and to
give them -ail understanding of story construction, 'read them the
book, My Stre4, by Barbara S. Parker; a simple story about n
the life of a boy as he walks up and do -he- s-t-re e then discussed
the story, focus'' n--h- e boy looked, how he felt; what he Saw,

w at. he thought. From this orientation a plot- was suggested to
the students for their storya clay in "our" life. By encouraging the
children to draw on their own liveS and experiences it was easy to
produce excitement...Thus, the suggestion .that weuse this theme was
unanimously accepted. From there the production of the story evolved
according to the following steps : 1.

1. Three children Volunteered to act as secretaries and write' down the

I The presentation of. this paper at the 1975 TESOL Convention was sponsored by
a'TESOL affiliate, the Massachusetts Association of Teachers. of Speakers of Other
Languages (MATSOL).
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sentences a.s the story proceededone at the chalkboard for all_ to
see and two on paper to provide sufficient copies.

2 A main character was voted-on, a Portuiiiese girl, Imilia da Cruz.
The children decided on. an imaginary "heroine ". so as not to slight
anyone.

3. A description of her physical characteristics.followed:
ayes at 225 Charles St. She is a pretty little girl.

She has IbuK'brown hair and blue eyes and long dark eyelashes.
She not too fat and not too skinny. She is just right.

4. I provided:the vocabulary. for the circumlocutions: which the chil-
dren gave for items such as "eyelashes" and the idiom "just right:"

5. The plot proceeded with a simple recounting of the walk to .school,.-

stop at the corner candy -store, aday in the bilingual program, at
our school, an after-seho91 visit with am American. playmate, then
a return home,

When she gets home she goes up to her room, and does her homework. She
doesn't litive,too much work,because she doesn't speak English very. well, yet.
`hen her mother calls her for dinner. Before she sits down she prays with

her farnily, 'Thep they it down and begin to eat. When they.finish eating they
'watch television. Then they all go to bed early- because she is only -ten years -';
old. "Goodnight Imilia, boa noite Imilia!"

Grammar, spelling, pUnctuation, etc.; did not become an issue. The
children were so anxious to do a good job that it became very in-I:-
portant for them to write -well. Each helped with these mechanics

. and where further_ help was reqUired they turned to me.

When the story was completed each student took great pleasure in
reading and re- reading it. I suggested that since it was such a. fine
product,Ahey might share it o master with

-----theirown-41-hystrItt ions and distribute it to the non-bilingual classeL
. and the school library. This-'extended-.activity allowed the student§\-'

who might not have contributed a great deal so far the opportunity
to use other talents and skills such as illustration and printing.

At about the time .this grow) of 9-10 year olds was Completing its
writing project,. it was announced that there would be a city-wide
writing competition in conjunction with. Earth Week and the Beautify

, Cambridge, Inc. Campaign: All Cambridge elementary and secondary
students were eligible to...compete. An older class (12-14 years'old) of
students whose ESL 'period followed. the 9-10 year'olds had expregsed
-a growing interest'iq the latter's project. The enthusiasm and pride
with which the younger children displayed_ their product sparked some
.envy and challenged the older" group. Capitalizing on these emotions,
I suggested we undertake a similar project based on some aspect of

pollution and submit-it as a joint project for the Earth Week writing
competition. The success -the younger class had had writing a full-
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fledged. story. demonstrated "to the older students;that this could cer-
tainly be a realistic undertaking and one that could possibly win the
prize of $25.00 offered by the city. In addition, getting involved in a
task-that would "allow them as non-native English speakers to compete
"linguistically"' with the American students: was Motivatick in itself.

I described the storywriting steps to them and suggested as iirelim-
inary preparation that we first talk about the Meaning of pollution and
the variety. of ways society pollutes. Anengthy discussiQn followed,
concentrating mainly on the conditions of the city streets and sur-
rounding parks and public buildings. Drawing on their own experi-
ences, they began 'enumerating the contributions children. make to
pollution. A careful list was kept on a wall chart as each child in turn
offered contributions: When they felt they had sufficiently exhausted
all the ways children pollute, they set about Composing. their story.

Again a vote was taken to decide on a. theme. Children and pollu-
tion-in Cambridge was chosen. BecauSe there Was a tie vote on whether
we would .have a male or a ,female main Character, one child's sugges-
tion of twins seemed the perfect solution. I suggested we use neutral
names for our characters 'so. our readers wouldn't associate them with
any particular ethnic group. `Thus, they began: .

Helena and Mark lived in'-the city of Cambridge. Their house was at 215
Cambridge Street. They were both- 8 years old, 'and. they looked very much ,

alike. They each wore braces and had lots of freckles. Thiry were twins! They
were cute but they had one big problem=--they were careless a

Again I helpedwith ocaa e ulary'for items such as braces, freckles
an irresponsible. As they wrote, I stressed the importance of 'creating
a "mental painting" for, our readers so that they could close their eyes
and hear, taste, smell, see and feel our- story. Where subject; verb, and s'

object sentences were becoming a routine, I explained to,them about
creative writing and style; how-,,by simply changing the word order
of sentences without changing their meaning, our Story might read
more smoothly. They Were most articulate and imaginative in inc,or;
porating these suggeStions:.

When they went out to play they would break bottles all over the park . . .

If they ate bananas, for a joke, they would put the peels on the sidewalk and
hope that the people walking would slip on them. With spray 'paint they
wrote swears and things like "Joe loves Lucy" all over the buildings, walls,
and sidewalks. They also drew 'pictures with paint to make fun of somebody.
When it snowed they made snowballs and put an egg inside to' throw,at-
peopleoand at the houses. The eggs would smash all over and smell and every-,
thing would be sticky. When-the trash baskets on the sidewalks were full, they .

would knock them" all over . . . One 'paper here, one chicken bone there,
one apple core here, and one empty bottle there. The whole place was a big
smelly .meas.

The story continued with an'ever thickening plot. The students'
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"hero and heroine!" had so successfully polluted the city that "garbage
covered all the sidewalks and the streets. There was no place to move."

In the end the twins couldn't even get out of their houSe! As they sat

in their room lamenting their, obvious fate--.-death, the students real-
ized that they had written a tragedy.. They were quite distressed at

this fatalistic situation. One child then suggested that the whole thing
could 'have been a bad dream and that now the hero and heroine could

wake up and be so happy to be alive that they would rush out and

.
clean pp . all the streets. The twins were "so relieved it was a
dream, they never again' dirtied the city of Cambridge." The students

had found a perfect:solution. With relief they finished up. the last

paragraphs.
The title a bit of a stunibling block. One student. suggested

we might call it "The Two Little Pigs"; another decided "The Irre-;
sponsible Twins" sounded far more 'grown-up. The merits of -both
were debated and-then I announced' that often,thn modern literature, an
author will combine two titles into one as an advertising flevice to
catch the attention of readers: They weren't quite sure they agreed

With modern advertising, but felt if it solved their problem, they might

as well use. it.
Unlike the stor_y_theyounger-grunTy a written, the'art work on

is story-was:extended to. include anOther type of display. The city's
own anti-pollution campaign Was, with the use of poslers, being ad-.
vertised. daily. I proposed that the students make their own story
into a poster-size sequence that they could place in a prominent area

in our school. This way they also could_ advertise the lesson their
story taught.

As it turned out, a group prize- was not offered for their entry.

But,a. local Rotary Club member, having seen a copy of the -children's

story,' was so impressed that he took it to the city newspaper, The
Cambridge Chronicle, and suggested they. publish it. Thus, $2,000.00

was raised from Cambridge business Organizations, and the story, com-

plete with the children's illustrations, appeared in the newspaper and

complimentary copies were distributed to all school children in .

Cambridge.
In sum, the pedagogical advantages of this procedure for the child

with limited language skills. are great. Collective storywriting takes
advantage of children's interest,. their ability to interact, exchange

ideas, and make decisions. It is a very real communication situation

which Makes full use of the children's language facility. The tremen-

ous opportunity it allows ter peer-media ted instruction helps to- de-

centralize the teacher's role. as the sole dispenser of knowledge. It is
an, encouragement and an ego-boOster to those students who are in-.

capable of putting together coherent multi-sentence units in more don-
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ventional writing lessons where students are made to operate on -their
own. In such situations, children are made keenly aware of the 'differ-
ences in their abilities. The collective storywriting procedure takes
full advantage of each one's personal storehouse, of skillsbe 4t gram-
mar, vocabulary; art work or simply ideasand gives full support to
those areas in which an ESL student may be weak. Thus, it is a ,class-
room "activity with a built-in assurance of success.
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Predicting Your Way Through Written English: -

An Approach to Teaching Advanced Reading to ESL Students'
JO ANNE ELIAS
University of Sin Francisco

INTRODUCTION
It is often a shock to teachers of intensive ESL reading courses

to learn that some students who excelled in "advanced" ESL reading
materials find their reading skills inidequate for the demands of
American college courses. Some even give 'up trying: to do their.
reading. assignments and depend entirely on clasSroom lectures for
course content. When we look for answers to the question 'of why
:foreign students read so poorly, the answers are ,often contradictory
and confusing. When we ask which factor gives the" native student the
greatest advantage over the foreign .student 'reading, most- of us
would respond that it is word recognition. A minority opinion might
be that it is knowledg of English syntax. Yet Most of us have had
experience with students who have a good knoWledge of English
vocabulary and grammar who are still unabie to comprehend what
they read. Another puzzling fact is that there seems to be, a corm/.
lation between speed and comprehension in reading. The slow reader
who labors for exact understanding of every word: and phrase is
usually comprehenein less than the fast reader whg-pisses words and
phrases here and there but is able to read through a!passage rapidly.
Is teaching speed reading the answer then7 How"ean we help ESL
students to improve both reading speed ancrcomprehensioni

In looking for answers to these questions, I have found the research
with monolingual English speakers and foreign students (Hatch 1969) ;
Polin 1970, Part 1970) to be helpful. It was found that native speakers
of English "tend to ignore grammatical markerS" and'Pay much more
attention to content words than do foreign students (Hatch 1973: 5).
This would seem to indicate that native speakers of English are able
to supply these grammatical markers from their knowledge Of the
language ; whereas second language learners are not. In other words,
native speakers have the ability to predict syntactic markers. This,
is something that the foreign student lacks ; so he/she .must pay closer
attention to the structure words. J.t would seem to follow that if it
were possible to teach foreign students this factor of predictability,
their reading speed` would increase.

In addition to this intuitive knowledge of the syntax of English,
native speakers have the advantage of knowing lexical associations..
Since these associations are partly conventionaL in a. culture, native
speakers are better able to anticipate lexicaLiteirns that are likely to
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occur together in a particular context. Not Only are native students
better than f.oreign.students. at predicting syntax and vocabulary,
they alSo'have the advantage of being familiar with cultural contexts.
This . experiential predictability makeS it possible for them to anti-'
cipate at times even the substance that ,is likely to follow in a given
context. .

I would like to suggest another kind of predictability that seems. to
me to be very important in the comprehension of expository writing
in English. Robert,,Kaplan "has" pointed out that a very important
cultural factor in teaching writing to second language learners is that
"logic-per se is a cultural phenomenon" that needs to be taught to

,. someone from another culture (Kaplan 1966: 2). I would like to add
that since reading is the decoding side of the coin from writing, an
understanding of logical.methods of organization is equally important
in teaching reading to ESL students. Familiarity with the ways in
Which ideas are presented in written English is especially important
in being able to follow the train orthought and to find the main idea of
a particular paSsage. If students are taught to recognize how an .essay
is*organizedand can recognize the Stiwttirev.ocabulary as markers of
a particular method oorganization, they will read faster, with better

'comprehension. As Betty Robbinett (1974:14) has pointed out, .read-
:
-ing is a psycholinguistic process that combines the .use of reasoning:

with language cues. If you teach students to recognize the connectives.
that are cues to the reasoning processi 'you,,..belp them not only t6 -

folloW the argument better, but you, inereasejtheir facility for pre-
dieting what is likely to follow. This will speed up their reading,
increase -their comprehension, and also make it' possible for them to
use skimining techniques more easily. Teaching this semantic' predict=
ability. has become an important supplementary component in. the
advanced reading .conrses at the University of San Francisco's English

.Language Center.. The goal of courses is to prepare foreign
students to meet the rigorous. demands of American university texts ,

and reading assignments. . /

The description of reading that is most compatible with the 'ap-.
proach that I have been describing is Frank Smith's (1971) uncoil.
vention'al reading model, which characterizes the reading procesS as
"predicting (Ones's) way through a pass.age of text, eliminating some
alternatives in advance .o-the baks of . . . (one's) knowledge of 'the
redundancy of the language, -and acquiring .just enough textual infor-

',.. mdtion to eliminate the alternatives remaining." This model may
serve as a productive theoretical basis for ESL reading teachers in
developing materials that will help students to learn syntactic; lexical;

.4.semantic and cultural predictability.
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CLAgSROOM APPLICATION .0

Classroom materials for teaching syntactic, semantic and lexical
predictability were developed as part of the advancedr reading course
at the American, Language Institute, San Francisco State.:University.
These and additional 'materials are being used at the present time in
the Advanced course at the English Language enter, UniVer-.:
situ of San Fra cisco, and are being classroom tested at the Berkeley
and Davis campuses of the University of California. 4

In' order to e plain how those'innovative material are used with
more traditional inds of materials, I will describe' in detail three
aspects of. the rea ing course recognitions comprehen ion, and vocab-
ulary development.

Recognition
By "recognitionV I mean recognizing the shape

phrases on the printed page. Closely associated with w
recognition' is the controversial subject of subvocali
reading.- .In the early, stages of learning to read, or
is learning a new word, part of what, is being stored
is the way it is pronoUnced.- For the beginning, reade
(1).perceiving the graphemic symbol, (2) translating.
sound and (3) converting the sound to meaning ; in o
steps, are SYMBOL SOUND MEANING.' To be
reader, with, skill adequate for the demands of College
is necessary Ao eliminate \this intermediate stepthe
(Carol Chomsky 1970).

The 'Use of Reading Laboratory Machines
(Tachistoscope; Reading Pacers, itc.)

There are mechanical devices for teirching the isual, whole-
pattern approachAo reading. Most of them have some kind of tithing
device so that words and pliraSes can be projected on a screen at
whatever rate of speed seems appropriate for the stud nts. The text
is often broken up into segments-of uniform length with ut regard for
syntactic or semantic phrase groupings. The' only co sitleration in
making these divisions is bow much a reader can take n at a single
eye fixation. . The teacher, Of course, keeps shortening, the exposure
time for the student to read faster and faster.; There is uever time for
the student to sound out the words, so he has to. rely on\ visual clues.
:Besides teaching the student to rely solely on visual clues, these
mechanical devices' are also supposed to increase eye Span arid de-
crease the number of eye fixations per line of text. FIoweyer, research
with advanced ESL students has Shown that they do not have more
eye fixations per line thanstudents who aie native.speakers of English,
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but that the duration of the fixation is longer (01 ler and Tullius
1972). 'Limiting the 'Hine of exposure to the writtenrtext can.beyery:-
frustrating and discouraging to students who have_n6tAearned *bat
tO".look for or how to interpret these. ,visua The, ESL student
needs to be taught how to reco cues, and. he/she needs to be
given. practice intejve_ting--, t em.

Aside froththe expense of the reading machines, their disadvan-
tages- inay outweigh their advantages. The, crux of the matter. is, of
course, Whether or not students will continue to maintain the gains
they have made in their reading rate once the external, mechanical
pressure has been removed.. On the other hand, if they. are given
techniques. that they can practice on their "own at homi, the progress
will come from theinnw-n motivation, and it is more likely that the
progress obtained N.-ill be lasting.

Classroom Exercises,and Techniques for Increasing Recognition
A simple devter;0. for practicing word recognition is the word, list,,

'used with a 3
INT

>/ Plash car.d inWhich slots have been cut to allow only
one ord or phrase to be exposed at a time. These. Word lists are
'usually taken froth Thorwlike and Lorge's The Tecteher'sTVord Book
of 30,000 Words (1944) or Michael West's A.Geite.ral,Sqrviee List of
English Words .

(1953). Some .words on these lists may not be useful
for \ESL students, but, genes ally, they are good sources. Both Harris
(1966) and Yorkey (1970) have a few word recognition liSes and
exercises in their texts. foi ESL Audents. Harris' list has the,advan-
tage of taking into account the kinds of misreadings that foreiin
studentl, make because" their first language has a different orthog-
raphy or because of the bad fit between spelling and pronunciation in i

English. Advanced students 'don't nee446, spend much time on recog- ,

nition exercises, but the , word lists 'are ,,helpful diagnostic tools to
make sure they". can recognize the words' they know orally and Con-
ceptually. Word lists can' also be" used on an individual basis with
students who are still relying heavily on the phonological component
in silent reading. One way to use word lists is to take the first 1500
most common words and divide- them into `;,three lists of 500 words
each. Clive the students one list at a time, and time their reading of
it. ,The average native speaker reads the list of 500 words in min-
utes. "Reading" consists of letting your eyes move, down the column

aas rapidly as possible for word recognition only\ If student hesitate
at all on a word, he"Ahe places a dot over the word and continues. on.
Students who cannot Complete the reading in. 5'minutes take the list
honie to practice 10 minutes a day with their flash cards. After a. week
of practice, the student\ is timed again. Students are not given the
secon 1 fist until they ca\ complete the 'first in 5 minutes. This is' a
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k ,-

good way to spot thos& stu ts -who 'are still' articulating the words
as they read. The goal of this exercise isl-rapid perception fiom 'the
.shape of the word on the gage, ,

. .

'i Another type of word ruognition exerciSe is one in which You
have.a key word in the left hand cOlumn, followed by a string of words

-that ate similar, or identical in appearance to the 'key word. The
student reads across as quickly as possible, marking the key word its
.often as it occurs in a line. A similar.:/exercise is used with pairs of
words that look alike, in which the .student. simply cheeks -whether
the pairs are the same or 'different. Similar exercises can be used fox
,recognition of phrases, clauses, and even short sentence's. The goal is
to increase the amount of in-formation the student can take in at a

,.,--.

glance.-
. .

Reading . by. Phrases ' .
. .

. .

, To 'determine whether students are
,

reading a word at h- time .or
reading by word groups, theteajher can n

of
make a simple di-.

nostic test. A fairly easy, short pasSage of general interest is typed.,.
in, columns,, one ward at a time, beginning at the bottom of the,page
for each column. The students read each 'column from, the boitom to
the.top of the page, beginning at the left column. .They record their
time when. they finish. Then, they are give the same paragraph again,

typed as it would conventionally appear ,614, the page-. They are again
limed while' they read .the paragraph in the conventional manner.
They should be able to Cead.part two hi about half the flint that it
took to read part one. If the time is approximately the same for both.

.., ..partS, the student is. probably reading' a word at a time.
A simple device for -helpino students why? read a word aft a time is

the homemade tachistoscope: r'This is simply a 3 X 5 card- which the
students use in the following fashion.. They take a paragraph from
one of their reading selections, covering the first. sentence with the
edge of ti card. With a very quick motion, the sentence is covered'.and then ii-1,1c,- ered. Oirai other'biece of paper; which is divided down -
the middle, the students vrite as Twiny words as they sc'w in one
glance. They proceed in this manner until they have reac through
the .entire paragraph. When finished, they compare what hey have
written with the text. If they have 4nade.an error, they cop., the cor-
rect version in the right _hand column next to their own version. The
results are very revealing,. of the kinds of words or parts Of words
that a student isn't seeing or of the 'kinds dfmisreadings of cues being
made. The teacher should check each students results. from time to

vtime for diagnostic purposes.
Besides serving a diagnostic purpose, this simple exercise has

.

another very *portant. function. In. a glance with the homemade
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tachistoscope, the student sees only partial cues-7-a few letters in a
word, an outstanding letter here or there, a *single short. word. Froin
these he/she must guess what is ogssible in English. Students become

--. more aware of the cues in English: and begin to acquire a working
knowledge of the redundancies. of the language. The homemade
tachistoscope exercises give them practicein 'taking the sparse clues
they perCeive, adding to them their knowledge of how the language
'works, and arriving at a solution about their meaning..

.Lexical Predictability
Many of the kinds -of eXercises used for word and phrase recog-

nition can also be used for exercises in comprehension of these smaller
nnit:S: For example, the students are. given a key word in the left -.

`..tiand column, and must'_ quickly mark synonyins across the line, 'or
-- antonyms, or words fiat they associate _with the key word. Teachers
can make up their own exercises to teach specific vocabulary in a par-
t;.:nilar essay Or to enlarge the students' associations with a particular_
word. These..word association exercises are particularly 'valuable fob)
teaching lexical predictability: For example, in Englisk fires\seem
alWays to crackle or roar: Learning these -associations; articularly(i

those that are culture bound, is very important for forei,iii students,
,,who lack experience with the conventions of our, culture: They 'o.byil
Ously cannot predict these kinds of co-occurences: if 'ihey. are n t.

,consciously aware of them. .
.

Whenever poSsible; exercises to-increase' lexical associations should
be 'devised from the reading materials. Paraphrasing, of ideas is a
,,good example .of such an exercise. Another is. to have students make
sentences from pairs of words that frequently occur together. Word
association games on thb order of "Stop thp Clock" are -enjoyable
ways to increase word association. 1 Building up these lexical asso-
ciations in a second language, however; takes much more.. time than
learning Syntactic predictability.

Syntactic 'Predictability ..
. .

Usually in English, although not always, the graminatical phrase
coincides with- the semantic phrase, so by learning to recognize these
grammatical. phrases, the student is also learning the -Wav in which
meaning is -broken up. Teaching students grarrimatical phrase. markers
has two furictionsL--it teaches them* to antivipate. what will follow the
marker, thus increasing their reading speed and comprehension, and
it teaches 'their' to read in phrase groups rather than word for stord;-E-:
While teaching grammatical phrase. markers, it is also good to review
the grammar that is associated with them. You might begin .first with
the noun phrase., markers numerals; .clemonsiratiVe pronouns, pos-
sessive pronouns, articles, 's, etc. Next, phrases and clauses modifying
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nouns could be taught-participial phras
relative pronouns as markers of the rela
marker of the-infinite phrase, etc:

The first step in teaching these marker,
through a passage underlining the mark
techniques are used, in which the students
procedure is then reversed and the stid
from which they must indiCate the kind of
will follow a particillar marker. Finally,
words. to follow a particular mYker. For
these-kinds of exercises, not exclusively, o
a week. To reinforce these activities, they
their reading selections and then practice
cording to their phrase markings.

Semantic Predictability
To teach semantic predictability I begiti by teaching the ways th

paragripplis are organized, teaching the logical Methods of organizatio
one by onechronOlogical order, classification, comparison and co
trast, analysis, cause and effect, and definition. Students are giv
the structure vocabulary associated' with Sl particular method of r-
ganization. Each of these words is presented in the context o a

-sentence. At this .point it is helpful to rev ew the gramMar and p nc-
_fruition required .by these structuYe.words. For example, when te Ch-
ing the structure vocabulary of cause and 'effect, the student nee s to
know which words signal cause and which effect. They also ne d to
knOw the restrictions about what can follow a particular str cture
Word; for exarnPle, because is plus.- sentence and because of i plus
noun phrase. There are also peculiar distribution patterns f
subordinating confunc'tions associated .w.th cause and effect

tical expectations.
ertain method of or
e these] structure w
ization that you are

identify the method
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markers '( -ing `aild -ed),
ive clause, and to as the

is to have the student go
rs. Next, .modified doze
supply the markerg. The

nts are given the marker
rammatical structure that
they supply appropriate

several.weeks students do
course, but several times

lso mark off phrases in all'
reading the selections ac--

stndents need to. be aware of these gramm
To teach structure words as clues to a

tion, begin by having the students underli
. a paragraph that 'uses the method of orga

. . ing. A. next step might be to have them
ganiza don* that is used in a number of paragraphs. The ration
this is that it will help them to quickly find
the supporting evidence. If students can q
of organization from the structure words

that elnsive main id
uickly identify the p
used, they can predi

train of thought and where the main idea 711 probably be found.
is very helpful in enabling them to skim fcl information.

Finding the Main- Idea
Almost all the re ding programs and

students and ESL students ask them to find

r the.
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aniza-
rds in
teach -
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aterials for both nati
he main idea of a passag
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but they don't tell the foreign studerithow.--to find that elusive...main
idea. It would help to know how -native speakers recognize the main
idea, One answer is' hat na . ve speakers are exposed throughout their
school- careers to our methods f expository writing. .In addition,..the
-main idea may be recognized fr the emphasis if is given by sheer
repetition. A gdod writer, of coUr , doesn't usually repeat the main
.idea in the same words, so the foreign student must also .be able to
recogniie the synonyms, paraphrases and expansions' of d- kerword or

. phrase. I . have .tried a technique for teaching. this method of finding
the-main idea in which I first take a paragraph andunderline the .main
idea Wherever, it occurs. Then I have the students compare these state-
merits and restatements of the main idea. They must tell what has
been added, what has been deleted, what words have been substituted
-for words in the original statement. The exercises that the students;
.have done for word comprehension where they . have to recognize
synonyms and .words in the same _lexical field help them with this
paragraph analysis. exercise... After the students have .done this corn-
pariSon, the teacher collects the papers and gives the students the
same paragraph again with the' main- idea obliterated. They must.
supply their own paraphrases of these ideas.

After teaching .methods of organization on- the paragraph level,
I go on to the longer expository. essay. The materials adapted for
this purpose have not been simplified much because somewhere in
the advanced_ reading program .the students need to plunge into the
stream of academic-writing that they will soon:struggle with anyway,
without the help that the ESL reading teacher can give them, In our
course, students have been prepared for the plunge by using the SRA
Reading Laboratory materials three hours a week. These materials,
designed for native speakers in junior and senior high. school, cover
a wide variety of -subjects and writing styles. Even some of the most
sophisticated ESL Students seem to enjoy .these materials. -The great
---advantage is that students work at their own level of ability and at ..-
their own rate of. speed. This individualized approach gives the stu-
dents a feeling of 'responsibility for their progress and a sense of
accoMplishment, which are necessary for lasting reading improvement.

,.. Very, importantly also, .these readings serve as a bridge between the C-..

ESL .materials they have been accustomed to and the mainly. un-
abridged materials I haVe develop d. Usually my adaptations corisist .

of shortening 'the essay and rewriting some sentences to include a ..
variety of structure words I. am trying to teach them. .I have found
Some of the popular science magazines. like Scientific American, busi-
ness magazines,. the Wall Street Journal and New York Times editor.-
ials and feature articles to be excellent sources.. for adaptations. I
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have also used collections of essays for college students who are native
speakers of English.

After students have covered each\-of the logical methods of or-
ganization, they are given individualized readings in their field Of
academic interest. I have found that in increases students' interest if,
during the more controlled part of the\ reading courses they are also

1given the opportunity once a week to report on outside reading that
they chooses themselves. Two or three students a weelc are called en
to give short reports to the rest of the class on theisrdutside reading..

After the preliminary work of the course has:, been completed,
students are given a comprehensive orientation to the library by the
reference librarian, who has also worked out '"Library Orientation
Problems," to give them practice using the library and to reinforce
the information they have been given in the orientation tour. After
this, the students go to the library two days a week to do individualized
reading. They are given suggested reading projects, .which they do
not necessarily have to follow, but which are meant to help those. stu-
dents who don't feel confident yet on their own. The students record
the number of pages read and their time, and write short reports on
their reading.' They also keep' vocabulary cards of new words they
encounter in their ,reading. On one .side of a 3 .X 5 card, they put the
new words and,, the word class to which it belongs, its pronunciation,
and some other forms of the word. On the opposite side, they copy the
dictionary meaning and the sentence in which they encountered the
word. In this way they begin to accumulate some contexts for words
they are learning. These cards are reviewed at home by. the student
and given to the teacher to check once a week. Students are encour-
aged to read articles in the journals .of their intended field of study
'so` that they will begin to learn the vocabulary and the style of writing
associated with their particular field.

Vocabulary
In addition to the word studies in the SRA Reading Laboratory

Program, which the students do three hours a week, they are given,-
some of the vocabulary exercises in Yorkey that have to do with word
classes. These exercises, called "Changing Parts of Speech," stress
the .suffixes that change the word classes. In the readings that I have
adapted, I also have charts in which the student fills in the. various
forms of a word, according to' the traditional word classes. This is
not to teach them these words per se, but to familiarize them with
these stiffixes' as grammatical markers.' I don't give ,many exercises
on work stems and Latin and Greek prefixes and suffixes. The students
dislike this type of exercise ; nobody wants to sit down and memorize
these lists. I have them analyze words in their reading selections and
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ask them to find other words that use the same suffix or prefix, but this
is to familiarize them with the word formation process, so that they
can recognize prefixes rather than to teach''them the meanings of these
prefixes, which never seem to fit anyway.

The main emphasis in vocabulary development, other than teaching
the structure words related in particular methods of organization, is
on guessing the meaning of words from context. You may have to
convince Students that it isn't necessary for them to be in command
of the exact or complete meaning of a word. They:have to learn to
tolerate some vaguenesS about meaning if they are ever going to cut
the cord that attaches them to their dictionaries. This is very difficult,
if not impossible,- for some students, but the teacher must keep work-

.

ing towards this goal.
I alio:like to do some work with the students on reference. A very .

simple exercise is to go through a passage that is tightly constructed,
taking two sentences at a time and having the students find how they
are connected to each other. Teacher-made exercises of this sort need
to be worked out from the students' readings.

Synthesis .

You might 'like to know how all these cOmponents of the advanced
reading program fit together in actual classroom sessions. The ad-.
vanced reading course at the English Language Center meets' for one
hour,., five times a week. Three days a week. are spent primarily on-
the SRA. Reading Laboratory Program. At the beginning of the hour,
students have,a short, timed reading with about six or seven compre-
hension questions, which students score themselves and contort to
percentages. There are eleCtrical timing devices available, but all that
is really needed is a watch with a second hand. The teacher tells the
students when to begin And writes the time on the board every ten
seconds until the slowest student has finished. After the students finish
this "Rate Builder" readingwhich, incidentally, they select them-
selves according to the color-coded level they are working atthey
go on to the Comprehension and Word .Study readings, ,which are
longer and are not timed. The students are completely independent
in this .part of the program. They select Ntbatever reading they want,
just as long as it is at their level.: The teacher keeps a progress chart
of each student's comprehension scores, and the teacher and student .
decide together when it is time to move to a more advanced level,
usually after the student has scored SO percent' or above at onnlevel
for three 'or four times. On the SRA Lab days, I also bring some
exercises on word comprehension and association as well as word. or
phrase recognition and discrimination exercises. All of these are,
timed exercises.
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Two days a week students work on the part of' the program I call
"Teaching Predictability." This is all the work with syntactical
markers, paragraph analysis, and logical methods of- organization.
After this part, of the program has been completed, the students spend
two days a week doing individualized readings in their 'field of con-
.centration. Except for the one article they read each week Outside
of class and report on, there is homework only two days a week, con- /
sisting of questions about organization of the essays they are reading,
comprehension questions, exercises on structure vocabulary, phrase
markers, guessing-words from context and the word class tharts.

EVALUATION
The students' progress in reading rate and comprehension in the

SRA Program is recorded on their individual progress charts. My
experience with this program has been that all students move up at
least two levels within six class session,s and some move up as many
as four levels. For the materials in Harris'. text there are both native
speaker control group scores and foreign student scores with which
the teacher can compare the students' performance. Some such
evaluative procedures need to be'worked out for the teacher-made
exercises for teaching Predictability. Informal student evaluations of
the materials have been encouraging.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many questions about teaching advanced treading to-
ESL students that remain unanswered. For example, is there a tranS-
fer of. reading ability from the student's native language to English?
Informal questioning of very fast readers seems to indicate that there
probably is a correlation.

Another question that needs researching is how foreign students
can be taught cultural predictability. It is very difficult to teach, foreign
students how to find a main-ide-athlit is implied rather than stated:
This is bec4t1Srewriters assume so much about their audience. A
whole body ot cultural knowledge and -attitudes is taken for granted.
Is it possible to work out techniques for teaching some of these cultural
assumptions? Helen Minch, a teacher at the English Language Center,.
has 'worked out a test of cultural awareness for ESL students. Per-
haps some of these same techniques and materials can be used for
teaching as well as testing, -It would'be interestingto work out prob-
lem solving exercises where the student is given a situation and asked
to supply, a solution that is in agreement with our cultural assumptions.

.There are very few reading materials designed specifically for
ESL students that can be used to teach lexical, syntactic, and semantic
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predictability. I think it is a challenge for those of us who like to
develop materials to take what is known ,about reading for ESL stu-
dents that is different from reading for native speakers and develop
materials that are appropriate for these special needs.
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Can An Adult Intermediate ESL Student
Understand Today's News?

RUTH L. CATHCART
Alemany Community College Center, San' Francisco

For many AmeriCans.the morning begins with a look at the morning
paper. Foreign Students or new immigrants are equally, if not more,
in need of information and general background concerning their second
culture. Yet the newspaper is one of the last tools of communication
to be tackled by foreigners. The . native speaker's casual attitude to-
wards newspaper reading can be illustrated by the example of, an
American man married to a' Japanese-woman who had been here only
a few months.,, He said disgustedly as he brought his wife to our
school, "I don't know 'what's the Matter with her; she can't even read
the newspaper." Yet many or most ESL students say they have never
read a front page. "It's too hard," they complain.

I imagine most ESL teachers are more enlightened than to expect
daily news reading from beginning ,students. Yet we may still be ex-
pecting too 'much if we give out news articles as reading assignments
in intermediate or advanced classes. EVen teachers who "teach" news
reading generally avoid teaching .how to tread news and opt for teach-
ing long .lists of vocabulary words from one news article which has
been brought to class. After the students have waded through sen-
tence after indecipherable sentence they may know all about the peo-,
ple who marched to the Capitol, last Wednesday, but they will be little
closer to finding out, what happens. tornorrow.

Studenti must be taught to decipher and .analyze, in ,other words,
how to, use structure and style to infer meaning, In the course of
teaching fOreig,n,students, I have used a "news unit" asika set of lessons
which branch out to include several skills. This unit has been used
with several groups, mainly for our school's level 500/600 student's
(score on EPT form 'G or H, over 20, corresponding to. TOEFL score
425-500) Most of these- students are, at least high school graduates.
It has also been used for adults who have been in this country for
many -years and who have developed a .good oral fluency, but who
need extensive remedial work in reading, writing and 'grammar. If
students are very deficient in vocabulary, the lessons will be more
effective if they are carefully selected ar controlled vocabulary to
alrow students to concentrate on structure in/the first stages of 'learning.

There are two basic parts of news writing which must be under-
stood in order to read the front page of the paper; headlines and news
stories. The following presentation contains a section analyzing the
structure of each of the two parts and sets of lessons to familiarize
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students with each style or set of structures. I have used only the first
sentence of articles to represent news stories.

HEADLINES
Hoviare they written?

To examine news headlines; 5 copies .of a local paper (the San
Francisco Chronicle, random copies from January and February,1975)
were used. All headlines found on page 1 of the papers were listed.
Headlines found,_on pages 2-5 of the papers were listed separately
in case there was' a difference in ty of headline between page one
and succeeding pages. Headlines of randOm single Copies of the Los
Angeles Times and the New York Times were compared to those from
the San Francisco paper to see if a significant difference in style
existed. Grammatical structures found in the headlines were liSted
and catagorized as seen in Table 1.

TABLE 1

S.F. Chron. L.A. Times N.Y. Times ci

page 1 pages 2-5 page page 1

1. Noun phrases
eg. : New Crisis

Winter Days

2. Simple preient
eg. : TWA Sells 6 Jets

5

8

44

29

0

ExFBI Men Tell of Files

3. Passive Voice
eg.: 9th Victim Found

6 19 3

Commission Set Up

4. Miscellaneous
(including infinitive
future, pres.

11 0

, and combinations)

Total 43 93 9 11

Since the. structures on the .first and -following pages of the Chronicle
occurred in the same order of frequency, I have hereafter treated all
the headlines as 'one-group. Two things should be noted, however:
1) this is a small sample, only intended to give an idea of the .regu--
larity of news writing structures, and 2) The ,occurrence of these -
structures in the New York and Los Angeles' papers indicates that
the lessons should be adapted to whatever local paper students are
likely: to read.

Some steps to student -"headline-conseiousness raising"
1. List the three main kinds of grammar with examples, (see ta-

ble Note how articles and auxiliaries have often been omitted as :
9th Victim Found (the 9th..Victim Is (was) Found.)
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Note that almost all headlines are tenseless or in a narrative present
tense, whether active or passive.

2. Clive an exercise listing headlines and have students mark the
headline form as, type 1, 2, or 3, as listed 'in Table 1 (and in the stu-
dents' example).

examples : Truck driver dies 2../
High cost of living

3. -give reduced forms for headlines and have students expand them
to make complete sentences.

examples : Turks Killed in Ambush
Jettru./5tvtie4.(VZ41-1-64141) ak Cimai-u4k

4. Give a series of simple one-line "news stories" to Which you have
given structurally incorrect or semantically nonsensical headlines and
have the students correct the headlines.

q.

examples : Garage Crushed by Cars 0 &IAA/ Otad4/.4....-
A three story 'parking 'garage collapsed yesterday,
crushing cars and/ spilling some autos into the street.

Victim Kills > (/ jp-444J, .11 e

Another victim of the slasher wasloundyesterday about
a half mile froniiwhere he was killed a week ago.

5. If. more practice is needed, give another series of one-line
"stories" similar to those above and have students write their own .

headlines. Perhaps specify that they must use a certain form, e.g.,
passive voice or simple present tense.

NEWS STORIES
How are they written?

It was found that the main verb of the first sentences of page one
news stories occurred with the frequency. tabulated in Table 2.

TABLE 2

S.F. Chron. L.A. Times N.Y. Times

Simple Past _Tense 26 6 , 6

Passive Voice (past) 8 1 1

Present Perfect 3 0 2

Future Possible (may go) 2 0 0

Past Continuous 1 0 0

Future 1 0 0

Past Possibi (may have gone) 1 0 0

One might think that comprehension of the structures of most of
these sentences should be easy for students since a large number- of
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the main verbs are in the simple paSt tense. However this structure
is complicated by

as
fatt that newswriters strive to include as.many.

important facts as passible in the first sentence; answering such quest
Lions as. "why" "where" "who" and "when". The Chronicle sen7,
tencep examined. contained an \average of 28.04 words. These long
sentences were written using the following structures.

1. Modifying phrases r
15

a. non - restrictive relative clauses
examples: Smith, who arrived ,yesterday,'. .

b. appositives.
example: Smith, the new director, . .

c. participials
example: SWinging his fists, he came into . . .

2. Reported speech
example: Smith was arrested, according to police

3. Complex prepositional phrases
example: This news came with the cancellation of . . .

4. A scattering of adverbial clauses of time and place, introduced
by when, where, etc.

Some steps for learning news writing styles and practicing
some commonly misused writing structures

1. Point out the frequency of past tense and passive voice in main
verbs and that .the presenttense is not used as it is in headlines.
Point out what information writers try to include in the first sentence
of news articles and the advantage of this for skim reading. o.

2. Give some first sentences of articled and have students pick out
the basic sentences which comprise the ,complex sentence.

example: A nationwide protest by service 'station dealers began
last night, threatening the Bay Areawith a complete
lack of gasoline if all stations are closed.
a Q. la,
bc, .tZt6eia/z1-4/z4:41i Zkii41.744z.eiL.
c cediL14/..

3. Make up a fill-in exercise indicating what kind of information is
to *be supplied.

CULT144.4.example: S .F
,

where when who ..

said that will be given life imprisonment
who

for two of the murders he committed.
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4. Point on that other dependent structures often complicate sen-
tences. Give e. amples.

5. Do a rela 6-iause-wirting exercies usi
which, that, etc.

example: Ed 'Matthews, who ait/ww..4).,:v #0.nt, .t.044 1041-4-,
spo e to the convention yesterday in L.A.

6. Do a writim: exercise with participial-forms.,
example: Sno fell in New York last night, C4-2d ing

am-4 -6-u-i4.4/
He wa ed through the park,

7. Do an exercise o practice placing the speaker in final sentenc
position. .1

example: a, zoo.. a.i/turai according to police.

8. Give a list of pre a asitional phrases and have students write send
tences including them.

examplefoederal charges

in favor of he plan

i-e4,4"ca/

JILL
;fi- Aft z. CoOtrAIAg.

9. As a %hilthination of riting practice, a series of situations,-car-
toons or realistic pictures sh a uld be given to students and they should
write both an appropriate im' ginary headline and a one-sentence story.

- example: a bad storm, a car accident, a sports event

10. Finally, of course, students should be encouraged to read the
paper and see if their compr hension has increased.

I17 would be very interesting to pre- and post =test students by hav-
ing them, restate' articles and 4adlines in their own words. I' predict
that there would be a much greater gain in understanding than would
be found if.the same amount of \ time were spent riading articles and
discussing vocabulary.

In conclusion I would like to mention a few extensions to this unit
which may be useful for development of other skills:

1.. Read ambiguous headlines) such as "GOLDEN ARM.," :"BI-1
ZARRE POLICE SEARCH F.OR KILLER," "ONE STEP AHEAD
OF BURGLARS,." or "FORD'S, LITTLE :SLIP," and have student
speculate verbally as to what the tories contain.

2. Read'almid or tape and .play back some news stories for listening
comprehension and have students take a true/falseor short answer
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comprehension quiz. Then have students. either retell or write down
iMportant points in their own words. A. variation might include' using.
Cloze procednie, having students fill in blanks as they hear the story
read.

S. Divide students into pairs. Have ,one of each pair interview
the other about important or interesting happenings in his or her life,
and write a news article on this event. Variation: Tape one of the
interviews. Play the tape for all the students and have.them each write
4 news article of the event. Compare the articles for accuracy.

4. Give first sentence stories and teach -paragraph. development.

I. hope this presentation will help teachers fil,id a new approach to
a frustrating problem and help them develop new exercises which
will make the task of language learning more interesting. I owe a
great deal to my students who participated in thee and similar lessons
And made 'honest comments and helpful suggestions. I am grateful,
as well, to my colleagues who shared their expertise and teaching ex- .
perienceS with me a I developed these techniques. Hopefully, this
[paper ,will inspire commented 'criticisms from the reader which will
aid in further experimentation and development's of these ideas.

2 "4
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Measuring_ Intercultural 'Acceptance,:.
LAWRENCE F. BOUTON
University of Illinois at Urbana- ampaign

0

One of .the goals eoninitoh to bilingual programs across t 6-United
States is th&I,developinent in the 'children of a pride in thems lees and
in their heritage: And one thing that eac_h.ofthose..pro.gram must.do
each, year, least those financed tilraugh' state or federal f' nds; is
evaluate the extent to which its particular group of .childre i has snc-
-Ceededin reaching that goal. 'Finding at.Way, of making that judgment
with :any accuracy is 'diffidult enough when the children ome 'froth

\ .only a -Sinngle ethnic background. It. iS'iriiire" Complicated the more
cultures the children in any particular program represent. But if the
goal itself is modified _by extending it to include not only the proyision
that the children Will improve their self,concepts, -but also that they
will grow in their willingness to accept children from other. cultures,

' the problem'of evaluatiOn becomes more complex still. This extension
is a natural one, however, and is particillarly important in a program_

--Avith a multicultural student body, where the students' learning to -±:

accept each other is necessary to the effective conduct of the education
program itself. The King School in rbana, Illinois,. for .example, has
children from some 30 Countries. The multilingual/multicultural pro-
gram set up. within that school has classrooms in which 50 percent of
the children come from Within the United States and are native English
speakers, and 50.'perceirt are from elsewhere and. have other native
languages. With such cultnral diversity; any program is faCed with an
especially demanding challenge and a rich opportunity to see that each
Qhild..develops an ability to accept the other .children as individuals
regardless of their backgrounds. One way..a'program can tell to what
extent it has accomplishe -this objective to what extent its children
have 'maintained a positiye self-image. while. develeping an acceptanCe
of othersis the focal point of this paper. "

One source Of information that will.help a program to answer this
question during its self-evaluation.i6 a parent survey. For example if
parents were to.indicate that. -the greatest benefit the program offered
their children was, in the words of_one King SChool parent from India,
"learning about different countries from people who come from there,
and getting to :know. different kinds sof friends,.'' .one. Could. 'at least .-

t-%Itatively assume that there was some progress in thiS direction dur.7...

ing the year.. Another source of evidence that will help. a program eval-
.nate its efforts comes from aneedofeS; told by parents or teachers.
showing cliidren's growing 'pride in themselves, or their acceptance

, of others.' For instance, if an Indian child early in the, year is afraid
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to eathis/her lunch in front of other ehildr cn beca se. it ntains native..

Indian food, but oVercomes. this .fear as; the yea goes on, and even
'.offers a sample of his/her native- food4 the oth r children, the pro-

, 'gram- has 'definitely"-, made progress insofar as- tha child is concerned.
._ If there are fewer quarrels traceable/to racial orethnic differences, the

progratn has brought about intercultural .-accepta ce to that extent.
But the judgment of the parents/is essentially a ubjective measure,
and. the anecdotal evidence is fragrnentary, so that these two types
of data have little valte,..unleiss they. are upporied-hY other.. more
objective data that has been morelsystematically ga hered. Our prob
lern, them-- is to find an effectiv6- lAtay of collecti ig the additional
evidence we need to depict the attitudes of the child en toward them
seives and toward thoSe -of their peers from cultured foreign to their.
own.

One measure. that was .applied,in the ,King School project in the
attempt to reach a characterization of these attitudes Avas a sociogram.
The device was used once in -September and once th May in each.

,project classroom. The assumptiOn was that as the e ildren- in; each
. room came to know each ocher better and grew. in their acceptance of
the cultural differences that they found among themselies, they would

'the'rless likely- to limit Ahe'r selection for the various\ items on the
sociograny to children fr tri their- own cultural backgrounds. Items
includectin the device wee such questions as, `.`Who would you like to
sit beside at lunch?" or "Who is the:--prettiest girl iii- the class'?"

WhatWelfound was that there-was very little change in the selection
patterns used. by the children from September to May. HoWever, when
results are rather . nebulous, as were those attained -through this
sociogram, one should -first reconsider the"instrument itself in terms

. of the precise. objectives ohe is attempting to achieve to see if the
instrument is entirely-- relevant. In retrospect, one can see that the
sociogram was measurin4 the child's attitudes toward -a small segment

'---' of the ;children in the -Classroolif.--2--tiu<these that the child would
label in the superlative.iinjerins of some characteristic. It did- not
.measure the child's Utti udes toward the rest of the children in any
way; If there had been a significant increase in the number of .in-
dividuals selected by children from cultures other than their own,:
that would have shown a definite breaking-of the cultural barriers that
initially existed within the classroom. But the failure of such a trend
to. show up in our results merely meant that the reduction of thOse
barriers had not been qiiite so complete as that, What was needed
was -an- instrUment that'would measure the attitudes of a child toward
those of his peers that he didnot list on the so'ciogram.- .

Whatever the form this instrument would take, it would have to
have three basic chdracteristics. First,.- the Vocabulary and he syn-

, ,
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tactic structure of the items would have to be relatively .simple, so that
children with limited English-speaking ability, as. well as primary
school age children, could. handle the language. Second, cultural im-
plications of the various test items and potential answers must be as
universal- as -possible, to avoid hidden huilt-in. biases. And third, the
test format itself 'Must be easily understood bY- the children tatting it.
The device. that the King. School project' developed' to meet these .re-
qui r'ements was based upon the concept of the semantic differential, as ..

---,discussed by .Charles Osgood and 'others in Semantic Diff eiential Tech-.
vague (Snider and Osffood 1972). .

'One of the chief advantages of the semantic differential format Is
that the 'child. can use it to give answers while overtly e.mploying,.very
little. syntactic structure at all. The body of the test consists. of. a. set
of scales conlsecting modifiers that-are polar opposites, e.g., goo/bad,
.kind/mean, pretty/ugly, right/wrong, and funny/sad,. Children- are
.asked to. evaluate a particular. concept in terms of those scales. For :
example, if the concept were tacos, and the child enjoyed tacos, he/she
might -fill in the scales to indicate that they were good, .kind; pretty,
right, and funny.. If he wants to say that they arepretty and funny,
but not very pretty or funny; he /she would mark those scales in the:
space second from the end. If the child does not think that tacos can
be said to have either characteristic: suggested by a particular pair of
modifiers, the scale directly in the middle is,marked: To take -this. type
Of test, it is necessary, of course, that the children. know and under-
Stand the

the
modifiers that are used, and that they be able to

react to 'the concept in whatever form it is presented. Lists of 'modi- ,

fiers that were found to be fequently, used by children at various ages
are given by Francis j.-..DiVesta (1972). By using these lists, and.
checking them as necessary with the. teachers of the children whose
attitudes are to be measured, one can be fairly sure that the modifiers
are general knowledge among the children.- M a practical matter, how-

ever; especially since there will be' children among those to he tested
whose English is limited to varying degrees, it ik usually wise to ask
the children before starting the test if they need to have any of the
modifiers explained. It is especially important that the children under-
.s.tand--ihe pairs of modifiers to be opposites. We can see, then, that
the semantic differential can meet the first requirement placed on our
attitude' test: its syntak and vocabulary can he simple:

Consider nnw the second basic requitement we must demand of.any
device that we might want to use to measure the .attitudes ofebildren
toward themselves and toward those whit are culturally different i.e.;
it must minimize, the effect on the child's response'calfsed by a Cultural
bia. within the testing device itself. Does the semantic differential
format, permit us to meet ttii requirement as it did the first? The
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answeris that it doeS. But in order to Understand-why,. we must take
a short digression into the nature-of affeCtive meaning, as &Scribed by
Osgood and. his colleagues. . 1 .

Oliver Q. S..Tzeng (1974) has pointed out that "it is crucial for the
human animal as well as other higher organisms to.tise the innate ono-
tio'nal-reaction system to distinguish. among the signs'of things as good
or bad; strong or weak, and active or passive with..respect to himself.

..when confronted with any judgmental- situ-talon." Each of these .pairs
of 'modifiers represents -One Of the three most important factors that
play a role in our arriving- at these judgments. These factors can be
labelled .Evaluation;, Potency, and Activity, respectively, -and around
each factor one can group a large number of other modifiers that will
form sets with each of the three pairs just given. For example, along--
:side the pair good/bad, we have already-seen-that we could list such
Pairs as kind /mean, pretty/ugly; right /wrong, and funny/sad as being
from the same set. The judgment that these pairs, all make in corn-

: mon is an evaluative one; in effect, each of these pairs is saying very
much the same thing in affective. terms, i.e., each indicates the extent
to which a concept can be de-scribed as good or bad: If one says that-a

s \Oman is pretty, he/she has made an evaluative judgmentconcerning
the woman's looks; if one says that she is kind, .her way of dealing

'with people has been evaluated. If one says she is sleepy, on the other
hand, one may:nothe evaluating her at all, but simply be describing a
_fact that has 'no value judgment associated with it; in which case,
sleepy /does not belong to the same Set.as good/bad. that instance,
onewould merely be classifying her as essentially passive, rather than
active, at that particular momenta

Affective. meaning throughout -the Literate' world, then, is built
to a large extent around the same factors Evaluation, Potency, and
ACtivity (Osgood 1972). Furthermore, though it is not true in every
case, words in one Language frequently belong to. the same factor as
do. their translational. equivalents in other. languages. To take an
obvious example, good, bon (Fr), gut (Ger), khob (Peres), and buy
(11orn) are mutually translatable, and eat, belongs to the Set of
modifiers defininethe Evaluative factor in its respective language.
If we want a particular scale. to mean the same thing affeetively, for
each of the children taking the attitude test, what we must do is to.
find a matched pair of Modifiers that belongs to the same factor in
each of the languages native to -those children. -If we do this for each
scale that we rise; Ave will have built an instrument that permits
children from different cultureS to .make judgmerits within a frame-
work of affective meaning that those children hold in common: As a
result, there should be little difference between the responses of chil-
dren from different backgrounds that is directly traceable to- an in-
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herent difference in the meaning of the scales 'themselves for the
various. children.' Furthermore, it should. not make any.. difference
whether children took the test In English or in another language, so
long as their command of whatever language they did use was suffi-
cient for them to recognize the pairs Of modifiers as the opposites they
were.. It has been shown' experimentally by Kumata. and, Schramm-
(1956) that an individual tends 'to judge particular concepts in the
same, way, regardless of which of the languages spoken by him/her
was employed in the construction the scales used. And so we see that
by constructing whatever' instrument is developed in the native lan-
guages of those children whose English is too limited to permit them
to take the test in -English, it, should be possible to include all children
in a particular bilingu'al project in the semantic- differential' approach
to the evaluation of the project's effectiveness, in de /eloping a positive

. self-doncept and. intercultural acceptUlice in those :children.- -

Another characteristic of the- semantic differential approach to
testing Children's attitudes toward themselves and others that makes
it useful with ailOen from different cultural backgrounds is the fact
that the .concept 'to he evaluated does not have to be expressed verbally.
It can be given'a spoken or written label,gpf course, but it May also
appear. as an 'object, a picture, a color,. a- noise, or any other stimulus.
Lambert (1960) has measured the attitudes of French and English
speaking Canadians toward each other and 'toward ,the British and
European. French by using vo.ices representing there different groups
as the concepts to be evaluated. The flexibility possible in the pre-
sentation of the concepts- to be evaluated permits us to ask the children
to react to' stimuli that, would be difficult to phrase in concise English,
and also perMits the presentation of non - verbal concept to all
the children regardless of the limitations there, might be on the.English
of some Of 'tlie children. Each child, in these cases; simply responds

. in the language. in which the :scales iii.front of him /her are written.
All of what has been said so far, of course, would be of little interest

'to anyone trying to develop an attitude test of the sort we,are working
toward, if the semantic differential fOrmat were too difficult for young
children to Understand and use. Most importantly, the children muSt
grasp the significance of the scales themselves : they must see each of
the positions as point on a semantic continuum connecting the two polar
modifiers. Taking a .cue, from reports of other studies iii which these
scaleS were used apparently successfully with children as young as the
second grade '(Maltz .1963, DiVesta '1972,-Lambert and Tucker .1972),
the King School project tried. a simple, five -place scale. on a self--
concept test. en,rly in the-fall. of 1963. Each of the positions along the
Scale was indicated, by a blank:
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. .

It was found,however, that the primary level children were unable to
comprehend what it meant to check one blank on the scale instead of
another.

TO overcome this obstacle, it was decided to quantify the spaces
in terms; of squares and circles :

BAD

'Expressed in this graphic. form, the scales could be interpreted by the
children themselves. It was necessary only to draw their attention
to the increase, in.the number of geometric forms as one moved from
the center of the scale toward the words. at either end.' Even first-
graders quickly recognized that the positions on the scale werejelated
to the intensity with -which one thought one or the other modifier
applied to the particular concept. In quantified terms, they saw that
six squares or circles meafit very good or very bad; and the matched
pair of forms in the middle:of the scale man equally good or bad
(Qr.. neither).

We have seen, then, that the semantic differential approach can
meet all three of the basic requirement's that it must if it is to be useful
,to us : it can be lexically and syntactically simple; it can be couched in
terms of affective meaning that has been, shoWn by Osgood to be
.uniVersal; and its format. can, be quantified so as to make it easily
comprehended even by children of primary school age. But does it
perfoxm the function that we setnut for it in the first place? Does it
provide objective data that will aid a bilingual project in determining
3vhether it has developed in its children the positive self-concept and
intercultural acceptance that i5 one of itsmost important goals?

As it was used at the King School project last spring, it seemed to.
The purpose of the test was to determine how the self-concept and
intercultural acceptance of the children in the project would measure
up -alongside those same characteristics in children from other class--
rooms and other schools. It was assumed that since all schools attempt
to help Children develop, a pride in themselves, the King.. project
would have succeeded in this particular area if its own children re-
garded themselves in a light that was as favorable as that in which
the children from other schools viewed themselves. 'On the other hand,
the sizeable number of children and teaching assistants from different
Cultures, together with the .deliberate attempt of the project to
capitalize on their presence to develop a high degree of intercultural
acceptance in the 'children, would lead, it was reasoned, to a more ready
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acceptance of cultural differences on the part of the children in the
project. The groups of non-project children came from two elementary
schools in Champaign, Illinois, in which none of the three faCtors just
mentionedthe large number of foreign students, the foreign teaching
assistants, and the focus on intercultural educationexisted to any
significant extent. In addition, we used those children in King Scllool
itself who were not in the project as part of the control.

. The test itself was. simple. There were six concept's, each evaluated
by the children in terms of

simple.,
different scales. Two of the con-'

ceptS, myself, and my best friend, were expressed verbally; the latter
was intended to get at what constituted the child's ideal, and the
children were told that this "best friend" need not be a real. perSCM.
The other \four concepts were represented by voices : one. spoke
Korean; one, English, with a heavy but intelligible Korean accept;
one, Spanish; and one, general American English, though not in that
order: The first two voices. belonged to the same person, as did the
second two. The directions to the children taking the test told them
to try to imagine what the speaker would be like and then to describe
bim in terms of the scales. It was hoped that the children from the
King School project would react more favorably toward the two
voices using 'a foreign language, as.toward the voice with the Korean
accent,, since these voices represented. people from cultures redog-
nizeably different from those of most of the children taking the test.
The native English-speaking voice was intended to be'a control.,

In scoring the device, five points are awarded for each "X" Placed
in the most positive position, i.e., very good, very pretty, etc.; four
points are given for the next positive position; three far the next; and
so on; until the "X" placed in the lea§t positive position would receive
one point :

GOOD BAD
5. 4 3 2

The scores of the different groups of- children were averaged for each
concept, and, the 'groups compared. At King School last spring, two
diNerent comparisons were drawn: one in which each group was com-
prised of the children from a particular school, with the

i
children,

outside tie project but enrolled in King School itself counting as a
separate "school"; and another, in which the American children
within the project were coinpared with those project children from
Outside the United States. ,

Once Abe results were tabulated, they seemed to indicate that the
King project had been successful in generating within its children
the desired attitudes toward themselves and others.: their self-concepts
were as high, and their intercultural acceptance .higher, than those
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TABLE 1
Tabulation of Mean Scores by School and Concept

School/.Concept Self 0. Korean L English Spanish Korean ACC Ideal

#1 3.9622 3.1936 3.4335 3.2821 3.2492 4.4469

#2 3.8053 3.5896 3.5716 3.7007 t 3.6026 4.3869,
#3 - 4.1987 , 3.4672 3.7064 3.5924 / 3.7327 4.6818
King Project 4.1324 3.8809 3.3423 3.8763 3.7666 4.5479
Standard Dev. 0.5146 0.8068 0.6962\ 0.7514 b.7538 '- 0.5018

fourid in the children of any of the other three schools, as Table 1 and
the graph in; Figure 1 indicate. , -

These same ratings, however, are the basis of the graph in Figure 1
in which two interesting questions are crystallized. N6tice that the
voice speaking Englisla with a Korean. accent was not rated signif-
icantly differently by any of the groups. Also., the ratings df the voice
speaking English without an accent were. inexplicably low among the
King project children. Why children from outside the project would'
readily accept a,voice speaking with a heavy Korean accent, .but not
the" two voices actually, speaking foreign, languages, we have not yet

Figure 1. Seores of the. Four Groups of Children over the Six Concepts.

legend:

School #1'
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Niit-e: Scores here and on Table 1 are computed by assigning five 'points to the most
favorable" response, four to the next most favorable, and so on down to one for he

least favorable. All ores on the graphs are mean scores computed over all subjOts
in a particular school group for. each concept. No mean fell below 3.000; hence /pie
graph represents only the distance between 3.000 and 5.000.
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Figure 2...Scores 'of the American and. Foreign Children from' the Ding Schoo
legend:

Americans

foreign
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.determined. Nor can we explain the 'low ratings given the native
EL glish speaker at this time. Regarding this latter Troblem, one might
suggest that the project children assigned less prestige to English than
the other children did because of the considerable emphasis on lan-
guages and cull-1'1.es from outside the United States, and hat this
reduced 'prestige was responSible for the low ratings. But if that were

is°, one would expect to find a complementary reduction in .the self-
concept of the English-speaking .children in the project, and this did

. not occur. The American children within the project rated themselves
as highly as, did Americans from the other schobl (Figure 1), or those
children within the project from other countries (Figure 2).

As this device for measuring attitudes of children toward them-.

selves and others is revised, one would hope to be able. to find a way
of gathering data that would help, explain the questions surrounding
the enigmatic results associated with the Korean accent and with the
native English speaker. Using. other discoveries described by Tzeng
(1974), it may be possible also to measure' the degree to which children
have assimilated to the type of American culture represented by the
schools on a format siinilar to that described here. .But even without
accomplishing these additional steps, we can say that we do seem to
have a testing device which does discriminate between t1ie attitudes

O

Project. `.
5.000

4.500

4.000

3.500

3.000
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toward the children froni,different cultures found in the King project
children, and those.found in the children from other schools. The
project. children were more favorably disposed toward the speakers of

. the foreign languages.. Given this power to discriminate, the fact that
no. differences,,are*indi'eafed between the self-ratings of the projgct
children-and those of the others-ean be taken as evidence that the gdal
of the King -project to build, as -positive a self-image in its children
as that held by American school children in general was achieved
last .year. In both these areas, then, that of establishing pride in the
students. and that of develOping an'aceeptance of the culturally differ-
4nt, thfs device seems able. to offer data that will be of considerable
help to anyone charged with evaluating the work of a bilingual or a
multilingual/multicultural project over any particular year.

4

28 4i
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